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Aims

The aims of this study have been:

1. To determine the structure of the aqueductal ependyma and the precise anatom-
ical relationships of supraependymal elements which are known to exist within the
ventricular system.

2. To describe the structure of the neurons of the PAG distinguishable at the light
microscopic (Nissl and Golgi methods) and electron microscopic level, and their pr""ìr"
arrangements.

3. To determine whether there is reasonable cause for division of this region into
discrete subnuclei based on anatomical evidence.

4. To determine the entire afferent, and efferent connections of this region, and to
see if there are additional reasonable grounds, based on connectivity, for subdivision
of the PAG.

5. To describe the ultrastructural detail of the synaptic contacts within the PAG

6. To discuss the relevance of the anatomical findings for the rabbit PAG with
respect to the various functions for which this region has been proposed to be involved
in.
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Summary

The aims of this study were to investigate the anatomy of the PAG by morphological
characterization of its constituent cells, and their connections, at the light, scanriing,
and transmission electron microscopy level, in the hope of being able to provicle ã
sound anatomical basis for at least some of the functions in which the PAG has been
implicated.

Chapter 1 is a brief philosophical introduction to neuroscience in general, and to
the PAG in particular. Chapter 2 provides a general overview of this region, with
reference to what was previously known of its basic structure (established bf scanning
and transmission electron microscopy of the aqueductal surface, and Nissl, bolgi, 

"mlbryological, immunohistochemical and ultrastructural studies of the pAG). lt iurtte,
deals with its connectivity (described by methods aimed at revealing its afferent and
efferent connections, and ultrastructural detail of its synapses), as estãblished by other
authors. This chapter indicates that there are many inconsístencies and deficiencies
in previous reports on the structure and connectivity of the pAG.

Chapters 3 to 8 deal with the anatomical investigation of the rabbit pAG.

Chapter 3 describes the relationships between the aqueductal ependyma and. a
large number of supraependymal structures found to exist in the aqueduct (axons,
dendrites, cell bodies, cilia, microvilli, macrophages). In adclitiorr, ih" 

"p"rrdy.r,uÍlining of the aqueduct is shown to consist of three ""il typ"., the normal ependymal
cell, the ependymal astrocyte, and ependymal tanycyte.

Chapter 4 establishes the dimensions of the rabbit PAG, and provides evidence thatit contains different cell types, with varying shapes, sizes, orientations, an¿ degrees of
basophilia. It also establishes that there are fouì cytologically-distinci regionJwithin
the rabbit PAG each of which demonstrate different cellular orientation. rid densities,
based on the observations made using the Nissl method.

Chapter 5 describes the structure of the constituent neuronal types found within
the PAG, and their distribution throughout the four different subregions described in
chapter 4, using the Golgi method.

-- 
Chapter 6 reports on the large number of regions found to provide differential

afferent projections to the PAG, using retrograde transport of horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) to label the cells of origin.

Chapter 7 describes the large number of efferent connections of the pAG established
using the autoradiographic and anterograde HRP labelling methods. The results of
chapter 6 and 7, demonstrate that a certain degree of topographical specification, an¿
a considerable reciprocity of connections, exists with respect to the pAG.

e neurons of the pAG, and the synaptic
axons within the neuropil. Ten major

-axonic and dendro-dendritic synapses,
ty within the PAG.
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In the final chapter (chapter 9), evidence from the experimental chapters is brought
together to show that some of the anatomical substrates recognized may provide at
least part of the explanation for PAG involvement in the activation of a descend-
ing analgesia system, a 'defense' reaction, and a number of other functions including
locomotion, and lordosis.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

The intricacies of the mind and brain have fascinated man for centuries. Only compar-
atively recently has this organ been found to consist of a large number of nerve cells
and, even more recently, that these cells a¡e connected to each other in a large variety
of ways. What mechanisms underlie the organization of this mass of nerve cells and
fibres into a functional unit remains largely a mystery. In order to gain an appreciation
of the functioning of the brain, it is essential to fully understand the structure of this
complex, and the mechanisms by which its individual components connect together
and integrate information. The last four decades of neuroscience research have seen an
explosion in the number of approaches made in an attempt to answer these and many
other related questions. What is the morphology of the cells? How does neuronal
form relate to function? How are cells connected? With what are they connected?
\Mhy are they there? How do individual cells communicate with one another? The list
becomes an endless array of questions that must be answered in order for us to fully
understand how neurons may provide the anatomical basis for function and ultimately,
how the cells may integrate the chemical and electrical signals into abstract terms such
as perception and thought. The principle of neural cells being the building blocks of
brain organization, and their particular arrangements, are basic concepts that must
be recognized, understood, and built upon in order to provide a useful basis for future
experimentation and theory.

One of the major avenues of current research in neuroscience is concerned with
establishing the functional relationships of particular neural regions with recognized
systems. Many aspects of the biochemistry and cellular neurophysiology of neural cells
have been well researched, but how they function together as a system, to sum, filter
and integrate different information is still not particularly well understood. It remains
the role of the neuroanatomist to draw on all possible investigative tools in order to
unravel the complex arrangement of the neural elements which may conceivably serve
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those functions.

A great deal of research has been done in regard to the perception of basic sensa-

tions. Sensory information relating to where we are in time and space, how we smell,
what we see, all have an anatomical basis which neuroscientists are attempting to
determine. The sensation of pain is served by an extremely complex system, and the
control of this sensory modality is one of the prime objectives of medicine. It is unlilie
other sensory systems in that there is no equivalent localized cortical centre for pain as

there is for each of the other modalities such as vision, audition, taste and touch. The
periaqueductal gray (PAG), which forms the basis of this study is one region of the
brain that has been found to have a direct function in pain mechanisms, as sho'wn by
recent information that it provides a prominent source of descending inhibition at the
spinal cord level on incoming afferent pain fibres. The detection of a noxious stimulus
not only relies on there being a relevant pathway to transmit the information centrally,
but it would appear that there also has to be complex integration of a large number
of systems in order for the individual to interpret a stimulus as painful. The PAG has
also been strongly implicated in a number of other equally important functions which
may be involved in these mechanisms. A 'defence' type of reaction is elicited from the
PAG, and appears to be as important as the hypothalamus in this regard. This type
of reaction accompanies a large degree of sympathetic discharge which produces such
effects as piloerection, contraction of the bladder and stomach, increase in blood pres-
sure and respiration. The animal also produces 'fight or flight' type reactions. Perhaps
these mechanisms are tied in with pain perception as they are 'pain associated events'.
Vocalization is also elicited from the PAG and may accompany these reactions. It is
therefore important to understand and define the structure of the PAG in the hope of
defining some form of anatomical basis for these complexly integrated behaviours.

Attempts have been made, predominantly in the cat, and rat, to und.erstand the
anatomy of the PAG, although there is little agreement in the literature as to its
structure and connections, and what the anatomical basis may be which would. serve
the functions in which it has been implicated. This study, in the rabbit, attempts to
describe the structure of the neurons of this area, and. their connections as revealed at
the light and electron microscopic level, utilizing a variety of investigative techniques in
the hope of providing sound anatomical grounds for future physiological, psychological
and functional investigations into this region.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

The PAG is a cell rich, myelin poor region of the midbrain that completely surrounds
the aqueduct of Sylvius. This chapter is structured such that the available literature
on the aqueductal surface is described in its relationships with the PAG, and then its
structure and connectivity at the light and electron microscope level is reported.

2.L Aqueductal surface

The basic structure of the cerebral aqueduct is quite similar to other regions of the
ventricular system in that it is lined by a continuous layer of conventional epithelium
(or ependymal cells) alternating with specialized ependymal areas, and is supported
by a vascular striatum of subependymal glial tissue (Tennyson and Pappas 1968).

Apart from the ependymal lining, there are specialized zones and particuiar struc-
tures within the ventricular system that have been suggested as being involved in a
range of functions. These structures include cilia, microvilli, supraependymal cells
(neuronal, glial and phagocytic), ependymal protrusions, axons and dendrites of neu-
rons within the neuropil, and circumventricular organs. A variety of biochemical,
histochemical and histological procedures have now been used in the evaluation of
the significance of these various structures. Although most of these structures have
been described at one time or another in incidental observations within the aqueduct,
consideration of the link between these structures and relevant functions has centred
mainly on the third ventricle (see Rodri guez 7976} There has only been one systematic
attempt to analyze this region in the rabbit (Tennyson and Pappas 1962) and another
early transmission electron microscopic study in the rat (Brightman and Palay 1963).
Although these studies were not specifically aimed at describing the stucture of the
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aqueduct they incorporated this region in their general investigations of the ventricular
system. A later report by Burnett and Felten (1931) examined the structure of rabbit
aqueductal tanycytes by Golgi methods.

2.L.L Ependyma

Although classical optical studies have indicated that the ependyma of the ventricular
system consists of simple cuboidal or columnar cells together with numerous cilia (de-

pending on regional location), microvilli and other supraependymal elements on the
apical surface (Studnicka 1900), it was not until 1962 that an electron microscopic de-

scription of the ependyma lining the aqueduct was forthcoming (Tennyson and. Pappas

1962). This report studied the ependyma of the foetal, early postnatal and adult rab-
bit. In foetal life, the ependyma was observed to consist of undifferentiated polygonal
cells which underwent marked change immediately prior to birth, at which stage they
differentiated into layers of psuedo-stratified ciliated columnar cells interspersed with
ependymal tanycytes and astrocytes. Differentiation continued through to a single
layer of differentiated columnar ciliated cells which lined the aqueduct in the mature
adult form. Three variations of ependymal cells: the normal ependymal cell, and the
rarely observed ependymal astrocyte and ependymal tanycyte were found in the wall
of the ventricular system.

The normal ependymal cell was found to contain a large, rounded nucleus with the
major portion of the cytoplasm present in the apical region of the cell. The presence

of a prominent nucleolus was noted, and numerous cilia and microvilli were found
protruding from the ventricular surface of the cell. Small vesicles of varying sizes

were located just beneath the apical cell membrane and also dispersed throughout the
cytoplasm. Vesicles of similar size were also found by Teichmann (1g63, 1g67) who
described two types of Gomori-positive granules within ependymal cells, one of which
was 0.5pm diameter and the other, possibly storing a glycoprotein, about L-2¡tm in
diameter. Rodriguez (1976) has proposed that these granules, and the presence of an
increased amount of endoplasmic reticulum, were suggestive that the ependyma lining
the aqueduct might be secretory in nature.

These ependymal cells were found to have no basement membrane. They exhibited
a "terminal bar" just below the apex of adjacent ependymal cells (Tennyson and
Pappas 1962). Endoplasmic reticulum, and vacuoles with dense material, were found
scattered throughout the cytoplasm, with a Golgi complex generally situated above the
nucleus. This description was similar to that for the rat as described by Brightman and
Palay (1963)' although the terminal bar-an intracellular junction, was found to exist
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as several different types: the zonula adherens and zonula occludens. Additionally,
perinuclear filaments were found to gather into fascicles near the nucleus. Ependymal
cilia, 15-20¡rm long and 0.4¡rm in diameter, contained a distinctive basal body, basal
rootlets, and a basal foot associated with each cilium. Although there have been no
other reports on the structure of normal aqueductal ependyma in any other species the
general description has been shown to be essentially similar to that of other ventricular
regions.

2.L.L.L Tanycytes

Interspersed throughout the ependymal lining of the ventricular system are specialized
cells which have been named tanycytes and astrocytes (Horstmann 1gb4). Tennyson
and Pappas (1962) described the presence of these cells within the lining of the aque-
duct of the neonatal and adult rabbit, although they were then thought of as being a
transitional cell. The tanycyte, characterized as having a long basal process frequently
directed towards capillaries within the neuropil has ciliated cisternal elements of the
endoplasmic reticulum, numerous mitochondria and fine filaments in the region where
the tanycyte process originated from the base of the cell. The epend.ymal astrocyte
was found to differ from the tanycyte in that it contained far fewer mitochondria and
less endoplasmic reticulum in its processes, and. its cytoplasm provided a ,,ground.

glass" appearau.ce due to the presence of fine granular and fibrillar substances. Other
than that report, only one other by Burnett and Felten (1981) has been forthcoming
with regard to aqueductal tanycytes (although there have been numerous studies in
other regions of the ventricular system, particularly the third ventricle). Their Golgi
preparations showed that the adult rabbit did indeed possess a large population of
tanycytes within the aqueduct. This was contrary to the earlier report by Tennyson
and Pappas (1962), who proposed that the tanycyte was more of a temporary d.evelop-
mental phase' Burnett and Felten (1981) found that the dorsal region of the aqueduct
contained greater nu.mbers of tanycytes than did the ventral and lateral walls of the
aqueduct, and that tanycytes often occurred in groups of 3-8. Further, it was found
that the soma of ependymal cells did not lie flat with the lumenal surface, but gen-
erally contained bulges, or bulbous expansions, or blebs, which protruded into the
lumen. The shape of the soma varied from round through to fusiform, pyramidal or
columnar. Shafts from the tanycyte projected into the neuropil and generally abutted
neuronal cell bodies, dendrites or blood vessels with a foot plate of some kind. These
shafts showed a wide variety of branching patterns and density of spine-like projec-
tions, some of which correspond to the ependymal astrocyte found in the aqueduct
by Tennyson and Pappas (1962). Tanycytes which contacted a blood vessel had, on
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almost all occasions, an apical projection into the lumen of the aqueduct. The blebs

on these cells may be secretory in nature, as v¡as suggested by Rodriguez (1976), Card
and Rafols (1978), Stumpf et aL (I977a), and Coates and Davis (1982) for tanycytes
of the third ventricle. Bleir (1971) proposed a transport function for the ependyma of
the third ventricle which demonstrated basal processes contacting neurons and blood
vessels equivalent to that described within the rabbit aqueduct (Burnett and Felten

1981). It has been suggested that these cells may be involved in transport of sub-

stances from the CSF to capillaries (Knigge and Scott 1970, Kobayashi et al. 1972,

Flament-Durand and Brion 1985). Pilgrim (1973), critically analyzed the reports in
the literature on transport ependyma (the tanycyte) and came to the conclusion that
evidence for transport was poor, although the possibility could not be dismissed. It is
now becoming increasingly evident that the tanycyte might possibiy play some type of
transport role since there is evidence from recent studies of the transport of substances

(HRP, microperoxidase, labelled hormones) into cells and blood vessels of the neuropil
without them being found in the extracellular fluid. The evidence for this is discussed

in chapter 3. This role holvever, has as yet only been proposed for tanycytes of the
third ventricle.

2.L.L.2 Circumventricular organs

Other ependymal specializations have been found to exist throughout the ventricular
system in selected regions. The term circumventricular organ (CVO) was coined by
Hofer (1958) to account for these structures. That report established that there were
defined regions of the ventricular system where specialized ependymal cells, which were
involved in unknown functions, could be found. The only CVO found near the aque-

duct is the subcommisural organ located in the roof of the caudal part of the third ven-
tricle and gives rise to the Reissner's fibre which travels through the aqueduct en route
to the spinal cord. This structure is generally considered to perform a maclophage-like
function (Weindel and Schinko 1975). Recentl¡ Stumpf et al. (1977a,b) found evi-
dence for another potential CVO in the region of the inferior collicular recess of the rat.'
The first mention of such a structure in this region was in a light microscopic report
by Wislocki and Leduc (1954) also in the rat, although they attributed it to part of
the roof of the fourth ventricle where the walls were characterized by numerous folds.
Stumpf et a/. (1977a) described several characteristic features of this region. 1. the
formation of a ventricular recess and sulcations of the ependyma. 2. the presence of
oestrogen and androgen concentrating cells. 3. a high degree of vascularization associ-

ated with fenestrated capillaries, and 4. an extensive autonomic innervation (Stumpf
et al' 1977a). These features satisfy all of the specified criteria for a CVO. The normal



ependymal cells of the collicular recess organ are covered with microvilli, protrusions
from the ependymal surface, and secretory droplets which may be apocrine in nature
(Stumpf et al. I977a). Two additional ependymal cell types rvr/ere found in this CVO,
the tanycyte, and the coelocyte, (a cell described by Stumpf et al. (Ig7Ta) as be-

ing characterized by having an intracellular lumen containing cilia and microvilli). A
subsequent report by Stumpf. et al. (1977b), using light, scanning and transmission
electron microscopy described tanycytes and coelocytes within the collicular recess or-
gan together with blood vessels, blebs and other possible apocrine protrusions. This
evidence, together with the knowledge that there are oestrogen-concentrating cells in
this region (Keefer and Stumpf 1975), suggested that the collicular recess organ ùÌay
be somehow involved in endocrine processing.

2.1.L.3 Protrusrons

The protrusions of various shapes and sizes which rvr¡ere reported by Stumpf et aI.

7977a,b) in the previous section, which may be apocrine blebs pinched off from cells of
the collicular recess organ, were also described by Rodriguez (1976) who observed that
these ependymal protrusions rvl¡ere found along the entire length of the aqueduct. It
\Mas suggested that these ependymal cells might possibly secrete into the cerebrospinal
fluid or bloodstream. Such protrusions found in the third ventricle of many species
(Knowles and Kumar 1969, Rodriguez 1976, Stumpf et aI. Lg77a,b, Card and Rafols
1978' Brion et aI. 1982, Coates and Davis 1982), show morphological changes with
respect to different stimuli.

2.L.2 Supraependymal elements

There are three possible mechanisms by which elements within the aqueduct (or ven-
tricular system) may contact the cerebrospinal fl.uid (CSF). These contacts may be
achieved by either, 1. neurons contained completely within the ventricular system
(supraependymal cells), 2. nerve cells within the neuropil or ependyma, send.ing den-
drites into the cerebral cavities (supraependymal dendrites), or 3. CSF-contacting
axons projecting into the ventricular system (supraependymal axons). It has been sug-
gested that CSF-contacting neurons, whether by somal, dendritic or axonal contact,
may perform a range of roles including chemoreceptive, mechanoreceptive, thermore-
ceptive, light receptive and neurosecretory functions (see Vigh-Teichmann and Vigh
1983 for review).
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2.L.2.L Supraependymal Cells

Although supraependymal cells of neuronal, glial and phagocytic origin have been

found to lie within the third (Coates 1972,1973), fourth (Sturrock 1983, Imamoto eú

aI. 1982) and lateral ventricles (Noack et aI. 1g72, Hetzel 1978, Imamoto et at. Ig82),
none of these elements have been described within the aqueduct of any species. It is
interesting to note that an increase in the numbers of supraependymal-nerve like cells

in the third ventricle followed intraperitoneal administration of p-chloroamphetamine
(Saland and Munger 1981) suggesting an association with the serotonergic system of
the brain, although no 5HT reactive cells have been reported within the ventricular
system (Lorez and Richards 1982). Although these supraependymal-cells are probably
found in all regions of the ventricular system, they are most conspicuous in regions
where cilia are sparse or absent, such as the CVO's.

2.L.2.2 Supraependymal dendrites

The CSF-contacting neurons which are not located entirely within the ventricular sur-
face appear to be bipolar cells with a dendrite rootlet entering the ventricular system
between two adjacent ependymal cells (see Fig. 1 of Vigh and Vigh-Teichmann 1gT3).
The perikaryon is located subependymally (Vigh-Teichmann and Vigh lgSB). The
dendritic rootlet always bears a single cilium. These dendrites have been proposed
to function in a sensory role (Vigh and Vigh-Teichmann 1973). Numerous studies
have shown the presence of CSF-contacting neurons in the third ventricle and spinal
cord (see Vigh and Vigh-Teichmann 1973, Vigh-Teichmann and Vigh 1g83 for review),
although none have been described within the aqueduct. It was found that, with an in-
crease in the phylogenetic age, a concurrent decrease in the number of CSF-contacting
cells is found. Recently, in the aqueduct and other ventricular regions, Ugrumov eú ø1.

(1985) has shown probable dendrites of 5-HT positive neuronal perikarya of the dorsal
raphe nucleus contacting the CSF with small oval swellings 0.2-0.5¡;m in size. The
descriptions of these structures do not correspond to the CSF-contacting dendrites of
Vigh and Vigh-Teichmann (1973). No dendrites of PAG neurons have been reported
to contact the CSF.

2.1.2.3 Supraependymal axons

Early light microscopic analysis (I(olmer 1930, Pesonen 1940) noted the presence of
supraependymal nerve fibres within the ventricular system. They \¡¡ere unequivoca-
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bly demonstrated in 1963 with the electron microscope (Brightman and. Palay 1963),

and identified as being structurally closer to dendrites than axons. Lorez and Richards
(1973), and Richards ef al. (7973), found that such frbres present both supra- and sub-
ependymally, are indolealkylamine in nature and suggested that they may be dopamin-
ergic or serotonergic. Further, they found that various drug treatments: nialamide or
p-chlorophenylalanine either intensified or reduced the observed fluorescence which was

unaffected by a-methyl-p-tyrosine (a catecholamine synthesis inhibiior). This evidence
for serotonergic (5-HT) fibre innervation tr\¡as substantiated in 1975 by Aghajanian and
Gallager (1975) who lesioned the dorsal raphe nucleus and found that there was a de-

crease in the number of axons seen lining the ventricular system under the electron
microscope. This suggested that the raphe nuclei of the midbrain may be the source
of serotonergic axons observed in the ventricular system. From early evidence using
uptake of 3H-5HT from the ventricles, Aghajanian et aI. (1966) concluded that up-
take was from the nerve terminals rather than by nonselective penetration through
the nonneuronal lining. Later studies have shown evidence for the existence of up-
take mechanisms, and blockage of uptake in the selective accumulation of 3H-5HT, in
supraependymal nerve terminals (Aghajanian and Gallager 1975, Chan-Palay 1g76,
Lorez and Richards 1982, Richards 7977).

It has been demonstrated (Chan-Palay 1976) that this nerve plexus was denser in
dorsal and ventral regions of the aqueduct than it was in the lateral walls, and that the
nerves formed a criss-cross network with nodal points where 6-7 axons meet. These
axons were also shown to possess varicosities along their length which demonstrated
small and large vesicles containing 5-HT (Lorcz and Richards 1982). They noted that
only rarely were contacts made between these supraependymal-nerves and ependyma
(wiih only 20nm between the membranes) (Lorez and Richards 1g82). Possible func-
tions of these nerve endings may be: that they are receptive to substances in the CSF;
or that they may secrete peptides (notably 5-HT) into the CSF to act upon distant
sites; or that nerves acting upon ependymal cells through release of $HT could influ-
ence ependymal secretions (Lorcz and Richards 1982). These free nerve endings could
conceivably exert a modulatory effect on a wide range of extensive periventricular neu-
rons which may be in contact with the CSF. Such a role would be especially important
considering the wide range of peptides present in the CSF (Post ef ø/. 1982), which
may arise from free nerve endings and subependymal and supraependymal nerve cells.
Although it has been claimed that all supraependymal nerves are serotonergic (Lorcz
and Richards 1982), 3H-GABA uptake studies have shown that in the cerebral ventric-
ular system, and more particularly in the aqueduct (Belin et al. 7980), a proportion of
the free axons are GABAergic. Following intraventricular administration of 3H-GABA,

labelled fibres were observed supra- and subependymally. These totally disappeared
after a GABA uptake inhibitor was applied, but did not alter the appearance of the
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3H-5HT plexus. Belin et al. (1930), also reported that the pattern of labelling was

identical to that found with 3H-5HT labelling, and in fact, that the 5HT and GABA
plexuses were anatomically indistinguishable. Since some of the GABA fibres persisted
a,fter a raphe lesion, it would be of interest to determine their origin, and. also whether
other neurotransmitters exist in simila¡ fashions to these two. Axons have only been

found in the aqueduct in a small number of reports on the rat (Brightman and palay

1963, Belin et al. L980). There have been no concerted attempts to investigate their
presence in any other species.
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2.2 Is the PAG divisible?

The PAG of the midbrain is an area of the central nervous system that has tra-
ditionally been described as having its ontogenic origins from both the tectum and
tegmentum (Castaldi 7923, Tsai 1925, Ariens-Kappers et aI. 1g3fl Huber and Crosby
1943, Crosby and \Moodburne 1943a, 1943b, Ig43c, Brown 1943, Gillilian !g4}a,1g43b,
Tamthai 1943, Woodburne 1943, Altman and Bayer 1981b). The dorsal region of the
PAG, located above the sulcus limitans, originated from the optic tectum an¿ was
often incorporated in early descriptions of that region (Tsai Lg25, Ariens-Kappers el
aI. 1936, Huber and Crosby 1943, Crosby and Woodburne Lg43a,,1g43b, 1g43c, Brown
1943, Gillilian 1943a, 1943b, Tamthai t943, Altman and Bayer 1981b), whereas the re-
gion ventral to the sulcus limitans was said to originate from the tegmentum (Castaldi
1e23).

The entire PAG is a markedly cell-rich, myelin-poor area of the midbrain extending
from the level of the posterior commissure rostrally, to the level of the locus coeruleus of
the fourth ventricle caudally. It is bordered by both the superior and inferior colliculi
on its dorsal and dorsolateral borders, the mesencephalic nucleus of the trigeminal
nerve on its lateral border, and the mesencephalic reticular nucleus and cuneiform
nucleus on its ventral and ventrolateral borders. Several other nuclear regions are
embedded within the confines of the PAG. These include, the dorsal raphe nucleus,
the Edinger-Westphal nucleus, the trochlear nucleus, the oculomotor nucleus and the
dorsal and ventral tegmental nuclei.

Over the last century, a large number of investigative techniques have been used
by researchers attempting to define the morphology of this intriguing area without
a consistently clear picture emerging. These studies have employed. a wide range of
embryological, phylogenetic, histochemical, cytoarchitectural and myeioarchitectural
procedures. Although early studies did not address the question as to whether this
region was divisible into distinct subnuclei (Kolliker 1896, Cajal 1g11, Winkler and
Potter 1911, 1914), the majority of later studies on the cytoarchitecture of the pAG
have recognized some form of division (as discussed below), although the true structure
of the PAG still remains unclear.

2.2.L Embryological evidence

As has been previously mentioned, the traditional view of the embryological origins
of the PAG is that it arises from both tectal and tegmental origin, and is divided by
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the sulcus limitans. A number of descriptions of the optic tectum and its embryolog-
ical origins have been forthcoming in the literature, with the large majority of these
including the dorsal PAG region as part of the tectum (Tsai 1925, Huber and Crosby
1943, Crosby and'Woodburne 1943a, 1943b, 1943c, Brown 1943, Gillitian 1943a, 1g43b,
Tamthai 1943, \Moodburne 1943). Very few studies have dealt with the origins of the
ventral regions of the PAG (Castaldi 1923, Altman and Bayer 1981b, Taber-pierce
and Laemle 1984), and even fewer have addressed the PAG itself as a unique structure
(Altman and Bayer 1981b, Taber-Pierce and Laemle 1984).

Altman and Bayer (1981b) examined the time of origin of neurons in the rat
tegmentum and initially included the PAG as a part of this region. Their results
indicated that the production of neurons within the PAG began on day E1B in ihe
rat, and there appeared to be several statistically significant gradients of cell produc-
tion within this region. Overall there was a ventral to dorsal gradient which divided
the PAG into three distinct regions (dorsal, lateral and ventral). Statistical analysis
showed that peak production of neurons within these region differed significantly. peak

production of cells in the ventral region was on day E13, in the lateral region on day
E15 and in the dorsal region on day E16. There also appeared to be an additional ven-
tral to dorsal gradient within each division. Since this pattern of production resembled
the cells within the superior colliculus which are known to be of alar plate origin (Tsai
7925, Altman and Bayer 1981a), it has been suggested that the entire mature pAG is
of alar plate (tectal) origin, exemplified by the type of cells in the PAG and their late
and prolonged production, and that the tegmental portion must then be obliterated
during development.

Taber-Pierce and Laemle (1984) used tritiated thymidime to study the time of
origins of cell production in the mouse PAG. They found that the peak time for
neuronal production in the mouse r¡/as on days 11-12 with the time span between
days 9-15' They arrived at the same conclusion as Altman and. Bayer (1g81b) with
respect to the gradients observed, as well as indicating an additional rostral to caudal
one. They also provided grounds for division of the PAG into dorsal, lateral and
ventral regions, and additionally, described a fourth region immediately surrounding
the aqueduct. The cell density in the dorsal region was found to be compact, whereas in
the lateral region cells were dispersed, whilst cells in the ventral region were dispersed
amongst designated nuclei.

Although no other studies have described the time of origin of neurons within the
PAG, these studies in the rat (Altman and Bayer 1981b), ancl mouse (Taber-Pierce
and Laemle 1984) both agree that the mature PAG is entirely of tectal origin, and
that three "separate" regions exist within the PAG which surround a relatively cell
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free zone.

2.2.2 Cytoarchitectural evidence

Many different experimental methods have been employed in attempting to determine
the cytoarchitecture of the PAG. The two basic methods, of which many variations
have been employed, are Nissl staining and Golgi impregnation. Nissl stuclies are
more useful for gaining information about the total population of neurons, whereas
Golgi methods have the benefit of being able to define the compiete morphology of
any individual neuronal type. The Nissl method provides specific information about
shape, length, width and basophilia of the neurons present in any one area, but nothing
about the morphology of the dendritic tree or axonal projections. This information
is gained by the Golgi method (which generally only impregnates about I-Z% of the
total neurons in a region of the brain) which is capable of demonstrating the entire
dendrite tree and axonal arborization, although there is no way of ensuring with this
method that all the neuronal types recognizable from the Nissl stained material will
be impregnated.

2.2.2.L Nissl studies

Two atlases by Winkler and Potter for the rabbit (1911), and the cat (1g14), mad.e

use of the Nissl method to stain the cells of the brain. Their description included the
PAG and they found that it consisted of a central division containing a few cells and
a peripheral division containing many small cells. This notion of a medial to lateral
gradient of increasing densiiy finds many proponents within the literature (Huber
and Crosby 7943,, Crosby and \Moodburne 1943a, 1943b, 7943c, Brown 1g4g, Gillilian
1943a, 1943b, Tamthai L943,, Olszewski and Baxter 1954, Berman 1968, Beitz lgSb).

Several other authors besides Winkler and Potter (1911, 1914) have found this
gradient without considering that it provides evidence for division of the PAG into
nuclei. Berman (1968), in an atlas produced for the cat, found that although a rela-
tionship within the PAG existed between the inner and outer regions there was not
enough evidence to warrant the recognition of subdivisions within the PAG. This idea
gained further support in the papers by Mantyh (1982c), and Gioia et aI. (Lg84) both
of whom employed the Nissl technique, but were unable to recognize strict divisions
within the PAG.

The paper by Gioia et aI. (1984) was the first attempt at a quantitative deter-
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mination of characteristics of the neurons which make up the PAG. They examined
"windows" of equal size through dorsal, lateral and ventral PAG regions with total
area represented by the windows being only about 20% of the total of the PAG area at
the particular level studied. Thus, they attempted to quantitatively divide the pAG,
yet used only a fifth of the area, and use windows which crossed. borders already pro-
posed by other authors (Taber 1961, Hamilton 1973a, Beitz 1gS0). On the basis of
this approach they found no shape-to-size relationship between the triangular, spin-
dle, quadrangular or round/oval shaped cells, nor any relationship between basophilia,
shape, size or location of PAG neurons.

Mantyh (1982c) was also unable to find any basis for division of the pAG using a
purely qualitative assessment of the neurons and concluded that this region consisted
of a mosaic of neurons dispersed throughout the PAG.

On the other hand, there have been a number of other reports which suggest that
the PAG is divisible into discrete regions. A comprehensive phylogenetic study was
undertaken in 1943 in the Laboratory of Comparative Neurology at the University of
Michigan on the midbrains of a wide range of mammalian and reptilian tecta (Huber
and Crosby 1943, Crosby and Woodburne 1943a, 1943b, 1943c, Brown 1948, Gillilian
I943a,1943b, Tamthai 1943). They used toluidine blue as a Nissl stain and recognized
three zones: dorsal, ventral and lateral PAG, and suggested that the basis for these
divisions rvvas more in line with longitudinal sulci running through the aqued.uct. The
most common cell type they described was an undifferentiated small multipolar type
with only occasional larger neurons being observed.

Olszweski and Baxter (1954) suggested that due to tke variety of cell types, their
relative distributions, and the density of cell packing, three divisions of the pAG
may be recognized: medial, lateral and dorsal PAG. The nucleus medialis formed an
innermost ring and was markedly acellular. The cell type present was medium sized
cells, with long processes. The nucleus lateralis \Mas very cellular and was comprised of
closely congregating small-to-medium sized, plump, fusiform or triangular cells, with
occasional small elongated cells. The nucleus dorsalis, a small ovoid area immediately
dorsal to the aqueduct was characterized by an accumulation of glial cells with small,
elongated neurons interspersed between them.

Taber (1961), using cresyl violet as a Nissl stain, in the cat, largely agreed with the
divisions of the Michigan group (1943). It was suggested, based on topographical and
cytological grounds, that the PAG was divisible into three discrete regions However,
whilst the dorsal region corresponded to that described by the Michigan group (1g4g),
and Olszewski and Baxter (1954), her lateral and ventral regions correspond.ed rather
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more with the cell types proposed for lateral and medial regions in the human by
Olszewski and Baxter (1954).

Hamilton (1973a) provided additional grounds for recognizing the presence of di-
visions within the PAG. Based on cresyl violet stained sections of the cat brain, the
neuronal type, size and distribution indicated that there were three basic cell types
aggregated within three divisions. She found that class I cells were elongated neurons
that appeared to aggregate to form the innermost ring around the aqueduci (which
corresponded to a therefore similar region described by most other authors). This di-
vision was also almost identical to that proposed by Olszweski and Baxter (1gb4) and
Taber (1961). Class II neurons were spherical or fusiform with the axon originating
from the central region of the soma. These neurons were multipolar and grouped in
the dorsal region of the PAG. This division was therefore called nucleus dorsalis; again
very similar in description to that of previous authors. The class III neurons ,vvere

larger than those of classes I and II and were spherical, fusiform or triangular in shape
and predominantly multipolar. These cells comprised nucleus lateralis and were found
in the outer lateral regions of the PAG. The description of the cell types, and the divi-
sions of the PAG, agreed remarkably well with those of Olszewski and Baxter (1gb4),
and Taber (1961), who are the only authors to have described particulars of the cell
types in detail and committed themselves to providing borders within the PAG.

The only other description supporting division of the PAG by Nissl techniques was
that of Beitz (1985). The aim of that particular study was to investigate the cytoarchi-
tecture of the rat PAG and to provide quantitative, and qualitative, data on neuronal
size, shape, density and orientation. That study, and the one by Gioia et at. (Igg4),
which found no support for division of the PAG, are the only studies to provide any
sort of quantitative data. In an attempt to solve the structure of the pAG, Beitz
(1985) performed a range of statistical tests on the neuronal types within the pAG,
and the PAG as a whole. The results showed (as other authors had observed) that the
PAG was composed of small densely packed neurons surrounding the aqueduct. This
study also provided evidence of a rostral to caudal decrease in density as suggested by
the time of origin studies (Taber-Pierce and Laemle 1934) with a mean density of 1.63
x 104 neurons per mm3. No changes in neuronal size occurred. throughout the length
(although size was only reported as length and not area). The results of the measure-
ment of lengths, widths, orientations and axial ratios demonstrated that there were
6 neuronal types present within the PAG, and using cluster analysis, that this region
was divisible into four discrete cytoarchitecturally-different regions. These clivisions
rÀ¡ere named; the dorsal PAG, again containing the highest density of neurons having
random orientation; the medial division, which r¡/as an "acellular" region surrounding
the aqueduct (containing the smallest cells, and the lowest neuronal density) which
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was further characterized as having most of its constituent cells orientated parallel
to the aqueduct. The remainder of the PAG was divided into a dorsolateral and a
ventrolateral region. The dorsolateral region corresponded closely to the lateral re-
gion of Olszweski and Baxter (1954), Taber (1961), and Hamitton (1g73a), whilst the
ventrolateral region was similar to the lateral part of the medial division of Olszweski
and Baxter (1954), and Hamilton (1973a), and the ventral region of Taber (1961).
Although the boundaries do not coincide exactly with each other, interpretation of the
results of these studies indicate that there may be grounds for recognizing that similar
regions may exist within the PAG, viz. dorsal, ventral and lateral to the aqueduct,
with a markedly acellular medial division surrounding the aqueduct.

The cell types established by these different studies appear to correlate reasonably
well with each other, with respect to the shape, size, orientation, and basophilia of
the cell, although the classification of certain cell types appears to have some d.egree

of overlap. Fusiform/spindle, ovoid/elongated, stellate, and triangular shaped cells
lvl/ere recognized by all authors examining the structure of the PAG using Nissl stud-
ies, although not with the same proportions being described. Additionally, Hamiiton
(1973a) recognized spherical cells, and Gioia et at. (7984) found quadrangular shaped
cells, over and above the more common types. These populations of cell shapes would
presumably have been included within the "stellate" category of others.

2.2.2.2 Golgi studies

The first study on the PAG using the Golgi method was by Kolliker (1896) who de-
scribed the PAG as being composed of a wide variety of cell types including fusiform,
stellate and triangular shapes which were arranged in a heterogeneous fashion through-
out the PAG.

These same cell types were also described by Cajal (1911) as existing in two areas
within the PAG: the inner and outer cellular areas. He described the fusiform cell as
being the predominant type present in the inner area (which may correspond. to the
medial division described in the previous section). According to that description, the
external cell layer consisted of ovoid, fusiform, triangular and stellate cells diffusely
spread throughout the rest of the complex.

Castaldi (1923) provided a substantial increase in the actual number of divisions
within the PAG in Golgi material. His divisions r,¡/ere based on the embryological
concept described in 2.2.L, of broad divisions dorsal and ventral to the sulcus limitans.
The dorsal region was divided into a midline d.orsoventral area and a laterodorsal area,
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whilst the ventral region was divided into a lateroventral area and a medioventral area
(with the later containing what is nolv regarded as the dorsal raphe nucleus as well as

a small amount of PAG). He described small, medium and large cells of multipolar,
triangular and fusiform shapes with their distribution conforming to that establishecl
by Kolliker (1896), and Cajal (1911).

There was quite a long time span between those early descriptions and subsequent
ones. Liu and Hamilton (1976b), in an abstract, used the basic divisions which were
proposed for the PAG in Nissl studies; medial, lateral and dorsal PAG. The cells in the
medial PAG consisted of spindle shaped neurons with an axon arising from one pole
and a branching dendrite from the other. The dorsal PAG was found to contain more
spheroidal shaped cells than fusiform or multipolar neurons, with the axon frequently
originating from one pole. In contrast, the lateral PAG contained triangular ancl
spheroid neurons, with the spheroidal shaped neurons being multipolar/stellate in
shape. The population of neurons within the PAG of the cat appeared to be essentially
similar in description to earlier studies.

Laemle (1979), analyzed only the region corresponding to the lateral PAG described
by Olszweski and Baxter (1954), and Hamilton (1973a). Three basic cell types were
recognized in this region of the human brain. They were small to medium in size and
were classified according to their orientations as horizontal, vertical or stellate cells.
Additional triangular and pyramidal shaped cells were also noted scattered throughout
the PAG. From the figures in that paper, it appears that most of the horizontal ancl
vertical cells which Laemle (1979) observed were ovoid or spindle in shape, with an
occasional triangular cell. The stellate cells were stellate, round multipolar or polyg-
onal in shape. Horizontal and vertical cells made up 60-65% of the total cells in the
lateral region, with stellate cells comprisingB0%.

Liu and Hamilton (1930) followed their early short abstract with a paper which
described spindle (2%), ovoid (16%),, triangular (80%), rectangular (20%), spheroid
(30%),, pyriform (1%) and rhomboid (1%) soma shapes. Further to this they noted
regional distribution of cell types with respect to each of the three regions which
they had previously recognized (Hamilton 1973a). The medial region was found to
contain predominantly spindle shaped neurons, the dorsal region contained. predomi-
nantly triangular, spheroid and rectangular shaped neurons, whilst the lateral region
contained all cell types except spindle shaped cells. The basic (earlier) descriptions of
fusiform (spindle, ovoid and pyriform), triangular (triangular) and stellate (rectangu-
lar, spheroid and rhomboid) shaped cells still appear to hold for these later descriptions,
although some of the groups have been further subdivided.
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Mantyh (1982c), described the PAG of the rat, cat and monkey using the Golgi
technique. Fusiform, multipolar, stellate, pyramidal, and an urì.usual ependymal cell
type (perhaps corresponding to the tanycyte described in 2.1.1.1) u/ere reported. Each
type corresponded closely in description to the types of cells found in all earlier studies,
although they were classified differently. It was suggested in that study that strict
classification of PAG neurons was a subjective exercise (although no statistical tests
were performed to confirm this). Cells were found to be small to medium in size

and distributed relatively evenly throughout the PAG which is quite contrary to other
reports in the literature.

More recently, Tredici et aI. (1983) examined the neurons of the PAG in the
cat, and found at 5 different groups of neurons based on a range of criteria. (1) the
number of dendriies per cell, (2) size and length of the dendrites, (3) rate of dendritic
bifurcation, (4) density of dendritic spines, (5) shape of the soma, and (6) size and
length of the axon. According to their report, all cell types r¡/ere evenly distributed
throughout the PAG except for type 5 neurons which had a tendency to accumulate
near the periphery of the annulus. In that report, the 5 neuronal types described were
reported to have no shape bias. Each class of neuron was found to encompass any shape
provided that the complete set of criteria was adhered to. No statistical analysis of
data was provided to support their conclusions. That initial study was followed by
a confirmatory report from the same laboratory (Gioia et aI. 1985) which described
more fully the 5 cell types which had been proposed. They claimed in this later paper
that soma cha¡acteristics (size and shape) were not of importance in identifying cell
types and therefore excluded cell shape from consideration. The actual basis for their
initial breakdown of PAG neurons into groups r¡¡as in respect to the possible functional
characteristics of these various neuronal types within the PAG. Typ" 1 neurons (69%)
\Mere proposed to be interneurons. It was suggested that type 2 and. 3 neurons (I|Yo)
received afferent information, type 4 neurons (14%) were probably inhibitory in nature,
and type 5 neurons (2%) were efferent neurons.

Meller and Dennis (1934) described the cells of the rabbit PAG and suggested
that four subdivisions were warranted which were very similar in description to those
proposed in the Nissl studies reported by Beitz (1985). In addition 8 cell types were
recognized. These included spindle, fusiform (or ovoid), round., triangular, stellate,
pyramidal, rhomboid and polygonal shaped cells. Again, these cell types corresponded.
to the three basic shapes that had been proposed by early investigators (triangular,
ovoid and stellate), although each group was further subdivided. The greatest density
of cells was in the lateral and dorsal PAG, with the lowest density in medial pAG.
Each cell type was reported to have a predominant orientation depending on whether
it was in dorsal, lateral, ventral or medial pAG.
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Together with preliminary studies by Prichard and Beitz (1930), and Beitz (1980),
a recent report by Beitz and Shepard (1985), described the neuronal types observed in
Golgi material taken from rat brain. The cell types were based upon those described
in a companion Nissl study (Beitz 1985), and were grouped into three main categories
with each group found to be further divisible based on neuronal size. They used a

range of classification criteria similar to that of Tredici et aL (1983) although they
included soma characteristics as important in the determination of divisions of cell
types. (1) soma size and shape, (2) number of primary dendrites, (3) number of
dendritic bifurcations, (4) interspinous distanc", (5) axonal origin, and (6) axonal
trajectory were used. They reported the same basic types of cells that were originally
observed by Kolliker (1896), Cajal (1911) and Castaldi (1923), namely the fusiform,
multipolar and triangular shapes. These groups were then further classified into large
and small subtypes.

It appears from the literature on Golgi analysis, that the neurons of the PAG
may be classified into three basic groups which may themselves be further divisible
depending on the criteria used to classify them. Whether these are justifiable anatom-
ical classifications reflecting functional differences in the neurons remains to be seen,

as there is as yet no universally accepted method of neuronal classification.

2.2.3 Myeloarchitectural evidence

Very little analytical research has been done on the myeloarchitecture of the PAG with
regard to whether it is divisible on this basis. The description of fibre pathways found
by this method and by degeneration studies in the PAG are comprehensively reviewed
in section 2.3.

Winkler and Potter (1911), (1914) and Mantyh (1982c) are the only researchers
to have described the frbre layout of the PAG with regard to its structure. These
studies agree that there is an increase in the degree of myelination from the aqueduct
to the periphery of the PAG. Since no study based on silver staining of axons has

been directed at this complex, no comment has been made on the unmyelinated, or
fine myelinated fibres (which are not able to be detected by the Weil method).

2.2.4 Histochemical evidence

\ /ith the advent of the production of antibodies against specific neurotransmitters,
neuromodulators, peptides etc. over the last decade, it has become clearly evident
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that this is a rapidly expanding area of neuroscience research. Although few of these

probes have been specifically directed against neurons within the PAG, their general

distribution throughout the central nervous system has been well documented. It is

not the intention of this study to use the immunohistochemical method to describe

distributions of specific substance throughout the PAG, rather to reflect on the evi-

dence of others as an aid in the understanding of the overall role that the PAG may
play in neural function and integration, and in the present context to indicate a basis

for subdivision of the PAG. In time this may be found to reflect functional differences

in the neuronal populations present and have some bearing on the subdivisions of the
PAG.

Since very few immunohistochemical studies have been directed towa¡ds determin-

ing different cell types within the PAG, it is difficult to correlate cell morphology with
possible functions.

What has been reported is that antibodies directed against serotonin, have shown

that 5HT-positive cells in the PAG include large multipolar, small triangular and small
bipolar shaped cells (Beitz et aI. 1983, Clements et al. Lg85). CCK-octapeptide cells

are small multipolar, small triangular, small bipolar and large fusiform in shape, whilst
neurotensin containing cells are small and large multipolar, and small bipolar (Beitz
et al. 1983). Substance P containing cells are small bipolar or occasionally triangular
in shape (Beitz 1982b, Moss and Basbaum 1983b), and enkephalin-containing cells are

multipolar, triangular or fusiform in shape (Moss et aI. tg83). Thus, there appears to
be no correlation between recognized cell types within the PAG and specific transmitter
systems.

Most immunohistochemical studies have centered on being able to demonstrate
the presence of receptors, and immunoreactive-fibres, terminals and cell bodies, and
whether there is any regional distribution of these substances within the central nervous

system. Of these reports, a number have made comment on the PAG, and figures in
these reports show regional distributions of specific substances within the complex.

Receptors for acetylcholine (Wamsley et aI. 7982, Cortes et aI. 7984), glycine (Probst
et aI. L986), neurotensin (Young and Kuhar 1979), oestrogen and androgen (Commins
and Yahr 1985), somatostatin (Reubi and Maurer 1985), histamine (Palacios ef ø/.

1981), and opiates (I(uhar et al. 7973, Pert et at. 7976, Atweh and Kuhar 1977) show
regional distributions, whilst imipramine (Biegon and Rainbow 1983), TRH (Ogawa

et al. 1981), angiotensin II (Changaris et aI. 1978, Sirett et aI. 1979) and glycine
(Frostholm and Rotter 1985) receptors show high levels evenly distributed throughout
the PAG.
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Synthesizing enzymes such as tyrosine hydroxylase (Specint et al. 1981), choline

acetyltransferase (Kimura et al. 1981), GABA-transaminase (Nagai et al. 1983),

somatostatin (Reubi and Maurer 1985), GAD (Penny et aI. 1984), phenylethanol-
amine-N-methyltransferase (Foster et al. 1985), aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase

(Jaeger et al. 1984) and protein-o-carboxymethyltransferase (Billingsley et al. 1gS5)

are to be regionally distributed within neurons of the PAG.

The immunohistochemical method has shown that numerous fi.bres and terminals
have been described within the PAG. Met- and Leu-Enkephalin (\Mamsiey et aL Lg80,
Haber and Elde 1982, Senba et aI. 1982,'Williams and Dockray 1983), CCK-like (Kub-
ota et ø/, 1983), neuropeptide Y (Everitt et al. Ig84, Smith et aI. Lg85), vasopressin

(Hawthorn et al. 1980, DeVries et al. 1985), catecholamines (Jones and Friedman
1983), substance P (Ljungdahl eú al. 7978), serotonin (Parent et aI. Ig8I, Steinbusch
1981)' LH-RH (Samson eú ø/. 1980, Shivers eú ¿/. 1983) and B-endorphin (Finley ef

aI. 1981a) all show strong regional differences. Met-enkephalin Arg6PheT (Williams
and Dockray 1983), neurotensin (Uhl el ø/. 7977,Hara et al. 1982, Minagawa eú a/.

1983), bombesin (Panula et al. 7982), GHRF (Sawchenko et aI. 1985), catecholamines

(Levitt and Moore 1978), ACTH (Joseph 1980), a-melanotropin (O'Donoh:ue et aL

1979), calcitonin gene related peptide (I(awai et al. !985), somatostatin (Douglas and
Palkovits 1982, Taber-Pierce et al. 1985), atrial natiuretic peptide (Kawata et aI.

1985, Skofitsch et al. 7985) and VIP (Lorerl et al. 7979, Sims el ø/. 1980) have been

found to be distributed relatively evenly throughout the pAG.

Cells bodies within the PAG have been found to contain numerous different sub-
stances. A large number of them have been shown to be regionally distributed.
Enkephalin (Hökfelt et aI. 1977, Finley et aI. lg81b, Senba et al. 19g2), Met-
enkephalin (Wamsley et aI. 1980), Leu-enkephalin (Senba et al. 7982, Khachaturian eú

ø/. 1983), Met-enkephalin ArgdPheT (Williams and Dockray 1g83), CCK-like (Skirboll
et aI. L982, Kubota et aI. 7983), neurotensin (Hökfelt ef at. 1984), oestrogen (Keefer
and Stumpf 1975), androgens (Heritage et aL 1981), neuropeptide Y (Chronwall eú

aI. 1985, 'Woodhams et al. 1985), bombesin (Panula eú ø/. 1982), CRF (Olschowka
et aI. 1982, Swanson et al. 1983), ó-sleep inducing peptide (Feldman and Kastin
1984), serotonin (Parcnt et aI. 1981, Steinbusch 1931) indoleamines (\Miklrnd, et al.

1981), catecholamines (Blessing et aI. 1978, Crutcher and Humbertson 1g78, Jones
and Friedman 1983), substance P (Sakanaka et al. 1982, Skirboll et al. 1982), so-

matostatin (Finley et al. 1981c, Taber-Pierce et al. 1985), VIP (Lorén et al. 1g]g,
Sims et ø/. 1980), atrial natiuretic peptide (Kawata et aI. 1g85, Skofitsch et al. Ig85)
and GABA (Belin et aI. 1979) immunoreactive cells show strong regional differences
in their distribution throughout the PAG.
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hypothalamus and preoptic area. Tsai (1925) noted that a component of fibres left the
mammillotegmental tract and reached the PAG, although he did not describe their
course.

Gurdjan (1925) described and named the periventricular tract in the rat, but did
not mention the anterior or accessory components of this bundle, and did not draw
any analogy to the DLF, although in a later paper he divided this system into a larger
hypothalamic and a smaller thalamic component (Gurdjan 7927) which united at the
level of the caudal habenula to reach the posterior commissure and then travelled
through the PAG to reach the caudal medulla. An analogous system was found to
exist in reptiles (Huber and Crosby 1926), and was also described by Ariens-Kappers
et al. (1936) in the cai. This diencephalic component, and the presence of several
more bundles supplying fibres to the PAG, was also reported in the rat (Krieg 1g32).
Further to this, he reported that a division of the corticothalamic tract travelled with
the hypothalamic (posterior) component. A division of the medial forebrain bundle
was also found to separate and join this hypothalamic component. He also described
fibres from the subfornical and premammillary areas which projected to the pAG.

The periventricular fibre bundle was found to join the thalamic component at the
level of the posterior commissure, to form a tectal division connecting to the superior
and inferior colliculi, and a tegmental component which ran in a position immediately
ventral to the aqueduct and continued as far caudally as the dorsal motor nucleus of
the vagus.

At this time, the DLF was generally considered to flow from the hypothalamus
through the midbrain. Bodian (1940), was the first to describe the presence of as-

cending projections in the DLF using PAG lesions and subsequently tracing the de-
generating pathway. This finding has since been confirmed by a number of authors,
using either the Marchi technique for degenerating myelin (Bucher and Burgi 1g53a,b,
Ban 1964), or the reduced silver method for degenerating axoplasm (Kuypers 1956,
Nauta 1958, Nauta and l{uypers 1958, Szentagothai ef aI. 7962). These authors have
described the ascending component of fibres from the PAG as supplying the medial
part of the hypothalamus, the midline and intralaminar thalamic nuclei, and they also
noted the presence of fibres radiating from the lesion site, as reported previously by
Castaldi (1923) and Weisschedel (1937).

Thompson (1942), noted in a study of the DLF of the Virginia opossum that it
is possible to divide this system into a number of connected bundles. Even though
the rostral division was not described as containing a thalamic component which had
been previously described in other species, the study did confirm the presence of a

hypothalamic component. Others components described in her stud.y were a group
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of fibres from the habenula nucleus and nucleus of the posterior commissure to the
PAG, both of which may be branches of the rostral component of the DLF. Tectal
components of the DLF were found to distribute fibres to the PAG from the inferior
and superior colliculi, as well as smaller bundles from the interpeduncular nucleus and
the oculomotor and trochlear nuclei. Previously the caudal division of the DLF had
not been well described, and only small bundles had been noted passing caudally to the
motor nucleus of the vagus. Thompson (7942) found that branches of the caudal DLF
are related to certain pontine and medullary nuclei. Additionally, a motor trigeminal
component, an abducens component, a hypoglossal component, and a component to
the nucleus of the solitary tract were described. Efferent bundles were also seen to arise
from the facial, hypoglossal and vagal gray, nucleus ambiguus and nucleus intercalatus.
The DLF also appeared to pass into the ventral funicuius of the spinal cord.

Morin (1950) confirmed the existence of the medial hypothalamic component of
the periventricular system previously described, whilsi Crosby and Woodburne (1951)
stated that no-one at that time had provided a complete account of the DLF, and
no two authors had discussed exactly the same component. Even now, it is still diffi-
cult to determine what should be the precise definition of this system, and therefore
what to include in the description of its course. Should it for example be only the
connections between the periventricular areas of the diencephalon and PAG or, as

Crosby and 'Woodburne (1951) suggested, a series of periventricular, ascending and
descending fascicles from the preoptic and hypothalamic levels to the caudal end of the
brainstem? They described fascicles branching from the main hypothalamic and tha-
lamic connections which interconnect the thalamus, tegmental and. tectal components
(probably corresponding to the radiating bundles previously observed by others), and
also caudally-directed fibres which distribute to the motor nuclei of the brainstem.
The description follows very closely the one described by Thompson (Ig42), with the
added observation of thalamic bundles. These two papers have thus tied together the
findings of all of the previous authors and appear to have described the DLF in its
broadest sense.

For the larger part, the majority of subsequent papers dealing with the description
of the DLF have confirmed the presence of these basic components, and some accounts
have additionally added several smaller bundles to those which had already been de-
scribed' Bucher and Burgi (1952, 1953a), and Cowan et al. (1964) confirmed the direct
habenulo-tegmental tract as a branch of the DLF. Guillery (1957) observed medial hy-
pothalamic connections, and also noted the presence of a connection to the PAG from
the lateral hypothalamus through the periventricular system. Ban (1g64) confirmed
the presence of ascending and descending fibres in the periventricular system which
interconnect the thalamus and hypothalamus with PAG. Nauta (1gb8) confirmed the
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presence of ascending fibres in the periventricular system to the tegmentum, tectum,
and hypothalamus, as well as a descending component of the DLF which project to
nucleus prepossitus hypoglossi, nucleus intercalatus, the hypoglossal and vagal nuclei
and the upper cervical spinal cord.

Additionally described connections were from the bulbar reticular formation (Rus-
sell 1954), and the cerebellar nuclei (Thomas et al. 7956), although these connections
were not tied into the DLF. Johnson (1954), Rossi and Brodat (1g56), Nauta and
Kuypers (1958), and Mehler et aI. (1960) all confirmed the presence of spino-annula¡
projections. The existence of a perifornical bundie has also been suggested, although it
is not clear whether this bundle forms part of the DLF system, or part of the ascending
component of the ansa ienticularis (Bucher and Burgi 1g53a).

Other connections with the PAG were observed to utilize the median forebrain
bundle (MFB), and the central tegmental fasciculus (CTF).

Gurdjan (1925) described a component of the MFB which left the main bundle
and joined the hypothalamic component of the DLF at a posterior level. Crosby and
\Moodburne (1951) and Guillery (1957), also described hypothalamic fibres entering
the midbrain via the MFB as well as the DLF. This was further substantiated by Ban
(1964) in a complete study of the connectivity of the hypothalamus. Nauta (1g58) also
described fibres from the lateral hypothalamic and lateral preoptic regions terminating
in the caudal part of the PAG via the MFB.

The central tegmental fasciculus (CTF) is another fibre bundle which is associated
with the PAG' Early descriptions of this bundle suggests that it connects the midl¡rain
with the inferior olive (Bechterew 1885, Probst 1903, Tilney 1923). Alexander (lg3i),
in normal material, attributed the site of origin of this bundle to the PAG. Ogawa
(1939) also refers to a tegmento-olivary projection, although this bundle may not be
part of the CTF. 'Woodburne (1943), and Crosby (1956), stated that the CTF partly
originated in the PAG, whilst Bucher and Burgi (1953b) stated that it arose only there.
Walberg (1956, 1960, 1974), and Martin et al. (1975), confirmed this and found that
the ventral PAG was the origin of this pathway (although the lesion sites probably
included the interstitial nucleus of Cajal, the Edinger-'Westphal nucleus and nucleus
Darkschewitsch). Linauts and Martin (1973) used the autoradiographic technique and
found that the ventral PAG gave rise to a large projection to the principal nucleus of
the olive, and a smaller one to the medial accessory nucleus of the inferior olive. On the
other hand, Mettler (1944), refers to the tegmento-olivary system as a distinct bundle
and regarded the central tegmental fasciculus connection as described by Bechterew
(1885) as untenable. Further, Mettler (1944) suggested that Bechterew's bundle was
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not the tegmento-olivary bundle, and that the site of origin of this bundle was not
the PAG. Onodera (1934), does not accept the evidence presented that the PAG
is the site of origin of this bundle, and suggests that these authors were describing
projections from the interstitial nucleus of Cajal or nucleus Darkschewitsch. Their
autoradiographic evidence confirmed this.

2.3.2 Efferent connections of the PAG

The previous section described the course of fibres concerned with the PAG. The course

taken by efferent fibres of the PAG is complicated by the fact that the PAG has been
proposed to be divisible into discrete areas, in which case the projections of each area
may differ. Most studies until recently, made no association between the pathways of
PAG efferent fibres and the course of the DLF.

\Mith a lesion in "dorsal PAG" (probably incorporating within it part of what is
generally regarded as belonging to lateral PAG), Mettler (1944) found that ascending
fibres left the PAG at the level of the posterior commissure and divided to supply
efferents to the thalamus (thalamic division of DLF), and to the arcuate area of the
hypothalamus (hypothalamic division of DLF). Kuypers (1956), (with ventral PAG
lesions) confirmed the presence of a periventricular system (DLF) and suggested that
it supplied the lateral tuberal and lateral hypothalamic regions. Nauta (1gb8) found
that with ventral PAG lesions, the DLF supplied fibres and terminals also to the in-
tralaminar thalamus (thalamic division), and to the periventricular, medial and dorsal
hypothalamus (hypothalamic division). Ban (1964) later confirmed this evidence.

Fibre pathways were also described which did not correspond to the course of the
DLF but appeared to be part of an ascending ventrally-directed bundle. With a lesion
in the rostral ventral PAG, Bucher and Burgi (1953a) described fibres which projected
ventrally to the substantia nigra and through the subthalamus to the entopeduncular
nucleus. These fibres also passed over the mammillary complex and distributed ter-
minals to this region, as well as to the perifornical area. They would appear to form
part of a ventral bundle which Kuypers (1956), (also with lesions in ventral pAG),
described as travelling through the lateral hypothalamus and. continued as far rostral
as the preoptic area. In addition to these fibres he described others radiating out to
the mesencephalic reticular formation as previously reported by Cajal (1g11), Castaldi
(1923), and \Meisschedel (1937) in Gotgi material.

Mettler (7944), suggested that descending connections \ilere not as extensive as
those which travelled rostrally. He described descending connections that left the
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PAG via a ventral route to supply the tegmentum, reticulo-tegmental nucleus, and.

areas as far caudal as the inferior olive

At the time of those previous studies, the projections from the PAG were probably
considered to arise uniformly from the entire PAG and not from differential regions
within it, for at that time no divisions of the PAG had been conclusively described.

Following recognition of PAG divisions (Hamilton 1973a), the earlier experiments
by Hamilton and Skultety (1970a) and subsequent ones by Hamilton (1g73b) sug-
gested that fibres from the dorsal, lateral and medial regions of the PAG projected
differentially, although still through the periventricular and ventral fibre systems. In
fact, they described fibre bundles dividing at the level of the posterior commissure
to supply branches to the anterior pretectal nucleus, another which branched to the
lateral habenula nucleus, and the main bundle which continued on to form the thala-
mic and hypothalamic divisions of the periventricular fibres. Lesions placed laterally
demonstrated connections with the largest number of efferent areas.

Chi (1970) extended knowledge of the number of areas receiving efferents from the
PAG, and described a far greater number of nuclei in the thalamic and hypothalamic
divisions which received projections from the periventricular system of fibres than had
previously been described. He also described fibres which travelled through a ventral
projection which supplied the ventral tegmental area and zona incerta. Lesions in
ventral PAG were more extensive in their distribution of fibres than dorsal lesions.

With the advent of a more sensitive and simpler method using autoradiography, the
report by Ruda (1975) described the already known connections of the periventricular
fibres yet, did not mention any ascending ventrally directed fibres, but instead included
zona incerta, and fields of Forel, in the periventricular component. This report did
not further extend the number of rostral efferent projections of the PAG beyond those
described by Chi (1970). Ruda (1975) used deposit sites that were situated dorsal, and
lateral, to the aqueduct. The lateral deposit site provided more efferent projections
than the dorsally situated deposits. Caudally labelled areas were claimed to be timited
to the reticular formation.

Mantyh (1983a,b), using the autoradiographic method to describe the ascending
and descending projections of the PAG, extended quite substantially the number of
areas found to receive fibres from the PAG over those previously found. Contrary
to previous reports by Chi (1970), Hamilton and Skultety (1970a), and Hamilton
(1973b), Mantyh (1983a,b) observed no difference in projections with various deposit
sites around the aqueduct. Ascending fibres were described as being carried almost
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exclusively by the periventricular bundle, with no fibres found to project to the pretec-
tal or lateral habenula nuclei as had been described by the earlier degeneration studies
(Hamilton and Skultety 1970a, Hamilton 1973b). In the account by Mantyh (1g83a),
there tv\¡as no description of an ascending ventrally directed bundle although he showed.

that fibres were distributed to the zona incerta, and separately, to the mesencephalic

reticular formation. The descending fibres were carried in a ventrally-directed bundle
found to originate from the deep layers of the superior colliculus and cuneiform nu-
cleus. These fibres were distributed more strongly to the medial reticular areas with
less labelling being found in lateral reticular areas. Caudally, the spinal cord. was also
labelled.

Eberhart et aI. (1985) might seem to have provided the most complete description
to date on the ascending projections of the PAG by autoradiographic means. They used.

deposits sites within PAG that were lateral and ventral to the aqueduct and found, as

had been described previously, a ventral projection, and a periventricular projection,
which divided into a dorsal component and distributed fibres to the thalamus and a

ventral component which distributed to the hypothalamus. The pattern of labelling
in these experiments was so widespread that it appeared from their results that the
PAG connects to almost everything. Eberhart et aI. (Ig85) suggested that the reason
why they were able to demonstrate far more extensive connections than had been
forthcoming in other autoradiographic and lesion studies could be due to either species

differences, false positives, or more likel¡ differences in technique.

Thus the projections of the PAG appear to consist of ascending fibres which are
comprised of a ventrally-directed bundle coursing above the cerebral peduncle and con-
tinuing through the lateral hypothalamus, and a strong periventricular bundle which
divides into thalamic and hypothalamic components. The descending fibres continue
caudally in the DLF to end in the reticular formation, or course ventrally through
the cuneiform nucleus, and then through the reticular formation to enter the caudal
medulla.

2.3.3 Afferent connections of the PAG

The advenü of a retrograde marker in the mid 1970's sparked a new interest in the
tracing of neural pathways. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP), an enzyme which is trans-
ported retrogradely to the cell body and subsequently visualized by reaction with a
chromogen in the presence of hydrogen peroxide, enabled the origin of pathways to be
determined relatively quickly and easily.
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The first report published using retrograde markers to describe the afferent pro-
jections to the PAG, was by Grofova et aI. (1978). Their attempt to examine the
afferent connections, with the diencephalon and mesencephalon, in the cat, was just in
regard to placements within dorsal and lateral PAG. Using diaminobenzidine (DAB)
as the chromogen, they found only a small number of positively-labelled groups of cells.

They made no mention of any differential connections with the dorsal and lateral PAG
placements used.

Rcports in the rat (Hardy and Leichnetz 1981a), and monkey (Hardy and Leichnetz
1981b), have demonstrated that prefrontal cortex (corresponding to areas 24 and,J2 of.

Krieg (1946)) showed strong reciprocity of connections with the lateral portion of the
PAG. They also noted the presence of HRP-positive cells rostrally within the dorsal
bank of the rhinal sulcus (insular cortex) following lateral PAG placements.

Morrell et al. (1981b) added to the growing list of HRP afferent connections by ex-

amining the hypothalamic, diencephalic, and telencephalic input to the ventral PAG,
using a more sensitive chromogen (tetramethyl benzidine (TMB)). They found a large
number of labelled cell groups dispersed throughout these areas, far over and above

those described by Grofova et aI. (1973). A subsequent report by the same authors
(Morrell and Pfaff 1933) examined the afferent input to the PAG from the rhomben-
cephalon and spinal cord. The deposit sites used for both series of experiments had
considerable spread beyond the PAG as assessed by DAB, and covered half the area
of a coronal section when assessed by TMB.

The first reports attempting to describe the complete set of afferent connections to
the PAG using HRP deposit sites contained within the PAG, (with most being confined
to circumscribed regions within the PAG), 'vr/ere provided by both Beitz (1g82a), and
Mantyh (1982a, 1982b). Besides confirming labelling in structures previously identi-
fied by other authors, Beilz (19S2a) reported a far greater number of areas (close to T0

labelled regions) having afferent input to the PAG (with a substantial degree of differ-
ential input). Mantyh (1982a,b), although using quite substantial deposits of HRP as
judged on diagrams, and the same chromogen, found far fewer numbers of labelled ar-
eas (approximately 35 regions) with no evidence for differential input to regions dorsal,
lateral or ventral to the aqueduct. More recently, the investigations of Marchand and
Hagino (1983) using extremely small deposit sites returned somewhat similar results
to those of Mantyh (1982a, 1982b), with a smaller number of regions (approximately
20 regions) labelling throughout the brain, alihough they acknowledged in their paper
that "due to the inconsistencies in the HRP retrograde labelling technique, such small
injections do not always label all of the cells projecting to the injection site". Not
surprisingly they also found no differential input to the PAG from deposits dorsal,
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lateral or ventral to the aqueduct.

Several shorter reports have described spinal cord input to the PAG (Liu 1g83,

1986, Menetrey et aI. 7982) from lamina I, III, IV, V, VII, X and the lateral cervical
nucleus. Bandler and McCulloch (1984), confirmed the large degree of hypothalamic
input to the PAG, whilst other reports have indicated cortical connections to PAG
(Bandler et al. 7985c, Bragin et aI. 7984). Input to PAG was established with deposits
placed in ventral or lateral PAG by Bandler eú ¿/. (1985c). Substantial numbers of
labelled cells were found within prefrontal cortex (and fcwer in parietal and temporal
cortex). The observations of Bragin et a,I. (1984) were limited only to labelling of
cortical regions following deposits placed dorsal, lateral or ventral to the aqueduct.
Their results presented íor PAG deposit sites which were contained within the annulus
suggest that there is differential cortical input to different regions of the PAG. Bandler
et al. (I985c) described labelled cells in limbic cortex (previously described by Beitz
1982a, Mantyh 1982a, Marchand and Hagino 1983, Morrell et aI. IgSLb), motor cortex
(also suggested by Beitz 1982a, Morrell et al. 1,987b), polysensory insular cortex (also
suggested by Beitz 1982a, Mantyh 1982a, Morrell et aL tg83), somatosensory parietal
cortex, visual parietal cortex (also suggested by Morrell et aI. 1981b) and auditory
cortex. Bragin et aI. (1984) found labelled cells in prefrontal, cingular, insular, and
somatosensory cortical regions, all of which had been previously recognized.

A recent report by Meller and Dennis (1986) in the rabbit has described all of the
connections reported by previous authors, as well as providing evidence for a certain
amount of differential input to regions of the PAG. Over 100 regions were found to
provide afferent input to the PAG. The deposit sites used to describe the results were
contained completely within circumscribed regions of the PAG which were described
for the rat (Beitz 1985, Beitz and Shepard 1985), and rabbit (Melter and Dennis 1g84,
1e86).

The lack of agreement between most of these studies on the afferent connections
to the PAG has created a great deal of confusion as to the true source of projections.
Confirmation of connections with each of these areas may be achieved independently
through autoradiographic procedures. The relevant literature is discussed in 6.4.4.
and indicates that there are far more regions providing afferent input to the PAG than
those described by Grofova et aI. (1g78), Mantyh (1982a,b), or Marchand and Hagino
(1983). These four reports are the only ones which found no evidence for differential
projections to various regions of the PAG.
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2.4 I-Jltrastructural characteristics

The central nervous system is generally considered to be composed of 3 different struc-
tural elements. 1. nerve cells and their processes, 2. interstitial cells, which includes
astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, and 3. connective tissue elements including blood
vessels, microglia and extracellular fluids.

Within the central nervous system, the neuron is considered to be the functional
unit of the system, as each cell contacts others and acts as a receptor, integrator,
conductor and transmitter of coded information. It is important to understand the
structure of these cells at the electron microscope level in an effort to aid in inter-
preting just how neurons may perform the complex tasks which they do. Section 2.1

described the ultrastructural characteristics of ependymal cells, including tanycytes
and astrocytes. This section of the literature review is concerned with the structure
of the PAG, excluding the ependyma.

2.4.L Soma

The first description of ultrastructural characteristics of elements within the pAG was
an abstract by Hamilton et al. (1973c) which described nuclear inclusions within
cells of lateral PAG. They described 3 basic types of inclusions, rand.omly distributed
throughout the nucleus which were not in direct contact with each other, the nucleolus,
nor the nuclear membrane. The first type was usually represented only once in each
nucleus. This particular type was found to resemble Cajal's rodlets of Roncoroni, and
consisted of long thin bundles of filaments. The second type, also only present once
per cell, usually took on the appearance of a spherical homogeneous mass of electron
dense material. The third type of inclusion consisted of a thin sheet of 2 layers of
parallel filaments crossing each other to give a crystalline appearance. The shape was
usually elliptical and several were present per nucleus.

Their abstract was followed by confirmatory reports (Liu and Hamilton 1g76a,
Liu 1978, Gioia et aI. 1983, Bianchi and Gioia 1985), which suggested that these
structures, probably present in all CNS cells, possibly have a role in neuronal function
(Saite et aI. 1979). These reports also described a variety of other shape inclusions
not reported in Hamilton's earlier abstract, although they quite probably correspond.
to the same 3 basic shapes cut in a variety of cross-sections.

The first report on the ultrastructure of the neuropil, and neurons of the PAG,
described cells of the lateral PAG as small to medium in size, characterized by a
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high nucleus/cytoplasm ratio, and containing complex nuclear inclusions (Bianchi eú

al' 1982). This account was followed by another paper from the same laboratory
(Gioia et aI. 1933) which provided the first complete study on the ultrastructural
characteristics of the PAG. Whilst nuclear inclusions were found within the nucleus
of cells of the PAG, they also reported that the nuclear envelope contained numerous
invaginations which may, in some instances, be confused with intranuclear bodies.
Detailed information was given as to the size of nuclear inclusions and intracellular
organelles' Ribosomes were extremely numerous and found to occur more frequently in
rosettes, perhaps indicative of increased synthetic activity. The large amount of rough
endoplasmic reticulum r,vas evenly dispersed throughout the cytoplasm (although it
did appear to be clumped together in the spindle and pyriform shaped cells). The
Golgi apparatus consisted of. 4-5 piled cisternae associated with a large number of
clear vesicles, and was generally in close proximity to the nucleus. Randomly iocated
mitochondriawith a dense matrix'were round to elongate, and up to 0.6pm in diameter.
Microtubules and neurofilaments were present in bands, and lysozomes were scattered
throughout the cytoplasm.

The large majority of synaptic contacts appeared to be on neuronal elements within
the neuropil although soma-soma contacts were noted. There were few axo-somatic
contacts (only about 3 per section on each cell) (i.e. about 5.5% of surface area).
The synaptic junctions on the somas were largely of the symmetrical type, containing
pleomorphic vesicles in94To of all observed synapses (Gioia et aI. rggs).

Gioia et aI. (1983) suggested that, based on these observations, they could dis-
tinguish large and small neurons and they concluded that with these dimensions, and
a high nucleus/cytoplasmic ratio, that this region is similar to others in the central
nervous system which are known to be involved in local circuits (Peters et aI. IgT6).

2.4.2 Neuropil

Descriptions of the neuropil of the PAG are limited to only four reports, with three of
these being by the same group of researchers. An abstract by Bianchi et al. (19g2) de-
scribed many small synapses, and numerous dendrites and unmyelinated axons within
the neuropil. S8% of all synapses within the neuropil were found to contain pleomor-
phic vesicles. There u¡ere numerous axo-dendritic synapses, glomerular-like synapses
and occasional axo-axonic synapses. The large number of synapses within the neuropil
indicates that this would be the region that would carry out the complex integration
and modulatory activity mediated by the PAG.
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Gioia et al. (1983) described the neuropil in more detail and stated that it consisted
of myelinated axons (39%), unmyelinated axons (r4%), dendrites (20%), synapses

(L1%) and glia (16%). They suggested that there were fewer myelinated. axons, and
more unmyelinated axons in the PAG than in other midbrain regions, and that the
synaptic contacts found in the neuropil demonstrated appreciable differences from
those in other midbrain regions. Those particular synapses were found to contain a
large proportion of elongated vesicles, for which an inhibitory function has been pro-
posed (Gioia et al. 1983, Uchizono 1965). The PAG shows more soma-soma contacts
than any other region studied in the CNS (Gioia et al. lgSB).

There have been two recent reports on the synaptic organization of the PAG
(Bianchi and Gioia 1984, Moss and Basbaum 1983a). Bianchi and Gioia (1g84) an-
alyzed the ultrastructural features of the synapses of the mid-PAG of the cat, and
Moss and Basbaum (1983a) examined the input to the caudal level of the cat PAG.
Both reports found that axo-somatic synapses were rare (only about 3 per section of
nerve cell). Axo-proximal dendritic synapses were more frequent and covered up to
77.4% of the section surface area (Bianchi and Gioia 1984). Boih synaptic types were
of the symmetrical type and contained predominantly round and elongated vesicles
(pleomorphic). Synapses in the neuropil were more complex than on the soma, and
Bianchi and Gioia (1984) found of these, 91% were axo-dendritic synapses of small
dimensions with an inter synaptic cleft of 22nrn. Moss and Basbaum (1g83a) cal-
culated lhat 97% of the total synaptic numbers t¡¡ere axodendritic. In both studies,
dendro-dendritic synapses were present judged from the appearance of the presynaptic
membranes which contained a large number of vesicles. The axo-axonic connections
were not only between presynaptic and postsynaptic axons, but often involved also a
postsynaptic dendrite in a complex arrangement.

Major discrepancies between those two studies arose with respect to the num-
bers and categorization of different synaptic types. Both studies recognize symmetric
and asymmetric junctional types, containing round and pleomorphic vesicle types.
However, whilst Bianchi and Gioia (1934) suggested that 88% of synapses contained
pleomorphic vesicles, Moss and Basbaum (1983a) only found that 5g.3% of synapses
contained pleomorphic vesicles. Neither study attempted to categorize the synaptic
types they found.

It appears that the neuropil is the principal target for endings which comprise
internal and local circuits of the PAG. It has been proposed that symmetrical junctions
f,unction as inhibitory synapses (Gray 1959), and that asymmetric junctions may be
excitatory (Eccles 1964) in nature. On the basis of the above observations, this would
mean that at the level of the soma the majority of synaptic connections would be
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inhibitory, whilst in the neuropil there would be equal representation of excitatory, and

inhibitory synapses. Further to this, it has been proposed that asymmetric synapses

have a clear preponderance of round vesicles, whereas symmetric synapses contain
both round and elongated vesicles (Uchizono 1965, Bodian 1970). Therefore it can
be concluded that asymmetric synapses containing round vesicles would be excitatory,
and symmetrical junctions containing elongated vesicles would be inhibitory. Judged
by the reports of Bianchi and Gioia et aI. (1984), and Moss and Basbaum (1g83a)

it appears though that the asymmetric synaptic junctions display a large proportion
of elongated vesicles, which implies excitatory synapses containing inhibitory vesicles.

This inconsistency, together with the fact that there are many other cases where these

relationships do not hold true, suggests that this may not be the correct way to classify
synaptic function.
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Chapter 3

Scanning and transmission electron
rnicroscopy of the aqueductal
surface

3.1 fntroduction

There is increasing evidence for a proposed role of the ventricular system and the
ependyma in neuroendocrine control; more particularly for the tanycyte (a modified
ependymal cell), and for a supraependymal network of axons, dendrites, and neurons
(see also chapter 2).

Besides proposed roles in cushioning the brain, providing nutrients, and collecting
debris, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) has also recently been implicated in an active
neurohumoral and regulatory role (Post et aI. 1932). The CSF is separated from
nervous tissue of the brain by ependymal cells, and interspersed with these normal
ependymal cells are specialized tanycytes which have been proposed to be involved in
exchange of a range of substances between the CSF and nervous tissue (Bleier 1921,
Kobayashi et aI. 7972., Coates 7973,, Card and Rafols 1978, Burnett and Felten 1981,
Flament-Durand and Brion 19S5). The tanycyte was first described by Horstmann
(1954) as being a cell with a long basal process extending into the neuropil. Numerous
descriptions of the tanycyte using Golgi, light and electron microscopic methods have
followed which have suggested possible functions for this cell (see chapter 2). Most of
these reports have been centered on the ependyma of the third ventricle. Processes
of the tanycyte have been observed to be associated with axons (I(nowles and I(u-
mar 1969, Güldner and Wolff 1973) and capillaries within the neuropil (Tennyson and
Pappas 7962, Rodriguez 1969, Scott and l{nigge7970, Burnett and Felten 1gS1). Com-
pared with normal ependymal cells, tanycytes have an increased number and density
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of microvilli on their ependymal surface (Scott et aL 7974b), possess an extensive mi-
crotubular system within their cytoplasm (Scott and Knigge 1970), and have secretory

inclusions within their terminations on capillaries (Rodriguez 1969, Scott and Kniggle

1970, Scott et al. 1976). All of these specializations are suggestive of a transport

role. HRP and microperoxidase have been found to be present within the lumen of
capillaries in contact with the tanycyte (but not in the extracellular space), following
intraventricular injection (Kobayashi et al. 7972, Nakai and Naito 1975) suggesting

that these enzymes are transported intracellularly. However, conflicting evidence on

the uptake and transport of HRP has been presented by Wagner and Pilgrim (1974),

for in their study HRP was also found in the extracellular spaces. A large number
of other substances including thyroxin (Silverman and Knigge 7972), non-metabolized

amino acids (Silverman et al. 1972) and a range of hormones and peptides (Joseph

et aI. 1973, Scott et aI. 7974a, 1976, Kobayashi 1975) have been found to be local-
ized within the tanycyte following intraventricular injection. Although the evidence is

largely circumstantial, tanycytes have also been proposed to function as secretory cells

(Kobayashi et aL 7972, Coates 1973, Card and Rafols 1978), in the regulation of ionic
concentrations (Leonhardt 1966), as receptive cells (Coates and Davis 1982, Flament-
Durand and Brion 1985), as a diffusion barrier (Rethelyi 1984), and in segregating

specialized groups of neurons (Millhouse 1971). None of these proposed functions
have been experimentally tested, so the true function of the tanycyte remains largely
a mystery.

Throughout a range of pathological conditions, different levels of peptides have

been found within the CSF (See Post el ø/. 1982 for review), indicating that there
must be an active mechanism within the ventricular system capable of secretion, trans-
portation, or detection, of substances within the CSF. It is known that stimulation-
produced analgesia increases the presence of B-endorphin in the CSF (Hosobuchi el ¿1.

1979). Numerous other peptides found in the CSF have been described in relation to
physioiogical and pathological conditions (Post et al. 198} Flament-Durand and Brion
1985). These relationships could possibly be achieved through either the ependymal
cells, or through a supraependymal population of cells, dendrites or axons, known to
exist within the ventricular system.

To date, supraependymal structures have been found to be serotonergic or GABA-
ergic in origin (Ugromov et aI. 7985,Lorez and Richards 1982, Belin et al. 1980, Tramu
et aI. 1983). They have been proposed to function in a number of diverse ways: as

receptors for substances in the CSF; or to have an effect on ependymal secretion, or cell
shape, or ciliary beat; or to act upon the choroid plexus and distant circumventricular
organs through the release of serotonin (5HT) into the CSF (Chan-Palay !g76,Lorez
and Richards 1982). Removal of the supraependymal nerve network by lesions of the
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raphe nuclei \/as found to cause a decrease in the number of microvilli, a decrease in
the height of the cells, and disappearance of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum, which
might indicate that the supraependymal nerves could play a role in the maintenance
of shape, and transport function of the ependymal cell (Ribas 1977). It has also been

found that administration of a range of peptides into the CSF causes long lasting
effects on analgesia (Segal ef ø1. 1979), learning and memory (de Wied 1980), sleep

(Pavel 1970), thirst (Epstein 1981), temperature regulation (Bloom and Segal 1980),

and eating (Smith and Gibbs 1931).

The ventricles and the specialized regions within them, the circumventricular or-
gans, have been extensively examined by scanning and transmission electron mi-
croscopy in an attempt to correlate the ultrastructure of these regions with functions
which underlie the integration between CSF and the neuropil (See chapter 2). The
aqueduct is a region of the ventricular system to which very little attention has been
paid either in regard to its structure, or function. Apart from reports on normal aque-
ductal ependyma by Tennyson and Pappas (1962) in the foetal and adult rabbit, and
Brightman and Palay (1963) in the adult rat, and Gotgi investigations of the aque-

ductal tanycyte in the rabbit (Burnett and Felten 1981), no systematic attempt has
been made to examine the aqueduct of the rabbit (or any other species) by scanning,
transmission, or light microscopy.

This chapter, which examines the ultrastructure of the aqueduct of the rabbit,
provides further understanding of its anatomy, and so may form a rational basis for
future experiments on the aqueduct aimed at elucidating the mechanisms involved in
the functions proposed for this structure.
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3.2 Methods

The brains of 15 adult rabbits (2.5-3.0Kg) were used to examine the ependymal lining,
and supraependymal structures, within the aqueduct by light, scanning, or transmis-
sion electron microscopy.

3.2.L Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Six rabbits \¡¡ere deeply anaesthetized by an intravenous or intraperitoneal injection
of sodium pentobarbital (Ceva). The chest was opened and the descending aorta
clamped. 2500 I.U. of heparin was injected intracardiacally about 3-4 minutes before
transcardiac perfusion via a cannula tied into the ascending aorta. A prefixation rinse
of 500m1 phosphate buffered heparinized saline was followed by fixation, using 800m1,

3% glutaraldehyde, 2To paraformaldehyde, in 0.05M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2. The
skull was exposed and a small burr-hole drilled in a region immediately above the
third ventricle. The muscles over the cervical spinal cord were reflected, and the dura
over the cord was cut at the level of the first cervical segment. A small gauge needle
attached to a syringe IMas introduced into the third ventricle and fixative \¡/as slowly
infused until fluid could be observed emerging from the area of the cervical cord. The
brain rvas removed from the skull and the overlying cerebral cortex discarded. In
some cases' the remaining portion of the brain was cut in a midsagitial plane which
bisected the aqueduct and therefore exposed both halves of this structure. In others,
the brains were dissected to expose the dorsal and ventral halves of the aqueduct.
Excess neural tissue v/as removed, leaving the aqueduct surrounding structures, and
small portions of the third and fourth ventricles. Care was taken to keep the blocks
moist with fixative and not to distort the midbrain. All blocks were then washed in
three changes, for 10 minutes each of 0.05M cacodylate buffer, pH7.2, then postfixed
for t hour in 7To osmium tetroxide. The hardened blocks were washed for 10 minutes
in three changes of distilled water, before dehydration in an ascending series of acetone
(30%,50To,70To,80To,90To,2xg5To,2xI00%). The dehydrated blocks were subjected
to critical point drying (Denton DCPI) using amyl acetate as the intermediate liquid
and carbon dioxide as the transitional liquid. The blocks Ìvr/ere then glued to small
aluminium stubs using silver dag, and coated with a 60/40, gold/paltadium mixture
to a thickness of 15-20nm. All blocks were viewed with a Siemens autoscan scanning
electron microscope at 20 I(v.

Each block was examined under the SEM, and supraependymal elements (and
any obvious supraependymal protrusions) were photographed and mapped. After
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SEM analysis the blocks rvl¡ere removed from the stubs, trimmed, and regions con-
taining supraependymal elements were prepared for correlative transmission electron
microscopy. Photographs were taken on the Siemens SEM using Kodak Panatomic-X.

3.2.2 Tlansmission electron microscopy (TEM)

These same 12 dissected blocks were subsequently placed in absolute alcohol over
copper sulphate, with 2 changes each of 45 minutes, to ensure that the blocks were
completely dry. A small proportion of the metal coating on the blocks rvr/as removed by
this process. The blocks were then placed in propylene oxide for 2 changes of 30 minutes
each, and then placed into a 2:1 propylene oxide: TAAB resin mixture overnight (See

appendix 1 for TAAB resin details). The following morning the 2:1 mixture was

removed and replaced with a 1:2 propylene oxide: TAAB resin mixture for 7 hours on
a rotator. The blocks were then placed in pure resin overnight and embedded the next
afternoon in fresh pure resin and polymerized at 600C for a minimum of 24 hours.

The embedded blocks were trimmed using atazot blade, and thin sections (I-Zp,m)
were cut using an ultramicrotome, and examined under a light microscope against plots
of the location of supraependymal elements established by the SEM, to determine when
a photographed structure had been cut. Ultrathin sections (less than 0.1¡rm) were then
cut of the appropriate structure. Sections were placed on a metal grid and stained with
a saturated alcoholic solution of uranyl nitrate solution in the dark for 20 minutes,
followed by staining in a lead citrate solution for 12 minutes. The grids were washed,
dried, and subsequently viewed using a JEOL transmission electron microscope at 60

Kv.

Two additional brains were perfused, fixed in osmium tetroxide and dissected to
expose the aqueduct. These regions were embedded according to the above scheme
and examined under the TEM. Photographs were taken on the JEOL using Ilford EM
technical film.

3.2.3 Golgi methods

Cells within the PAG, and their processes, were investigated by several Golgi methods
in order to determine whether any of these projected into the aqueduct, and to establish
the structure of modified ependymal cells impregnated by these methods. A modified
Golgi-Cox method after Van der Loos (1959), rapid Golgi methods after Morest and
Morest (1966), and Valverdi (1970), a modified Golgi-Kopsch method after Mantyh
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(1982c), and a rapid Golgi method used by Phelps (1983) were used, to impregnate cells
of the PAG and tanycytes of the aqueduct (see appendix 2 for details). Seven rabbits
were used for this study. Sections were cut at 100-150/.¿m, processed, coverslipped and
viewed using oil immersion at 400x to 1000x under an Olympus Vanox microscope,
and outlines of tanycytes and astrocytes were drawn with the aid of a drawing tube.
Photographs were taken using Ilford technical pan 2475 film and printed on Ilford
photographic paper.
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3.3 Results

The ependymal lining of the aqueduct has been found to exist as simple cuboidal,
or columnar neural epithelium, irregularly alternating with modified ependymal cells
(tanycytes and astrocytes) (Figs. 3.1 and 3.3). A number of different supraependymal
structures has been found to lie within, or project into the aqueduct. These structures
have been histologically and ultrastructurally examined by a variety of different meth-
ods (SEM, TEM and Golgi techniques) in an attempt to understand the structure of
this region and how it may possibly interact functionally with the CSF.

3.3.1 Ependyma

It is obvious that under the SEM, only the apical surface of ependymal cells were able
to be observed. The surface of each cell was found to be a relatively flat structure
which bore prominent cilia which projected into the lumen of the aqueduct (Figs. 3.1A,
3.104,F,G). Where the cilia separated to reveal the cell surface, numerous microvilli
were observed. Occasional ependymal astrocytes and tanycytes were observed to have
blebs or small protrusions projecting from their apical ependymal surfaces into the
aqueduct (Fig. 3.24,8). The results from examination under the TEM show that
the tanycyte does not always bear these protrusions, and thus it was not possible to
unequivocably specify which were tanycytes or astrocytes, und.er the SEM.

3.3.1.1 Normalependyma

The initial part of this description of the ependyma is limited. to only those cells lining
the aqueduct which are considered to be "normal" ependyma (Fig. g.18). Ependymal
tanycytes and astrocytes are discussed in section 8.3.1.2.

Although the SEM only normally allows a direct view of the ependymal surface, the
cut surface of the block provided an indication of the ultrastructure of these ependyma
cells. On some occasions the layer of ependymal cells was found to be broken away
from the underlying neuropil, and under these conditions the ependyma v¡as found
to consist of a single layer of neuroepithelium with very little variation in either the
shape or size of these cells. Occasionally, processes from these cells could be observed
to penetrate the underlying neuropil (Fig. B.2C,D,E).

When 1¡rm sections, cut on an ultramicrotome and stained with 0.025% toluidine
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Figure 3.1: The normal ependyma as seen by the scanning aird transmission electron
microscope.

A. A scanning electron micrograph of normal ependyma in the aqueduct of the rabbit.
Note the very dense cilia covering the ependymal lining. Only in the ventral a¡rd
dorsal midline regions of the aqueduct is this covering found to be sparser. x1200.
B. A transmission electron micrograph of the ependyma in the lateral PAG showing
normal ependymal cells and one tanycyte (right hand side of cell). The apical surface of
these cells display an irregularly dense matt of microvilli. Several small intraventricular
axons can also be seen on the apical surface (arrows). x9500.
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Figure 3.2: The ependyma as seen under the scanning electron microscope.

A. This fi.gure shows numerous blebs some of which appear to be protruding through
the cilia into the lumen. Arrow points to a protrusion from the underlying ependyma
similar to that shown in B. x5200. B. This transmission electron micrograph shows a
bleb projecting into the lumen from the ependymal surface. x56000. C. and D. In these
micrographs, the ependymal lining has been broken away to reveal the structure from
the side. x1100. E. This is an enlargement of a similar area to C. and shows several
normal ependymal cells on the left which do not appear to project into the lumen, and
a tanycyte in the middle of the micrograph (arrow) which show a characteristic tail
process which appears to project into the neuropil of the PAG. x4600.
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blue in 0.5% sodium tetraborate, were viewed under an optical microscope, the colum-

nar and cuboidal shaped ependymal cells lining the aqueduct appeared to be very

darkly stained. The ependymal layer 'ü¡as approximately 8-I2p,rn in height from the
subependymal glial layer to the aqueductal surface. The nucleus (about 8pm long x
about 4'7 ¡-trn wide) occupied a large part of the cytoplasm of each cell, and was usually
situated in the mid-cell region or slightly towards the apical surface. Occasionally the
nucleus was situated basally. The round to ovoid shaped nucleus was darkly staining
and very dense. It appeared uniformly homogeneous and contained a small, eccen-

trically placed nucleolus. In thin sections prominent cilia could be observed on the
ependymal surface of the cells which were about 7p,rn long and less than 0.5¡;m wide.

The apical cytoplasm of these cells was denser than the basal cytoplasm. Small mito-
chondria and dense granules were intensely dark, and accumulated above the nucleus

immediately beneath the apical surface. Darkly stained basal bodies appeared as a
row of dots beneath the apical surface, and cilia were occasionally observed to emerge

from these structures (Fig. 3.9D). The ependymal layer rv\¡as seen to change its shape

with respect to position around the aqueduct (Fig. 3.3). Cells located dorsal to the
aqueduct appeared to be more columnar in shape with the ratio between height and
width averaging 2.34:L. Ependymal cells in the lateral region of the aqueduct were

also columnar in shape with an average ratio of 1.36:1, whilst cells located ventrally
were more cuboidal in shape with a ratio of 1.01:1 (Fig. 3.3).

When the fine structure of ependymal cells was determined under the electron
microscope, these cells appeared much the same as comparable ones viewed under the
optical microscope, with a prominent round to ovoid shaped nucleus containing very
dense, coarse granular karyoplasm. The nucleus was usually located at a mid-cell level
or slightly more towards the apical surface. The nucleolus was eccentrically located,
usually against either the lateral margin or the basal surface of the nucleus. The
nuclear material was found to be slightly denser against the nuclear membrane. The
outer surface of the nuclear membrane usually showed ribosomes to be either attached,
or in close proximity, to it, especially in regions of nuclear invaginations.

The cytoplasm of ependymal cells was much denser in neurons within the PAG
(Fig. 3.aA,C,E). Density of the cytoplasm was found to vary with respect to location
in different regions of the cell. Apically the cytoplasm was much denser than that
in the basal region, due mainly to the increased number of organelles, the presence

of fine fibres (which may be part of the endoplasmic reticulum of the cell), and the
presence of a dense fine granular type of material dispersed throughout the cytoplasm
(Fig. 3. B). The lateral and basal cytoplasm was found to contain fewer organelles,
with no significant quantity of fine fibrils (Fig. 3.aD,F). The cytoplasm also contained
a small prominent golgi apparatus (occasionally two tvr/ere seen per cell) consisting of
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Figure 3.3: Regional differences in the size of the ependyma.

This figure shows the regional variations in the size and density of the ependyma in
dorsal, lateral, and ventral regions of the aqueduct. The average ependymal height for
nine equidistant regions in one half of the aqueduct is represented by the upper line
(squares). The average width of ependymal cells was plotted against position, and is
represented by the lower line (crosses). Note that the ratio of height to width decreases
from dorsal regions to a ventral position and thus the ependymal shape progresses from
columnar to cuboidal in shape.
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Figure 3.4: Regional variations in the density of the cytoplasm of the normal ependy-
mal cell.

A. and C. Show the range of densities of normal cells from within the PAG for com-
parison to E. which represents a normal ependymal cell. Note that the relative density
of A. and C. is due mainly to the presence of ribosomes and RER, whereas the density
of the cytoplasm in E. (which is greater that the cells of the PAG) is due to a fine
granular substance present throughout the cytoplasm. x4600, x4600, x6800. B. D.
and F. compare the differences in density of the cytoplasm of the ependymal cell in
apical, lateral, and basal regions respectively. The increase in density of the apical
cytoplasm over the lateral and basal regions of the cell is clearly apparent. x26000,
x21000, x17000.
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3-5 flattened cisternae with associated vesicles which were enclosed by a very dense

membrane. The whole apparatus was located in the middle, or more commonly to
one side of the cell, immediately above the nucleus. There were a number of different
discernible vesicle types. These ranged from a small vesicle (48nm diameter) with
a very dense membrane, to very large vesicles (170nm diameter) containing a dense

core of material. In addition there r\¡as a group of much larger vesicles (500nm) which
contained a populations of smaller sized vesicles. These vesicles were always seen in
the apical cytoplasm and were generally situated on either side of the golgi appara-
tus. Mitochondria varied in shape from round to very elongated. They contained a
very dense matrix, and under high magnification showed dense granules within the
cristae. These particular organelles were smaller than neuronal mitochondria (380nm
vs. 700nm) and were far more numerous in the apical cytoplasm. A large number
of ependymal cells contained additional elongated mitochondria (up to 1.2pm) lying
parailel to the apical surface.

Ependymal cells at the apical end were joined together by a number of membrane
specializations, the so-called tight and gap junctions (Fig. 3.5). Zonula adherens (gap
junctions) were the most obvious at the apical end of the cell (Fig. 3.54). These junc-
tions often occurred in groups of two to three and were characterized by a thickening
of the membrane with very fine fibrils situated at right angles to the junction. The
distance between the membranes u¡as approximately 300Å. Interspersed with these
junctions tvere zonula occludens (tight junctions) which are junctions where the mem-
branes come together with only a separation of about SO.Ä,. tight junctions were found
between every cell within the ependyma lining the aqueduct (Fig. 3.54). The rest of the
plasmalemma between two adjacent ependymal cells was generally smooth, showing
membranes in close apposition (Fig. 3.5B), although occasional junctions were seen at
the lateral and basal surfaces (Fig. 3.58,D). The plasmalemma l¡¡as often found to be
very convoluted along the lateral surfaces of the cell (Fig. 3.5C). Occasionally isolated
profiles, identified as either dendrites or small bundles of unmyelinated axons r¡/ere

interspersed between the lateral membranes of adjacent ependymal cells (Fig. 3.5C).
The basal surface of the cell showed only apposition with glial elements in the under-
lying layer. Very rarely \¡/ere neuronal elements seen contacting this surface, although
fine dendrites were observed in close proximity.

3.3.1.2 Tanycytes

Whilst it is impossible to distinguish the tanycyte from normal ependyma under the
SEM, this cell is readily distinguishable from normal ependyma in both TEM and
Golgi sections. There are two major ultrastructural distinctions between the tanycyte
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Figure 3.5: Junctional connections between ependymal cells

A. B. and D. show the junctions between ependymal cells at the apical, lateral, and
basal sides. Note that on the sides there is generally apposition whilst at the apical
end, gap junctions alternate with tight junctions on each cell. Arrow in A. shows gap
junctions near the apex of the ependymal cell and the arrow in B. indicates a gap
junction on the lateral wall of the ependymal cell. x19000, x26000 x11500. C. shows a
system of dendrites and axons of cells within the neuropil which invade the territory
between adjacent ependymal cell, but never made contact with the ependymal cells.
x12000.
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and the normal ependymal cell. The fi.rst difference is at its basal surface, where a long

process v/as seen to leave the tanycyte often branching to invade the underlying neu-

ropil (Figs. 3.6 A-C, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9). These branches occasionally came to lie in contact

with neuronal processes, though most commonly against capillaries within the neuropil
(Figs. 3.78,C,E-G, 3.8, 3.9). The second major difference was that the cytoplasm of
the tanycyte showed an increased density over that seen in normal ependyma (Fig.
3.64). This was probably due to a larger number of fine microtubules in the cytoplasm.

Most tanycytes were found to contain a unique structure located in the initial segment

of the tail process. This small (400nm diameter), spherical, or slightly ovoid shaped

structure, showed a regular crystalline array (Fig. 3.68,C,D). This structure was also

consistently found in the neuropil in isolated profiles of the tanycyte. On one occa-

sion, a similarly structured organelle was found in a longitudinal arrangement. Up to
80 tubule-like structures regularly spaced, were seen in cross-section in this structure.
The tubules located near the edge appeared to join with the inner membrane of the
plasmalemma. It may be possible that this is a mitochondria displaying a regular, tri-
angular shaped matrix, although a search of the literature failed to find a description
of a similar structure located anywhere in the central nervous system. This structure
may prove to be an important identifying body for tanycytes of the aqueduct at least

in the rabbit, and possibly in other regions and species.

When Golgi treated sections were viewed under the optical microscope, well im-
pregnated cells were observed lying within the ependymal lining of the aqueduct. The
rest of the ependyma v¡as unstained. The body of such cells was no larger than the
normal ependymal cell, but showed a long basal process extending up to 300pm into
the neuropil (Figs. 3.7D-G, 3.8, 3.9). Different Golgi methods resulted in differing
appearances of the tanycyte (contrast Figs. 3.8 and 3.9). The impregnat:. n methods
which used silver as the heavy metal, showed the cell to have a darkly stained cyto-
plasm with a lighter nucleus. The body v/as generally ovoid to columnar in shape with
length about 19pm and width about 72p,m. The basal process which was observed to
travel up to 300pm into the neuropil had numerous side branches. The tanycyte was

revealed to have up to 90 branches per 100¡rm length, but averaged 60 per 100pm.

The branches close to the cell were 1.3¡lm wide and up to 20-30p,rn long. Branches at
the proximal end were 0.75pm wide and only about 2-3p,rn long (Fig. 3.9). The apical
surface was most often seen to be flat, but occasionaliy a small protrusion into the
aqueduct could be seen. The whole arrangement of the cell was similar to a christmas
tree. The processes of these cells were occasionally observed to contact blood vessels

in the neuropil, but never neuronal somas or dendrites. These cells were often found
clcmped together in the ependyma and were most dense in isolated regions of the dor-
sal, lateral and ventral regions of the aqueduct, especially with the Phelps and Manyth
methods. The number of tanycytes varied quite markedly from rostral to caudal levels,
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Figure 3.6: The fine structure of the tanycyte.

A. provides a compa¡ison of the tanycyte with a normal ependymal cell. Note the
increased density of the ta,nycyte and the presence of a tail process entering the neu-
ropil. x7200. B. and C. are micrographs which show the presence a novel organelle
(arrowed in A. and B.), not previously described, which is to be found both in the
initial segment of the tail process of the tanycyte and in the processes found penetrat-
ing the neuropil. x1.9000, x30000. D. This figure shows the one occasion on which a
similarly r luctured organelle was found not to be roughly spherical. Note the very
regulaq a' -y of up to 80 tubular-like structures, some of which open up to join the
inner suttace of the limiting membrane. x36000.
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Figure 3.7: The tanycyte under the light microscope.

A. B. and C. show tanycyte tail processes directed into the neuropil. B. a¡rd C. are
higher magnifications and C. shows a tail process contacting a blood vessel in the PAG
neuropil. D. Indicates the relative density of tanycytes a¡ound the aqueduct. This
section was from dorsal PAG. E. A single tanycyte in lateral PAG shown contacting
a blood vessel. F. and the higher magnification in G. also show a tanycyte process in
close proximity to a blood vessel in ventral PAG. Note the small varicosities on the
tail process where it is observed to travel along the length of the-blood vessel.
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Figure 3.8: The distinguishing features of the tanycyte.

A-E. show the tanycyte and its basal process in drawing tube reconstructions from
material prepared by the Van der Loos method. These figures clearly show that the
destination of the tanycyte tail process is predominantly to blood vessels in the neuropil
(B-E.), although they were occasionally found to also contact neurons (4.). These rep-
resent the predominant ependymal cell type impregnated. They were never observed
with the other three methods used, perhaps this is due to the heavy impregnation of
the ependymal lining in these methods. n _ neuron, bv : blood vessel.
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Figure 3.9: The characteristics of a different tanycyte population.
A. and B. are similar, characteristically shaped cells, found with the Phelps and Man-
tyh methods respectively where heavily impregnated ependyma makes analysis of these
cell types difficult. C. A tanycyte in the PAG from sections using the Van der Loos
method of impreganation. D. A camera-lucida drawing of the tanycyte represented in
the micrograph C. Note the difierent appea,rance to those shown in the previous figure.
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as rvell as with respect to positions dorsal, lateral and ventral regions of the aqueduc-

tal ependyma. In the Van der Loos sections, at rostal levels the average number of
tanycytes per section was quite low (average7.2). On average, the dorsal ependyma
showed 2.3, lateral 3.3, and ventral ependyma only 1.6 tanycytes per section. At mid-
PAG levels the number of tanycytes found per section \Mas the highest (average 61.1).
Dorsal ependyma showed 16.5, lateral26.5, and ventral 18, tanycytes per section. At
caudal levels the numberwas still relatively high (average 43.7 tanycytes per section).
Dorsal ependyma showed 10.9, lateral 28.8, and ventral ependyma v¡as quite low at
an average of only 4 tanycytes per section. On average for the entire PAG, the dorsal
ependyma displayed 29.7 tanycytes per section, the ventral ependyma was somewhat
comparable, at 23.6 per section, but the lateral ependyma (especially in the regions of
the collicular recesses) had double that of other regions, averaging 58.6 tanycytes per
section.

There appeared to be more than one type of tanycyte in the aqueduct of the
rabbit. In the Golgi material where mercury and chromium were used as the heavy
metals for impregnation, tanycytes rarely appeared to share the features described
above. It is quite possible that they may correspond to the ependymal astrocyte
described by Horstmann (1954) (Figs. 3.7D-G, 3.8). Most often the cells were 15-
18¡lm long and 6-10¡rm wide. The cell bodies \Mere very dense and the apical surface
often showed bulbs or protrusions with associated tufts projecting into the aqueduct
(Figs. 3.7D,F,G, 3.8). The basal surface was frequently observed to contact blood
vessels, and very occasionally elements of neuronal origin. The processes were always
short, only showing occasional branches, and never projected further than 30¡lm from
the cell body. \Mhether these are the same cells or a different population of glial cells
preferentially stained in the ependyma, could not be determined.

3.3.2 Cilia and microvilli

The results of the SEM study revealed that cilia are very dense on cells lining the
aqueduct, much more so than in other regions of the ventricular system. It also
indicated that the direction of ciliary beat, and the variation in densities, may be
related to the movement of csF through the aqueduct (Fig. 3.10).

In the rabbit both a superior and inferior collicular recess were found with well
defined ridging of the ependymal surface (Fig. 3.10). It is possible that the direction
of these ridges may control the flow of CSF in these regions. The overall direction
of the cilia was from the third ventricle, to the fourth ventricle in a posterio-lateral
direction. Cilia in the collicular recesses appeared to be orientated in a direction which
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Figure 3.10: Coliicular recesses and ridging in the aqueduct.

A. This figure depicts the two collicular recesses in the rabbit and shows that there is
definite ridging in each of these regions. Whether this is to aid flow of CSF, to create
local currents on the walls of the cilia in the regions where tanycytes are concentrated
most, or are just structures serving no definite purpose remains to be clarified. x16.
B-E. These micrographs highlight the ridging which is observed in the aqueduct of
the rabbit. B. and C. are photographs from regions represented in A. Note the heavy
ridging observed in the lateral PAG (8.), and the lack of ridging in ventral regions
(excepting at the level of the rostral fourth ventricle). x30, x154. D. and E. are Golgi
impregnated section cut at 100¡rm. Note the ridging apparent in D. (tateral aqueduci)
and lack of in E. (ventral aqueduct).
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Figure 3.11: The fine structure of cilia and microvilli

A. Shows the structure and arrangement of cilia and microvilli under the scanning
electron microscope in the dorsal midline where cilia density is decreased sufficiently
to allow microvilli to be observed. Note that one cell (arrow) show cilia emerging from
the apical surface amidst a dense carpet of fine microvilli. x6800. B. A transmission
electron micrograph of the ependymal surface showing the structure of some of the
protrusions on the ependymal surface, microvilli and cilia. Cilia were in a typical
9x2 + 2 arrangement near the apical surface. x48000. C. This transmission electron
micrograph show the arrangement of one cilium emerging from the ependymal surface.
It can be seen here that the cilium is part of the plasmalemma of the ependymal cell.
x28000. D. This micrograph shows the arrangement of the basal foot and basal body
associated with the cilia. x18000.
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indicated a counter-current-wise ciliary beat. Perhaps this arrangement is aimed at

accumulating debris in these regions, as this was predominantly where supraependymal

macrophages tended to accumulate.

Under the SEM, the average cilia diameter was found to be 0.3¡;m, and the average

length 5-6¡rm (Fig. 3.114). Although difficult to see under the SEM, due to the very
dense matt of cilia, other specialized structures r¡/ere found on the free apical surface

of the ependymal cell. \Mhereas the apical surface of the ependyma \r¡as seen to be
relatively flat when viewed with the SEM, under the TEM this surface 'ü¡as revealed

to bear numerous large finger like protrusions, namely the microvilli (Fig. 3.118,C).
These structures were irregular in shape and varied in length up to 1.2¡,tm and were

about 0.08pm in diameter. They were not found on the entire surface of all ependymal

cells. Occasionally they were observed on the surface of small bulbous expansions of
the ependyma. The density of microvilli on tanycytes was consistently higher than
that on normal ependymal cells.

Results from the TEM showed essential agreement with the dimensions of the
cilia assessed under the SEM (approximately 6-8¡rm long and 0.4p,m wide). At their
most dorsal extensions the cilia showed up as a gx1 * 2 type arrangement, although
through most of their length, these structures were of a typical gx2 * 2 arrangement
(Fig. 3.118,C). Cilia appeared continuous with the plasmalemma originating from the
basal body with its associated granular zone situated in the apical cytoplasm. From
the granulat zotte) fine fibriilar rootlets rvere occasionally seen to emerge and travel in
a direction towards the nucleus. A basal foot was occasionally seen orientated at right
angles to the basal body (Fig. 3.11C,D).

3.3.3 Supraependymal axons

A number of structures of neuronal, glial or phagocytic origin were found to lie within
the aqueductal cavity (Figs. 3.12-3.15). Although difficult to see clearly in the heavily
ciliated aqueduct, a proportion of the structures observed with the SEM were presumed
from their shapes and sizes to be axons (Fig. 3.124,F). The TEM confirmed. that these
structures which had been presumed to be axons under the SEM were indeed so, and
present in all regions of the aqueduct, either lying on top of, or amongst, the cilia
covering the ependyma (Fig. 3.128-E). It was found that such axons were d.ensest in
the dorsal region of the aqueduct. The density of axons located ventrally was only
about a third of that found dorsall¡ and those seen laterally were about a fifth of
the density of those found dorsally. The axons were very small structures (about
300-600nm diameter) and were cut in a variety of planes (Fig. 3.12B-E). Those cut
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Figure 3.12: Fine structure of supraependymal axons

A. This scanning electron micrograph shows an axon exhibiting regular varicosities
running across the surface of the ependymal cells. x5000. B. This transmission electron
micrograph shows a longitudinally sectioned axon also exhibiting varicosities along its
Iength. x37000. C. and D. show axons cut in a variety of planes with each containing
numerous vesicles and occasional mitochondria. x33000, x36000. E. This micrograph
shows a rare contact between these supraependymal axons and the ependyma. Even
though there are vesicles within the axon, it is not possible to say definitely whether or
not this structure is a synapse. x29000. F. This scanning electron micrograph shows
an axon with a broad foot plate on the surface of an ependymal cell. It is possible
that this is a synaptic contact of some description; x3600. G. This Golgi impregnated
section shows an axon from within the neuropil of the PAG entering the aqueduct.
H. Shows a strange unidentified, rarely found structure in the aqueduct which had
laminated, round shapes within it. x9000.
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in longituclinal section showed an arrangement of microtubules and neurofilaments
running longitudinally, and were similar to those observed in the neuropil of the PAG.
In this plane, occasional small vesicles were observed at varicose sites along their length
(Fig. 3.124,8). Those cut in cross-section often showed a small mitochondria or trvo,

and these axon profiles were most often located close to the ependymal surface. The
general appearance of the cytoplasm of these axons revealed them to be composed

of a dense granular material, and they were found to contain numerous dispersecl

vesicles. These axons rvere non-myelinated, and on rare occasions showed synaptic-like
symmetrical membrane specializations (thickenings) with associated vesicles. Vesicles

were also found along the length of axons (Fig. 3.12B-D) and rrvere generally round and
either small (24nm), medium (38nm) or large (53nm), or larger (78x43nm) and more
elongated. Occasionally a large pleomorphic clear vesicle with a diameter of 86nm was

seen (Fig. 3.12D,E).

3.3.4 Supraependymal dendrites

Other elements found to lie within the aqueduct were presumed, from their typical
appearance, to be dendrites (Fig. 3.13). They were either found leaving supraependy-
mal neuronal cells (Fig. 3.134), or more rarely, to originate from cells below the
ependymal lining. Their cell bodies contained numerous granular vesicles, but were not
noticeably different to other cells within the PAG. \ /ith the Golgi method, occasional
cells were observed to send a dendrite through the ependyma which would then come
to lie partialiy within the aqueduct (Fig. 3.138). The cells concerned were located
onlv in the medial division of the PAG, although there r,'vas no apparent preference
for any cell type. The counterparts of these dendrites were not observed under the
TEM, presumably due to their rare occurrence. Dendrites of supraependymal neuronal
cells were however found to lie within the aqueduct. Their cytoplasm appeared very
dense and quite granular. Very few organelles other than mitochondria and smooth
endoplasmic reticulum were seen in these cells. Dendrites were about 0.2-0.5¡tm wide
and could be traced up to 40p.rn across the surface of the aqueduct, usually in the
direction of other supraependymal cell.

3.3.5 Supraependymal cells

Supraependymal cells can be either neural, phagocytic, or glial (Figs. 3.14, B.1b). It
is not always possible to differentiate between these types with the SEM, although, in
regions into which the CSF was directed (such as in the collicular recess), supraependy-
mal structures which \Mere presumed to be macrophages were frequently seen. These
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Figure 3.13: The structure of supraependymal dendrites.

A. demonstrates the structure of supraependymal dendrites of supra,ependymal cells.
Note that there appears to be a vesicle open to the aqueduct (arrow). x29000. B.
is a drawing-tube reconstruction of a dendrite of a neuron in the PAG entering the
aqueduct. This was drawn with the aid of a drawing tube from Golgi impregnated
material using the Van der Loos method. Dendrites sometimes travelled 300¡^rm before
arriving at the surface of the aqueduct.
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cells possessed a small cell body (usually about 8-15¡rm diameter) with a vacuolated
appearance, and had long slender fibrillar processes up to 300pm long which anchored

them to the surface of the aqueduct (Fig. 3.1a4-D). The surface of these cells ap-

peared studded with numerous small blebs 0.5-2.0¡rm in diameter (Figå.14C). Most
phagocytes were found in regions into which the CSF was directed, and these phago-

cytes were characterized by a typical vacuolated appearance. Other supraependymal
cells seen in the aqueduct resembled neurons found in other regions of the ventricular
system (Fig. 3.154-D). In contrast to phagocytes, neuronal cells possessed a small,
smooth cell body (6-8pm diameter) having no obvious blebs nor a vacuolated appear-
ance, and generally occurred in clusters of. 2-4. Thick processes (0.9-1.3pm) which
v/ere presumed to be dendrites, and thinner processes (about'0.2¡t diameter) show-

ing occasional varicosities rvr/ere presumed to be axons. Under the SEM, the axons

were lost to view as they travelled through the dense matt of cilia. Under the SEM,
supraepeD.dymal neuronal cells were seen to lie on the aqueductal surface in regions

in which the cilia were relatively sparse (Fig. 3.154-C). Sections examined under the
TEM demonstrated that these structures rvr/ere neuronal in origin and possessed a la-rge

dense elongated nucleus which occupied the major part of each cell (Fig. 3.15D). The
cytoplasm was quite dense, with numerous fine and large granules being present, as

well as numerous ribosomes. Mitochondria were generally round to elongated, av-

eraged 270nm in length, and were very dense. A prominent golgi apparatus, which
generally has numerous small vesicles associated with it, was found at one, or other,
end of the cell. Axons of these cells were rarely in evidence under the TEM, but when
they were, they displayed similar vesicle types to those described in the section on
supraependymal axons (section 3.3.3).
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Figure 3.14: The structure of supraependymal cells identifi.ed as macrophages using
the SEM.

A. and B. demonstrate the structure of macrophages found in moderate number in the
aqueduct, predominantly in regions where the CSF flow is greatest. Note that they
appear anchored to the ependymal surface by long slender fibrillar arms. x340, x210.
C. This micrograph show a close up of the cell body. The surface is studded with
numerous blebs. x2600. D. is a close up of the fibriltarlike arms which anchor these
structures to the ependyma. x9000.





Figure 3.15: The structure of supraependymal cells identified as neurons under the
SEM and TEM.

A. B. and C. are scanning electron micrographs of possible neurons found lying within
the aqueductal cavity of the rabbit. Note that they can either be covered by cilia, or
lie in regions where the cilia are sparser. A. A supraependymal cell lying in the caudal
region of the ventral aqueduct, x10500, B. was in the mid-lateral PAG (x3700) and C.
was located in the mid-dorsal midline region of the PAG. x570. D. is a transmission
electron micrograph of a supraependymal neuron lying within the aqueduct. It shows
dendritic processes travelling along the surface of the ependyma which come in close
proximity to dendrites of other supraependymal cells. x5000.
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3.4 Discussion

The results of this chapter indicate that the fine structure of the aqueductal ependymal
lining is essentially similar to other non-specialized regions of the ventricular system in
that it contains the same structural elements, and probably performs similar functions.

The density of cilia over the aqueductal surface is greater than that of other ven-

tricular regions (Tennyson and Pappas 1968) which may relate to the proposed role of
cilia in the regulation of CSF flow within, or through, the ventricular system (Cathcart
and Worthington 1964, Yamadori and Nara 1979). As the aqueduct is a narrow region
of the ventricular system, the resistance to CSF flow would be higher, and therefore
an increased density of cilia may be necessary to partially control the direction of
CSF flow. Yamadori and Nara (1979) have shown that the currents of flow of CSF

produced by the cilia on the wall of the ventricular system may be inferred from the
direction of the cilia. On the other hand, Roth et aI. (7985), have provided evidence

that cilia are not involved in directing the flow of CSF through the ventricular system

as they found that the majority of cilia within the ventricular system beat at a sim-

ilar frequency (excepting those in the third ventricle). This suggested that cilia are

probably not involved in bulk flow through the ventricular system as they were unable
to detect any gradient of cilia beat frequency. Cilia may then in fact function, either
to create local currents to aid in cleansing the ventricular walls or in the distribution
of substances within the CSF perhaps to ensuring that substances are brought into
the immediate vicinity of the underlying ependyma. The important facto¡ involved in
controlling the direction of CSF flow, is most probably a pressure gradient between

the production and reabsorption of CSF. Interestingly, cilia have also been proposed

to be non-functional rudimentary structures (Park and Nowosielski-Slepotvr/ron 1g7g).

The ependymal lining of the aqueduct has been shown here to consist of at least
three different cell types. The structure of the normal cuboidal, flattened, or columnar
shãped ependymal cells reported here are similar in almost every instance to those
described for the rabbit by Tennyson and Pappas (1962), and is also in close agree-

ment with the report by Brightman and Palay (1963) for the aqueduct of the rat.
The ependymal tanycyte, and the ependymal astrocyte (first described by Horstmann
1954), \¡/ere reported here as consistent features of the ependymal wall of the rabbit.
Tennyson and Pappas (1962) claimed that the tanycyte was only a transitional cell,
not present in the adult. This does not agree with the results presented here, nor with
the observations of Burnett and Felten (1981) who found the tanycyte to be present

in the adult rabbit. On the other hand, whilst Tennyson and Pappas described an
ependymal astrocyte, Burnett and Felten (1981) were unable to do so. To date, these
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reports are the only ones to have dealt with the aqueduct of the rabbit.

Other structures found to exist within the aqueduct of the rabbit which might

have some type of functional role, are the supraependymal network of cells (either

macrophages, glia or neurons), axons and dendrites.

3.4.L Tanycytes

It has been recognized for over three decades that there are cells within the lining of

the ventricular system which are structurally different from normal ependyma. The

tanycyte generally has a long tapering basal process that has been shown to make

contact with elements of either neural or vascular origin (Bleier 1971, Millhouse 1971,

Knigge et al. 7976, Card and Rafols 1978, Burnett and Felten 1981). From its unique

position between the CSF and the vascular system, its role in the ventricular system

has been widely speculated upon, although its true function is still unknown.

Several different functions have been proposed for tanycytes of the third ventricle

including secretion, absorption, transport, reception, regulation of ionic concentra-

tions, and physical segregation of groups of functional neurons.

Tanycytes have been the subject of a number of studies in the third ventricle (Bleier

197I, Brawer 1972, Card and Rafols 1978, Coates and Davis 1982, Bruni et aI. 7983),

fourth ventricle (Cummings and Felten 1979), as well as in the aqueduct (Burnett and

Felten 1981) but the functions of the tanycyte have only been inferred. Because of
the close proximity of the tanycyte of the third ventricle to the portal vessels of the

neurohypophysis, a great deal of consideration has been directed at the function of

tanycytes in this region. Although no function has been proposed for tanycytes of
the aqueduct their structure is similar to tanycytes of the third ventricle (Bleier 1971,

Brawer 1972, Card and Rafols 1978, Coates and Davis 1982, Bruni et ¿/. 1983), so

they may be presumed to perform somewhat similar functions, especially considering

the fact that most of the capillaries in the PAG near the aqueductal wall have been

reported to belong to the primary plexus of the encephalon-postpituitary portal system

(Rodriguez 7976).

Due to the presence of protrusions on the surface of cells in the third ventricle,

Card and Rafols (1978) suggested that tanycytes may be involved in secretion into the

CSF. These protrusions (also noted by Rodriguez 1976, Stumpf et aL Ig77a, 1977b, as

well as being reported here) appeared to them to be at varying stages of degradation.

Coates and Davis (1982) found that, in ewes treated with oestrogen, there was an
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increase in the number of these blebs along with an increase in cytoplasmic organelles

displayed by tanycytes, suggestive of increased cellular activity. Due to the presence

of blebs on the aqueductal surface Rodriguez (1976) suggested that the ependyma of
the aqueduct performs a secretory function. Such blebs were found inconsistently on

the surface of tanycytes in this study. Tanycyte morphology has been found to alter
with changes in the menstrual cycle, and with ovariectomy (Knowles and Kumar 196g,

Brawer et al. 7974, Melrose and Douglas 1981). Knowles and Kumar (1969) noted
that the number of blebs were greatest when estrogen levels were at their highest,
a.nd disappeared when estrogen levels were low. They were subsequently found to
increase again following injections of estrogen. Although this was not found to be the

case by PauIl et al. (1977) in the rat, Mestres and Jaeschke (1977) did find changes

in tanycyte morphology in response to estrous changes in the rat. Tanycytes have

also been found to be sensitive to a number of other substances including testosterone

(Knowles and Kumar 1969), monosodium glutamate (del Cerro et aI. 1978), LH-RH
(Bruni et ø1. 7977) and dopamine (Paull et al. 1973). The responses of tanycytes

to these substances suggest that these cells may secrete into the CSF. In addition,
tanycytes have been shown to be PAS-positive, and to demonstrate Gomori-positive
material (Leveque and Hofkin 1961), which is suggestive of an apocrine secretion. Yet

on the other hand, it is possible, that these substances may only reflect the distribution
of glycogen (PAS-positive) and lysozomes and lipofuschin granules (Gomori-positive).
These features are, even so, still indicative of cellular activity. Adrenalectomy also

induced morphological changes in the tanycyte including an increase in the number of
blebs at the apex along with an increased number of lipid droplets (Brion et aI. \982),
again suggestive of possible endocrine involvement for the aqueductal tanycyte.

The other most widely hypothesized function of the tanycyte is its involvement in
absorption and transport of material from the CSF to those blood vessels which are

contacted by tanycytes. An extensive arrangement of microtubules, mitochondria and
very little rough endoplasmic reticulum within the tanycytes, are all rather suggestive

of this function. Lofgren (1959, 1960) initially proposed that the tanycyte within the
infundibular recess of the third ventricle was involved in a directional transport of
substances to the portal vessels of the hypophysis. The merit of this suggestion has

subsequently been recognized by a number of other authors (Vigh et aL Ig6| Knigge
and Scott 1970, I(obayashi et al. 1972). For such a system to apply three basic
requirements would need to be met. 1. The alleged substance would have to be shown
to exist within the CSF, 2. a mechanism for uptake by the tanycyte, and transport
within it to the tanycyte feet would have to be demonstrated, and 3. a mechanism for
secretion into the capillaries that are contacted by the tanycyte feet must be present.

Many substances are detectable within the CSF (see Post et al. 7982 for a review of
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the peptides within the CSF). In order to understand the functional significance of the

presence of these substances within the CSF it is important to determine their origins.

It is highly likely that most would be derived from neurosecretory cells known to exist

in the ventricular system (see Vigh-Teichmann and Vigh (1983) for review). On the

other hand, it is possible that some may enter from the blood through the blood-brain

barrier, and others through the neuropil from the brain substance. However, Pilgrim
(1978), in a rather critical review of the presumed transport function of the ependymal

tanycyte, suggested that the likely mode of entry of these various substances into
the CSF would be through extracellular spaces, and not by secretion into the CSF.

Brawer (1972) reported that in the arcuate region of the third ventricle there were

no maculae occludens (tight junctions) and that the extracellular fluid was therefore

"open", (although this is not the case in other ventricular regions, nor in the aqueduct).

Neurohormones found in the CSF could therefore conceivably originate from the blood,

or from neurosecretory neurons which secrete either directly into the CSF, or into the

CSF via the extracellular spaces, or by a combination of these avenues,

The evidence for a mechanism of uptake of substances into the tanycyte is open

to question. As was just mentioned, Pilgrim (1978) suggested that if there were open

spaces between ependymal cells, there would be no necessity for a transport mech-

anism. Using injections of HRP into the ventricular system, Wagner and Pilgrim
(1974) found that HRP could be detected in the extracellular space of the median

eminence after 10 minutes. This finding \¡¡as supported by another HRP study (Pel-

letier et al. L975), Iet contradictory results have been obtained by a number of other

authors who were able to detect HRP intracellularly, and not within the extracellu-

lar spaces following intraventricular injection (Brightman and Reese 1969, Kobayashi

et aI. 7972,, \Meindl and Joynt L972, Brightman et al. 1975, Nakai and Naito 1975,

Flament-Durand and Brion 1985). Uptake and accumulation of other substances have

been reported to occur within the tanycytes of the third ventricle. These substances

include, TRH (Knigge et aI. 1973), LHRH (Uemura et al. 1975), dopamine (Scott

et al. 7974a), thyroxine (Silverman and Knigge L972), amino acids (Silverman eú a/.

1972,1973) and a range of other hormones and peptides (Joseph et al. 7973, Scott eú

aI. 7974a, 7976,I(obayashi 1975). However Pilgrim (1973) claimed that the evidence

for such a transport function was, at the most, scant. He further suggested that the

autoradiographic data was not well supported by micrographs, and that uptake by

pinocytosis into the tanycyte could quite readily be through the extracellular space

after diffusion into this region from the CSF. TRH (Gordon el ø/. 7972) and LHRH
(Weiner el a/. 7972, Ben-Jonathan et aI. 7974) have both been shown to pass from
the CSF to portal blood, although here again they too may gain access through the

extracellular space. Even so, secretory inclusions have been found in the terminations

of tanycyte processes on capillaries (Rodriguez 1969, Scott and I{nigge 1970, Scott eú
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al. 7976) which again is suggestive of a transport role for these cells

Histochemical analysis of the ependyma, and especially the tanycyte, have yield-
ed interesting circumstantial evidence in the quest for the true functioning of this
modified ependymal cell. Oxidative activity in ependymal cells has been found to be
quite high when compared to the subependymal glial layer (Nandy and Bourne 1g64,

1965), although the activity in the tanycyte has been found to be lower than that in the
normal ependymal cell (Pilgrim 1974). Oxidative enzymes have been localized to the
mitochondria (Nandy and Bourne 1964, 1965) and thus these cells have a high energy
requirement, and a higher metabolic activity than they would require if they were
acting purely as a barrier. Further, tanycytes show a high level of nonspecific esterases,

whereas the normal ependyma contains none (Nandy and Bourne 1964, 1965, Goslar
and Bock L970, Luppa and Feustel 1971), which is suggestive of their participation
in a transport function (Luppa and Feustel 1971). That NADPH-diaphorase and
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase have been found to be present within the tanycyte
in elevated levels over that in normal ependymal cells (Pilgrim 1974), points also to a
secretory function (although it is not known from which end of the cell such secretion
might take place). The presence of the enzyme thiamine pyrophosphatase has been
correlated with secretory activity, and high levels of this substance have been found in
the tanycyte of the ependyma (Luppa and Feustel 1971). High levels of GFAP (glial
fibrillar acidic protein) (De Vitry ef ø/. 1980, Levitt and Rakic 1980, Roessmann et

ø/. 1980) have also been localized in tanycytes, but the significance of this is not yet
clear.

In the present study, a number of dendritic, and unmyelinated axonal profiles
(either singly, but more often in bundles), have been observed interdigitated between
the basal regions of adjacent ependymal cells, especially in close approximation to
the tanycyte body and, more frequently, with its tail process. Although rare contacts
were established, the membranes were most frequently observed in close apposition.
Leonhardt (1966), suggested that tanycytes may in some way serve to regulate the
ionic concentration of the extracellular fluid thereby influencing neuronal excitability.
This hypothesis remains to be tested experimentally. Another function attributed
to the tanycyte, for which there is very little experimental evidence is that tanycyte
processes, especially in the third ventricle, may provide physical segregation of groups
of functional neurons (Millhouse 7977, Bleier Ig72).

It is interesting to note that the proposed functions of the tanycyte have been

restricted to those cells within the ventral region of the third ventricle. There has

been no suggestion of similar tanycyte involvement in other regions of the ventricular
system, although it has been reported that most of the capillaries in the PAG near the
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aqueductal wall belong to the primary plexus of the encephalon-postpituitary portal
system (Rodriguez 1976). The tanycytes reported here for the rabbit possess all of
the machinery necessary for them to function as secretors, receptors, and transporters
of neurohormones, although their role in these functions remains to be unequivocably
proved, as it also does for tanycytes of all other regions of the ventricular system.

3.4.2 Astrocytes

In his stud¡ Horstmann (195a) described a cell which he named an ependymal astro-

cyte. Tennyson and Pappas (1962, 1968), have described these cells as being smaller

and possessing a greater degree of branching than the tanycyte. These cells were not
described by Burnett and Felten (1981) in the rabbit aqueduct, although this may be

due to the fact that they only used one variation of the Golgi technique to define the

cells, whereas several were used in in this examination of these structures in this chap-

ter. Ependymal cells impregnated by the Golgi-Cox method of Van der Loos (1959)

showed a type of cell which fits the description of the astrocyte well, whilst the others

impregnation methods do not. Thus, it is entirely possible that the ependymal tany-
cyte and astrocyte may have been grouped together in other studies of these cells, as

there is very little ultrastructural difference between them. \Mhether they do perform
similar functions, being just variations of the same cell, remains to be determined by
histochemical analysis of these separate populations.

3.4.3 Supraependymal nerve fibres

The results of this chapter using TEM analysis show that the aqueduct is lined by
a prominent plexus of supraependymal nerve fibres (mostly axons) intermingled with
cilia. Under the SEM, it is very difficult to observe these structures in the aqueduct
as this is the most heavily ciliated region of the ventricular system. Nerve fibres
were first observed in the ventricular system as early as 1930 (Kolmer), and were

identified unequivocably under the electron microscope in 1963 (Brightman and Palay).
Although studied in detail in other ventricular regions, supraependymal nerve fibres
within the aqueduct have been the subject of few ultrastructural, or autoradiographic,
investigations (Brightman and Palay 1963, B,elin et al. 1980, Ugrumov eú ø/. 1985).

Brightman and Palay (1963) reported isolated profiles in their electron microscopic
studies which had a neural appearance. In their brief description of these structures,
they suggested that their origin was from cells in the subependymal layer. Belin eú

al. (1980)' and Ugrurnov et aI. (1985), reported that axons could be seen within
the aqueduct with autoradiographic and immunocytochemical methods. Ugrumov eú
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¿/. (1985) reported that supraependymal nerves originated, in part at least, from the
rostral raphe nuclei and that they penetrated the ependymal wall on about the 16¿å

foetal day of the rat. Belin et al. (7980) reported a high level of uptake of 3H-GABA

by a nerve plexus surrounding the wall of the rat aqueduct. The pattern of this uptake
corresponded to a similar distribution of 5HT uptake found in other ventricular regions

and probably also the aqueduct (Lorez and Richards 1975, 1982, Richards Lg77). These
serotonergic nerves have been demonstrated to take origin from the rostral raphe nuclei
(Aghajanian and Gallager 1975, Cupedo and de Weerd 1980, Belin et al. Ig80), and
to contain 5HT (Aghajanian et aI. 1966, Lorez and Richards 1973, Richards et ¿1.

1973, Chan-Palay 1976, Richards 7977,Lorez and Richards 1g82).

The results presented here demonstrate the first complete ultrastructural descrip-

tion of supraependymal axons within the aqueduct of any species. Their function in
other regions of the ventricular system is still largely open to speculation. It has been

proposed that they may function by influencing ependymal shape, cilia,ry movement,
or ependymal secretion (Lorez and Richards 1982). Experimental evidence for these

proposed functions is still lacking.

3.4.4 Supraependymal dendrites

In the ventricular system of non-mammalian vertebrates there are a large number of
bipolar shaped cells called cerebrospinal fluid-contacting cells which have only their
dendrites in contact with the CSF. The remainder of the cell is either embedded within
the ependymal lining, or within the neuropil below the subependymal glial layer. These
cells have only been demonstrated in the caudal region of the fourth ventricle (Vigh
and Vigh-Teichmann 1973), and the central canal of the spinal cord (Vigh and Vigh-
Teichmann 1973), and have been proposed to function as chemoreceptors (in the third
ventricle of non-mammalian vertebrates), or mechanoreceptors (in the spinal canal).
The Golgi evidence presented in this chapter found that there were isolated dendritic
profiles within the aqueduct originating from neurons within PAG. Ugrumov ef ø1.

(1985) suggested that nerve fibres which were found to project into the aqueduct in
their autoradiographic data, were probably dendrites which contacted the ependymal

surface of the aqueduct and other ventricular regions. The possible significance of this
is not known, but since their relative frequency rñ¡as low, and they were not observed

in the TEM material, their functional role in mammals (especially the rabbit) *uy
not be significant.
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3.4.5 Supraependymal cells

There have been no previous studies of supraependymal cells in the aqueduct; nor any

mention of them in incidental reports from other studies. This study has established

that definite populations of macrophages, and neuronal elements, exist within the

aqueduct of the rabbit.

3.4.5.1 Macrophages

Macrophages, which are ultrastructurally similar to those reported here for the rab-

bit aqueduct, have been found in other regions of the ventricular system of other

species (Carpenter et aI. 1970, Bleier 1975, 1977, Bleier et al. 7982, Sturrock 1933).

Martinez-Martinez and de 'Weerd (1983) have suggested that the reason why the var-

ious descriptions of these cell types are so at variance is that different regions of the

ventricular system have been investigated in each case. They also suggested that,
in heavily ciliated regions, macrophages form the predominant cell type, whereas in
non-ciliated, (or tightly ciliated), regions the morphology of the cell types are more

variable, and CSF-contacting neurons may be encountered. The macrophage popula-

tion within the ventricular system appears to be quite a plastic group which respond

to a number of stimuli (Bleier and Marsh 1978, Bleier and Albrecht 1980, Saland ef

aI. 1983). They are considered to originate from monocytes in the blood (Imamoto
et al. t982). Experimental manipulations have been found to increase the number of
macrophages within the ventricles by intraventricular injection of opiates (Saland eÍ øf.

1983), as well as the introduction of foreign particles such as viral, or bacterial agents

(Bleier and Marsh 1978, Bleier and Albrecht 1980). Bleier et aI. (1982) suggested

that, as macrophages of other regions in the body (peritoneal cavity, pleural cavity,

lung, liver and spleen) possess phagocytic, kinetic and immunological characteristics,

it is entirely possible that such cells within the ventricular system may function sim-

ilarly. Many viruses and bacterial infections enter neural tissue by passage through
the ependyma (Bleiet et aL 1982) where they can then either be inactivated, infect

neurons, or destroy ependyma. Thus it is possible that the main role of macrophages

is to phagocytose cellular debris and foreign particles within the ventricular system.

Supraependymal macrophages may, as a consequence of this, provide a barrier to
harmful agents entering the neural substance of the brain (as certain ependymal cells

which also possess phagocytic activity would likewise do (Bleier et al. tg82)). In line

with this role, ependymal cells have also been suggested to harbour slow viruses (Bleier

et aI. L982).
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3.4.ó.2 Neurons

Supraependymal cells with a structure similar to neurons have been observed singularly

in the ventricles, yet more often in clusters (Card and Mitchell 1978, Mitchelt and Card

1978, Scott et aI. 1977, Martinez-Martinez and de Weerd 1983). This cell type appears

also to be quite plastic since intraventricularly injected p-chloroamphetamine (a 5HT
synthesis inhibitor) (Saland and Munger 1981) has been found to increase the number
of supraependymal nerve cells in the third ventricle of the rat within 24 hours. There

have been no descriptions of supraependymal nerve cells within the aqueduct of any

species, so this study provides the first descriptions of these cells. The function of these

cells in the ventricular region remains largely unknown, although both secretory, and

receptive roles have been proposed for them (Scott et aI. 1977, Martinez-Martinez and

de \Meerd 1983). In the results of this chapter the few cells which were observed, were

never found to make definite contacts with the neural elements of the PAG, although
contacts have been observed between these cells and the ependyma in other ventricular
regions (Martinez-Martinez and de Weerd 1983). How these cells would function in
conjunction with the PAG, if they do, remains a mystery. If indeed they are receptive

to substances within the CSF, or secrete into the CSF, then it is possible that they
themselves provide a unique system of modulation.

3.4.6 Other structures

It has been reported recently that a circumventricular organ, the collicular recess

organ, is to be found in the posterior collicular recess of the rat (Stumpf. et aI. Ig77a,
Stumpf et aL L977b, Stumpf and Barbero 1978). No such specialized regions was

detected within the collicular recess of the rabbit.

fn summary, apart from an increase in the density of cilia, and the number of
tanycytes and their relative distributions around the aqueduct, and the presence of
supraependymal-neuron like cells, the aqueduct has been shown to be morphologically
similar to the third ventricle, and to contain all of the structural elements capable of
providing the aqueduct and PAG of the rabbit with a potential role in neuroendocrine

function.
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Chapter 4

Nissl analysis of the PAG
evidence for subdivision

4.L Introduction

A search of the literature shows that there have been no studies on the cytoarchitecture
of the PAG in the rabbit using either Nissl or Golgi investigative techniques, and only
a few descriptions have appeared on any other species (see chapter 2 for details). This
current chapter deals with Nissl analysis of the cells that make up this structure, and

chapter 5 deals with Golgi impregnation of the constituent cells of this complex region
in the rabbit.

There is little agreement amongst previous authors who have employed the Nissl
procedure to describe both the conformation of the PAG and descriptions of the con-
stituent neuronal types in a number of species (Winkler and Potter 1911, \g!4,, Michi-
gan group 1943, Olszewski and Baxter 1954, Berman 1968, Hamilton 1973a, Mantyh
1982c, Gioia et aI. 7984,Beitz 1985).

A large proportion of the studies attempting to describe the structure of the PAG
using the Nissl technique, have proposed a wide range of cytological divisions of the
PAG' A comparative phylogenetic study from the laboratory of Comparative Neu-
rology at the University of Michigan, described three seperate divisions of the PAG
(dorsal, lateral and ventral). Olszweski and Baxter (1954) also found cause for recog-
nizing three distinct regions within the human PAG; a dorsal region located dorsal to
the aqueduct, a medial region immediately surrounding the aqueduct and extending
outwards ventrally to the PAG border, and a lateral region capping the medial region
laterally. Taber (1961), in the cat, proposed divisions which generally supported those
suggested by the Michigan group, but did not observe the medial division described
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by Olszewski and Baxter (1954). Rather, she attributed this region to part of ventral

PAG. Hamilton (1973a) decribed the cat PAG as comprising, yet again, three separate

regions; a dorsal region similar to that proposed by the Michigan group (1943), Ol-
szewski and Baxter (1954), and Taber (1961), a medial division (which also included

the ventral division of Taber 1961), and a lateral region (similar to that proposed by
these other authors). More recently, Beitz (1985) has examined the PAG of the rat, and

recognized that four separate divisions r¡/ere r,¡/arranted. A dorsal division similar to
that provided by previous authors, a narrot¡/ medial division completely surrounding
the aqueduct, and a dorsolateral, and ventrolaterai division essentially correspond-

ing to the lateral, and ventral PAG region proposed by Taber (1961), and Hamilton
(1973a). The major departure from these general divisions arises from certain studies

in which authors have concluded that there is no cytological basis for division of the

PAG (Berman 1968, Mantyh 1982c, and Gioia et al. 1934). Although these three
studies all recognized that there \¡¡as an increase in cell density from the aqueduct to
the periphery of the PAG, they suggested that the PAG should be considered as a
relatively homogeneous structure.

\Mith the exception of two recent reports (Gioia et aI. 1984, Beitz 1985), all cy-

toarchitectural studies on the PAG have been based entirely on a qualitative approach

(Winkler and Potter 1911, I9t4, Michigan group 1943, Olszewski and Baxter 1954,

Berman 1968, Hamilton 1973a, Mantyh 1982c). The reports by Beitz (1935) advocat-

ing four divisions, and that by Gioia et ø1. (1984) advocating no divisions, are the
only ones to provide statistical analysis of the neuronal population within the PAG.

As there have been no cytoarchitectural studies in the rabbit, the primary aim of
this study has therefore been to characterize this region in order to determine if there
are any cytologically-distinct subregions within the PAG, and secondlg to use statis-
tical analysis of a large range of quantitative measurements made on the constituent
cells of the PAG, in order to determine whether there are distinct populations of cells

found within the PAG, and how these may relate to the overall structural organization
of this region.
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4.2 Methods

The brains of 16 adult, lop eared rabbits (2.5-3.0 Kg) were used in the assessment

of Nissl stained materiai, and procedures specific for myelinated (Weil method), and
unmyelinated fibres (Robinson and Quinn 1973).

4.2.L Nissl

10 rabbits were perfused with 500m1 0.1M phosphate-buffered heparinized saline pH

7.4, followed by either 1 litre 10% neutral formalin, or 1.25% paraformaldehyde, 1%

glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer. The brains were then removed, and placed in
phosphate buffered sucrose pH7.4, for 1-3 days. Brains were orientated in either the
coronal or sagittal plane, then either cut on a freezing microtome at 50¡rm, or embedded
in paraffin and sectioned at 10 or 20¿lm. Every third section from the frozen brains was

collected in phosphate buffer, mounted on glass slides as serial sections, and air dried.
Slides were placed in 0.1% cresyl violet at 560C for 15 minutes, washed in runningwater
for 15 minutes, then placed in g5%, followed by 100% alcohol, for 1-10 minutes each.

The dehydrated sections were then placed in a chloroform solution for 2-10 minutes
(chloroform:absolute alcohol:ether,6:1:1), blotted, placed in cajaput oil for 10-15
minutes, rinsed in xylene (2 changes), then coverslipped using a neutral mounting
medium (pi"). Several series of other unstained mounted sections were placed in 1%

neutral red for 2 minutes, followed by dehydration through 70%,95%, then absolute
alcohol for 2-5 minutes each. The sections r¡/ere then passed through 50150, absolute
alcohol/xylene, placed into 700% xylerre, and subsequently coverslipped.

All sections were examined under an Olympus Vanox microscope, and relevant
outlines were traced on to paper using a drawing tube attached to the microscope.
2,345 cells had a number of individual parameters measured, and these features were
subsequently recorded, with the aid of camera-lucida drawings and photographs. Cells
were analyzed with respect to cell length, width, and area, shape, number, degree

of basophilia, axial ratio (length/width), density, and orientation with respect to the
aqueduct. The volume of the PAG, density of PAG neurons, and the number of
cell types were also recorded. All of the above information rú/as analyzed statistically
using BMDP and SPSS statistical packages to determine firstly, if there v¡ere any
significant differences between the constituent cells of the PAG and whether they could
be grouped into distinct populations of cells, and secondly, whether there is cause to
recognize subdivisions within the PAG. Blue filters were used to aid in the drawing
and photography of individual neurons, and shrinkage of the tissue was measured with
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reference to shrinkage of markers placed in the brain 5mm apart. This was taken into
account in measurements used for statistical analysis.

4.2.2 Quantitative analysis

Cells within paraffin embedded (10-20pm), frozen (25-40p,rn), and vibratome (30-
40pm) sectioned material were subjected to a wide variety of analysis.

Firstly, the characteristic appearance of the PAG as a whole was studied; secondly,

the characteristics of its constituent cells, and thirdly, whether there is reasonable

cause for division of the PAG on cytoarchitectural grounds.

The maximum length, and width, of this structure was measured directly from
either fresh, fixed, paraffin embedded, or scanning electron microscopy prepared brains.

The volume of the PAG was calculated by tracing each section from four complete

series of frozen and paraffin embedded sections onto paper through a drawing tube,

measuring the area of the PAG (minus the aqueductal area) for each section using a
planimeter, and multiplying this by the thickness of the sections. Shrinkage of the

sections due to processing was taken into account in all calculations using a shrinkage

factor (SF) determined by;

where V¡ and A/ : volume, and area, of the relevant brain region after perfusion.

V" and A" : volume, and area, of brain region after perfusion, embedding, staining
and processing (Uylings et al. 7986). The volume of the PAG is therefore calculated
to be;

v : (sF),.d.DT=t A¿

where SF : shrinkage factor, d : constant distance between upper faces of adjacent
sections, n : number of sections measured, and Ai : cross-sectional area in the ith,

section.

Neuronal and glial densities were calculated using the method described by Aber-
crombie (1946), and Weibel (1979);

3.

(^9¡'),:V:l{
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lfy: ffi
where Ny : total number of cells per unit volume, N¿ is the number of cells in a

particular area, t : thickness of the section, and D : diameter of nucleolus.

In order to determine the characteristics of distinct cell types within the PAG,

each section was either photographed at 25x using an Olympus Vanox microscope

onto Kodak technical pan film, then enlarged and printed on 20" x 16" photographic
paper, and subsequently joined together to give a 5' x 5' picture of the PAG (overall

magnification of 420x), or drawn at the same magnification (420x) with a camera-

lucida attachment. The same analysis was performed on both series of data. Length
and width rvvere recorded using a digitizing pad (the ratio of these two gave the axial

ratio), and neuronal area was calculated by tracing around each cell body with a

planimeter. Basophilia was determined qualitatively. The orientation angle each cell

made with respect to the aqueductal lining was also recorded directly from either
photographs or drawings.

Evidence for PAG subdivisions lvas assessed by subjecting the data from each cell

to cluster analysis (BMDP statistical package), and then individual cell analysis was

performed on the separate cytological regions found within the PAG.

4.2.3 Fibre analysis

In preparing fibre stained material, the perfusion, cutting, and mounting procedure was

the same as that used for the Nissl stained material. Slides from 4 rabbit brains were

placed in 4To potassium dichromate overnight, then washed in water, passed through
graded alcohols to absolute alcohol, placed in chloroform solution for 10 minutes,
absolute alcohol for 2 minutes, xylene for 5 minutes, before rehydration. Staining
was carried out in haemotoxylin solution (haemotoxylin stock:water z4Yo fton alum,
1:9:10) at 570C for 20-30 minutes, washed in water, placed in 4%o iron alum for 3-4
minutes, washed again, then placed in potassium ferricyanide until cells were greyish
in colour. Sections were then passed through 95% alcohol, absolute alcohol, placed in
xylene for 15-20 minutes, then coverslipped.

4.2.4 Llnmyelinated fibres method

A preferential staining method was used to establish the pattern of distribution of
unmyelinated fibres in 2 separate rabbit brains (Robinson and Quinn 1973). Frozen
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and paraffin sections were cut, and mounted as for the Nissl analysis. They were
then placed in a filtered, 1% solution of ammonium ferrous sulphate for 3 hours, then
washed 5 times in distilled water. The sections rÃ/ere then left overnight in the staining
solution (10m1 10% cresylecht violet in absolute ethanol, 90mls of 0.1b% LiCOs in
water, and 25mg NaIO¡), washed in running tap water for 6 minutes, then rinsed in
distilled water. The sections were then placed in 70% alcohol for 10-20 minutes, and
developed in 200m1 70To alcohol with 5 drops of glacial acetic acid added to remove
any excess dye. They were then washed in 70% alcohol, dehydrated to xylene, an¿
coverslipped. No quantitative analysis was attempted on any fibre stained material.
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4.3 Results

In order to illustrate the cytoarchitectural features of the PAG, the results will be pre-
sented in three sections, similarly structured to the results presented by Beitz (1985).

The first section deals with analysis of the PAG as a whole structure, the next two
sections deal with the constituent cells of this region, and the third with the evidence

for subdivisions. Smaller sections on the glial population, and nerve fibres, associatecl

with ihis region then follow.

4.3.L PAG location, volume, dimensions, shape, and total
neuronal number and density

The PAG is a cell-rich, myelin-poor, area of the midbrain extending from the level
of the posterior commissure rostrally, to the level of the locus coer.uleus of the fourth
ventricle caudally. It is bound by the superior and inferior colliculi on its dorsal
and dorsolateral borders, the mesencephalic trigeminal nucleus on its lateral borders,
and the mesencephalic reticular formation and cuneiform nucleus on its ventral and
ventrolateral borders. Several nuclear groups are embedded within the PAG. These
include, the dorsal raphe nucleus, the Edinger-\Mestphal nucleus, the trochlear nucleus,
the oculomotor nucleus, and the dorsal and ventral tegmental nuclei.

Using measurements made on fresh, paraffin-embedded, and frozen-sectioned brains,
and those prepared for scanning electron microscopy of the aqueductal surface, the rab-
bit PAG was shown to have an average maximum length of 5.1 t 0.4mm, an average
maximum width of 5.3 t 0.2mm, and an average maximum height of 5.7 t 0.5mm.
The average volume of the rabbit PAG, was 48.8 t 2.7mm3, calculated. by measuring
the area of the PAG with a planimeter after it had been drawn with the aid of a draw-
ing tube, and multiplying this value by the thickness of each section, as described in
the methods. This was done for every section in a complete series through the pAG.

Fig. 4.1 shows the relationship between the PAG cross-sectional area, and aqueductal
cross-sectional area from caudal to rostral levels.

The shape of the PAG changes quite dramatically from caudal to rostral levels
(Fig. a.a)' At is caudal most extension in the coronal plane, the PAG assumes a pear
shape, where the height is up to 40% greater than its width. At mid-PAG levels the
PAG assumes a heart shape where the maximum width approximates the height. At
more rostral levels the PAG is still heart shaped, although the width is up to 20%
more than the height. At the level of the posterior commissure, the PAG assumes a
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Figure 4.1: Variations in the area of the PAG from caudal to rostral levels.
This figure indicated the change in shape and difference in area as the PAG progresses
from caudal to rostral levels. The cross-sectional area of the aqueduct has also been
indicated and therefore shows the actual area of the PAG minus the aqueduct.
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PAG Dorsal Lateral Ventral Medial A
25.4 3r.4 15.1 10.3 20.8

Middle 27.4 3L.7 I7.5 13.3 22.8
Caudal 31.9 30.7 19.9 12.5 23.2
Average 26.7 31.3 77.5 I2.0 22.3

Table 4.1: The average neuronal density in all regions of the PAG examined.

All value are calculated using the method of Abercrombie (1946), and'Weibel (1979)
and are multiplied by 103 and expressed as cells per mm3.

PAG level
PAG region Intensity of Rostral Middle Caudal Average

Dorsal
Low
Medium
High

13.1
61.9
25.0

16.5
62.4
27.7

13.8
65.7
20.5

72.5
7L.4
16.1

Lateral
Low
Medium
Hieh

9.0
l.).Ð

5.5

13.7
80.4
5.9

10.7
83.9
L2.4

14.3
77.7
8.0

Ventral
Low
Medium

2.9
L3.2
83.9

L.2

11.0
87.8

2.3
10.3

87.4

3.2
6.3
90.5

Medial
Low
Medium
High

8.7
L7.4
73.9

3.3
16.3

80.4

5.1
12.8
82.7

5.4
15.1
79.5

Average
Low
Medium
High

L2.3
49.7
38.0

r0.4
49.4
40.2

8.1
49.0
42.9

10.1
49.3
40.6

Table 4.2: A summary of the relative distribution of cells showing different levels of
basophilia throughout the PAG.



vertical rectangular shape where the width is only about 20% of the maximum height.

Measurements of neuronal density calculated according to the method used by
Weibel (1979), show that on average, the PAG contains 22.2 x 103 + g8Z cells per
mm3. There r,Jvas a slight increase in neuronal density from rostral to caudal levels.
The average density at rostral PAG levels was 20.8 x 103 + Z8Z celis per mm3, at
mid-PAG levels it was 22.8 x 103 + 685 cells per mm3, and at caudal pAG levels
it was slightly higher at 23.2 x 103 + 1029 cells per mm3. Neuronal density varied
quite markedly in each of the divisions of the PAG, at different rostro-caudal levels as
indicated in Table 4.1. Cells within lateral PAG showed the highest neuronal density
(30.7-31.4 x 103 cells per **t), with the dorsal PAG comparable but slightly lower
(25.4-31.9 x 103 cells per mm3). Medial PAG showed the lowest density (10.3-13.3 x
103 cells per mms), whist neuronal density in ventral PAG was 15.1-1g.g x 103 cells
per mm3. The total number of cells in the PAG was calculated by multiplying the
average volume by the mean neuronal density to give 1.1 x 106 cells within the average
rabbit PAG.

4.3.2 cell shape, size, axial ratio, orientation, and basophilia

Within the PAG of the rabbit, four basic cell types were able to be distinguished:
round/stellate, ovoid, spindle, and triangular shaped cells (Fig. 4.2). Round/stellate
shaped cells were the most numerous within the PAG (37.2%), whilst spindle shaped
cells were the least numerous (79.4%). Ovoid and triangular cells accounted for the
remaining 26.770, and 22.6T0, of the total PAG population respectively. The measure
of axial ratio (maximum length divided by maximum width) gives some indication of
shape, although a round cell may have a ratio of 1, so might a triangular, or even
an ovoid neuron, therefore it is not a hard and fast criterion. The average axial ratio
of the cells which make up the PAG was 2.I +. 1.2, indicating that on average, the
neurons of the PAG are twice as long as they are wide.

The length, width, and neuronal areas were recorded for 2,845 neurons. The aver-
age neuron'al length for cells in the PAG was 15.7 + 4.9¡,nn, the average width was 8.8
*.3'2¡-tm, which corresponded to an average neuronal area of 88.1 + 48.6¡.tm2. Values
for these parameters lvvere not significantly different at rostral, middle or caudal levels
of the PAG.

Somas which displayed an angle of orientation of its long axis of 0-400 and 140-
1800 with respect to the aqueduct indicate that these cells lie essentially parallel to
the aquedtct. 60.47o of all cells in the PAG were found to lie within this range. Only

(t
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Figure 4.2: Photomicrographs indicating the 4 basic cell types established in the PAG.
A-C. Triangular shaped cells. A. and B. are medium sized triangular cells found in
ventral and lateral PAG respectively. Note the difference in basophilia of these two
cells. C. A large triangular cell found in lateral PAG showing very dense Nissl bodies
dispersed throughout the cytoplasm. D-E. Round and stellate shaped cells. D. A
round cell (arrowed) located in dorsal PAG. E. Shows a round/stellate cells in ventral
PAG (arrowed). This cell has an increase in basophilia of the cytoplasm over D. F-G.
Ovoid shaped cells. Both are located in lateral PAG, although F. is in the inner regions
of lateral PAG and G. is from the outer regions of lateral PAG. H-I. Spindle shaped
cells. These cells (arrowed) are from medial PAG and both show very dense cytoplasm
characteristic of the cells in this region.
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16.2% of cells were found to lie essentially perpendicular to the aqueduct (70-1100).

A qualitative assessment of the degree of basophilia of cells within the PAG was

made by comparing differences in the staining intensities of their cytoplasm. Highly
basophilic cells were very darkly stained, up to the point where their cytoplasm was

almost one solid colour. Lightly basophilic cells showed almost no cytoplasmic colour,

and moderately basophilic cells were those cells which fell in between these two ex-

tremes. On average for the entire PAG, 70.7% of all cells were found to be lightly
basophilic, 49.370 were moderately basophilic, and 40.6% were highly basophilic. Ta-

ble 4.2 indicates the variations found at rostral, middle and caudal levels.

4.3.3 PAG cell types

The four main types of cells found within the PAG were characterized initially by their
specific shapes. Almost all cells fell into the broad categories of round/stellate, ovoid,

spindle, and triangular shapes. All of the cell types examined showed a unimodal
distribution with respect to neuronal size, indicating that there v/as no strict division
of these cell types into smaller categories based on soma size (Fig. 4.3).

The round/stellate class of cells were on average 10.8 + 2.3p,min diameter, and had
an above average neuronal area of 95.2 + 44.1p,rn2. These cells always showed a lightly
or moderately basophilic cytoplasm, had a large nucleus which occupied over 75Yo of.

the entire soma, and were found to have a prominent nucleolus. They accounted for
37.2% of the total neuronal population within the PAG (Fig. 4.4, Tables 4.3, 4.4).

The second major class of cells, the bipolar cells, were actually clearly definable as

two distinct cell types, the ovoid and spindle shaped cells.

Ovoid shaped cells accounted for 26.7% of the total population, and on average ,lvere

smaller than the round/stellate shaped cells at 80.3 t 39.2p,m2 which corresponds to an

average length of 16.6 t 3.9pm, and width of 8.0 I 2.0¡.rm. The degree of basophilia
exhibited by these cells depended on their location within the PAG. For example,
ovoid cells in lateral PAG were either lightly or moderately basophilic, whilst ovoid
shaped cells in medial and ventral PAG rvr/ere generally highly basophilic and showed

very dense accumulations of Nissl substance. The nuclei of these cells, which were
centrally-placed, were found to occupy 60-80% of the entire soma area (Table 4.3,

4.4).

Spindle shaped cells were 19.8 + 5.0¡rm in length, 4.9 +.1.5¡;m in width and had
the smallest neuronal area of any cell group within the PAG (59.6 t 37.3pm2). These
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Figure 4.3: Graphs indicating the unimodal distribution of neuronal area, both within
the PAG and within different PAG regions.

trÌom these graphs it is quite obvious that cells in medial PAG display the smallest
neuronal area, with cells in lateral and dorsal PAG being the largest and ventral pAG
cells in between these values.
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Figure 4.4: A' series of outline coronal diagrams indicating the shape of the entire pAG
and borders within this region, from rostral to caudal levels.

A. At the level of the posterior commissure, there are no recognizable divisions within
this complex. B. and C. At the level of the oculomotor nucleus and náore rostral to
this, the PAG is comprised of the sarne four basic divisions although lateral and. dorsal
regions have become substantially larger than those more caudally. D. The PAG at
the level of the dorsal raphe nucleus shows the same four distinct subdivisions (dorsal,
lateral, ventral and medial PAG). E. The caudal most level of the PAG, at the level
of the locus coeruleus where the PAG is not divisible into smaller regions. D : dorsal
PAG, L : latera^l PAG, V : ventral PAG, M : medial pAG.
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Cell type

av. length(pm 10.8

+ 2.3
16.6

+ 3.9
19.8

t 5.0
16.3
+ 3.7

L5.7
+. 4.9

av. width (p*) 10.8

+.2.3
8.0

+ 2.0
4.9

+ 1.5
11.3

+ 3.0
8.8

+.3.2
av. area (p ") 95.2

+ 44.7

80.3
+ 39.3

59.6
+ 37.3

95.1
+ 47.0

83.1
+ 43.6

av. axial ratio 1.0
+ 0.0

2.7
+ 0.4

4.2
+ 1.1

1.5
+ 0.4

2.1
+ t.2

Table 4.3: A summary of the features of the four cell types recognized within the
rabbit PAG.



PAG

Dorsal

Cell

ovoid
spindle
triangular

PAG level
Rostral Middle Caudal A

44.0

31.2
9.2
15.6

41.6
17.9
18.4
22.1

47.3
22.6
11.8
19.3

45.1
24.7
t3.2
18.8

Lateral
round/stellate
ovoid
spindle
triangular

34.2
28.5
16.6
20.7

32.0
28.6
11.8
27.6

40.4
25.1
17.7
22.6

35.7
27.3
73.2
23.7

Ventral
round/stellate
ovoid
spindle
triangular

26.4
31.4
18.6
23.6

29.8
29.8
19.4
20.9

20.7
30.5
26.8
2L.9

25.3
30.6
2L.9
22.7

Medial
round/stellate
ovoid
spindle
triangular

9.7
20.4
34.9
34.9

6.4
28.4
36.7
28.4

t2.5
26.3
38.1
23.L

9.9
25.3
36.8
28.0

Average

Table 4.4: A summary of the relative percentage distribution of different shaped cells
throughout the PAG.

round/stellate
ovoid
spindle
triangular

30.7
24.6
20.6
24.7

31.2
29.7
16.6
22.4

31.7
25.9
20.9
2r.6

31.2
26.7
L9.4
22.6



cells showed an elongated nucleus generaliy occupying a central position in the soma.

Again, these cells were highly basophilic in medial and ventral PAG regions, and less

basophilic in lateral and ventral PAG. These cells were very elongated as shorvn by
their average axial ratio of 4.2 + 1.1. They accounted for 79.4%o of the total neuronal
population.

The final group of cells were triangular in shape. They showed an axial ratio of
1.5 + 0.4 indicating that they were 50% Ionger than they were wide. They were larger
than the average cell in the PAG with an average neuronal area of 95.1 + 47.0¡.tm2.

This corresponded to an average height of 16.3 L 3.7 p,m, and average width of 11.3 *
3.0¡;m. These cells were moderately or lightly basophilic, although occasionally a large
triangular shaped cell showed very dense accumulations of Nissl substance scattered
throughout its cytoplasm. The nucleus occupied a central position and accounted for
about 60% of. the total soma area. This cell type accounted for 22.6% of the total
population within the PAG (Tables 4.3,4.4).

4.3.4 Presence of subdivisions

This study has established that there are four cytologically-distinct regions recogniz-
able within the PAG. A small dorsal region located immediately dorsal to the aqueduct,
a narrotv\¡ medial region completely surrounding the aqueduct, and lateral, and ventral
regions capping the narrow medial division (Figs. 4.3-4.5 and Tabte 4.5).

4.3.4.L Dorsal PA.G

This region of the PAG is characterized by containing the largest cells of any PAG
division (average neuronal area of 96.2 p,rn2), and having an average neuronal density
of.25.4 x 103 cells per mm3. The constituent cells showed an average axial ratio of 1.6,

indicating that they tend to be rounder than cells in other regions of the PAG (1 :
round), which is supported by the fact that 45.7% of the cells in this region are round.
in shape and only 73.2% are spindle shaped. The majority of cells in this region are

moderately basophilic (65.7%) and appear to be randomly orientated.

4.3.4.2 Lateral PAG

This region appears to be somewhat similarly structured to the dorsal PAG region,
with some significant differences. The cells are similarly sized (94.5 ttm2), yet with a
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Figure 4.5: Graphs showing the comparison of the orientation angle of neurons in
dorsal, lateral, ventral, and medial PAG.
It is quite clear from the graphs that cells in the PAG orientate themselves differently
with respect to the aqueduct depending on the region in which they are located.
Almost all cells in medial PAG are orientated essentially parallel to the aqueduct.
Cells in dorsal PAG show almost no preference for orientation, whilst cells in lateral
PAG orientate themselves either parallel, or perpendicular, to the aqueduct. Those in
ventral PAG are orientated predominantly parallel to the aqueduct.
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vent
PAG
ter dorsal aver

av. length(p*) 15.9
+ 6.1

16.2
!.4.5

15.0
+ 5.4

16.3
+. 4.2

15.7
+ 4.9

av. width (pm ) 7.9
+.2.5

9.7
+ 3.5

10.0
+ 2.5

6.0
+ 2.7

8.8
+.3.2

av. area (¡.1 fn" ) 7t.7
+ 30.4

94.5
+ 49.6

96.2
+.44.7

54.4
+ 25.8

83.1
+ 43.6

av. axial ratio 2.2
+ 1.1

1.9

+ 1.9
1.6

+ 1.6
3.3

+ 3.3
2.7

+ 1.2
preferred orientation (,) 20-60,

120, 190
10-30, 90,

130-140, 170
ail 0-20,

150-180

Table 4.5: A summary of the features of the constituent cells within the four PAG
regions recognized within the rabbit PAG.

PAG Dorsal Lateral Ventral Medial A
727 .6 101 .0 1 18.9 98. 7 1 1 1 .6

Middle 118.9 103.3 707.4 88.6 704.7
Caudal 131.7 1L7.1 108.8 82.6 109.7
Average 126.7 107.0 L77.7 89.9 108.6

Table 4.6: The average glial density in all regions of the PAG examined.
All values are calculated using the method of Abercrombie (1946), and \Meibel (1979)
and are multiplied by 103.



significantly higher density (31.3 x 103 cells per mm3). Axial ratio was slightly higher
at 1.9, indicating that the cells are slightly more ovoid, concurrent with a decrease

in the relative number of round cells (35.7%) and an increase in the number of ovoid
cells (27.3%) when compared with dorsal PAG. Again, orrly 13.2To of the cells in this
region were found to be spindle shaped. Major variations from the pattern found in
dorsal PAG exist in the degree of basophilia exhibited by these cells. \Mhilst the major
proportion of them are moderately basophilic (77.7%), there are very few basophilic
cells present in the lateral PAG (S.0%) compared to dorsal PAG (20.5%). Orientation
of the cells also proved to be a contributing factor in the differentiation of these two
adjacent regions. Whilst cells in dorsai PAG show no preferential orientation, those
in lateral PAG tend to orientate themselves either parallel (64.2%), or perpendicular
(14.8%) to the aqueductal surface.

4.3.4.3 Ventral PAG

This region of the PAG is vastly different with respect to its constituent cells r,vhen

compared to both dorsal and lateral PAG. The cells are smaller in neuronal area
(71.7 p'rn2), and their density is almost half of that in the adjacent lateral PAG at
17.5 x 103 cells per mm3. The average axial ratio of 2.2 indicates that the cells are

even more elongated than those in lateral and ventral PAG. This fact is supported. by
the finding that ovoid cells are the most predominant cell type (30.6T0), and. spindle
shaped cells have increased in numbers from only 73.2Y0 in lateral and. dorsal PAG, to
2L.9% in ventral PAG. Even more significant differences are seen with respect to the
degree of basophilia observed. 87.4% of the cells in this region are highly basophilic.
The cells in this region also preferentially orientate themselves almost parallel to the
aqueduct (74.4%).

4.3.4.4 Medial PAc

Of the four regions in the PAG, the medial division shows the most diverse character-
istics. The cells are the smallest in neuronal area (54.4prn2), show by far the lowest
neuronal density (12.0 x 103 cells per mm3), and display an average axial ratio of 3.3,

indicating that the soma of these cells are over 3 times as long as they are wide. This
is supported by the fact that 36.8% of the cells are spindle shaped, whilst only g.g%

are round/stellate in shape. As with the ventral PAG, almost all of the cells are highly
basophilic (79.5%). Over 85% of all of the cells in this region orientate themselves
parallel to the aqueduct, providing another major difference between this and other
regions.
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4.3.5 Glial cells

Glial cells were found to quite numerous throughout the PAG, with an average density
of 108'6 x 103 cells per mm3 which corresponds to an overall glia: neuron ratio of 4.6:1.
Glia were denser at rostral levels (5.09:1), than at middle @.a:\ and caudal pAG levels
(a.5:1). At any level throughout the PAG, the dorsal PAG contained the highest glial
density, the medial PAG the lowest, and lateral and ventral PAG showed glial densities
in between these values. Table 4.6 summarizes the distribution at various levels, and
subdivisions, within the PAG.

4.3.6 Fibre analysis

Qualitative analysis of the pattern of myelinated and unmyelinated fibre staining of
the PAG did not reveal evidence for strict boundaries within this region. The pattern
of staining intensity did however indicate some differences within the pAG which
confirm the boundaries recognized with Nissl staining. The pattern of myelination
shows that there are virtually no myelinated fibres in the medial region of the pAG. The
other PAG regions show relatively even distributions of myelinated fibres throughout.
Unmyelinated fibres are densest in dorsal and ventral PAG, and. sparser in both medial
and lateral PAG. Fig. 4.6 ar'd 4.7 indicate the pattern observed ',¡/ith both methods.
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Figure 4.6: This figure indicates the different staining intensities of myelinated fibres
within the PAG.

A-D. represent fibres in dorsal, lateral, ventral and medial PAG respectively. These
patterns reflect that observed in figure 4.5 on the orientation angle of cells. i.e. Random
in dorsal PAG, perpendicula¡ and parallel in lateral PAG, essentially parallel in ventral
and medial PAG. Medial PAG however, shows very few myelinated fibres.
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Figure 4.7: This figure indicates the different staining intensities of unmyelinated fibres
within the PAG.

A-D. Represent unmyelinated fibre staining in dorsal, lateral, ventral and medial PAG
respectively. There appears to be very few unmyelinated fibres close to the aqueduct.
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4.4 Discussion

The most significant finding from the results presented in this chapter is the fact that

the PAG is divisible into four cytologically-distinct zones, each characterized by a range

of distinguishing features (Table 4.5). This question has been addressed by a number

of authors attempting to investigate the structure of this region (Michigan group 1943,

Olszweski and Baxter 1954, Taber 1961, Hamilton !973a, Mantyh 1982c, Gioia et al,

1984, Beitz 1985). As with most regions of the brain, neurál areas have, until quite

recently, been divided only on subjective qualitative analysis of their constituent cells,

and their relationships with other regions. The PAG is no exception to this, and

only comparatively recently have quantitative studies been employed in attempting

to elucidate the structure of this region, with a significant degree of contradiction

being reported. Of the recent investigative studies on this region by Hamilton (1973a)

in the cat, Mantyh (1982c) in the cat, rat and monkey, Gioia et al. (1984) in the

cat, and Beitz (1985) in the rat, the number of proposed divisions ranging from no

division, to four distinct subregions. With this degree of confusion in the literature, it
remains necessary to compare the results of this chapter against each of those studies

and attempt to find some unifying features, and to discuss other relevant anatomical

investigations which support the existence of divisions within the PAG.

4.4.L Cell types within the PA'G

One would expect that aithough there may be differences in the descriptions of the

divisions of the PAG, the types of cells reported should be similar. Hamilton (1973a)

describes three cell types based on the Nissl picture. Class I cells were small, darkly

staining bipolar cells, class II cells were again, small and darkly stained, but were

fusiform or round in shape. Class III cells were large, lightly stained plump, fusiform or

triangular shaped cells. (These three cell types were also recognized by Olszweski and

Baxter (1954) in the human PAG). In her study, Hamilton indicated that these three

cell types were exclusively sequestered into defined regions of the PAG. This appears

not to be the case from reports in other studies, and the results presented here in this

chapter. Mantyh (1982c), indicated that there were five cell types present in the PAG,

although these were based primarily on the Golgi description. His Nissl description
was limited to only small cells with occasional large cells, and thus comparison of the

results of this chapter against that description is not possible. Two recent studies on

the structure of the PAG have attempted to assess this region quantitatively, as well as

qualitatively. Gioia et aI. (7984) used what they called "windows" through the PAG

(their Fig. 1) in their analysis. They were in fact, four small narrotvr¡ regions of PAG
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extending outwards from the aqueduct to the periphery dorsai, laterai, and ventral to

the aqueduct. They found four basic cell types with no correlation between shape and

size of the soma. The cell types found were: triangular, spindle, quadrangular, and

round,-ovoid shaped cells. They reported that nearly ó0% of ali cell types in the PAG

,,¡¡ere round-ovoid in shape. In the present chapter, round cells accounted for 31.2%,

and ovoid shaped cells comprised26.TYo of the total PAG population. Thus, 57.9% of

cells in the rabbit PAG were round-ovoid in shape. Spindle cells also compare quite well

between the two studies. Gioia et al. (7984) found flnat 23% of all cat PAG cells rvere

spindle shaped, and in the rabbit 79.4% were of a simiiar shape. Triangular shaped

cells were the other group reported here in the rabbit (which accounted for 22.670 of.

the total cells), and probably correspond to the triangular, and quadrangular, shaped

cells reported by Gioia et aL (1934) (28% of the total cat PAG population). Beitz

(ig8b), also recognized similar cell types in the rat, reporting three basic types (bipolar,

triangular, and stellate/multipolar shaped cells), with each group being divisible on the

basis of neuronal size. No percentages of each type were given, and the only indication

of the size of individual groups was that fusiform cells (small and large) rvere the

most prominent variety. In the rabbit, these groups accounted for 46.1% of the total

population. It appears then that the cell types which make up the PAG fall into a

number of groups which have generally been recognized by all recent investigators of

the PAG.

Interpretation of the particular arrangement of cells around the aqueduct has

caused a good deal of confusion. Hamilton (1973a) indicated that packing densities of

the three types of neurons described by her were preferential for different regions of

the PAG. Small elongated neurons aggregated in the medial region (surrounding the

aqueduct), whilst medium sized neurons rvere found in a small region dorsal to the

aqueduct further characterized by the presence of a large number of glial cells (proba-

bly astrocytes). Finally, large cells were found throughout the remainder of the PAG

(lateral PAG). Cells in this laterally-placed region were quite dense when compared

to the rest of the PAG. It was also possible to observe an increase in density from the

aqueduct to the periphery. Mantyh (1982c), was unable to observe differences in the

density of cells other than a small increase in neuronal density from the aqueduct to

the periphery which was considered not to be sufficient grounds to warrant division

of the PAG. Gioia et at. (7984) reported similar findings to those of Mantyh (1982c)

using quantitative analysis. They indicated that there were small, but not statisti-

cally signifi.cant, variations in the density of PAG neurons located dorsal, lateral and

ventral to the aqueduct. They did however, observe a statistically significant differ-

ence between outer and inner regions of the PAG. In their case it woulct have been

statistically more valid to examine the entire PAG, and divide it into smaller regions

and compare them, rather than take 4 small isolated regions (of which only 320 cells
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were examined)' Two of these regions were found. to cross borders already proposecl
by other authors (Olszweski and Baxter 1954, Taber 1961, Hamilton lg73a). lvlore
recently, Beitz (1985), quantitatively examined over 12,000 neurons ihroughout the
rat PAG' Using a large number of measurements, he was able to cletermine that there
were four cytologically-distinct divisions of the PAG, each displaying significantly dif-
ferent characteristics. Divisions and cell characteristics similar to those reported by
Beitz (1985), have been found here in the rabbit. comparison of the mean neuronal
densities in those studies in which it has been calculated shows interesting results. For
the cat, Gioia et aI. (1984) reported. an average of 16 cells per 10,000¿rm2 which cor-
responds to about 70,000 cells per mm3. In the rabbit, the aver.age .was about 22,000
ceils per flD3, in the rat PAG (Beitz 19s5) reported an average neuronal density of
about 16,000 cells per nü3, and in the mouse (Taber-Pierce and Laemle 1gg4) the
average was also about 16,000 cells per mm3. This seems to indicate a trend for larger
animals to have a larger density of neurons in the pAG.

In contrast, the average neuronal area of PAG neurons did not appear to show large
differences across species' The cells in the rat show an average size of 9b.5gpm2 (Beitz
1985) (although from the values expressed in his table 2, this value must be lower, and
probably more in the vicinity of 80¡;m2), whilst the average neuronal size for the cat
is 97'15¡rm2 (Gioia et aI. rg84). The rabbit has been shown here to have an avcrage
neuronal size of 83'1pm2. Hamilton (1973a), reported that the average neuronal size
for class I and II cell types in the cat was slightly larger at l2r.6and 112¡rm2, whereas
class III cells were substantially larger than has been indicated above at 265.221r^r.
Thus the increase in neuronal density, which is not concomitant with an increase in
neuronal size, probably reflects an increase in the neuronal complexity of the species
being studied.

The only other report besides the present study to comment on differential orienta-
tions of cells within the PAG has been by Beitz (1g8b). This stud¡ here in the rabbit,
established similar cellular orientations to those reported. by Beitz (1gs5) for the rat. It
is quite obvious to the eye when viewing the PAG under the light microscope that cellsin the region surrounding the aqueduct are orientated parallel to its surface. using
measurements of the angle ceils made with the aqueduct as described in the methocls,
the results indicate that cells in the PAG show differential orientations ìn each of thefour divisions established here for the rabbit (Tabte 4.b).

The intensity of Nissl staining shown by cells within the pAG also indicate quitestrong regional variations' strongly basophilic cells were observed to make up the
major proportion of cells in the medial and ventral PAG regions, moderately basophilic
cells were located predominantly clorsally, and weakly basophilic cells were interspersed
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with moderately basophilic cells throughout lateral PAG. This arrangement is similar

to that noted by Hamilton (1973a), although she suggested that those differences rvere

exclusive to those particular PAG regions. Gioia et al. (7984), reported that there rvas

no relationship between the location of cells and the intensity of basophilia of PAG

neurons. Moreover, they reported that only 9% of all neurons were highly basophilic

and bg% were weakly basophilic. In the rabbit,TO.ITI are weakly basophilic and40.6Yo

are highly basophilic, indicating that there are substantial differences either between

the species or more likely in the qualitative assessment of the degree of basophilia.

In this chapter, it has been shown that there are distinct populations of cells within

the PAG, which in a general sense correlate with those reported by most authors.

The results of this study support the notion that these cells are differentially located

throughout the PAG, and in doing so show up differences in cellular density, and

point to the existance of defined anatomical boundaries within the PAG of the rabbit

similar to those described for the rat (Beitz 1985). It is interesting to note that the

only studies to analyze a large number of cells located entirely throughout the PAG

have arrived at similar results (this thesis and Beitz 1985), whereas those using only a

small proportion of the PAG, cells within the PAG, and qualitative descriptions, are

at variance (Hamilton 1973a, Mantyh 7982c, Gioia et al. 7984).

4.4.2 Evidence for subdivision

This study has established that in the rabbit four cytologicaliy-distinct subdivisions

of the PAG exist; dorsal, medial, lateral, and ventral PAG regions. Fig. 4.4 shows

the arrangement of these particular divisions at rostral, middle, and caudal levels of

ihe PAG. As Mantyh (1982c) indicated, Ramon-Moliner and Nauta (1966) stated: "A
nucleus or center can be identifi.ed on the basis of any one of a variety of distinctive

properties: specific functional effects following stimulation or lesion; histochemical

properties; pigment content; specific afferent or efferent relationships; or simple evident

cytological individuality." A major portion of evidence in the literature points to some

degree of division of the PAG.

Specific functions have been attributed to the PAG (see chapter 9 for complete

discussion) of which most appear to show some degree of regionality. They include; an

analgesia system, localized to ventral PAG, an aversion/escape/flight reaction region-

alized to dorsal PAG, and lordosis, locomotion and a 'defence' reaction, all of rvhich

are modified from distinct regions in both lateral and ventral PAG.

Section 2.2.4 sttmmarized the known locations of various substances throughout
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the PAG, and indicates that a large number of them show strong regionai variations.

To avoid lengihy analysis of their distributions, the reader is referred to the excelleni

discussion of Beitz (1935) which clearly indicates major regional variations in the

distribution of receptors, neuropeptides, neurotransmitters and immunoreactive fibres

throughout the PAG.

In chapters 6 (afferent connections) and 7 (efferent projections), it becomes quiie

obvious that there are differential projections with respect to regions in the PAG. This

evidence is discussed in those particular chapters, but briefly the ventral region of the

PAG appears to receive projections from, and connect to, the largest number of neural

areas. In contrast to the ventral region, lateral PAG efferent projections are quite

weak, with descending projections not coursing any further caudal than the level of

the inferior olive. Efferent projections from the dorsal PAG show similar ascending

fibres to those found with ventral PAG deposits, but the caudal outflow is similar to

those observed with fi,bres descending from lateral PAG. This leads to the conclusion

that the main caudal outflow from the PAG is through the ventral region. The results

of chapter 6 show that 30% of all afferent connections were directed only to ventral

PAG, and 5To were to only dorsal and lateral regions, therefore it is not surprising that

the ventral PAG is the main descending outflow. The other notable feature of PAG

connectivity is the large degree of reciprocity found. Very notable exceptions to this

are that the PAG (mainly ventral and dorsal regions) receive large projections from

diverse limbic, motor, and sensory regions of the cerebral cortex, and does not project

back to these regions. Additionally, the PAG (mainly ventral and dorsal regions) send

large projections to the medial thalamus whereas none are received from this region.

The pattern of frbre staining established with procedures specific for myelinated

and unmyelinated fibres indicate that there is a medial division. In the rabbit at

Ieast, the staining does not show a gradual increase as has been suggested by other

authors, but show a clearly demarcated zone completely surrounding the aqueduct.

Unmyelinated fibre staining appears to indicate that dorsal and ventral regions are

the prime source of these fibre types. Whether this indicates that there is a large

number of local circuits and interneurons within the PAG is unclear, but it is clear

that these two regions are the major regions involved with functional processing within

PAG.

The cytological individuality that Ramon-Moliner and Nauta (1966) reported is

quite evident in the rabbit. Evidence to the contrary is limited, but cannot be dismissed

without due consideration. Cytological reports by Mantyh (1982c), and Gioia eú ¿/.

(1984), have indicated that no division of the PAG is warranted, although a medial to

lateral gradient was evident in those studies. The report by Mantyh (1982c) made no
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detailed analysis of the Nissl picture obtained in the rat, cat, and monkey, and lvhat
was reported was only a very brief qualitative description. A more detailed attempt
was made by Gioia et al. (1984), who statistically analyzed regions of the PAG to
determine if they were significantly different. They reached the conclusion that there

v/as no evidence for division of the PAG of the cat. Realistically though, it would
have been far more appropriate to analyze all of the PAG rather than 4 isolated region

which accounted for approximately 20% of. the total area at an intercollicular level.

The four regions they examined crossed over borders already proposed by previous

authors (Olszweski and Baxter, 1954, Taber 1961, Hamilton 1973a, Beitz 1980, 1982a)

and thus may have missed important differences between adjacent regiorrs.

All studies which have reported on the cytoarchitecture of the PAG appear to agree

that there is a definite medial to lateral gradient of cell density, lending support to
the existance of a medial division. Most descriptions of regions of the brain which
are either aimed specifically at the PAG, or at the brain in general have recognized

various other divisions of the PAG. One region commonly reported, is a small cell-

dense region located dorsal to the aqueduct. It is difficult to use studies in which
the boundaries are not clearly reported and thus, comparison of this study can only
be performed against those reports by Olszewski and Baxter (1954), Taber (1961),

Hamilton (1973a), and Beitz (1985). All of these studies report an increased density
in the region dorsal to the aqueduct and named it the dorsal PAG region. The lateral
region in the rabbit appears to coincide with the lateral regions of Olszweski and
Baxter (1954), Taber (1961), Hamilton (1973a), and the dorsolateral division of Beitz
(1935). The ventral region in the rabbit also appears to have some counterparts in
these other studies. This region corresponds to the ventral region of Taber (1961), the
lateral part of the bell-shaped medial division of Olszweski and Baxter (1954), and
Hamilton (1973a), and the ventrolateral division reported by Beitz (1985). Thus, it
appears that the four cytological divisions reported in this chapter for the rabbit, have

distinct counterparts in other species (rat, cat and human), although the boundaries
may not coincide exactly. Evidence from embryological time of origin studies indicates
that these divisions arise on different days (Altman and Bayer 1981b, Taber-Pierce
and Laemle 1984). These two studies show pronounced gradients in cell production
indicating three regions surrounding a relatively cell-free zone. The dorsal divsion was

characterized by a dense accumulation of cells, the lateral region showed dispersed

cells, whilst the ventral region was dispersed amongst designated nuclei.

In the light of the results of this study in the rabbit, and when all of the evidence

that is forthcoming in the literature is taken together, it is quite clear that the PAG
does exhibit distinct cytological divisions, comprising of a number of distinct neuronal
populations with particular densisties, orientations, shapes and sizes.
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Chapter 5

A multiple Golgi analysis of the
PAG

5.1- Introduction

It is important to determine the structure and characteristics of the constituent neu-

rons of any area in order to gain an understanding of how they may function. In any
systematic assessment of specific details of neurons, it is usual to characterize them
by measuring parameters of relevant morphological features. One major drawback
in attempting to classify neurons is that there is no agreed common methodological
approach whereby cells should be characterized. It is evident from the literature that
widely varied systems of classification of neurons have been adopted. These range

from very simple morphological analyses of soma and dendritic shape, to very com-
plex procedures utilizing measurements of a large number of parameters concerned

with dendritic morphology and axonal arborization. Which of these many approaches

would meaningfully reflect functional attributes remains unresolved. What is required
is a unifying classification system whereby variables of the pertinent functional pa-

rameters of the neuron can be easily and consistently measured. It is pointless to
measure parameters of neuronal characteristics which bear no relationship to how a
cell functions.

In regions of the central nervous system which have been extensively studied, such

as the cerebellum, olfactory bulb, and retina, the cells have been well characterized
both anatomically, and electrophysiologically, as to input to particular cells, how local
circuits are involved in integration, and how these cells relay relevant information. In
other regions of the central nervous system, such as the PAG, very little research has

been done to classify the cell types, and almost no electrophysiological characterization
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has been attempted

Cajal (1911), recognized three basically different shaped neurons within the cat

PAG: fusiform, triangular and stellate. Most recently, in the rat, Beitz and Shepard

(1985), chose to recognize these same three neuronal types, yet arbitrarily divided each

group further into small and large cells. In the human, Laemle (1979), examined only

the lateral PAG subdivision (suggested by Hamilton (1973b) for the rat), recognizing

within it, again three cell types but these were based only on cell orientation. In
examining the PAG in the cat, Liu and Hamilton (1976b, 1980) reported seven differ-

ent cell classes based on sha,pe, size, ancl clenclritic parameters of each cell. Mantyh
(1982c), studied the PAG of the rat, cat, and monkey and described just five different

classes of neurons basecl entirely on shape. Recently, Tredici et aI.(7983), and Gioia
et aI.(7985), examined the neurons of the cat PAG and found five cell types based on

a range of criteria concerned only with parameters of dendrites and axon of each cell.

These groups however, bore no similarity to any previous descriptions. Further, they
concluded that size and shape of the cell was of no consequence in the determination
of neuronal subpopulations in the PAG.

The discrepancies in the differences of opinions expressed as to the neuronal types to
be found within the PAG has prompted this investigation in the rabbit. Although the
above studies have all provided some information on the structure of neurons within the
PAG, none is complete. Deficiencies are due to either the lack of a complete description
of neuronal cell types, a lack of quantitative data, an incomplete description of the

dendritic tree, or failure to use an unbiased classification system.

\Mith the large number of neurotransmitters, neuromodulators, and neurohormones
which have been found to exist within the PAG (and other CNS areas), one must con-

clude that either a large number of strictly definable groups of neurons must exist,

or alternatively, if neurons cannot be specified in any exact way, large variations in
morphology must occur within functionally similar groups. In this chapter, the char-

acteristics of neurons within the rabbit PAG have been examined by several different
Golgi, and HRP, impregnation methods. The interpretation of the results has been

primarily concerned with defining populations of cells which exist within the rabbit
PAG, and comparing those with conflicting reports for the rat (Mantyh 1982c, Beitz
and Shepard 1985), cat (Liu and Hamilton 1980, Mantyh 1982c, Tredici et al.!983,
Gioia et al.l985), and monkey (Mantyh 1982c), in the hope that some unifying char-
acteristics would become apparent.
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5.2 Methods

5.2.L Golgi methods

In order to compare the degree of impregnation that was possible to achieve by various

Golgi methods, a modified Golgi-Cox method after Van der Loos (1959), a rapid

Golgi method after Phelps (1983), and Valverdi (1970), and a modified Golgi-Kopsch

method after Mantyh (1982c) were used. The details of these methods are provided in
Appendix 2. For a quantitative stucly of PAG nerrrons, a large range of measurements

were made with respect to each cell. The maximum length and width of.3,627 neurons
'was measured with the aid of an eyepiece graticule, and the area for each neuron

was calculated by tracing each onto a digitized drawing tablet linked to an Apple IIe
computer which calcuiated the area enclosed, or alternatively outlines were drawn with
the aid of a drawing tube and the area measured with a planimeter. The number of
primary dendrites, their width, branching frequency, and end points were calculated

directly through the microscope, and the maximum length of the longest dendrite was

measured on the drawing tablet, or drawn and measured with the aid of a drawing

tube. Spine frequency was calculated per 100pm length of dendrite using the eyepiece

gra,ticrrle. The origin of the a,xon was notecl from the section, and the length of axons

rvere measured with the aid of a digitizing pad.

Neurons were drawn with the aid of a drawing tube. Photographs were taken on

an Olympus Vanox microscope using Kodak technical par'2415 film, using a blue filter
to give better contrast with the 40x and 100x oil immersion lenses. All lenses used

had long working distances suitable for examining thick Golgi sections.

All neurons \Mere classified in two different v¡ays, either according to all measured

parameters (neuronal shape, neuronal area, number of primary dendrites, number of
branches per cell, thickness of dendrites, number of dendritic end points, types of
dendritic appendages, average interspinous distance and, axonal origin), or secondly,

according to only the measured parameters of the dendrites and axon, since it has

been suggested that these form the main functional receptive unit and output de-

vices of neurons, and that differences in function would be reflected only in differences

in dendrite and axonal morphology (Tredici et al. 1983, Gioia et aL 1985). These

two methodological approaches appear to encompass all alternative methods which
have been previously used in the study of neuronal populations. All statistical anal-
yses (including averages, means, correlations, and cluster analysis) on the measured

parameters of PAG neurons was performed on a VAX mainframe computer, using
BMDP (Biomedical data package), a statistical package program, in order to deter-
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mine if there are grounds for recognizing separate populations of neurons within the

PAG on the basis of morphological correlates.

5.2.2 Florseradish peroxidase (HRP) histochemistry

10 animals 'vr/ere used to examine neurons impregnated by local HRP injection, using

cobalt intensification of DAB, in fixed material after the method described by Mantyh

(1982c). The relevant information from the material used in chapter 7 (HRP tracing

of afferent projections) was also taken into consideration. These two methods were

used in addition to conventional Golgi methods in order to determine if nonselective

impregnation observed with the Golgi methods did in fact label the entire neuronal

population within the PAG. The same parameters measured for the Golgi analysis

were again recorded for both of these alternate approaches, and these features were

compared against those found by the Golgi methods.
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5.3 Results

In employing a range of different Golgi impregnation methods, and local injections

of HRP, it was possible to measure a wide range of parameters for each cell, and to

classify over 3,600 rleurons into a number of morphologically distinct groups using two

different sets of criteria which were outlined in the Methods.

Each Golgi method impregnated varying numbers of neurons, ranging from 10-

700 per 100¡;m thick section, to different degrees. The Vaiverdi method (rapid Golgi)

was the only one to consistently impregnate the axons of PAG cells past their initial

segment. However, the actual number of neurons impregnated by this method was

small, so that the direction and termination of axons could not be used in any statistical

analysis. Afferent axons and different types of glial cells were also impregnated to

varying degrees with the methods used.

5.3.1 Quality of Golgi impregnation

The Golgi-Cox method (Van der Loos 1959) consistently provided by far the largest

number of impregnated neurons. Given the results of chapter 4 on the number of total

cells within the PAG, it is possible to estimate that this method impregnated about

3-5% of all neurons. The rapid Golgi method of Phelps (1981) impregnated about

L.5-2.5To, the rapid Golgi method of Valverdi (1970) about 0.4-0.7%, and the Golgi-

Kopsch method of Mantyh (1982c) about I-2% of the total number of cells within the

PAG (Table 5.1).

Quality of impregnation of each cell differed markedly between the methods used.

Although the number of impregnated cells was small, the Valverdi rapid Golgi method

appeared to show the entire extent of most cells in fine detail, including dendritic

appendages, axons, as well as a heavy plexus of afferent axons. The largest number

of cells were found to be impregnated with the Golgi-Cox method. This method

demonstrated the fine detail of the cell, although only a small percentage of axons

were impregnated past the initial segment. The Golgi-I(opsch method, and the Phelps

rapid Golgi method, appeared inferior to the Valverdi and Van der Loos methods in all

regards. They rarely impregnated cells completely, and no axons of PAG neurons were

impregnated, nor were fine dendritic appendages fully shown. Thus, for fine structural

analysis of PAG neurons the methods of Van der Loos (1959), and Valverdi (1970),

were used.

The quality of afferent axonal impregnation was also quite variable. The Phelps
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Method used
Characteristics Mantyh Van der Loos Phelps Valverdi

ft 1392 L292 897 123

To of. total
neurons

7-2 3-5 1.5-2.5 0.4-0.7

av. neuronal
area

205.5+
126.6

226.8+
117.8

245.9+
118.3

231.3+
98.4

quality of cell
impregnation

++ ++++ ++ ++++

quality of dendritic
impregnation

+ +++ ++ +++++

quality of axonal
impregnation

+++ + ++++

quality of afferent
axon impregnation

++++ ++ ++++++

quality of glial
impregnation

+++ ++ +++ +

degree of blood
vessel impregnation

+++ + +++ +++

Table 5.1: A semi-quantitative and qualitative comparison of the impregnation features
of the four methods used.

* : slight, +++ : moderate, and +++++ : well impregnated.



method (1983) rarely impregnated afferent axons, and in the instances when this did

occur, impregnation was incomplete. The Mantyh method (1982c) rarely demon-

strated well impregnated fibres, however, since poorly impregnated terminations of
afferent axons on neurons of the PAG were so dense, they gave the appearance under

low power on the light microscope of being very spiny cells. The Van der Loos method

(1959) demonstrated a well impregnated matt of afferent axons, but rarely showed

fine axonal terminations. The Valverdi method (1970) showed a very dense matt of

afferent axons most of which were well impregnated except for fine terminations.

To some degree all methods occasionally demonstrated neurons with beading on

their dendritic trees. Most of the beading on the neurons was found to be on the distal
and middle levels of the dendrites and on cells located predominantly in medial PAG.

Although the electron microscope studies in chapter 8 reinforce the view that a small

proportion of this beading is a true characteristic of PAG cells, this phenomenon has

been proposed to be an artefact of impregnation (Haberly 1983), and as a result this
criterion has not been used in the specification of populations of neurons within the

PAG.

All of the cell types found with the Golgi methods were also observed with local

HRP injections. The morphology of PAG cells were very similar, and as such the Golgi

methods appeared to have impregnated all PAG cell types. The overall results of this
study therefore describe the cells types found only in the experiments using the Golgi

methods.

\ /ith the rapid Golgi methods it was found that an excessive period of time in
the fixative steps of the impregnation method suppressed the Golgi reaction, and

conversely too long in the silver nitrate step darkened the background too much, and

produced a precipitate in the sections which masked the morphology of the cell, and

afferent axons. The pH of the solution was made slightly acidic (pH 6.3) as it has been

suggested that this produces a more extensive and uniform impregnation combined

with the best preservation of the material. These steps also allowed the material to
be cut on a vibratome instead of embedding it in a plastic medium.

The rapid Golgi/aldehyde method (Golgi-Kopsch method), resulted in less de-

tail of the fine structure of the cell being revealed, including the axonal plexus and

morphology of the dendrites (including spines), whereas the mercurial Golgi methods

(Golgi-Cox method) gave the most consistent results both in terms of the number of
cells, and quality of their impregnation.
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5.3.2 Differences between the methods

Aside from the differences in quality of impregnation of PAG neurons, several other dif-
ferences were noted (Table 5.1, Fig. 5.1). The Golgi-Kopsch method (Mantyh method)
impregnated more cells in the medial division than with the other methods These
cells were arranged in a circular fashion surrounding the aqueduct, with a ring of
"fluffy" (overimpregnated) astrocytes forming a larger concentric circle around these
impregnated cells. Fewer impregnated cells lvvere seen outside the med.ial division when
compared with the other methods. The results of the Mantyh method show overall,
a statistically smaller population of cells impregnated (mean area:2Ob.b, SD:3.1),
with the majority of them being located medially. The medial division contains cells
with the smallest soma size. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the differences in the percentages
of each cell type impregnated, and Table 5.2 shows the difference in packing density
observed with the four different methods. When viewed at low por,¡/er, cells appear
to demonstrate a lot of dendritic spines, yet when viewed at higher power these are
resolved as poorly impregnated axonal terminations. A large number of blood vessels

and glia were impregnated with this method. The glia appeared. "fluffy" presumably
due to overimpregnation. Oligodendrocytes, microglia and astrocytes, and ependymal
tanycytes were also impregnated.

The Phelps (1983) and Van der Loos methods (1959) show more evenly impregnated
cells distributed throughout the PAG, although the Phelps method did appear to
favour a slight increase in the density of impregnated cells medially in the pAG. The
density of cells in the outer zones as revealed by this method was less than that
seen with the Van der Loos method. Tanycytes and the aqueductal axonal plexus
were heavily impregnated by the Mantyh and Phelps methods. The Van der Loos
method appeared only to impregnate a certain portion of the tanyctes found (see
chapter 3). Afferent axons did not show up well with the Phelps method. Most cells
were demonstrated, to some degree, to bear small stubby spines and stalks on their
dendrites.

Impregnation by the Van der Loos method (1959) was by far the most consistent.
This method showed a solid matt of afferent axons to be present. Blood vessels and,
glia tended not to be impregnated. Occasionally a well impregnated microglial cell
or oligodendrocyte lvas seen. With this method, the density of impregnated cells in
the four regions of the PAG most closely reflected the densities observed with Nissl
staining (chapter 4).

The Valverdi method only demonstrated a few cells, and these lñ/ere generally fully
impregnated. The afferent axonal plexus was very dense.
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Figure 5.1: A comparison of the four Golgi methods used.

These four figures represent the lateral PAG impregnated with the four methods used.
This PAG region is used as it contains all of the representative elements reported in
sections 5.3.1 and ó.3.2. A. Golgi-Cox method (after Van der Loos (1959). C. Golgi-
Kopsch method (after Mantyh (1982c). B and D. are rapid Golgi methods after Phelps
(1983), and Valverdi (1970).
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Method used G

Mantyh
Van der Loos
Phelps
VaJverdi

1

1

1

1

74.5
7

7.8
16.3

72

4.2
9.5
8.5

ó.Ð

1.5
11

1.3

Table 5.2: A comparison of the density of impregnated. neurons in all PAG subdivisions
with the four methods used.



The packing density varied in different PAG regions. Each method showed differeirt

percentages of cell types impregnated, as shown in table 5.2 and 5.2. Appendages on

the dendrites showed differences between the groups (usually the rapid Golgi method

showed more detail than the Golgi-Cox and Golgi-Kopsch methods). Density of stain-

ing in other neural areas also reflected differences in staining between the different

methods used. As there was such variation between the methods, the best impreg-

nated cells were used for morphological analysis. Quantitative observations made by

other authors using only one method, should be interpreted with caution until they

can be compared with results obtained from a variety of other techniques.

5.3.3 Morphological classification of cells

In determining what grounds there are for classification of PAG cells, a number of

statistical analyses (including cluster analysis), were performed on a range of measured

variables. It was found to be possible to subdivide the impregnated population of PAG

neurons in two different ways depending on the criteria used. Method 1 considered

the variables of a cell important for morphological classification were: shape and size

of soma, number of dendritic branches per cell, thickness, and number of primary

dendrites, number of dendritic end points per cell, types of dendritic appendages,

interspinous distance, and axonal origin. These represent easily measurable parameters

from all regions of the cell (soma, dendrite and axon). From the results of the statistical

analysis applied to this criteria, it was possible to distinguish nine different neuronal

types (Table 5.3). Method 2 primarily used the analysis of parameters of the dendrites

and axon, and considered parameters of the soma as being redundant since dendrites

are considered as the main functional receptive region of the cell. Nine different groups

of neurons tvr¡ere also established using this method of analysis (Table 5.4), although

the grouping established was quite different to those groups recognized by method 1.

The results obtained by applying methods 1 and 2 are detailed below.

5.3.3.1 Method 1

The cell types found with this method of analysis tvl/ere; round, ovoid, spindle, pyriform,

triangular, pyramidal, rhomboid, polygonal, and stellate (Figs' 5.2-5.4).

5.3.3.L.1 Round cells This group represents 77.3Yo of the impregnated popula-

tion (Fig. 5.2). Round cells have, as the name suggests a round soma with a mean

cross-sectional area of 194.3pm2 (SD:75.9, n:629) which corresponded to an average
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Figure 5.2: The cell types found according to method 1.

These cells represent the bipolar shaped cells generally found. within the pAG. The
cell type are round, ovoid, spindle and pyriform shaped cells. Note the difference in
branching patterns and the relative size of these cells.
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length dimension of 15.5¡;m (SD:2.9, n:629) and width of. \5.4¡L,rn (SD:2.9, n:629)
Very occasionally small spines were found on the soma.

Primary dendrites and most branches were generally smooth in contour and ranged

from 2-3 dendrites (av. 2.3 + 0.5), which branched up to the 4th order. Dendrites did

not branch much (less than 1 branch per dendrite wiih 2.1 + 1.2 branches per cell),

but radiated outwards to occupy a roughly spherical dendritic field. The longest den-

drites on these cells measured on average 284.8¡-tm (SD:79.8 , n:44). Spines appeared

generally found along the length of the dendrites, every 2-I9¡.tm, although they were

more prominent distally than proximally. The average interspinous distance was 6.0

* 3.8¡lm. Thin, stubby and mushroom shaped spines were present.

The axon originated from either the soma, 10 dendrite or 20 dendrite (53.6%,43.2%

and 3.2%). The axon \Mas usually not impregnated past the initial segment but, in
those in which it was, the axon was generally smooth with only occasional collateral

branches, and ended within the PAG.

5.3.3.L.2 Ovoid cells This group of cells represented the largest population im-
pregnated (30.6%) (Fig. 5.2). They had a mean cross-sectional area of 199.8pm2 (SD:-
96.7, n:1109) corresponding to a length of 24.3p.m (SD:6.2, n:1109) and width of
73.7y,rr (SD:3.1, n:1109). Occasional spines were observed on the soma.

This group of cells was demonstrated 1-4 dendrites (av. 2.2 +.0.4) which generally

originated from both poles of the ovoid soma. The dendrites of these cells branched 2.8

+ 1.5 times on average (slightly more than 1 branch per dendrite) and and radiated
a\¡/ay from the soma to produce an elliptical dendritic field. The longest dendrite
lvr¡as on average 286.7p,m (SD:88.2, n:109). Spines appeared only on the middle and

distal dendrites every 2-LTp,rn with the interspinous distance being 6.1 + 3.O¡rm. All
appendage types were present.

The axon originated from the soma/10 dendrite junction most frequently (50%),

with origins also from the soma, 10 dendrite or 20 dendrite (26.8%, t3.2% and 10%).

Impregnated axons 'vl/ere generally smooth and straight, with very few collateral bran-
ches, and were directed away from the aqueduct towards the periphery of the PAG.

5.3.3.1.3 Spindle cells The spindle shaped cells were generally similar to ihe
ovoid shaped cells, but for the fact that their soma length was at least three times longer
than their width. These cells represented orrly 72.LTo of the impregnated population
(Fig. 5.2). Their mean cross-sectional area was smaller than that of the ovoid cell,
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at I77.6¡-tm2 (SD:93.0, n:441). This corresponded to an average length of 30.9¡rm

(SD:8.5, n:44I) and width of.9.4¡-rn (SD:2.6, n:441). Occasional spines were also

observed on the soma of these cells.

The primary dendrites originated from the two poles of these cells and on rare

occasions from the middle of ihe soma. This cell type showed 2-3 dendrites (av.

2.2 + 0.4) and branching up to the 30. Dendrites branched on the average 2.81 times

(SD:1.6, n:52) to form a very elongated dendritic field. The average longest dendrite
at 333.9¡rm (SD:92.3, n:53) was longer than that observed for the ovoid cells. Spines

appeared along the length of these dendrites every 2-75prn, but were sparse on the
proximal dendrites. The average interspinous distance 'v\¡as 6.3 + 3.4p,rn, with all types

of appendages being found to be present.

The axon generally arose from one pole of the soma (75.2%) or on the thicker of
the primary dendrites close to the soma (72.3%). On the occasions that the axon

was impregnated it was observed to send out few collateral branches, and it was thin,
straight, and directed away from the aqueduct towards the overlying neural tissue No

collateral branches were observed.

5.3.3.1.4 Pyriform cells This bipolar cell has a pyriform shaped soma with a

mean cross-sectional area of.276.7p,rn2 (SD:80.8, n:106) and an average length of
27.2p,rn (SD:4.4, n:106) and a width of t4.3p,rn (SD:3.1, n:106). This cell type
represented only 2.9% of the impregnated population (Fig. 5.2).

2-3 primary dendrites (av. 2.7 + 0.3) usually originated from the soma at the two
poles of the body, but occasionally one additional dendrite emerged from the soma

at right angles to the surface, and then spread out away from the soma to give an

ovoid shaped dendritic field. There rvr/ere on average 3.4 t 1.4 dendritic branches per

cell. The longest dendrite lvr/as on average 228.6p,rn (SD:55.8, n:7). Spines appeared

along the length of the dendrites every 2-75¡-trn and were generally of the long thin type
although other types rü/ere present. The average density of spines was 6.9 X 3.7 ¡.m.

The axon generally arose either from the soma (77.5%) or the 10 dendrite very
close to the soma (18.3%) and was directed at right angles to the soma. The axon did
not send out collaterals and v¡as generally short and thin.

5.3.3.1.5 Tliangular cells The trigonal shaped neuron represented 22.3% of the
impregnated population. The mean cross-sectional area was 210.5¡lm2 (SD:102.9, n:-
810) which corresponded to a mean length of.23.5p,rn (SD:5.7, n:810) and maximum
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Figure 5.3: The cell types found according to method 1.

This camera-lucida diagram shows triangular and pyramidal shaped cells.
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width of.77.S¡-tnr (SD:4.2, n:810) (Fig. 5.3). The soma was generally smooth and

free of appendages.

Primary dendrites usually emerged from each of the three poles and very occa-

sionally one pole gave rise to two dendrites. The 3-4 dendrites (av. 3.0 * 0.1) gave

rise to branching up to the 4th order, although there were only 3.8 (SD:r.g, n:84)
branches per cell. The dendrites radiated outwards to give a trigonal shaped dendritic
field. The longest dendrites r,¡/ere on average 343.5pm (SD:1¡9.9, n:101). Spines
were observed predominantly on the distal dendrites every 2-19¡.r,m, with an average

interspinous distance of 5.5¡;m (SD:3.1, n:90).

The axon generally arose from the branch point between the soma and one of the
primary dendrites although it was found to originate from other regions, including the
soma (32.6%), 70 (54.6%) and 20 dendrites (4.8%). In those cells in which the axon
was observed, it was thin, branching only occasionally, and was directed away from
the aqueduct towards overlying neural areas.

5.3.3.1.6 Pyramidal cells This group represented the smallest percentage of
impregnated cells (2.1%) (Fig. 5.3). The mean cross-sectional area was 283j¡tm2
(SD:1¡.3, n:77) corresponding to an average length of.28.4p,m (SD:b.b, n:72) and
maximum width of 19.6¡rm (SD:3.9, n:77).

One primary dendrites (av. 4.0 + 0.1 per cell) was found to originate from each of
the four poles. The largest dendrite was usually situated at the apical pole of the cell
and this dendrite did not branch very much. The other dendrites rñ¡ere usually thinner
and showed branching to the 40 (av. branches per cell was 4.0 + 2.3). Occasionally a
fifth dendrite emerged from one of the poles at the basal surface of the soma. The shape
of the dendritic field was basically the same as for the triangular cells, but extended
more in the apical axis. The longest dendrite was B63.9pm (SD:b9.9, n:13). Spines
appeared mainly on the distal and middle dendritic tree. The proximal dendrites were
either spine-free or showed very few spines. The mean interspinous distance was 2.8
I4.0p,n, although spine frequency varied between B and 20p,rn.

A generally thin axon almost always emerged from the soma (40.g%), or close to
the soma on one of the basal 10 dendrites (5a.6%), and showed no collateral branches.

5.3.3.1.7 Rhornboid cells This group of quadrangular shaped cells demonstrat-
ed a mean cross-sectional area of.404.5¡-trn2 (SD:188.6, n:164) and represented.45%
of the impregnated population (Fig. 5.4). The mean length of the cells was 24.00pm
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(SD:6.2, n:164) and rvidth was 16.4pm (SD:4.23, n:764)

Four primary dendrites almost always emerged from the four poles of the cell,

although occasionally three or five were observed (av. 3.9 + 0.1). Their dendrites,

which ,vr/ere usually thick, did not show many branches (av. 3.0 + 2.0) and gave rise to

a square dendritic field. The longest dendrite was 354.8pm (SD:87.3, n:26). Spines

were rarely observed on the proximal dendrites of these large cells and the interspinous

distance varied between 2 and 20¡lm with a mean of 8.1pm (SD:5.7, n:22).

The axon emerged either from the soma (38.1%), or a primary dendrite within
100¡;m of the soma (59.6%). \Mhen impregnated, the axon rvr¡as usually straight, thin,
and directed away from the PAG matter to the overlying structures. No collaterals

were observed.

5.3.3.1.8 Polygonal cells These cells were the largest of those observed in the

PAG and represent 4.9% of. the impregnated population (Fig. 5.4). Their mean cross-

sectional area was 417.7 p,rn2 (SD:183.9, n-176) which corresponded to an average

length of. 34.4¡trn (SD:10.5, n:176) and width of 18.5¡rm (SD:4.2, n:176). These

cells corresponded to those which would not generally be described by any particular

shape. Their shape was thus truly polygonal.

This cell type has anywhere between 3 and 7 primary dendrites (av. 4.9 + 0.8).

They showed the most branching of any cell type within the PAG with 5.7 + 3.3

branches per cell. The dendrites were generally thick and gave rise to a round dendritic

field. The longest dendrites lvere on average 400.8¡rm (SD:133.7, n:18), and this cell

group had the longest dendrites measured for any cells in the PAG. Spines were present

on most of the dendritic tree betweet 2-20¡tm and showed an average interspinous

distance of 7.8 t 4.8¡;m.

The axon usually emerged from the soma (41.3%), or one of the primary dendrites

(55.2%), and showed occasional collaterals before leaving the PAG.

5.3.3.1.9 Stellate cells These round shaped cells showed a mean cross-sectional

area of 248.1¡-rn2 (SD:106.9, n:118) which correspond to an average length of. L7.4p,m

(SD:3.5, n:118) and width of. 17.4p,rn (SD:3.5, n:118). This represented 3.3% of

the total impregnated population (Fig. 5.4).

Their 4 to 7 primary dendrites (av. 4.8 + 0.7) spread out laterally to give a spherical

shaped dendritic field with very little branching of the dendrites. The dendrites of these
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Figure 5.4: The cell types found according to method 1.

This figure shows the polygonal, rhomboid and stellate shaped cells (the so-called
polygonal group of other authors).
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cell type 8765421 3 I
pe

percentage
soma length
(p*)
soma width
(p*)
soma area

15.5f
2.9

15.4+
2.9

194.3+
75.9

24.3+.
6.2

13.7f
3.1

199.8+
96.7

round ovoid
L7.3 30.6 I2.I 2.9 22.3 2.t

30,9+
8.5

9.3+
2.6

2r.2+.
4.4

14.3+
3.1

23.5L
5.7

L7,3L
4.2

28.4+
5.5

19.6+
3.9

4.5
24.0+.

6.2
16.4+

4.2

4.9

34.4I
10.5

18.5t
4.2

stellate
3.3

L7.4+
3.5

L7.4L
3.5

rpyramidal

pm2

number of
10 dendrites
length of longest
dendrite (pt")
number of
branches per cell
number of dendritic

2.3t
0.5

284.8L
79.8

2.tI
r.2

4,4X
1.3

2.2+
0.4

286.7L
88.2
2.8+
1.5

6.2+
1.6

L77.6+
93.0
, r)-
0.4

333.9+
92.3

2.8+
1.6

5.0+
1.6

2L6.7t
80.8

2.tI
0.3

228.6+
55,8

3.4t
t.4

5.8+
1.6

210.5+
102.9

3.0+
0.1

343,5+
108.9

3.8t
1.9

6.8f
1.9

283.7+
94.6

4.0t
0.1

363.9+
59.9
4.0t
2.3

8.0+
2.3

404.5+
188.6

3.9+
0.2

354.8f
87.3

3.0t
2.0

6.9+
2.L

4LL.7t
183.9

4.9+
0.8

400.8+
133.7

5.7+.
3.3

10,7+
3.4

248.LL
106.9

4.8+
0.7

297.7+.
72.r
2.TL
1.8

6.8+
T,7end

interspinous
distance (p*)

6.0+
3.8

6.1+
3.0

6.3t
3.4

6.9t
3.7

5.5+
3.1

7.8+
4.0

8.1t
5.7

7.8+
4.8

8.3+
7.L

Table 5'3: The characteristics of the nine neuronal types measured according to method 1.



cells branched the least of any in the PAG with fewer than 0.5 branches per dendrite

(av. 2.1 + 1.8 branches per cell). The longest dendrite was 297.7p,rn (SD:72.1, n:13).

Spines r,¡¡ere present evenly on the entire dendritic tree, between2-25¡t'm, at an average

interspinous distance of 8.3 I7 'Lp'rn.

The axon was usually not impregnated and was very thin and did not branch. It

emerged from the soma (61.S%), or one of the primary dendrites, close to the soma

(36.6%).

Using the approach of method 1, nine different cell types were recognized on the

basis of measurement of parameters of the soma, dendrites and axon of these cells

(Figs. 5.2-5.4, Table 5.3).

6.3.3.2 Method 2

The cell types found using this method of analysis were; spiny type L, 2 ar,d 3, aspiny

type 1 and 2, and moderately spiny type 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Table 5.4 and Figs. 5.5-5.7).

5.3.3.2.1 Spiny type 1- These cells were large (457.5 t 99.1¡rm2) with an aver-

age of 2.3 thick (3.7 p,rn) primary dendrites which showed moderate branching (1.25

branches per dendrite). They accounted for 7.870 of the impregnated population

(n:39). The longest dendrite was on average 367.7 * 94.3p,m. The dendritic field

was large, and often the dendrites projected beyond the PAG. These cell types were

never found in the medial region. The spines, although mostly on the distal den-

drites showed the cells to be very spiny (spines averaged 5.6prm apart). These cells

accounted for 7.870 of the impregnated population. Their axons were never impreg-

nated past the thick initial segments, and generally originated from all regions of the

primary, secondary and tertiary dendrites (33%, 44yo,23To). (Fig. 5.5).

6.9.3.2.2 Spiny type 2 These cells were small in size (198.3 t 58.3¡rm2) and dis-

played an average of 3.2 primary dendrites. The dendrites were medium in size (2.7 p,m)

and showed moderate branching (av. 1.38 branches per dendrite). The longest den-

drite was on the average 340.1 i 92.4¡l.m. These cells showed dense spines along the

length of most of their dendrites (av. 5.3¡-rm apart). The axons which never impreg-

nated beyond the initial segment on this cell type, were found to originate mainly from

the soma or primary dendrite (38.4%, 46.2%),, and only a sma1l proportion from the

secondary dendrites (15.4%). This cell type accounted for tg.8% of the impregnated

population (n:99) (Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: A diagramatic representation of the spiny type 1, 2, and B cells.

Note the density of spines along the length of the dendrites.
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5.3.3.2.3 Spiny type 3 These cells were small (169.5 I55.7p,m2) and had thin
(2.2p'rn) nonbranching dendrites (0.63 branches per dendriie). They showed an average

of 2.7 dendrites per cell. The longest dendrite rvas found on the average to be 316.9

t 90.6¡;m. The cell was quite spiny showing an average of one spine every 4.4¡-tm

on the dendrites. The site of axonal origin was similar to that of the previous cell

type on soma, primary and secondary dendrites (36.8%0,47.4T0,I5.8%). This cell iype
accounted f.or 17.470 of the impregnated population (n:8+) (Fig. b.b).

ó.3.3.2.4 Aspiny type 1 Cells were found in the PAG which displayed very few
spines. They were medium in size (270.9 t 117.8¡-rm2) with medium sized dendrites
(2.9pm). The dendritic freld was small, although the length of the longest dendrite was

comparable to that in other cell types at 310.0 I704.4¡rm. The cells showed an average

of 3 primary dendrites per celi and these showed moderate branching (0.g8 branches
per dendrite). Spines were found every 15.5¡rm on the distal dendrites. These cells

occasionally displayed a thin axon projecting into the PAG which was never seen to
arise from the soma, only from primary and secondary dendrites (0%, 57.LTo, 42.9%).

This cell type accounted for 6.6% of the impregnated population (n:33) (Fig. 5.6).

5.3.3.2.5 Aspiny type 2 These cells were medium in size (302.4 t 59.6¡rm2)
with an average of. 4.6 primary dendrites per cell. The dendrites were moderate in
size (2.8¡tm) and showed almost no branching (0.2 branches per cell). The average

length of the longest dendrite was 396.0 t 97.6p.rn These cells displayed almost no
spines. Those present on the distal dendrite were about !7¡-trn apart. The axons of
these cells also appeared to be thin and unmyelinated and were not traced very far in
the PAG. The axon of these cell arose predominantly from the soma with less from
the primary and secondary dendrites (50%,25y0,25T0). These cells represent 8.6% of
the impregnated population (n:18) (Fig. 5.6).

5.3.3.2.6 Moderately spiny type 1 These cells were large in size (514.7 *.
72.9¡-r'rn2) with an average of 4.6 thick @.\p,rn) primary dendrites which showed little
branching (0.5 branches per dendrite). The dendritic field was large and often the den-
drites projected into regions overlying the PAG with the average length of the longest
dendrite being 400.0 t 96.7 prn These cell types were never found in the medial re-
gion. The spines, were located mostly on the distal dendrites (av. spine density rvas

6'3¡zm apart). These cells accounted for 4.8% of the impregnated population (n:24).
The axons \Mere never impregnated past the thick initial segment, and were only found
to arise from primary dendrites (Fig. 5.7).
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Figure 5.6: A camera-lucida representation of the aspiny type 1 and 2 cells.

Note the absence of spines on the dendrites when compared to the previous figure.
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5.3.3.2.7 Moderately spiny type 2 These cells were medium in size (275.9 +
102.8¡;m2) with medium sized dendrites (2.8pm). The dendritic fi.eld was small. The

cells shorved an average of 3.9 primary dendrites per cell, each with dense branching
(2.3 branches per dendrite). The average iength of the longest dendrite was 414.0 t
122.7¡,trn. Spines were found every 6.5¡.trn on the dendrites. These cells did not reveal

the axon to be impregnated past the initial segment, and only showed origins from the

soma (33.3%) or primary dendrites (66.7%). This cell type accounted for 6.6% of the

impregnated population (n:33) (Fig. 5.7).

5.3.3.2.8 Moderately spiny type 3 These cells were medium in size (272.6 +.

108.6pm2) with an average of 6 medium size (2.7 p,rn) primary dendrites which showed

very little branching (0.45 branches per dendrite). The average length of the longest

dendrite on these cells was 310.0 L 67.2p,rn The spines on average rvvere 7.3pm apart.

These cells accounted for 7.8% of. the impregnated population (n:9). The axons which

were rarely impregnated were thin and arose from the soma and primary dendrites

(50%,50%) (Fig. 5.7).

5.3.3.2.9 Moderately spiny type 4 These cells were small (203.5 t 61.3pm2)

with an average of. 2.1primary dendrites per cell. The dendrites were thin (1.7pm)
and showed dense branching (2.1 branches per dendrite). The average length of the
longest dendrite was quite small at 286.7 I74.8p,rn Spines were found on the average

every 7.2¡.trn on the distal dendrites. The axon was thin and appeared to end within
the PAG. It was seen to arise from the soma, primary and secondary dendriies (30.5%,

47.2T0,22.3%). This cell type accounted for 37.7% of the total impregnated population
(n:15e) (Fig. 5.7).

This method of analysis enabled nine distinct cell types to be recognized, although
they, in no IMay, do not correspond to the nine types found using analysis by method
1 (Figs. 5.5-5.7, Table 5.4).

5.3.4 Analysis of individual variables

It was seen in 5.3.2 that the type of cells impregnated with the three general Golgi
methods used did not differ (although relative percentages of each did). 5.3.3 showed

that it was possible to distinguish different populations of cells within the PAG based

on two different methods. The differences in the individual parameters of the cells

found, are described below.
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Figure 5.7: This figure represents the moderately spiny type 7, 2, B, and 4 type cells
found within the PAG.

Compare their configuration and spine density with the previous two figures.
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cell type Spiny Aspiny Moderately Moderately Moderately Moderately
I type 2 type 3 t 1r 2

7.8 19.8 r7.4 6.6 3.6 4.8

1 2 3 4

percentage
sorna area 457.5L

99.1

198.2+
58.33

ô.6 1.8 31.7

number of
10 dendrites
length of longest

2.3+
0.5

367,7t
94.3

3.2I
0.4

340.1+
92.4

169.5+
ÐÐ. I

2.7+
0.5

316.9+
90.6

270st
117.8

3.0+
0.6

310.0+
t04.4

302.4L
59.6

4.6+
0.6

396.0+
97.6

514.7I
72.9

4.6L
0.5

400.2L
96.7

275.9+.
102.8

3.9+
0.8

4L4.0t
L22.t

272.6L
108.6

6.0f
1.0

310.3t
67.2

203.5+
61.3

2.r+
0.3

286.7+
74.8dendrite

of 2.9+,
1.3

4.4L
0.9

2.8+.
L,4

2.4+.
1.3

8.9+
2.4

2.7L
0.6

4.5+
0.8

L.7T
0.8

1.0+
0.7branches per cell

number of dend¡itic 5.2+. 7.5L 4.5L 5.6t 6.2t 7.0+ 10.9+ 8.0+ 5.5+
end points 2.5 1.0 0.8 1.5 1.5 1.4 2,9 I.7 1.8

interspinous 5.6t 5.3+ 4.4L 15.5+ 17.0+ 6,3+ 6.5+ 7.3L 7.2L
distance (p*) 2.2 2.L 2.0 3.4 5.4 2.7 2.9 2.3 2.4

Table 5.4: The charcteristics of the nine neuronal types measured according to method 2.



5.3.4.1 Soma size and shape

Although Cajal described the basic cell type of the PAG as stellate, triangular, and

ovoid or fusiform, further divisions rvr/ere tvr/arranted as the results of 5.3.3 demonstrated.

The average size of neuronal soma in the PAG was: length 23.6 + 0.1¡rm, width
14.9 + 0.1¡.rm and area 227.9 I 2.0¡-rm2. The average size calculated for neurons

impregnated by the different methods, showed significant variation, with the Mantyh
method revealing relatively more smaller neurons than the other two methods used

(Table 5.1).

Shape of neurons was decided by subjective assessment of the contours of the cell

soma which permitted nine types to be discerned. The question arises as to whether

classification of cells into strict categories is significant, or whether functionally there

is an infinite number of categories, all slightly different to each other. Although shape

may also be approximated as a ratio of length to width, confusion may arise since a

rhomboid shape could have the same ratio as a round cell. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show

the differences between the data for all cell types found in the PAG. The results for
method 2 suggest that it is not essential to take soma shape into consideration in
determining morphological grouping of cell types.

5.3.4.2 Size and shape of the dendritic ffeld

Larger cells tended to have larger dendritic fields and the converse was generally true
for smaller cells. Shape of the dendritic field showed a strong correlation with the

shape and size of the neuron. Round, pyriform and stellate ceils had a round shaped

dendritic field. The ovoid and spindle shaped neurons tended to have elongated field
distributions, and the other dendritic fields tended to be more triangular, quadrangu-

lar, or roundish in shape. The cells in the medial zone had a smaller dendritic field
than those in other regions of the PAG.

5.3.4.3 Dendritic branch frequency

Dendritic branch frequency did not correlate well with any other variable measured.

Cells in the PAG occasionally branched up to the 50 order, although not usually
beyond tertiary. The number of branches per cell for PAG neurons lvr¡as quite low when

compared to other regions of the central nervous system at 3.1 + 1.9 branches per cell.

The average number of dendrites per cell was 2.7 +. 0.9. Thus each dendrite only
branched approximately once for each cell. According to measurements made, round
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cells have 0.9 branches per dendrite, ovoicl cells 1.3, spindle cells 1.3, pyriform cells 1.6,

triangular cells have 1.3, pyramidal cells 1.0, rhomboid cells have 0.8, polygonal cells

1.2 and stellate cells displayed 0.4 branches per dendrite. On the other hand the results
of method 2 clearly show that spiny type 1 cells branch 1.3 times per dendrite, spiny

type2 cells have 1.4, spiny type 3 have 0.6, aspiny type t have 1.0, aspinytype 2 have

0.2, moderately spiny type t have 0.5, moderately spiny type 2 have 2.3, moderately

spiny iype 3 have 0.5, and moderately spiny type 4 have 2.1 branches per dendrite.

5.3.4.4 Dendrite morphology

Size of the soma appeared to be the criticai factor in the size of the dendrites. Thus,
for comparisons between groups, only those of similar sizes had a similar dendriiic
diameter. The larger cell groups (rhomboid, polygonal, pyramidal, the largest of the
other groups, spiny type 1 and moderately spiny type 1) showed dendrite thickness

between 3.2-4.5¡trn The smallest cells (ovoid, spindle, pyriform and round, spiny type
2 and 3, and moderately spiny type 4) shor,v dendrite sizes between 1.5-2.4pm. The
medium sized neurons (triangular and stellate spiny type 2, aspiny type 1 and 2, and

moderately spiny type 2 and 3) generally showed dendrite diameters between 1.9-
3.2prn. For most sizes of cells within any particular group, the width of the dendrites
remained relatively constant. Very large cells within these groups gave rise to proximal
dendrites with a much larger diameter. The largest cells were found to have a ratio
of proximal: distal dendrite size of 3.1-3.5:1, the medium sized cells 2.2-2.6:1 and the
smallest cells up to 1.6:1. Distal dendrites almost always decreased to 0.8-1.3¡,lm in
width no matter which cells were measured.

The number of primary dendrites of each cell group varied. Round, ovoid, spindle
and pyriform cells averaged approximately 2 dendrites per cell with never more than
three being observed. Triangular cells averaged three dendrites per cell. Pyramidal and
rhomboid cells averaged four dendrites per cell and polygonal and stellate cells averaged
between four and five dendrites per cell. These numbers did not vary according to the
size of the cells within each of the groups. As a general rule, spiny type 1, 2, and. B

neurons had fewer primary dendrites (2.3, 3.2,2.7) lhan aspiny type 1 and 2 neurons
(3, 4.6) which in turn had fewer than moderately spiny type 1, 2, B, and 4 cells (4.6,
3.9, 6, 2.1). Smaller neurons were demonstrated to have a longest dendrite in the order
of 300¡.1m, and larger neurons of the order of about 400pm.
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5.3.4.5 Dendriticappendages

The shape of appendages found on dendrites appeared as small bulbous varicosities;

mushroom, spine, or stubby shapes; or small bulbs attached by a stalk to the dendrite.

All cell types showed these appendages were distributed more predominantly on the

distal dendrites than on proximal ones. There u¡as no clustering of these appendages

ai branch points of dendrites.

The bulbs resembled a mushroom shape and had dimensions of about L4 x 2¡-rm.

The varicosities were larger and measured 3.0 x 4.5pm. Stubby appendages rv¡/ere small

varicosites on the side of the dendrite measuring 1.1 x 1.O¡rm. Thin appendages were

only about 0.4-0.6p,m wide and were up to 3.0¡;m long. There \¡/ere also small bulbs

L\p,m wide attached by thin stalks about 1-2¿rm long.

The largest neurons had the largest dendrites, up to 4.5p,rn wide with fewer ap-

pendages. The proximal dendrites of these larger cells had either no, or few, ap-

pendages. The distal dendrites had densities of appendages of only about 5 per 100¡;m

of dendritic length. Smaller neurons had densities up to 30-50 per 100¡rm of dendritic
length. Most of the neurons in the PAG fell into the medium sized group and had
overall appendage densities of 10-12 per 100¡rm dendritic length.

5.3.5 Neuronal location

The density and position of different cell types varied within the PAG (Fig. 5.8). The
total number of cells in each region of the PAG at different levels generally reflected
the size of that region, although each of these regions also possessed a different density
of packing of intrinsic neurons (Fig. 5.S). At caudal levels ventral PAG had by far the
most cells and dorsal PAG the least. At mid-levels dorsal PAG had the fewest cells,

with the lateral PAG possessing the largest number of impregnated cells. At rostral
levels the medial PAG division contained the least number of cells, whilst the lateral
PAG division contained the most.

5.3.5.1 Medial PAG

The medial division contained only seven of the nine cell types identified by method 1.

Stellate and polygonal cells were not found in this division. The majority of the cells

within the medial PAG were round, ovoid, spindle and triangular cells. They account
for 100% of the population at rostral levels, 97.8% at mid levels andg2.7To at caudal
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Figure 5.8: A photographic comparison of the four different regions of the PAG im-
pregnated with the Van der Loos method.

A. Dorsa^l PAG. B. Lateral PAG. C. Ventral PAG. D. Medial PAG. Note the difference
in density of labelling. Also note that the background is quite clea¡ and the cells
well impregnated. Axons can be seen clearly in the background travelling within the
PAG. Some cells are overimpregnated, and some glial cells appear "fluffy' due to
overimpregnation.
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levels. The distributions of these cell types varied with the level of the PAG. Round

cells were more predominant rostrally, ovoid cells lvere less frequent at mid levels and

spindle cells were found in increased numbers at mid-PAG levels. Triangular cells

remained relatively constant with a slight decrease in numbers caudally. The mean

area of the cells in the medial division was much smaller than the other three PAG

regions. The dendrites of the cells 'v\¡ere generally orientated parallel to the aqueduct

so that the cells appear to circle the aqueduct. Axons of cells in the medial division

generally were short and projected to adjacent areas, and were directed away from the

aqueduct.

Using the criteria of method 2, only spiny type 3, aspiny type 1 and 2, and occa-

sional, moderately spiny lype 2 and 3 cells were found throughout the medial PAG.

5.3.5.2 Dorsal PAG

All cell types ',¡/ere seen within dorsal PAG although no pyriform ceils were seen in

the caudal-most part of dorsal PAG (a very small area). Dorsal PAG has the greatest

diversity of cell types. Cells were variable in their shape and size, and did not appear

to have any precise orientation. The round, ovoid, spindle and triangular cells make

tp 74.270 of the cells in rostral dorsal PAG, 67.670 at mid-levels, and 9Ll% at caudal

Ievels. The distribution of various cell types varied depending on the rostro-caudal level

of PAG examined. The number of round and triangular cells (approximately 40% of.

the total population) remained relatively constant throughout the rostro-caudal length

of this division of the PAG. Ovoid cells showed a marked increase from rostral to caudal

levels whilst spindle cells showed the reverse relationship. Pyriform cells were only seen

at mid-PAG levels and pyramidal, rhomboid and stellate cells were predominantly seen

at mid-PAG levels. Perhaps this reflects the larger area that dorsal PAG covers at ihis

level.

All cell types, except for large cells (moderately spiny type 1 and spiny type 1

cells), were observed in the dorsal PAG when using analysis by method 2.

5.3.5.3 Lateral PAG

All cell types r,¡¡ere seen in this region with both methods of anaiysis. The percentages

of round, ovoid, spindle and triangular cells showed they were relatively constant (ros-

trally 74.2T0, mid-level 86.6% and caudally 89.6%), but there v¡as a gradual decrease

in the number of the other five types of cells from rostral to caudal levels. The soma
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and dendritic tree of cells in the lateral PAG generally appeared to be located in one

of two directions. A large percentage of these showed dendrites and soma to be orien-
tated perpendicular to the aqueduct, whilst another group were orientated essentially
parallel to it.

Using analysis by method 2 ail cell types v¡ere seen within this region

5.3.5.4 Ventral PAG

All cell types were again found in this region using both analytical methods. The size

of the neurons covered the whole range from the largest to the smallest neurons in each

group. Round, ovoid, spindle and triangular cells were found to represent S0% rostrally,
89.6% at mid-levels and 78.5% caudally, out of the total impregnated population at
each of these levels. Triangular and ovoid cells showed a marked decrease in their
number rostrally (which \¡¡as compensated for by an increase in rhomboid, polygonal
and spindle cells). The majority of cells in this region appeared to be orientated almost
parallel to the aqueduct and their axons passed, either to other regions of the PAG,
or more usually to the mesencephalic reticular formation.

Similarly, all cell types \Mere seen within this region using analysis by method 2

5.3.6 Axons

Generally only the initial segment was impregnated in the various methods, although
the Van der Loos method and Valverdi methods did display extensive impregnation of
some axons of PAG neurons.

The major origin of the axon for the round, pyriform and stellate cells was from
the soma. For ovoid and spindle shaped cells, the major site of axonal origin was from
the primary dendrite, whereas triangular, pyramidal, rhomboid and polygonal cells
demonstrated origin of the axon equally frequently from soma and primary dendrites.
A small percentage of each population showed axons which originated from secondary
dendrites. Rarely did cells of the PAG demonstrate axon collaterals, although collateral
axons \ryere occasionally seen on spindle, round, ovoid and polygonal cells.

Axons of PAG cells remained either intrinsic to the PAG, or left the PAG through
the deep layers of the superior colliculus, mesencephalic reticular formation, or the
dorsal longitudinal fasciculus of Schütz where they joined bundles of other passing
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fibres. It was not possible to determine by either method which types of cells had

axons which projected out of the PAG, nor those which might have been local circuit

neurons. A fuller description of the fibre pathways is given in chapter 6.

5.3.7 Glial cells

Neuroglial cells were represented in the Golgi stained material as oligodendrocytes,

astrocytes and microglia with each having a distinctive appearance (Fig. 5.9). The

Golgi-Cox material gave the clearest picture of these cells, as impregnation of cells by

this method was the most complete, and there rü/as no dense background staining to

obscure detail.

Microglia \Ã/ere small (soma about 5pm in diameter), round, and were multi-

branched. The radius of the cell and its projections was relatively small (about 20-

25pm). The primary branches gave rise to multiple daughter branches which were

generally thin and had multiple smaller side branches.

Oligodendrocytes had a small field diameter (about 20-25p,rn), but a large soma

(up to L8 x 72¡-tm) with a shape that varied from round to ovoid. The branching

pattern v¡as very similar to that of the microglia cell.

Both of these cell types were well impregnated and prominent in the PAG. They

appeared to be more dense in the medial region of the PAG than more laterally, and

were found to be more abundant at caudal levels of the PAG.

Astrocytes v¡ere rarely impregnated in the Golgi-Cox material, whereas the Golgi-

Kopsch method demonstrated these cells quite well. Their soma was of similar dimen-

sions to the oligodendrocyte, although the branches of the cell were far more extensive.

5.3.8 Afferent axon morphology and classification

Afferent axons to PAG could not be studied as it was not possible in the impregnated

material to determine which of the axons in the heavy plexus of axons within the PAG

were afferent in nature. Rarely tvvas an axon seen to enter the PAG and terminate in

this region. As axons of the PAG neurons were not consistently impregnated beyond

the initial segment it was impossible to say conclusively which axons were efferent,

intrinsic, or afferent in nature.

Four types of axons which were never observed to leave PAG neurons tù/ere: 1. thick
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Figure 5.9: A diagramatic representation of the three types of glial cells found within
the PAG.

Note the difference in relative sizes and branching patterns of these glial cells. A.
A microglial cell. B. An oligodendrocyte. C. and D. represent camera-lucida drawn
astrocytes of varying sizes.
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axons (greater than 1.5¡.lm diameter) with fine appendages and little or no branching,

2. frne axons with little or no branching and no appendages, 3. fine axons with fine

appendages and round bulbs along their length and 4. fine axons again with little or

no branching, but with fine protrusions which may be fine branches of short length.

It is probable that these may be axons which pass through the PAG.
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5.4 Discussron

Two approaches have been commonly adopted in assessing parameters of cell mor-
phology that could reflect some degree of functional significance. Since dendrites are

considered to be the main receptive and integrative region of a cell, one method em-

phasizes parameters primarily concerned with this region of the celi. The other widely

used method considers that features of the soma and axon should also be taken into
account. The Golgi-Cox method (after Van der Loos 1959) was used for the overall

population analysis, and the Golgi-Cox and Valverdi methods were the methods on

which the individual analysis of neurons were performed.

The results of these experiments show that it is possible, in applying two different

classification schemes on the same population of cells, to arrive at different conclusions,

either of which could demonstrate functional properties of importance. Since there is

no agreement as to which parameters should be used in the general classification of
cells, and each method used here represents a valid approach in the morphological
classifications of cells, which of these two methods, if either, reflects the existence of
functional neuronal populations remains to be determined.

Based on the criteria used for method 1 (which rvr/ere soma shape and size, num-
ber of primary dendrites, number of dendritic end points, dendritic branch frequency,

dendritic length, density of dendritic spines, and axonal origin and direction) nine
distinct cell types were found within the rabbit PAG, with each group being charac-

lerized by a number of different morphological features (Table 5.1). The nine groups

were named after the basic shape of which that group was constituted: round, ovoid,
spindle, pyriform, triangular, pyramidal, rhomboid, polygonai or stellate cells.

The results using method 2 for the population analysis (based on dendritic length,
width, branch frequency, number of dendritic end points, length of branches, density
of spines, types of spines and their location on the dendrites, and parameters of the
axon) also demonstrated that there were nine distinct cell groups. Each group was

based primarily on the criteria which described the arrangement of the dendritic tree.
The cell types described by this classification system were the spiny type 1, 2 and B,

aspiny type 1 and 2, and moderately spiny type 1, 2, 3 and 4 cells.

5.4.L Criteria for classification of neurons

It is well known that the presence of spines, and the number, length, and branching
patterns of dendrites are strong indicators of cell function (Hiliman 1979, Harping ef
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¿/. 1985), and that the size and shapes of the soma have been implicated along with
the site of axonal origin in some efforts made to relate these to function (Graniyn
and Grantyn1977, Penny et al. Ig82), although other authors have considered soma

characteristics to be of no importance (Tredici eI al. 1983, Gioia et al. 1985). The

classification systems used here utilize cell parameters which are easily and consistently

measurable, and do not involve a great deal of subjective assessment on the part of
the observer, and represent only an initial step in the determination of functionally
significant classes of neurons. No claim is made as to which method, if either, provide

a more useful classification system.

5.4.2 Comparison with other studies

Due to the fact that each study has used a different classifrcation system, comparison

of the different cell types described here for the rabbit, against those descriptions

for the rat (Mantyh 1982c, Beitz and Shepard 1985), cat (Liu and Hamilton 1980,

Mantyh I982c, Tredici et al. 1983, Gioia et aI. 1985) and monkey (Mantyh 1982c)

is difficult. Comparison is only possible for those studies in which more complete

descriptions of the cell types and parameters are provided (i.e. the studies by Liu and

Hamilton 1980, Beitz 1985, and Gioia eÍ ¿/. 1985). Different impregnation methods

result in variations of the types of cells observed, as well.as characteristic morphological
features of individual neuronal types, due mainly to different degrees of impregnation.
The other main areas where differences in results between these particular studies has

occurred, is in the interpretation as to which cell types are present, and whether the
basic data has been subjectively assessed, or statistically analyzed.

5.4.2.L Method 1

Classification systems similar to that employed in method 1 of this study, have gener-

ally resulted in descriptions of regions of the central nervous system in which electro-
physiological characteristics, and details of input-output relationships are not partic-
ularly well known. In such cases it is not known which cell types project to particular
regions, nor whether there are particular cell types which receive characteristic pro-
jections.

Early Golgi studies recognized three basic groups of neurons within PAG: fusiform,
stellate and triangular shaped neurons (I(olliker 1896, Cajal 1911, and Castatdi 1923).

None of these studies provided any quantitative, or qualitative, data on these groups

other than specifying their shape. Recently Beitz and Shepard (1985) chose to follow
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1

the classification system used by Cajal (1911), and recognized these same

sic categories, although further subdividing each on soma size. Their study

quantitative data on the neurons within these groups. The small and large

neurons of Beitz and Shepard (1935) accounted for 48.47o of the total impregnated pop-

ulation. These cell types would correspond to the round, ovoid, spindle and pyriform

cell shapes in this study which represented 62.9% of the total population, although,

in some instances, the ovoid cells of this study displayed an almost triangular shape.

This cell type amounted to 8.4% of the total impregnated and therefore, 54.5% of the

total population of rabbit PAG cells would correspond to small and large fusiform cell

types described by Beitz and Shepard (1985). They found 33.3% of the impregnated

cells were triangular in shape. The results of this study show tlnat 24.470 of the im-

pregnated cells were triangular or pyramidal in shape, (and 8.4% of the ovoid cells

dispiayed an almost triangular shape), therefore giving a total of 32.8% triangular

shaped cells for the rabbit PAG. Beilz and Shepard (1985) found the remaining78.4%

of PAG cells in the rat to be multipolar. The results here for the rabbit, show that the

rhomboid, polygonal and stellate cells accounted for 72.7% of the total impregnated

population. The results for the rabbit and the rat, therefore show very similar pro-

portions of cell types. In addition, this study has described further subgroups of the

three major categories described by Kolliker (1896), Cajal (1911), Castaldi (1923), and

Beitz and Shepard (1985). Whether these subdivisions reflect functional differences

between neurons can only be determined by combined electrophysiological, HRP and

immunohistochemical methods.

Other classification systems using criteria similar to those of method 1, have been

employed by various authors attempting to describe the population of cells within
the PAG. Liu and Hamilton (1930) described seven types of cells in the cat PAG.

Similarities in the percentages of impregnated cell types have been found to exist

between the cat and rabbit PAG, as well as those just described for the rat and rabbit.

The results for the cat PAG showed that L% of the impregnated cells rvr/ere pyramidal in

shape. This cell tyþe accounted for 2.9% of the impregnated population in the rabbit.

Plump spheroid cells in the cat accounted for 30% of the total impregnated population

which may correspond to the round (77.3%), stellate (3.3%) and polygonal (4.9%)

shaped cells which totalled 25.5% in the rabbit. Triangular cells in the cat accounted

for 30To of the impregnated total, whereas in the rabbit, triangular and pyramidal

shaped cells were found to account for 24.470 of the total number of impregnated cells.

Ovoid and spindle cells in the cat accounted for 18% of the total cells, whereas in the

rabbit they were far more numerous (42.7%). The rhomboid and rectangular shaped

cells corresponded to 27To of the impregnated population in the cat PAG, and only

4.5%in the rabbit. The study by Liu and Hamilton (1980) in the cat resulted in the

impregnation of far more rectangular shaped cells, and far fewer fusiform and ovoid
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cells. These dissimilarities are more than likely to be due to differences in the degree

of specific impregnation of cells between the two methods. In this chapter over 3,500

cells were used for statistical analysis. This has provided a large data base, affording

less room for statistical error. This may not have been the case in other studies which

do not report the number of cells analyzed.

Studies in the rat (Beitz and Shepard 1985), and thc cat (Liu and Hamilton 1980),

and the present report for the rabbit thus show that there are distinct similarities

between the types, and proportions, of cells found within the PAG of these species.

Conflicting reports have come from Mantyh (1982c) in the rat, cat, and monkey, who

did not recognize two of the largest populations of cell types found in the rabbit; the

round (17.3%) and triangúar (22.3%) cells. No percentages of cell types were given

in his study, nor was the description of cell types sufficient to permit any comparison

with results presented here.

6.4.2.2 Method 2

In regions of the central nervous system which have been well studied with respect

to their input-output relationship, the system of classification used has generally been

based on the recognition that a particular cell type performs a particular function. Re-

gions such as the cerebellar cortex, olfactory bulb, and retina have been well studied

in this regard. Specific cell types such as the Purkinje cells, basket cell, amacrine cell

etc. have been characterized at their input, dendritic morphology, md specific efferent

projections. Golgi type I cells (projection cells), and Golgi type II cells (local circuit
neurons) both have been shown to have particular dendritic and axonal morphologies

which characterize them on a functional basis irrespective of their soma shape. There-

fore, classification systems similar to that used for method 2 rnay more closely reflect

functional differences between cell groups.

A recent report by Gioia et aI. (7985), described the cell types within the cat PAG
without using soma characteristics as variables. They used similar parameters for
criteria to those which were used in method 2. Af first glance the results of their study
for the cat would seem not to agree with those proposed by Liu and Hamitton (1980)

also for the cat. However, the results of this study in the rabbit indicate that they may
in fact be quite similar. Using method L the results for the rabbit were here shown to
be quite similar to those of Liu and Hamilton (1980) for the cat, and using method 2

on the same population of cells, the results for the rabbit were also found to be similar
to those of Gioia et uI. (1985) also in the cat. Their type 1 cells (69%), probably
correspond to the spiny type 2 and 3, and moderately spiny type 3 and 4 cells found
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here in this study; which accounted for 70.770 of the impregnated population. Type 2

cells in their study were polygonal in shape and accounted for 4To of the population.
This group probably corresponds to the moderately spiny type 2 cells (6.6% of the
impregnated population). Typ" 3 cells in the study of. Gioia et aL (1gSb) accounted
for TITo of cat PAG neurons, and corresponded to the spiny type 1 cells (7.8% of
the total population of impregnated cells). Typ" 4 cells in their study were fusiform
in shape and accounted for 7470, bú in the rabbit this type corresponded closely in
description to the aspiny type 1 and 2 cells of method 2 which represented,I0.2% of the
total impregnated population. Typ" 5 cells accounted for 2c/o of the cat PAG, and. were
polygonal in shape and probably corresponded to the moderately spiny type 1 cells
(4.8% of the total impregnated population). Gioia et aL (7g8b) proposed that type 1

cells were interneurons, type 2 and 3 cells received afferent information, type 4 cells
were inhibitory, and type 5 cells rwere proposed to be efferent in nature by virtue of
their morphology. As the electrophysiological characteristics of each type has not yet
been studied' it seems premature to label these groups of neurons as serving particular
functional roles, although it may be possible through using general guidelines set out
by several authors (Harping et ø/. 1985, Lima and Coimbra 1986) to suggest that in
the rabbit, the spiny type 1, and the moderately spiny type 1 and 2 cells, may be
projection cells, whilst the others may be interneurons. This remains to be resolved
by future electrophysiological investigations.

It is interesting to note that the classification systems used by Liu and Hamilton
(1980) in the cat, and Beitz and Shepard (1985) in the rat, correlate well with the
results presented here for the rabbit, with respect to all of the cell types observed.
Although resulting in a different categorization, classification carried out by method 2
on the same population of cells, resulted in close agreement with the results described
by Gioia et ø1. (7985) for the cat.

It seems likely that all authors attempting to describe distinct populations within
the PAG of different species, have in fact described the same basic cells although in
different ways, using different classification systems. \Mhether morphological classifica-
tion of these cells by either method will be shown to correlate with different functional
systems, remains to be seen.

Tracing studies, in which HRP is deposited in other areas of the central nervous
system, demonstrate retrogradely labelled cells within the PAG. There are two inherent
difficulties in using this method to identify the morphology of projection cells. Firstlg
the retrograde method rarely divulges the entire dendrite and its spine morphology,
and secondly, these retrogradely labelled cells are quite limited in their descriptions of
general features of their soma shape, thus making it nearly impossible to compare these
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cells with the cells types specified in method 2. In attempting to describe projection

cell morphology according to analysis by method 1, no strict correlation has been

found with any of the nine cell types defined, as indicated below.

Castiglioni et al. (1978), recognized that there were small fusiform shaped celis

in ventral PAG which were orientated parallel to the aqueduct and sent axons to the
spinal cord. Similarly-positioned cells were found by Mantyh and Peschanski (1982)

with HRP deposits in the spinal cord, however these were described as moderately
sized fusiform and stellate cells interspersed amongst large multipolar cells. Carlton
et aI. (L983) described the PAG cells of origin to the raphe magnus as round, ovoid,

triangular or fusiform in shape. PAG cells of origin which projected to the midbrain
reticular formation varied in shape from small bipolar to large multipolar (Parent

and Steriade 1981). Barbaresi et aI. (1932) described PAG cells that projected to
the ventrobasal nucleus of the thalamus as either large polygonal, or small triangular,
or spindle in shape. Dietrichs (1983), described medium sized triangular and ovoid

shaped cells which projected to the cerebellar cortex. Thus every conceivable cell

shape described by method t has been implicated as a projection cell, and therefore

there is no correlation between projection cells and the distinct morphological groups

described by method 1. Lima and Coimbra (1986), and Harping et aI. (1985) have

suggested that projection cells have a distinct morphology similar to the Golgi type
I cells, which may correspond to spiny type 1, and moderately spiny type 1 and 2

cells recognized in this present study. \Mhether these distinct morphological groups
correspond to those projection cells just described is unknown. Reichling et ø/. (19Sa)

recorded intracellularly from neurons of the PAG in response to noxious stimuli and
found that the responsive cells were small, aspiny spindle, polygonal, or round shaped

cells with 2-4 dendrites (possibly corresponding to aspiny type 1 and 2 cells). It is not
known however, whether these neurons are projection or local circuit neurons which
might be involved in nociception. Their abstract indicated that aspiny neurons in the
PAG may receive afferent information (at least with respect to nociception).

Section 2.2.4 (wlnich discussed immunohistochemical methodology) indicated that
transmitters are not localized to any particular shaped cell. As is the case with the
retrograde labelling method, morphology of spines and distal dendrites does not show

up well with the immunohistochemical method. This makes any correlation with cells

described by method 2 impossible. SkirboIl et al. (1932) found that substance P and

CCK coexisted in cells of the ventral PAG and suggested that they may be involved
with sensory mechanisms, chiefly pain. The cells concerned were medium sized, ovoid
in shape, and had 2-3 primary dendrites. However, little correlation was observed

between cell morphology and transmitter type, for substance P (Beitz 1982b, Moss

and Basbaum 1983), CCK (Beitz et al. 7983), or enkephalin containing neurons (Moss
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et al. 1983) in the PAG. Clements eú ¿/. (1935) described serotonin containing cells

located in ventral PAG as being predominantly fusiform in shape, whereas Beitz et al.

(1983) described the serotonergic neurons of the PAG as being large multipolar, small
triangular or small fusiform shaped cells.

It would seems entirely possible that several cell types described by method 1 might
be served by the same transmitter in which event there would be no advantage from a
functionai point of view to attempt to correlate function with cell morphology governecl
by shape. The major problem with attempting to define cell populations according to
method 2, is that although such criteria might conceivably reflect different functional
groups of neurons, and may even be restricted to a particular transmitter system, it
has so far proven impossible to correlate the cell types found by method 2 with those
seen in retrograde labelling studies, or with histochemical methods.

fn summary, the two distinct sets of criteria used here (method 1 and 2) coulcl
both represent reliable working systems. Method 1 distinguishes groups of cells rvhich
correspond in description to the cell types that are able to be seen with retrogracle
and immunohistochemical methods. Method 2 reveals cell types which are similar
to either the Golgi type I (projecting cells) or Golgi type II cells (local circuit neu-
rons). The obvious drawback of this classification system is that the cell types cannot
be correlated with those seen in the retrograde or immunohistochemical methods, as

spine and distal dendrite morphology is incomplete, and it is therefore difficult to as-
sociate these cell types with different transmitter systems. This anomaly might be
able to be resolved with further experiments using intracellular recordings (to char-
actetize the morphology, inputs, and electrophysiological responses of particular cells
to a variety of different stimuli), combined with immunohistochemistry (io determine
the transmitters involved). Another experimental approach aimed at determining the
microcircuitry of the PAG could be to attempt to combine Golgi, lesion, and immuno-
histochemical methods, in order to establish inputs to particular functional groups of
cells which may be served by the same transmitter.
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Chapter 6

Afferent projections to the PAG

6.1- Introduction

The tracing of neural pathways is one which has always been a major concern of

neuroanatomists. \Mith a need for increased knowledge of the nervous system, it has

become necessary for new techniques to have replaced traditional gross dissections

and methods using specifi,c stains for Nissl substance, fibres and degenerating myelin

and axoplasm with specific methodologies for afferent or efferent pathways. In the

early 1970's the discovery that horseradish peroxidase (HRP) could be taken up by

terminals and transported retrogradely to the soma where it could subsequently be

visualized, dominated the neuroanatomical scene and today it has become one of the

major r,Ã¡eapons in the arsenal of the neuroanatomist for the tracing of the afferent (and

to a certain extent the efferent) connections of regions in the central nervous system.

As shown in Chapter 2, which dealt with the historical background of the PAG,

there has been a renewed interest in this region largely due to the importance in a

number of functions including the processing of emotional states (Bandler et al. 7985c,

Hunsperger 1956, Kiser et al. 1978, Lielxnan et aL 1970) and stimulation-produced

(Akil et al. 1976, Mayer et al. 1971, Reynolds 1969) and opiate-induced analgesia

(Behbehani 1981, Fields and Anderson 1978, Pert and Yaksh 7974).

We cannot hope to fully understand what bearing the PAG has on these and other

various functions until both its basic structure, and its afferent and efferent connections

have been established. It has been concluded from preliminary observations, and those

in chapter 4, that the PAG, in the rabbit, is essentially similar to that described

for the rat (Beitz 1982a). That is, a medial zone which completely surrounds the

aqueduct, a cell dense dorsal zoÍre) and lateral and ventral zones each with their own
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characteristics which are described fully in Chapter 4. The deposit sites for these

experiments corresponded to sites that were dorsal, lateral and ventral to the aqueduct.

Until recently, there had been surprisingly few studies of either the afferent or
efferent connections of PAG with other neural areas. Until the advent of HRP there

had been no concerted attempt made to describe the afferent connections of the PAG,

and what was known of these afferent inputs had only been noted in incidental reports

of connections with other neural areas. The retrograde transport method using HRP

as the marker has now been employed in an attempt to label the cells of origin of
afferent fibres terminating in the PAG in the rat (Mantyh 1982a, 1982b, Beitz 1982a,

Hardy and Leichnetz 1981b, Marchand and Hagino 1983, Morrell et al. 798Lb, Morrell
and Pfaff 1983), cat (Bandler and McCulloch 1984, Bandler et aI. 1985c,Bragin et al.

1984, Grofova et al. 7978, Mantyh 1982a,1982b) and monkey (Hardy and Leichnetz

1981a, Mantyh 1982a, 1982b), with a somewhat disconcerting lack of agreement in
findings. The aims of this chapter have therefore been to document all areas labelled

following deposits of HRP within different regions of the rabbit PAG, and to compare

the results against those conflicting reports in the literature, in the hope of clarifying
the full complement of regions which may provide afferent input to the PAG.
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6.2 Methods

Experiments were performed on 35 lop-eared rabbits (2.7-2.8 kg). The animals were

anaesthetizedby induction with 5% methoxyfluothane : 95% oxygen, and maintained

throughout surgery witln 4Yo methoxyfluothane : 96To oxygen. A posterior approach to
PAG (Meller and Dennis 1931) was adopted to facilitate reproducibie placement of the
marker within distinct areas of the PAG (Fig. 6.14,B), and to minimize the number
of structures penetrated by the pipette on each approach to the PAG (Fig. 6.14,8).
It may be noted that the two approaches used (trans-cerebellar and trans-collicular)
serve to act as partial controls for each other.

The rabbit's head was clamped securely in a headholder (Dennis et al. Lg83) which
allows rotation around a sagittal plane. A midline skin incision rvr/as made, extending
from several millimetres anterior to bregma to as far caudal as the external occipital
protruberance, thus exposing the supraoccipital bone. The head was positioned with
lambda 7mm below bregma, in which alignment the PAG lies in a horizontal plane. A
small burr-hole was drilled horizontally through the skull overlying the occipital region,

6.5 to 8.5mm below lambda, depending on the region of the placement required within
PAG. Injections of HRP were then made by advancing the micropipette 13-18mm

from the surface of the skull, to deposit HRP at appropriate sites along the length of
the PAG.

A 30% solution of HRP in 0S% saline, or in some instances incorporating 2%

dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) and 7To poly-L-ornithine to facilitate transport (Fitzgib-
bon eú aI. 1983, Hadley and Trachtenberg 7978, West and Black 7979), was adminis-
tered, by slow pressure injection, in volumes varying from 10-250n1, via a Drummond
microtrol syringe attached to a micropipette with tip diameter of.20-40prn (Table 6.1).
The micropipette was coated with "paraffin oil" which was found to minimize spread

of the tracer back along the pipette tract. A1l injections rv\¡ere made over a period
of 30-60 minutes, and the micropipette was left in place for a further 30-45 minutes
to minimize leakage of the label from the site of the deposit upon withdrawl of the
micropipette.

In 23 animals, discrete injections of HRP were made, at rostral, intermediate and
caudal levels, into three of the four regions specified within the PAG; dorsal, lateral
and ventral zones (Beitz 1985, Beitz and Shepard 1985, Meller and Dennis 19S ) (Fig.
6.2). Eight other animals were injected with 50-250n1 of HRP into areas surrounding
the PAG, to provide appropriate control experiments (Fig 6.3). The dorsal vermal
cerebellar cortex and inferior colliculus, which were penetrated in some approaches,
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Figure 6.1: Methodological approach to deposits in the PAG.

A. Sagittal view of a rabbit skull indicating the angle used to deposit HRP within the
PAG. B. Pa¡asagittal section of the rabbit brain demonstrating the posterior approach
used (Me1ler and Dennis 1981). The tract of the micropipette is indicated for deposits
of HRP in dorsal (d), lateral (1), and ventral (v) PAG at rostral, intermediate and
caudal placements. Note, that the only structure penetrated with dorsal deposits
would be the superior colliculus in the midline. Lateral deposits pass through inferior
and superior colliculus 0.5-L mm from the midline, and ventral injections pass through
inferior colliculus and the dorsal tip of the vermal cerebellar cortex 1 mm from the
midline.
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\/ere injected in order to account for any labelling resulting from possible leakage

of the label back along the micropipette. The inferior colliculus, superior colliculus,

cuneiform nucleus, and the mesencephalic reticular formation (lateral to the ventral

PAG), were also injected with HRP to account for labelling due to possible diffusion of

the marker into neural areas beyond the confi.nes of the PAG. The cerebral aqueduct

was injected with 200n1 of 30% HRP to determine if any labelling could occur from

the ventricular system. After post-operative survival times of 24-68 hours, the rab-

bits were deeply anaesthetized by an intravenous injection of sodium pentobarbitone.

The descending aorta was clamped and 2500 I.U. of heparin was injected intracar-

diacally before transcardiac perfusion via a cannula tied into the ascending aorta. A

prefixation-rinse (S00ml of 0.8% saline, 0.470 ghtcose and 0.8% sucrose in phosphate

buffer 0.067M, pH 7.4) at room temperature, was followed by fixation, using 1 litre of

1.25% paraformaldehyde and ITo glutaraldehyde in 0.067M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4

at room temperature. The brain, and spinal cord as far as the third cervical segment,

were removed and stored h 30% sucrose in 0.067M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, at 40C

overnight. The brain was cut on a freezing microtome at 50pm and sections, placed in

an "antifreeze" mixture (consisting of L9 polyvinyl pyrollidone (PVP-a0), 30g sucrose

and 30ml ethylene glycol per 100m1 0.067M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 (Wan et uI.

1931)), were stored at -100C for up to three weeks. Every third section was removed

immediately after sectioning t¡/as completed. These were processed using tetramethyl-

benzidine (TMB) as the chromogen, essentially after the method of Mesulam (1978),

yet modified by diethyl ether substitution for alcohol to dissolve the TMB (Warr eú

a/. 1981). This substitution succeeded in reducing the degree of development of crys-

talline artefacts. The sections rvere mounted from chilled acetate buffer to reduce

post-reaction fading (De Olmos et aI. 1978). Sections at the level of the injection

sites were reacted with TMB (Mesulam 1978), diaminobenzidine (DAB) (Graham and

Karnovsky 1966) and Hanker-Yates medium (H-Y) (Hanker et o,I. 7977), to compare

the degree of spread of the label assessable by each of these methods. The remaining

sections were reacted with TMB periodically for up to 3 weeks.

Sections \¡/ere examined under both bright- and dark-field illumination when deter-

mining the distribution and number of cells that could be observed at each level. Some

sections were counterstained with 1% cresyl violet, or 7To neutral red, to assess more

accurately the boundaries of cell groups. The positions of labelled cells were plotted

on outlines sketched with the aid of a microprojector, and compared against an atlas

produced for the rabbit in this laboratory and that of \Minkler and Potter (1911).
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6.3 Results

In interpreting the results of any labelling study several factors must be considered:

1. the actual site from which uptake of the label has occurred, 2. whether the label

has spread to adjacent neural areas leading to false conclusions, 3. whether uptake

of HRP by fi.bres-of-passage has contributed to the number of labelled areas, and 4.

specifi.cation of areas which may provide afferent input to the region of the deposit

site.

6.3.1 Injection site

The flrst requirement is to define the actual zone from which it is believed that uptake

will have resulted in effective labelling-the "zorle of terminal uptake". Using DAB

as the chromogen, a sharp delineation of the reaction product at the border of the

injection site can be observed. Reaction with either H-Y or TMB results in a dense

core of reaction product surrounded by a larger, diffuse, paler halo. \ /ith optimum

post-operative survival times, the spread of HRP, as disclosed by TMB development,

has been proposed to overestimate the zone of terminal uptake (Hardy and Heimer

7977, Mantyh 1982a,b, Morrell eú ø1. 1981a,b). It has been suggested that the DAB

method, while affording a less sensitive estimate of labelling, may on the other hand

give a more accurate indication of the virtual zone from which labelling has occurred

(Mantyh 1982b, Morrell eú ø/. 1981 a,b).

In these experiments all injection sites were reacted with DAB, H-Y and TIvIB

to disclose the relative degree of spread of the HRP from the deposit site. Despite

the fact that the DAB estimate is the smaller, TMB has been used to delineate the

area of the spread. In the 14 cases on which these results are based (experiment nos.

3,7,9,10,11 ,1.2,74,!8,20,28,29,30,31,33), the spread of the HRP visualized by all three

methods, was contained completely within the boundary of the PAG at ventral, lateral

and dorsal placements and at different levels throughout the PAG.

Although attempting to localize HRP within small deposit sites (Figs. 6.2 and

6.3) and using only those results in which HRP appears not to have spread between

divisions, it must be acknowledged that deposits placed dorsal, lateral or ventral to

the aqueduct may have spread across cytoarchitectonic borders within the PAG. Fig.

6.2 shows the site and extent of deposits assessed using TMB as the chromogen for all

experimental cases, Table 6.1 indicates the volume injected and the survival times, and

Fig. 6.3 shows photomicrographs of the deposit sites in the representative experiments
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Figure 6.2: Coronal sections of the midbrain showing all deposit sites

Coronal sections of the midbrain, showing location of HRP deposits within PAG and
surrounding neural areas at the maximal area of spread as assessed with TMB as

the chromogen. Experimental numbers are given corresponding to table 6.1. Deposits
completely within the PAG area shown as experiments 3,7r9,10, 11, 12rL4,18, 20, 28,

29,30,31, 33. Those in which the TMB halo extended just beyond PAG correspond
to experimental numbers 2,, 41 8,13, 15, 22r 24,29,32. Control experiments are R 34

to R 44. The representative experiments used to describe the results are marked with
âr *, viz (R 7,8, 11).
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Figure 6.3: Photomicrographs of the representative deposit sites.

A series of bright- and dark-field micrographs showing deposit sites within the PAG. A.
B. and C. Deposit sites, using TMB as the chromogen for the particular experiments
described, viz. R 9, dorsal PAG; R 7, lateral PAG; and R 11, ventral PAG. C. and D.
compare the same deposit site using TMB and DAB as the chromogens. Note the large
difference in size of the revealed HRP injection site. Whether labelling occurs from
only the zone indicated by DAB development, or also from the halo shown surrounding
the core with TMB development, is not known. E. and F. are bright- and dark-field
photomicrographs of the same deposit site in experiment 28. Dark-field illumination
shows a further increase in the HRP diffusion zone. Just which area corresponds to
the real zone for effective uptake of the label has yet to be resolved. Bar:120Ér-.
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Experiment
number

Location of injection
site within PAG

Volume SurvivalPAG
ievel timenl

1

2

3

4
5

Deep mesencephalic
nucleus, and ventral
Ventral
Ventral
Ventral
Deep layers of superior
colliculus, anterior
pretectal, and lateral
Deep layers of superior
colliculus, and lateral
Lateral
Lateral
Dorsal
Dorsal
Ventral
Lateral
Dorsal
Lateral
Ventral
Dorsal
Lateral
Ventral
Dorsal
Ventral
Lateral
Lateral
Ventral
Ventral
Ventral
Inferior colliculus
Superior colliculus
Superior colliculus
Cuneiform nucleus
Aqueduct
Aqueduct
Mesencephalic RF
Cerebellar cortex

67

46
46

63
47
4L

46
46
63
28

36
32
45
48
63
47
46
40
24
37
47
63
47
42
47
62

39
42
46

I
I
C
R

R

R
I
C
C
R
I
R
I
C
C
I
R
C
R
R
I
I
R
C
I

150

50
150

50

150

50
50
50
50

50
50

50
50
50
150
50
50
50
50
15

60
10

50
40
40
150
200
100
150
200

50
250
200

68

46
oÐ

47

6

7

8

I
10

11

72

13

74

15

18

20
22
24
28
29

30
31

32
33
34
35

36
38
40
4L
43
44

Table 6.1: The location of HRP deposits within the PAG, and in control experiments
with an indication of the volumes injected and survival times.



used for the description of the results. In 9 other cases the diffuse halo, developed with

TMB, extended just beyond the PAG border, yet the deposit was, even so, contained

completely within the annulus in adjacent sections reacted with DAB and H-Y.

The basic pattern of labelling that was established in all experiments, where TMB

was either restricted entirely to the annulus or where its halo extended just beyond

the border, was identical in regarrl to the distribrrtion of labelled cells, varying only

in the relative numbers of cells labelled within each area. It would therefore seem

that no effective labelling occurred as a result of diffusion of HRP into the regions

encompassed by this halo.

6.3.2 Control experiments

Eight control experiments were performed to establish if there might have been effective

spread of HRP beyond the confines of the PAG. Two of these control experiments

were aimed at discovering what neural structures might label if the marker leaked into

the aqueduct. Deposits of HRP into the aqueduct did not result in labelling of any

neurons; only anterograde labelling of fibres in the ependymal lining of the aqueduct

was noticed. The other six controls were directed at establishing areas having afferent

connections with cerebellar cortex, inferior colliculus, superior colliculus, cuneiform

nucleus, and midbrain reticular formation. In each case, the pattern of labelling in

these control experiments differed appreciably from deposits of HRP in PAG.

The areas of major input to PAG, were hypothalamus, frontal cortex, cuneiform

nucleus and zona incerta. In contrast, the labelled neurons disclosed in each of the

control experiments showed a significantly different pattern of labelling.

Following deposits in vermal cerebellar cortex, which is penetrated on an approach

to ventral PAG, major labelled areas were nucleus prepositus hypoglossi, nucleus am-

biguus, the motor nuclei of the trigeminal and abducens nerves, and pontine nuclei.

Smaller numbers of labelled cells were located in medial and lateral vestibular nuclei,

reticular nuclei (lateral reticular nucleus, medullary reticular area, tegmental reticular

nucleus), and medial inferior olive. Of these, only the reticular nuclei labelled with
HRP deposits in PAG.

\^/ith HRP deposits in the inferior colliculus a substantial number of retrogradely

labelled cells was found within the nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (compared with
only a few cells labelled with deposits in PAG). Further, injections in the inferior

colliculus also labelled the cochlear nucleus and the superior olive (neither of which
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labelled foilowing PAG deposits)

Lateral or dorsal PAG deposits would be the sites from which HRP would most

likely spread to the superior colliculus. Aithough the superior colliculus shares, in

common with lateral and dorsal PAG, afferent input from zona incerta, reticular for-

mation, substantia nigra pars reticulata, sensory trigeminal nucleus, nucleus of the

posterior commissure, parabigeminal nucleus and locus coeruleus, a large number of

areas that did not label with superior colliculus deposits were unlabelled with deposits

confined to dorsal and lateral PAG. These include the nucleus pontis oralis, dorsal

raphe, inierpositus and fastigial nuclei of the cerebellum, nucleus reticularis giganto-

cellularis, medial vestibular nucleus, lateral cervical nucleus and the dorsal horn of the

spinal cord.

Injections into the tegmental reticular area (ventrolateral to the PAG) resulted in
labelling in most of the same areas that contained afferent labelled cells with deposits

in PAG, although the major connections of each were quite dissimilar. The areas which

labelled more significantly with reticular formation deposits were the fields of Forel,

zona incerta, nucleus reticularis oralis and caudalis and the dentate and interpositus

nuclei of the cerebellum.

HRP deposits into the cuneiform nucleus also labelled a number of regions in
common with the PAG, although again to different degrees. The largest afferent con-

nections of the cuneiform nucleus were however, with the central amygdaloid nucleus,

the tuberal area of the hypothalamus and pars reticulata of the substantia nigra, none

of which labelled at all extensively with PAG injections.

From observations on the lack of overlap in connections between control experi-

ments and appropriate PAG deposits it has been concluded, with a considerable de-

gree of confidence, that the label did not spread beyond PAG to involve neighbouring

structures and thereby give spurious results.

6.3.3 Fibres of passage

Although DMSO has been shown to increase labelling by uptake into axons passing

through the injection site (\Mest and Black 1979) no obvious difference in the number

of actual labelled areas v/as apparent from HRP deposits made in saline or DMSO

and/or poly-L-ornithine. Only an increase in the number of cells labelled within those

afferent areas was observed with DMSO. The results described are for experiments in
which HRP was delivered in saline. In either instance, it has to be acknowledged that
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labeiling of fibres-of-passage is a possibility that must be taken into account when

considering which connections are intrinsic to the PAG itself. It is not possible to

specify, by this method, which connections might be labelled due to axonal and not

terminal uptake. Thus, any results not supported by anterograde evidence should be

viewed with caution when assessing the exact source of afferent projections, as is the

case with any area within the central nervous system.

6.3.4 Areas labelled with deposits in PAG

Placements of HRP within various parts of the PAG resulted in different patterns

of labelling, as assessed by bright- and dark-field microscopy (Fig. 6.a and Tables

6.2-6.5), with few structures being represented to the same degree in response to

deposits in each of the three different regions. Throughout the series of experiments

the observations were consistent for each area, as described below. Although most

structures labelled bilaterally the ipsilateral component predominated (Tables 6.2-

6.5). However, deposits in the centrally-placed dorsal region inevitably labelied cells

bilaterally. In the interest of brevity, results are shown in tabulated form (Table 6.2-

6.5) and pertinent connections are described below. The results presented in the tables

and text relate to mid-PAG deposits. Slight differences in the number of labelled cells

for rostral and caudal deposits were noted, as mentioned in the Discussion.

6.3.4.1 Telencephalon

Injections into all regions of PAG produced cortical labelling of pyramidal neurons

in layer V (Fig. 6.44). The actual cortical areas labelled, and the degree of labelling

within a particular area, depended on the site of the deposit within an area of the

PAG.

\Midely different nomenclatures on cortical cytoarchitectonics have appeared in the

literature with no single nomenclature being generally accepted. Specification, of those

cortical areas which labelled, was carried out with reference to architectonic features

of the rabbit cortex (Brodmann 1909, Winkler and Potter 1911, Zunino 1909), in so

far as was possible. Unfortunately, the criteria they used did not allow recognition

of important functional areas in parietal and temporal cortex, where the second so-

matosensory (Adey and Kerr 1954) and auditory areas (McMullen and Glaser 1932)

have been mapped electrophysiologically. These regions correspond to areas 40 and 41

in the Brodmann numbering system. The basic divisions of Winkler and Potter (1911)

have therefore been used although modifying their descriptions to accommodate these
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Figure 6.4: A series of bright- and dark-field micrographs showing labelled cells after
HRP deposits in PAG
A series of bright- and dark-field micrographs showing labelled cells after HRP deposits
in PAG. A. Afferent labelled cells in area24 of the cerebral cortex (anterior cingulate
gyrus). Note that the labelled cells extend throughout the depth of layer V and no
labelled cells appear in any other lamina. B. Labelled cells within the dorsal pre-
mammillary nucleus and perifornical area. (The mammillothalamic tract (MTH) and
fornix (FX) are indicated). The labelled cells completely fill the dorsal premammillary
nucleus just medial to the MTH. Note cells circling the fornix. C. This micrograph
shows 5 labelled cells just dorsal to the pyramids. They are intermingled with heavy
anterograde labelling and may constitute a division of nucleus reticularis gigantocel-
lularis. D. Cells here are clearly seen circling the superior olive (sol). Note that none
lie within the superior olive. E. A group of cells within the interpositus nucleus of
the cerebellum. F. This micrograph depicts labelled cells within raphe magnus (and
anterograde labelling) as well labelled cells laterally within nucleus reticularis giganto-
cellularis (arrowed). G. A group of cells in the rostral extension of the cuneate nucleus.
The caudal extensions of this nucleus contain no labelled cells. H. A lamina I neuron
in the spinal cord. Note lamina II directly below. There is also a small amount of
anterograde labelling within lamina I. I. A photomicrograph of a labelled lamina VII
neuron in the ventral horn. Note the typical stellate-shaped appearance of the soma
and dendrites of this cell. Bar : 100pm.
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additional cortical areas

Cortical areas which labelled were found to be widely distributecl, ranging from
prefrontal areas to visual cortex. Tables 6.2-6.5 shows the full extent of labelling
revealed for each of the three regions within the PAG and also indicates the relative
numbers and laterality of HRP-positive cells present within each cortical area (Figs.

6.44, 6.54-K, 6.64-I, 6.74-J show the distribution and density of labelling of these

afferent regions).

Although more than 20 different cortical regions were shown to be labelled af-

ter PAG deposits (Table 6.2) some demonstrated differential labelling depencling on
whether HRP injections were made into ventral, lateral or dorsal PAG. From the ob-

servations noted here, ventral PAG deposits resulted in the greatest degree of labelling
of cortical areas 7,2, 3,22,24, and 40. Cortical area 32, was labelled predominantly
in response to lateral and dorsal PAG deposits and areas 18, 29c and 40 contained
labelled cells more particularly with dorsal PAG injections. Cortical areas 4 and 5 and
the cortex within the temporal pole showed an equal degree of labelling for all deposit
sites. Limbic cortical areas also showed large differences in their projection fields. Al-
though HRP-positive cells were located in areas 13 and 14 (part of insula cortex) with
all PAG deposits, it was found that lateral and dorsal PAG piacements labelled cells
exclusively at rostral levels of insula cortex whilst ventral deposits resulted in labelling
throughout insula cortex with marked cells predominating at caudal levels. Other
limbic areas which would also appear to have differential projections to subdivisions
within the PAG are "prefrontal cortex" and area 29. Although previous authors (Beitz
1982a, Mantyh 1982a) have indicated that prefrontal cortical areas (areas 24 and, 82)
project to all regions of PAG, the results of this chapter show certain differences in
these connections. Area 32 showed a greater degree of labelling with lateral and dorsal
PAG placements than with ventral deposits whilst celis in area24 (Fig. 6.aA) labelted
principally with deposits in ventral PAG. Area 29a and 29d labelled equally well with
deposits in all sites, yet only injections into dorsal PAG resulted in HRP labelling of
cells in areas 29b and 29c.

Labelling in response to HRP placements within the PAG was found within ter-
ritory that has been referred to as the basal magnocellular region (Divac 1g75). The
vertical nucleus of the diagonal band (Fig. 6.78) contained lightly labelled, scattered
neurons within its caudal part following dorsal PAG deposits whereas the caudal and
lateral parts of the horizontal nucleus of the diagonal band (Fig. 6.bB) labelled with
ventral PAG deposits. Caudally this nucleus expands laterally and medially merging
into substantia innominata (Fig. 6.5D) and the magnocellular preoptic region (Fig.
6.5C) both of which labelled with just ventral PAG deposits.
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Figure 6.5: Outline drawings depicting labelled cells following a deposit of HRP into
ventral PAG.

Schematic coronal outlines illustrating the distribution of HRP-labelled cells in exper-
iment R lL following a deposit into the ventral PAG of the rabbit. The dots indicate
HRP-labelled perikarya. . : 1 cell, o : 10 cells, r : greater than 81 cells.
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Figure 6.6: Schematic outlines showing the position of HRP-labelled cells following a
deposit in lateral PAG.

Coronal outlines of the brain illustrating the distribution of labelled cells in R 7 fol-
lowing a deposit into the lateral PAG of the rabbit. The dots indicate HRp-labelled
perikarya. : I cell, o : 10 cells, r| : greater than 81 cells.
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Figure 6.7: Coronal outlines depicting HRP-labelled cells following an HRP deposit
into dorsal PAG.
Schematic outlines of rabbit brain showing the location of HRP-labelled cells in R 9

following a deposit into dorsal PAG of the rabbit. The dots indicate HRP-labelled
perikarya. : I cell, o : 10 cells, t : greater than 81 cells.
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Nuclear group Ventral Lateral Dorsal
Ipsi. Contra. Ipsi. Contra.

Telencephalon
Areas 1, 2, and 3
Area 4
Area 5
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Areas 13 and 14

Area 18

Area 20 and 27

Area 22
Area 23
Area 24
Area 29a
Area 29b
Area 29c
Area 29d
Ãrea" 32
Area 36
Area 40
Diagonal band of Broca
- Vertical limb
- Horizontal limb
Substantia innominata
Bed nu. of stria terminalis
Lateral septal nucleus
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- Central nucleus
- Medial nucleus
- Anterior nucleus
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Table 6.2: A summary of the distribution of labelled cells following deposits placed in
dorsal, lateral and ventral PAG.
A summary of the observations made in the rabbit after horseradish peroxidase deposit
into dorsal, lateral and dorsal areas of the PAG for the telencephalon. The relative
distributions and densities are indicated ( - no cells, + 1-5 cells, ** 6-15 cells, +++
16-30 cells, ***+ 31-80 cells, ***** greater than 81 cells present) in each 50¡rm
section. Laterality of the connections is also indicated (ipsi. : ipsilateral; contra. :
contralateral).
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Table 6.3: A summary of the distribution of labelled cells following deposits placed in
dorsal, lateral and ventral PAG.

A summary of the observations made in the rabbit after horseradish peroxidase deposit
into dorsal, lateral and dorsal areas of the PAG for the diencephalon. The relative
distributions and densities are indicated ( - no cells, + 1-5 cells, ** 6-15 cells, +++
16-30 cells, ***+ 31-80 cells, ***** greater than 81 cells present) in each 50pm
section. Laterality of the connections is also indicated (ipsi. : ipsilateral; contra. :
contralateral).
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Mesencephalon
Dorsal nu. of posterior commissure
Superior colliculus
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- Pars compacta
- Pars lateralis
- Pars reticulata
Ventral tegmental area
Parabigeminal nucleus
Cuneiform nucleus
Dorsal raphe
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- External nucleus
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- Rostral to injection site
- At injection site
- Caudal to injection site
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Table 6.4: A summary of the distribution of labelled cells following deposits placed in
dorsal, lateral and ventral PAG.

A summary of the observations made in the rabbit after horseradish peroxidase deposit
into dorsal, Iateral and dorsal areas of the PAG for mesencephalon. The relative
distributions and densities are indicated ( - no cells, + 1-5 cells, ** 6-15 cells, +++
16-30 cells, **t+ 31-80 cells, ***** greater than 81 cells present) in each 50pm
section. Laterality of the connections is also indicated (ipsi. : ipsilateral; contra. :
contralateral).



Nuclear group Ventral Lateral Dorsal
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Table 6.5: A summary of the distribution of labelled cells following deposits placed in
dorsal, lateral and ventral PAG.

A summary of the observations made in the rabbit after horseradish peroxidase deposit
into dorsal, lateral and dorsal areas of the PAG for the cerebellum, myelencephalon
and spinal cord. The relative distributions and densities are indicated ( - no cã[s, 1
1-5 cells, ++ 6-15 cells, *ff 16-30 cells, f{f+ 31-80 cells, f}f*i greater than
81 cells present) in each 50¡;m section. Laterality of the connections is also indicated
(ipsi. : ipsilateral; contra. : contralateral).



Bilateral labelling of neurons in the lateral septal nucleus indicated a definite to-
pographical relationship with deposits in the PAG. Lateral PAG placements labelled
cells ventrolaterally in the lateral septal nucleus (Fig. 6.68). Dorsal placements Ia-
belled cells ventromedially within this nucleus, and ventral PAG deposits labelled the
more dorsal part of the lateral septum (Fig. 6.bB).

The contribution of afferents to PAG from the amygdala would appear to be quite
small. The central and medial amygdaloid nuclei (Figs. 6.5E, 6.6E, 6.78) labelled with
deposits in all PAG areas, with placements within ventral PAG disclosing the largest
number of afferent cells. Occasional iabelled neurons were observed in the anterior
amygdaloid nucleus (Fig. 6.5D) following ventral PAG placements of HRP, but not
with deposits at other sites.

6.3.4.2 Diencephalon

6.3.4.2.L Hypothalamus Quantitatively, the hypothalamus was shown to pro-
vide by far the largest input to the PAG, and to possess a loose topographical rela-
tionship both with regard to each subdivision and the level of placement of the label
within PAG. Evidence for a differential input would appear to exist between a projec-
tion from the lateral hypothalamus to ventral PAG, compared with a relatively stronger
medial hypothalamic input (from the ventromedial and dorsomedial hypothalamic nu-
clei) to the dorsal and lateral subdivisions of PAG (Table 6.2). Further, rostral pAG
injections tended to label the anterior and dorsal hypothalamic areas rather more than
did caudal placements of the marker, which resulted in a greater degree of labelling
within the posterior hypothalamus. The preoptic nuclei were also found to provide
a substantial input to the ventral PAG (Fig. 6.5C), with the medial preoptic nucleus
demonstrating a far greater number of labelled cells than did the lateral and magno-
cellular preoptic nuclei. Deposits in dorsal and lateral PAG were also found to label a
smaller, yet moderate, number of cells within the medial preoptic nucleus (Fig. 6.6C,
6.7c).

Most other hypothalamic nuclei contained HRP-positive cells from deposits in all
PAG areas. Exceptions included the periventricular nucleus (Fig. 6.5D), that labellecl
only with ventral placements, and the supraoptic nucleus (Figs. 6.bD, 6.6D), that
showed HRP-labelled cells with just ventral and laterat pAG deposits.

The dorsal premammillary nucleus contained the greatest number of labelled cells
of any neural area. This population of cells lies immediately medial and dorsal to the
fornix and medial to the mammillothalamic tract near its origin in the mammiilary
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body. The strength of the projection was such that, after laterat PAG placements

of HRP, over 100 cells were consistently seen per 50¡;m sections through this nucleus
(Figs. 6.48,6.6G). Ventral and dorsal PAG deposits provided. somewhat smaller, but
still substantial, numbers of afferent neurons (Figs. 6.bG, 6.ZG).

6.3.4.2.2 Thalamus From the observations noted here it appears that thalamic
input to PAG is relatively small. The ventral lateral geniculate nucleus (Figs. O.5F,G,
6.6F and 6.7F,G) and nucleus suprageniculatus (Figs. 6.bH,I, 6.6H,I and 6.TH,I) both
labelled with deposits in all PAG areas whilst the reticular nucleus (Figs. 6.6E, 6.ZE)
labelled in response to deposits in lateral and dorsal PAG; and the parafascicular
nucleus (Fig. 6.5G) to ventral PAG placements.

In the subthalamus, the subthalamic nucleus (Fig. 6.5F,G) labelled only with ven-
tral deposits. Zona incerta (Figs. 6.5G, 6.6F and 6.7G) showed HRP-positive cells from
placements in all PAG areas although there was a considerably greater density of la-
belled cells in this nucleus with rostral placements in ventral PAG. In the epithalamus,
only the lateral habenula (Figs. 6.5E,F, 6.68,F and 6.7E) and the anterior pretectal
nucleus (Figs' 6.5G,H, 6.6H and 6.7H) were found to contain positively labelled ceils.

6.3.4.3 Mesencephalon

Within the mesencephalon, the PAG itself (Figs. 6.bH-L, 6.6H-L and 6.ZH-L) pro-
vided the largest input. Following injections of HRP into each of the three selected
subdivisions of PAG, labelled cells were found bilaterally throughout this complex.
The cuneiform nucleus (Figs. 6.5K, 6.6J,K and 6.7J,K) and the parabigeminal nucleus
(Figs. 6.5J,K, 6.6J,K and 6.7J,K) were also found to contain large numbers of labelled
cells from all deposit sites. The middle and deep layers of the superior colliculus and
pars lateralis and pars reticulata of the substantia nigra contained well-marked cells,
more particularly with ventral deposits (Fig. 6.5H-J) and smaller yet distinct num-
bers of cells with lateral (Fig. 6.6H-J) and dorsal PAG placements (Fig. 6.ZH-J). pars

compacta labelled only in response to ventral PAG placements (Fig. 6.bI).

6.3.4.4 Metencephalon

The largest pontine input to all areas of the PAG was found to be from areas imme-
diately dorsal to the trapezoid body and pyramids and just dorsal to the course of
the medial lemniscus (Figs. 6.4C,6.5M-o, 6.6M,N, 6.zM-o). whether these neurons
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represent a population of randomly distributed reticular cells, or relay cells associated

with the medial lemniscus, or groÌrp 5 serotonergic cells, is not clear.

Placements in ventral PAG were also found to label a number of cells in a periolivary
area (Figs. 6.4D, 6.5M). These cells were located on the dorso-lateral and ventro-medial
borders of the lateral superior olivary nucleus. Additional cells were also found scat-
tered within the trapezoid body (Fig. 6.5M) following ventral PAG placements. Whilst
the pontine reticular formation (Figs. 6.5L,M, 6.6K,M and 6.7L,M) demonstrated la-
belled cells from all PAG deposits, the largest number were found within nucleus pontis
oralis (Fig. 6.5L), from ventral PAG placements. Nucleus pontis caudalis and caudalis
pars o showed labelled cells with deposits in all PAG areas. Labelled cells were also

found in nucleus supragenualis (Figs. 6.5N, 6.6N and 6.7N) from all deposit sites.

The cerebellum contained no labelled cells within its cortex. However, HRP pos-
itive neurons r,¡/ere found in the cerebellar nuclei. The laterally-positioned dentate
nucleus labelled with deposits in ali PAG areas (Figs. 6.5N and 6.7M). Proportionally
fewer cells were seen within nucleus interpositus, and the fastigial nucleus, and those
only following ventral PAG injections (Figs. 6.4E and 6.bM,N).

6.3.4.5 Myelencephalon

The largest number of labelled cells at this level were found in the contralateral spinal
trigeminal nucleus from deposits in ventral PAG (Fig. 6.5M-R). A large number of
medullary reticular nuclei also labelled. These included nucleus reticularis gigantocel-
lularis and nuclerrs reticularis paragigantocellularis, and raphe magnus, pallidus and
obscurus (Figs. 6.4F, 6.5N-P, 6.6N,O and 6.7N,O), predominantly labelled from place-
ments in ventral PAG. The rostral extensions of the dorsal column nuclei (Figs. 6.4G,
6.5Q,R, 6.6Q,R and 6.7R) showed a few HRP-fi]led neurons in response to deposits in
all PAG areas.

6.3.4.6 Spinal cord

Observations were made throughout the cervical and thoracic spinal cord, but not more
caudally. Evidence is presented that a direct bilateral spinal cord input to ventral pAG
may exist since labelled cells were found in the lateral cervicai nucleus (Fig. 6.bS) ancl
the dorsal horn (lamina I-V) (Figs. 6.4H and 6.5T) particularly in lamina I and V.
The latter also contained labelled cells with placement of HRP in lateral pAG. Att
deposit sites resulted in labelling of a few cells throughout the ventral horn (lamina
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VI-X) (Figs. 6.4I, 6.5T, 6.6T and 6.7T).

6.3.5 Topography

By placement of the marker in circumscribed parts of the PAG, I have sought to
disclose if there are any grounds, based on connectivity, which would support the
notion that PAG might justifiably be divided into any of the proposed. subregions (Beitz
I982a, Bragin et aI. t984, Hamilton 1973b, Hamilton and Skultety 1g70a, Meller and
Dennis 1982, 1983, 1986, Ruda 1975). Such entities would then presumably reflect
functional differences of various systems impinging on the complex. From the results
it is inferred that some regions do project to just one part of the PAG (See tables 6.2-
6.5). Amongst these, notably, were certain cortical regions, the nuclei of the diagonal
band, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis and amygdala, very few hypothalamic or
thalamic nuclei, cerebellar nuclei, most raphe nuclei and the lateral cervical nucleus.
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6.4 Discussron

This study has demonstrated that, following placements of HRP within the PAG of
the rabbit, a large number of labelled cells were found in a wide range of neural
areas involved in motor, sensory, limbic, autonomic and hormonal functioning. The
impression gained here substantiated the conclusion reached in an earlier attempt to
describe such connections using fluorescent labels (Meller Honours thesis 1981, Meller
and Dennis 1981, 7982) and is also in general agreement with the results of HRP
afferents to the rat PAG (Beiiz 1982a).

6.4.1 Comparison urith previous HRP reports

Recently, a number of HRP studies aimed at describing the afferent connections of the
PAG in the rat (Mantyh 1982a, 1982b, Beitz 1982a, Hardy and Leichnetz 1981b, Marc-
hand and Hagino 1983, Morrell et aI. Ig87b, Morrell and Pfaff 1983), cat (Bandler and
McCulloch 1984, Bandler et aI. 1985c, Bragin et al. 7984, Grofova et al. ISTq Man-
tyh 1982a, 1982b), and monkey (Hardy and Leichnetz 1981a, Mantyh lg82a,1gS2b)
together with preliminary reports of this study, in the rabbit (Meller and Dennis 1g82,
1983) have been published with each demonstrating a range of connections, yet with
considerable disagreement as to the gamut of the particular afferent regions labetled.

The first observers using retrograde markers to make a determined effort to describe
the afferent projections to PAG, were Grofova et aL (7978). Their attempt to examine
the afferent connections, with the diencephalon and. mesencephalon, in the cat, was
just in regards to dorsal and lateral PAG placements. Using DAB as the chromogen,
they found only a small number of positively-labelled groups of cells. Whilst these
same areas were found to be labelled in the present study, far more HRp-positive
nuclei were detected in many more areas of the di- and mes-encephalon (Tables 6.2
and 6.3). Perhaps this discrepancy may be accounted. for by their use of DAB as the
chromogen, as opposed to the use of the more sensitive TMB in this study.

Reports in the rat (Hardy and Leichnetz 1981b) and monkey (Hardy and Leich-
netz 1981a), demonstrated that the prefrontal cortex (corresponding to area 24 and
32 of. Krieg (1946)) showed reciprocity of connections with the lateral portion of the
PAG, and the presence of HRP-positive cells rostrally in the dorsal bank of the rhinal
sulcus' In this regard, deposits of HRP in the lateral PAG in this study are in strong
agreement with those of Hardy and Leichnetz (1g81a, 19g1b).

Morrell et aI. (19S1b) added to the growing list of HRP afferent connections by
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examining the hypothalamic, diencephalic and telencephalic input, to only the ventral
PAG, using TMB as the chromogen. The results of the present study confirmed all
of the labelled areas which they established as providing afferents to PAG, excepting
a small lightly labelled population of cells within the medial habenula nucleus (which
they acknowledged might be a false observation). Without them specifying more
closely, they stated that 'virtually' no labelling tvvas present in "the thalamus" yet
the results of this chapter have established that the ventral lateral geniculate nucleus,
nucleus suprageniculatus, paraventricular nucleus and nucleus parafascicularis were all
labelled, to a small degree, with deposits in ventral PAG. Their results for the rat
depicted labelled cells in a range of cortical regions which correspond. to areas 4,6,8,
10, 13, \4, L7 ) 78, 24,29 and 32 of. Krieg (1946). They supposed that some of these
regions might be labelled due to leakage of HRP into cortical areas penetrated by the
pipette on an approach to PAG, yet the results presented here demonstrate strong
labelling within these cortical areas, with the exception of area 17, and in addition
in areas r,2,3,5,7,20,27,23,,36, and 40 with ventral PAG d.eposits, and using a
posterior approach which does not involve penetration of the cerebral cortex.

The first reports in which there Ì,¡/as a concerted attempt to describe the complete
set of afferent connections to the PAG, were by Beitz (1982a) in the rat, and Mantyh
(1982a, 19S2b) in the rat, cat and monkey. Besid.es confirming labelling in structures
previously identified by other authors, Beitz (19S2a) additionally reported a far greater
number of areas having afferent input to the PAG. The results of this chapter are
essentially in agreement with those of Beitz (19S2a) with respect to the labelled neural
areas and the finding that there is differential input to the various PAG regions. The
results are therefore quite contrary to those of Mantyh (1982a, 1gS2b) who, although
seeming to have used substantial deposits, (judged by the size of the injection site
and abundant labelling of certain zones), found far fewer labelled structures (even
areas which had been shown to be labelled by others), and no basis for division of
PAG on the grounds of connectivity. lVlore recentlg the investigations of Marchand
and Hagino (1933) using extremely small iontophoretic deposits in the rat returned
somewhat similar results to those of Mantyh (1982a, 1982b) with respect to the small
number of regions labelled and no basis for differential input, although in their study
the size of the deposit site was so small that it is not surprising that only a small number
of regions appeared to have labelled. There must be both an adequate amount of HRp
to be transported retrogradely to disclose all regions which provide afferents, as well as
there being a lower limit of HRP concentration below which cells, although labelled,
would not be able to be observed due to the limit of sensitivity of the chromogen.

Several other reports have recently appeared in the literature aimed at describing
forebrain connections of the cat PAG (Bandler and McCulloch 1g84, Bandler et al.
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1985c, Bragin et aL 7984). Cortical and hypothalamic input to PAG were established
with deposits placed in ventral, or lateral PAG at midcollicular level in the cat by
Bandler et aI. (7985a,b,c) and Bandler and McCulloch (1934). The actual sites chosen
for their deposits were decided on a behavioural basis-where'defence reactions' could
be elicited. Substantial numbers of labelled cells within prefrontal cortex (and fewer in
parietal and temporal cortex), and a large population in hypothalamus were reported..
A species difference, and mode of reporting of results, makes closer analysis of their
results in comparison with the results of this chapter virtually impossible, yet, as noted
in this chapter, there was cortical labelling within prefrontal, parietal and temporal
cortex as well as substantial numbers of labelled cells within the hypothalamus, with
such PAG placements. Similarly, the results of Bragin et aI. (1934), who limited
observations to only cortical regions following deposits in dorsal, lateral and ventral
PAG in the cat, are equally difficult to resolve in comparison with the findings of this
chapter although labelling in a range of some cortical areas, in the rabbit, would seem,

as far as can be determined, to correspond to those areas described by Bragin ef a/.

(1e84).

It becomes quite clear from this summary that the regions giving rise to the afferent
input to the PAG cannot even be agreed upon within the same species let alone across
species. The present chapter has confirmed sightings of HRP labelled cells collectively
described by all previous authors who have investigated the afferent connections of
the PAG. It might be claimed that the results presented here are an overestimation
of true connections. This is considered to be a remote possibility as most of these
connections have also been identified by anterograde labelling or lesion studies, lending
considerable weight to their existence as true PAG afferents. The only retrogradely
labelled cells described here which have not been described in other retrograd.e or
anterograde studies were found dorsal to the inferior olive, pyramids and trapezoid
body (all of which could be sub-populations of reticular neurons).

It is therefore claimed that the results of this chapter thus provide a more com-
plete record of regions labelled following HRP placements within PAG than has been
forthcoming from labelling studies in other species. Just which of these connections
represent systems relaying in PAG, or which might have labelled due to uptake by
fibres-of-passage, remains to be established by other means.

6.4.2 Technical considerations

Two alternatives must be faced when considering the discrepancy between those stud-
ies which indicate a large contingent of afferent projections to PAG (Bei tz 1gg2a,
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Morrell et al' L987b) in contrast to those in which far fewer connections are described
(Mantyh 1982a,b, Marchand and Hagino 1983). An over-estimate of true connections
could have resulted if the label spread beyond the bounds of the PAG. However, I
am reasonably confident this was not the case in this study; rather it is proposed
that greater sensitivity and optimal survival times have allowed the disclosure of more
connections. Suitable controls lend weight to this opinion. The only possible cause
for false positive sightings may presumably be in regard to any damage to frbres-of-
passage which may run through the PAG without relaying within it (e.g. through
divisions of the dorsal longitudinal fasciculus of Schütz). Even where evidence from
other retrograde labelling studies is in agreement with the results presented here it is
still necessary to gain supporting anterograde evidence for each connection to establish
fully its authenticity. \Mhere this evidence is lacking caution must be used in attempt-
ing to interpret which regions do provide afferent input to the PAG. Despite this,
knowledge of systems revealed via HRP uptake by fibres-of-passage would be of value
since such systems, being integral to the PAG, would be activated in experimental
situations with electrical stimulation of the complex.

6.4.3 Topography

With deposits placed in dorsal, lateral or ventral PAG it became apparent that the
distribution of labelled neurons within different regions varied consistently according
to the particular injections site. This was the case, not only with respect to the basic
subdivisions, but also in the rostro-caudal extent of the complex. That such obser-
vations rffere consistently made in experiments with essentially similar deposit sites
is indicative that some degree of topographical specification probably exists between
afferent areas and particular zones within the PAG, although it must be acknowledged
that HRP deposited in one division could have spread undetected to an adjacent divi-
sion. It is also possible that terminal fields, although primarily limited to an individual
subdivision, might have a certain degree of overlap with adjacent subdivisions. Either
explanation would account for a degree of seeming commonality between projections
to each division. Apart from this, there is no reason to suppose that all connections
should be to discrete regions of the PAG.

Although heavy labelling within cortex, zona incerta, dorsal premammillary nu-
cleus, cuneiform nucleus and the PAG was seen with placements in all three regions
of the PAG, this was not the case with most neural areas providing afferent input.
Areas which were labelled largely with ventral PAG deposits were: the medial and
lateral preoptic nuclei, substantia nigra, cells in a periolivary region and the caudal
raphe nuclei. Lateral PAG placements labelled the dorsal, anterior and ventromedial
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hypothalamus more particularly, whilst injections into the dorsal PAG labelled pre-
dominantly the ventromedial, and anterior hypothalamus, nucleus suprageniculatus
and the parabigeminal nucleus. There appears to be a multitude of other areas la-
belled in response to only ventral PAG placements (30% of total areas), with a smaller
number (5%) of areas labeiled only with deposits in either dorsal or lateral PAG (Tables
6.2-6.5).

Quantitative differences were also noted in the pattern of afferent labelling when
deposits were placed at rostral or caudal levels, in as much as rostral ventral pAG

placements resulted in labelling of greater numbers of cells in the supramammillary
nucleus and nucleus of the solitary tract, whilst caudal placements labelled more heav-
ily the nucleus pontis caudalis, oralis and caudalis pars a. Deposits in lateral pAG
at rostral levels demonstrated more HRP labelled cells in the cerebellar nuclei, and
nucleus reticularis paragigantocellularis, than did caudal placements, which labelled
more particularly the ventral horn of the spinal cord. Deposits within the dorsal pAG
showed greater numbers of labelled cells in the anterior pretectal and subthalamic
nucleus with rostral placements. The dorsal column nuclei and raphe nucl.eus showed
more labelled cells with caudal placements of HRP within the dorsal PAG.

Not only are differences apparent in regard to major projections to subdivisions
of PAG, and in the rostro-caudal axis (Beitz 7982a, Soper and Melzack 1g82), but
there also appears to be a differential input from regions within lateral septal nucleus,
hypothalamus and insula cortex (area 13 and 14) to specific divisions of pAG, as
detailed in the results. From his own observations, Beitz (1g82a) also concluded that
topographical relationships could be recognized within the pattern of connections,
though how significant this is in regard to functions remains to be seen.

6.4.4 Afferent connections

The possibility that a certain degree of labelling of cells might have resulted from
HRP entry into fibres-of-passage cannot be totally dismissed. However, support for
the conclusions of this chapter, that most of the structures labelled here do represent
the source of afferent connections to PAG, is found in the evidence that many of them
have been described previously on the basis of degeneration and. autoradiographic
studies, and many of them recently by other retrograde labelling studies in a variety
of species. Such support is discussed below in relation to particuLar connections, and
later (chapter 9) with reference, in some cases, to the various functional roles in which
the PAG has been implicated.
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6.4.4.1 Limbic and autonomic influences

As the results show, there is a need to recognize two regions (24 and, 82) within
'prefrontal cortex' that project differentialty to PAG. Previous studies (Beitz 1g82a,

Domesick 1969, Leonard 1969, Mantyh 1982a) which have demonstrated afferent con-
nections of PAG with limbic prefrontal cortex have not been described with respect to
its relevant constituent areas. In lesion studies, Domesick (1969) described a projec-
tion to PAG from all limbic cortical areas (23,24,29 and 32). Leonard's study (1g69)
demonstrated a projection to the entire PAG from the medial prefrontal cortex (area
32) (although involving some of area 24) btt neither report demonstrated any quanti-
tative assessment of the strength of projection to various areas of the PAG. However,
a subsequent study (Leichnetz and Astruc 1976), using more discrete lesions involv-
ing only area 32, found degenerating terminals within the dorsolaterai margin of the
PAG, which has been supported more recently by HRP studies (Hardy and Leichnetz
1981a,b). The results of this chapter imply that there is not only a strong projection
from area 32 to lateral and dorsal PAG (Table 6.2), but an additional small projection
to the ventral PAG, in agreement with a previous HRP report (Bandler et al. 198bc).
This latter projection is also in agreement with the report of Sotnichenko (1g26) who
made small lesions in gyrus genialis (which corresponds closely to the dorsal part of
area 32 according to a cat atlas by \Minkler and Potter (191a)). He found projections
to the entire PAG, with terminal degeneration in the lateral region being the heavier.
In addition to this, he found that the posterior limbic cortex (area 29) projects to all
PAG regions, in agreement with Beitz (19S2a). In this present study, in the rabbit
however, cells were found in areas 29b and 29c following dorsal PAG deposits, and
within areas 29a and 29d in response to deposits in all pAG regions.

Degeneration studies (Domesick 1969, Leonard 1969), would seem to have implied
that area 24 projects to all of the PAG. However, subsequent autoradiographic studies
(Jurgens and Muller-Preuss 7977, Muller-Preuss and. Jurgens 1976) have demonstrated
that it is the ventral PAG which receives the predominant input. The findings of this
chapter are compatible with this view.

The present study also established that the rostral parts of cortical areas IB, 14
(sulcal cortex) contained labelled cells following deposits in all areas of pAG, whereas
several authors found evidence for only a connection with the ventrat PAG (Beitz
I982a, Leonard 1969, Reep and Winans 1982) or dorsolateral PAG (Hardy and Liech-
netz 1981a,b) in other species. In addition, a further population of cells within the
caudal parts of areas 13 and 14 has been described here with just ventral pAG deposits.

A number of other telencephalic structures involved in autonomic and limbic func-
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tions have inputs to the PAG. The bed nucleus of the stria terminalis has been shown

to send a small projection to ventral PAG (Beit z 7982a, Conrad and Pfaff 1976a, Mor-
rell el ø/. 1981b, Swanson and Cowan 1979). The results of this chapter confirm these
reports. The nuclei associated with the diagonal band of Broca consists of a vertical
and horizontal component. Several authors (Conrad and Pfaff 1976a, Krayniak eÍ

al. 1980, Meibach and Siegel 7977) have found no indication of PAG afferents from
either the nucleus of the vertical, or horizontal, limb of the diagonal band. to PAG.
On the other hand, Domesick (1976) showed that cells in the region of the diagonal
band project to caudal levels of the ventral PAG via the median forebrain bundle, yet
he did not specify whether the horizontal or the vertical nucleus, or both, supplied
the afferent fibres. In all studies where negative findings \Ã/ere reported, deposits of
tritiated leucine were located within the medial aspect of the horizontal nucleus of the
diagonal band, whereas afferent cells labelled in this study were laterally-placed whicþ
is consistent with a previous HRP report (Beitz 1982a). In addition, a smaller group
of labelled cells, not previously described, was located in the vertical nucleus of the
diagonal band following HRP deposits in dorsal PAG.

A moderate number of labelled cells were found within the central nucleus of the
amygdala following placements of HRP within ventral PAG. Smaller numbers of la-
belled cells were also found within this nucleus with dorsal and lateral PAG deposits,
supporting a previous autoradiographic report (Hopkins and Holstege 1g75). Mor-
tell et aI. (1981b) found, as rn¡as the case in this study, that the medial and anterior
amygdaloid nuclei were also labelled following ventral pAG d.eposits.

The results of this study indicate a topographical relationship between sub-regions
of the lateral septal nucleus, and subdivisions of the PAG. Lateral PAG deposits la-
belled cells in the ventromedial septal region; and placements in ventral PAG demon-
strated HRP-positive cells in the dorsal region of the lateral septum. Morrell et al.
(1981b) described neurons throughout the lateral septal nucleus with HRp deposits
spread throughout the entire PAG. Marchand and Hagino (19S3) found labelled cells
ventrolaterally-placed in the lateral septal nucleus following HRP deposits within lat-
eral PAG. Although the efferent connections of the lateral septal area have recently
been studied (Krayniak et al. 1980, Meibach and Siegel 7977, Swanson and Cowan
1979) no projection to the PAG was observed; in fact no projection caudal to the
mammillary bodies was observed by any of these authors. It was found though, that
in one of these studies (Krayniak et al. \980) a group of fibres descended in the median
forebrain bundle just as far as the hypothalamus, with deposits in lateral, medial or
ventral aspects of the lateral septal nucleus, and as the median forebrain bundle is
known to project to the PAG (Ban 1964), it is possible that sparse terminals in the
PAG may have been overlooked.
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The hypothalamus provides by far the largest input to the PAG. The findings that
the ventral PAG receives not only a substantially larger projection from the preoptic
nuclei than does either lateral or dorsal PAG, but also that the medial preoptic projec-
tion to ventral PAG is far larger than the lateral preoptic projection, is supported by
autoradiographic (Conrad and Pfaff 7976a, Swanson 7976) and HRP studies (Mantyh
7982a, Morrell et aI. 7987b). Even so, evidence somewhat to the contrary in terms of
the dominant projection was reported in a recent HRp study (Beitz 19g2a).

The present findings support the conclusions reached which were based on autora-
diographic reports (Berk and Finkelstein 7982, Conrad and Pfaff 1g76b, Kreiger et
al. 7979, Saper et, al. 7976, 1979, Shen and Anderson 1980), lesion studies (Huang
and Mogenson 1972, Kaelber and Leeson 1967, Wolf and Sutin 1966), and HRp ob-
servations (Beitz 7982a, Mantyh Lg82a, Marchand and. Hagino 1983, }¡/1o¡1¡gII et aL

1981b), that the entire hypothalamus projects to the PAG. The anterior hypothala-
mus has been shown by autoradiographic procedures to project equally to alt pAG
regions (Conrad and Pfaff 1976b, Shen and Anderson 1980). These observations are
confirmed by this study and by most other HRP reports (Mantyh 1g82a, Marchand
and Hagino 1983), excepting that of Beitz (19S2a) who did not observe retrogradely
labelled cells within the hypothalamus following deposits of HRP in dorsal pAG.

It has been reported that the lateral hypothalamus provides by far the largest in-
put to the PAG from the hypothalamus (Beitz Ig82a), but the results of this chapter
appear to be in direct contradiction to this in that the largest number of cells es-
tablished in the hypothalamus rvvere within medial hypothalamus in the rabbit, with
the lateral hypothalamus providing a substantiatly smaller number of cells following
PAG placements. Wolf and Sutin (1966) only described. "sparse, scattered fragments
within the central gray", from lesions in lateral hypothalamus; and a later autoradio-
graphic report (Saper et aI. 1979) substantiated this view. In addition, the results
here show the presence of a proportionally larger projection to ventral PAG from the
posterior lateral hypothalamus than has previously been reported (Saper et at. IgTg).
Apart from species differences and amount of tracers used., there seems to be no other
explanation for such disparities.

The medial hypothalamus (comprising dorsomedial and ventromedial hypothalamic
nuclei), would appear to send a much d.enser projection to the PAG than does the
Iateral hypothalamus' The present study is in agreement with all other HRp (Beitz
1982a, Grofova et al. 1978, Mantyh 1981a, Marchand and Hagino 1gBB, Monell et al.
1981b) and autoradiographic reports (Conrad and Pfaff 7g76b, Kreiger et al. IgTg,
Saper et aI- 7976), in that the ventromedial hypothalamus provides a larger input to
the PAG than does the dorsomedial hypothalamic nucleus. These same authors are
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also in agreement that the lateral PAG receives the largest projection from each of
these nuclei. The paraventricular nucleus was found to connect predominantly with
the lateral PAG in an autoradiographic study (Conrad and Pfaff 1976b) and in the
results of this chapter, although this has not been reported in other afferent PAG
studies.

The largest single input to all regions of PAG arises in the caudal hypothalamus
from the dorsal premammillary nucleus. Evidence to support this comes from the
report by Kreiger et aI. (1979) who demonstrated terminals in all PAG regions from
dorsal premammillary nucleus deposit of 3H-leucine. Retrograde transport studies
(Beitz 7982a, Mantyh 1982a, Marchand and Hagino L983, Morrell et aL [g}lb) have
likewise shown a large number of labelled cells in the dorsal premammillary nucleus
following deposits in all PAG regions, although Beitz (19S2a) described a larger number
of cells here following lateral PAG placements of HRP, and much smaller numbers with
deposits in ventral and dorsal PAG. In contrast to his particular report, this study
established, in the rabbit, that deposits in all regions of PAG demonstrated a large
number of labelled neurons within the dorsal premammillary nucleus, with the lateral
PAG deposit providing the largest number.

Nauta (1953), claimed on the basis of a lesion study, that the habenula nucleus
projected predominantly to caudal levels of the ventral PAG (although not specifying
medial or lateral nuclei of the habenula). The results reported in this chapter show
that this was the case only for the rostral division of the lateral habenula nucleus,
whilst the caudal levels of the lateral habenula nucleus projected to all PAG regions.
Recent autoradiographic (Herkenham and Nauta 1979) and HRP (Beitz 1982a) reports
suggested that only the ventrat PAG is a recipient of afferents from the habenula
nucleus, although in that autoradiographic study deposit sites were situated at rostral
levels of the lateral habenula nucleus explaining perhaps the differences in observations.

The central superior nucleus and the dorsal raphe nucleus are the rostral raphe
nuclei. These two, together with the other raphe nuclei are the major sources of
serotonergic innervation of the brain (steinbusch 1981, ungerstedt 1971). This study
has demonstrated an input predominantly to ventral PAG from both nuclei, with
the central superior nucleus also projecting weakly to the lateral PAG. This is in
agreement with other reports (Beitz 7982a,, Bobillier et al. Ig75, 19T6, Comad et aL

1974, Sakaí et al' 1977), although an earlier autoradiographic study (Bobillier eú ø/.

1979) indicated a low terminal density in all regions of the PAG from the deposits of
label in the superior central nucleus.

Hindbrain limbic and autonomic structures which labelled in this study were the
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parabrachial nucleus, the nucleus of the solitary tract and nucleus prepositus hy-
poglossi. The finding that ventral PAG placements labelled a larger number of para-
brachial neurorì.s, (with lateral and dorsal PAG deposits demonstrating a much smaller
number of HRP-positive cells), supports the HRP observation of most other workers
(Beitz 7982a, Marchand and Hagino 1983), although Mantyh (1gS2b) noted no afferent
cells within the medial parabrachial nucleus. Additional support for this general view
comes from the report by Norgren and Leonard (1973) who found that lesions of the
"pontine taste area", (a region corresponding to the parabrachial nucleus), resulted in
only a small contingent of degenerating terminals within ventral pAG.

Nucleus prepositus hypoglossi was described by Beitz (19S2a) as projecting to
ventral PAG, in the rat. In this study, however, retrogradely labelled neurons rvr¡ere

found in nucleus prepositus hypoglossi following deposits of HRP into all PAG areas,
in the rabbit.

With regard to this projection from the nucleus of the solitary tract, evoked po-
tentials were recorded from ihe PAG with stimulation of this nucleus (Norgren and
Leonard 1973). The evidence presented here seems to support the proposition that the
PAG may receive fibres from the medial portion of the anterior pole of the posterior
solitary tract nucleus.

6.4.4.2 Motor input

A small number of the areas of the central nervous system known to be concerned
with motor activity has been shown in this study to connect predominantly with the
ventral PAG.

Martin and Megirian (1971) described a projection from the first motor area of
the phalanger cerebral cortex to PAG. Moreover, lesions of motor cortex (Sotnichenko
7976) (predominantly in area 4) revealed terminal degeneration within ventral and lat-
erai PAG. This evidence has recently been supported in another HRP study (Bandler
et aI. 1985c). The results of this study here demonstrated afferent neurons in area 4
(and motor association areas 5, 6 and 7) following deposits of HRP, yet with d.eposits
into all PAG areas. Beitz (1982a) also made mention of labelled afferent cells in motor
cortex.

Apart from this present report, no other HRP studies on the afferent connections
have divulged labelling in the subthalamic nucleus. However, a recent autoradiographic
study (Ricardo 1930) gives support to this observation. Both autoradiography (Ri-
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cardo 1981, Watanabe and Kawana 1982) and retrograde HRP tracing studies (Beitz
1982a, Grofova et a,l. 1978, Mantyh 1982a, Marchand and Hagino 1988, Morrell ef

ø/. 1981b, Watanabe and Kawana 1982) are generally in agreement that zona incerta
projects to all divisions of PAG, and that its most prominent connections are with the
ventral and lateral PAG.

With HRP deposits within ventral PAG, the results of this study show a large
number of retrogradely labelled cells within substantia nigra pars lateralis (SNL) and
smaller numbers within substantia nigra pars compacta (SNC) and substantia nigra
pars reticularis (SNR). This evidence supports a previous autoradiographic study by
Jayaraman et al. (7977) who found a projection from all substantia nigra (SN) to
ventral PAG, and that of Beckstead et al. (7979) who studied the efferent projections
of SNC and SNR and found a projection to ventral PAG from both. Other authors,
using HRP have found for the large part, that cells labelled in only certain parts of
SN following ventral PAG deposits. Retrogradely labelled neurons were found within
SNR and SNC by Hopkins and Niessen (1976), and Giolli et aI. (1935) and within
SNR, SNC and SNL following ventral PAG deposits by Beitz (19S2a). Gerfen et al.
(1932) described anterogradely labelled fibres within ventral PAG fotlowing a deposit
of HRP-WGA in SNC and SNR. Similarly, May and Hall (1984) described essentially
the same result using HRP.

A certain degree of confusion still exists as to the precise relationship between SN
and dorsal and lateral PAG. Deposits placed laterally or dorsally in this present study
labelled a small number of cells within SNL and SNR. Again the results of this chapter
are in support of autoradiographic data by Jayaraman et aI. (1977) who found labelled
terminals within dorsolateral PAG at rostral levels following a 3H-amino acid deposit
into SNC, SNR and spreading into pontine nuclei. Beckstead et aI. (IgTg) described
only sparse and diffuse labelling within PAG following SNR deposits of 3H-leucine and
3H-proline. The specifics of this projection was not spelled out so it is hard to judge
their results against those in this chapter. No labelling was found within dorsal pAG
in their study.

Anterograde HRP studies by Gerfen et aI. (7982) and May and Hall (1984) did not
disclose any terminals within lateral or dorsal PAG from SNC and SNR deposits. On
the other hand, Hopkins and Niessen (1976) (in cat 3), showed a number of labelled
SNR neurons following deposits which involved lateral and dorsal PAG, whereas Gro-
fova et al. (1973) (in cat no. 11985) described labelled SNR cells with lateral pAG
placements. With lateral HRP deposits within the PAG of the rat, Beitz (1gg2a) re-
ported, as was found in this study in the rabbit, labelled cells within SNR and SNL.
Following dorsal PAG deposits, Beitz (1982a) found cells only within SNL, whereas in
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the rabbit, there was additional labelling within SNR.

It appears from the literature that all the available evidence supports connections
from SNR, SNC and SNL to ventral PAG, but conflicting results have been reported
with respect to projections to dorsal and lateral PAG from SNR. It is possible that
the small number of cells seen in SNR with dorsal and lateral placements may either
represent displaced SNL cells or may have resulted from undetected spread of label
from the deposit site to ventral PAG, or even to the deep layers of the superior collicu-
lus, although the latter is most unlikely as no other major afferent connections of the
superior colliculus such as nucleus pontis oralis, cerebellar nuclei or vestibular nuclei
with lateral and dorsal placements of HRP in this study.

The superior colliculus, which has a role in the control of eye movements, has been
shown in this study to project to all areas of the PAG. Only the middle and deep
layers (and not the superficial ones) were found to project to the PAG, in agreement
with autoradiographic data (Graham 7977),, HRP studies (Beitz 1982a, Grofova et al.

1978, Mantyh 1982a, 1982b, Marchand and Hagino 1983, Morrell et ø/. 1981b) and
Golgi investigations (Mantyh 1982c, Meller and Dennis 1g84).

The results of this study show that cells within the cerebellar nuclei labelled pre-
dominantly in response to deposits in the ventral region of the PAG. Lesion studies
in the cat (Cohen et aI. 1958, Thomas eÍ ¿/. 1956) have also demonstrated that the
ventral PAG is the main recipient of cerebellar nuclei projections, although it has been
claimed in another retrograde study (Beitz 1982a) that the dentate nucleus does not
project to ventral PAG. However, evidence which substantiates the observations in
this chapter comes from a recent study which includes a review of afferents to pAG

from deep cerebellar nuclei (Uchida 1gS3).

The results of this present study show that cells within the lateral reticular nucleus
labelled in response to deposits in all areas of PAG, supporting the observations which
comes from other HRP reports (Marchand and Hagino 1983, Morrell and Pfaff 1983),
and also an earlier autoradiographic study (Loewy et aI. 1981) in which tritiated
amino acids, injected into an area corresponding to caudal lateral reticular nucleus
resulted in terminal labelling in all regions of PAG.

It appears that a number of nuclei involved in motor behaviour may thus be con-
trolling, modulating and integrating events related to motor control within the pAG
and perhaps thereby influencing its output to the spinal cord.
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6.4.4.3 Sensorysystems

Within the sensory system, the somatosensory cortical areas I and II, nucleus parafas-
cicularis, cuneiform nucleus, midbrain reticular formation, caudai raphe nuciei, nucleus
reticularis magnocellularis, gigantocellularis and paragigantocellularis, dorsal column
nuclei, spinal trigeminal nucleus, lateral cervical nucleus and dorsal horn of the spinal
cord all labelled primarily with deposits in ventral PAG and all these regions have
been implicated to some degree in a role for pain.

The present claim that cells within layer V of somatosensory areas I (SI) and II (SII)
were labeiled predominantly with ventral PAG placements of HRP supports previous
HRP reports (Beitz I982a, Morrell et aL 19S1b). Morrell et aI. (Ig81b) found a few
scattered cells located in parietal and temporal cortical regions, from ventral PAG
deposits, apparently corresponding to cortical areas lr 21 3 and 40, yet were prepared
to attribute these cells to inadvertent cortical labelling due to HRP leakage from the
pipette tip. Beihz (19S2a) also provided some evidence in diagrams in support of
labelling of cells in parietal and temporal lobes following ventral PAG deposits. At
variance with these reports Bragin et aI. (Lg84), in the cat, found that the lateral pAG

received a larger input from SI and SII than did ventral PAG. Bandler et aI. (Ig85c)
described afferents from somatosensory cortex without specifying details.

Although the observations made here, (in support of a previous HRP study (Beitz
1982a))' have demonstrated that nucleus parafascicularis labelled only with ventral
PAG deposits, earlier observers had claimed (Vasilenko and Eliseeva 1g80), from the
evidence of terminal degeneration following electrocoagulation of the "parafascicular-
centre median" complex in the cat, that both the ventral and lateral PAG receive
projections from this source. Species differences apart, their lesions may have involved
the fasciculus retroflexus, leading to an increase in terminal density within other re-
gions of the PAG.

The midbrain reticular formation adjoins the PAG at its ventral, and. ventrolateral
border, and incorporates the nucleus cuneiformis caudally. This region also corre-
sponds in part to the course of the central tegmental fasciculus. The results of this
chapter have demonstrated significant numbers of labelled cells from deposits in all
PAG areas, supporting the claims made in recent autoradiographic (Edwards 1gT5)
and HRP (Beit'z I982a, Mantyh 19S2b) of a projection from this reticular area to the
PAG.

Basbaum et al. (7976) described terminals in PAG following tritiated amino acid
deposits in nucleus reticularis gigantocellularis and nucleus raphe magnus. The evi-
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dence of this chapter is in agreement with their findings, and in addition it was found
that ventral PAG deposits labelled the largest numbers of neurons within these areas.

\Mhereas Rexed and Brodal (1951) initially described the lateral cervical nucleus

as a direct spinocerebellar relay nucleus, Morin (1955) later showed that complete
removal of the cerebellum did not affect the lateral cervical nucleus, but that the
afferent pathway from this nucleus crossed, at the level of the first cervical segment,

to join the lateral part of the medial lemniscus (at the level of the inferior olive). A
subsequent lesion study (Hamilton and Skultety 1976) provided evidence for a medial
lemniscus projection of the lateral cervical nucleus to the ventral PAG. In this study,
cells were observed bilaterally within the lateral cervical nucleus with placements of
HRP within the ventral PAG. Although other HRP studies (Beitz 1982a, Mantyh
1982b, Marchand and Hagino 1983, Morrell et aI. 19S1b) have not divulged this
relationship, Flink et aI. (1983) has described terminals within the PAG following
lesions of the lateral cervical nucleus.

The results of this study show that the dorsal column nuclei label following de-

posits of HRP in all subdivisions of PAG. Hamilton and Skultety (1976) lesioned the
medial lemniscus and noted the presence of terminals within the PAG, indicating the
possibility of a collateral pathway of the medial lemniscus. As the origin of this fibre
bundle is the dorsal column nuclei, the possibility then exists that the dorsal column-
medial lemniscus projection provides collateral input to PAG. Beitz (1982a) confirmed
the presence of HRP positive cells in the cuneate nucleus, but did not report a gracile
nucleus connection following PAG deposits. The dorsal horn of the spinal cord relays
information pertaining to the sensory system, and in this study it has been shown that
the dorsal horn (predominantly lamina I and V) does indeed label following d.eposits
of HRP within ventral PAG. HRP (Beitz lg82a, Mantyh 19S2b) and degeneration
reports (Kerr 7975, MehIer et aI. 1960) have previously demonstrated projections to
ventral PAG from the dorsal horn.

Many of the connections with PAG, implied here, are substantially similar to those
reported in earlier, collective, reports using retrograde tracers. IVIore to the point per-
haps is that many have also been demonstrated by anterograde techniques, with con-
nections having been established in lesion studies and/or by means of autoradiographic
tract-tracing procedures. \Mhere this is not the case, claims that afferent connections
to the PAG originate in such sites has been avoided although it is inferred. Some
labelling may have occurred through fibres-of-passage, though there is no reason to
suppose that such a means of labelling would account for the majority of sites. Unless
there has been undetected spread of HRP giving rise to spurious labelling, it means
that there are still a number of areas for which corroborative anterograde evidence is
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still lacking. Few deliberate attempts have been made to close this deficiency. Perhaps
verification of these might in part be achieved by histochemical specification.

\Mhereas the PAG has been implicated in an impressive number of functions the
actual number of areas proposed here as having input to the PAG, (many of which
have been shown to have proven afferent connections with the complex), far outweighs
the total of the indicated roles in which it is supposedly engaged. The uniqueness

of this area would thus be in terms of generalized involvement in integrative roles.
The implications of these established connections is discussed in chapter g with the
information from all other experimental chapters.
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Chapter 7

Efferent projections of the PAG

7.L Introduction

Until recently, the general method used for the tracing of efferent pathways in the
brain has been to lesion a region and subsequently visualize the degenerating fibres
and terminals. A relatively new and more sensitive method for the detection and
tracing of efferent fibres, the autoradiographic method, was evolved in the early 1970's
and is nou¡ an established method in the neuroanatomists armoury. This method relies
upon the uptake of tritiated amino acids from the soma which are then transported
along the axon to terminals where they are subsequently detected by a photographic
process. It is also possible to gain similar information by using the method described
in chapter 6 to detect HRP which has been transported in the anterograde direction.
The application of these methods has greatly increased our knowledge of the diversity
of connections of regions within the central nervous system, over and above those
established by earlier degeneration techniques.

The PAG has been implicated in a wide range of sensory, motor, limbic, autonomic
and hormonal functions but, despite the apparent importance of the pAG in these
various effects, there is still little appreciation of the overall role that the pAG would
play in integrating such expressions, and virtually no understanding of the neural basis
by which each may be mediated. In order to gain greater insight into the functions
of this region, it remains necessary to conclusively establish both the basic structure
of this complex, and the particulars of its afferent and efferent connections with other
regions of the central nervous system.

To date, the efferent projections of the PAG whether established by degeneration
(Mettler 7944, Bucher and Burgi 1953a, Kuypers 1956, Nauta 1958, Chi 1920, Hamil-
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ton and Skultety 1970a, Hamilton 1973b), or the autoradiographic method (Ruda
L975, Mantyh 1983a,b, Eberhart et al. 1985) show little in the way of agreement
in the descriptions of the efferent projections of the PAG, or even whether there are
differential projections with respect to the four cytologically-distinct regions recently
described for the rat (Beitz 1982a, 1985, Beitz and Shepard 1985), and rabbit (Chapter
4 and Meller and Dennis 1986).

The aims of this chapter, have been to determine the entire complement of PAG
efferent projections by using the autoradiographic method and the anterograde trans-
port of horseradish peroxidase (HRP), and additionally, to determine whether there
is differential outflow with respect to particular regions of the complex established in
chapter 4.
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7.2 Methods

A total of 67 lop-eared rabbits (2-3kg) were used in this study. Either 25-100 p,Ci of
3H-leucine (specifi.c activity 48 Ci/mmol) (32 rabbits) or 10-100n1of 30% HRP (Sigma
type VI or Boehringer grade I) (35 rabbits) was administered by slow pressure injection
from a Drummond microtrol microsyringe (tip diameter 20-40p,rn), under Fluothane
anaesthesia (ICI, Australia). Deposits were placed within dorsal, lateral and ventral
regions of the PAG as shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2, AII deposits were made over a period
of 20-40 minutes using a horizontal approach to PAG (Meller and Dennis 1981) with
the micropipette left in place for a further 30-45 minutes before removal.

7.2.L Autoradiography

After 3-7 days postoperative survival-times the animals were deeply anaesthetized,l:y
an intravenous injection of sodium pentobarbitone. Transcardiac perfusion was carried
out with the descending aorta clamped following injection of 2500 I.U. of heparin.
A prefixation rinse of 800m1, 0.g% saline in phosphate buffer 0.062M, pH 7.4, was
followed by 1 litre of phosphate buffered formalin, at room temperature, then b00ml
10% sucrose in phosphate buffer. The brain and spinal cord to the level of the third
cervical segment, r,¡/as removed and stored in 30% sucrose in 0.067M phosphate buffer,
pH 7.4 at 4oC for 1-3 days.

Brains were sectioned on a freezing microtome at 40-50pm and serial sections
stored in distilled water. Immediately after sectioning each third and fourth section
was washed in two changes of distilled water and mounted onto gelatinized or egg
albumin coated slides before being air dried in a dust-free environment. Sections were
then dehydrated in a series ofgraded alcohols, defatted in xylene and then rehydrated.
Slides were dipped in Ilford K2 nuclear emulsion (diluted 1:1 with distilled water) at
410C in the dark (Ilford 5910 safelight), placed on a cold plate at 50C to set for
10 minutes and then allowed to air dry for a further two hours in a dust free area.
Slides were stored in open slide boxes containing silica gel and placed in a dessicator
overnight' The following morning the slide boxes, with fresh silica gel bags enclosed.,
were sealed, placed inside black plastic envelopes, and stored at 4oC for 6-12 weeks.
Development under Ilford safelight 5910 was carried out in Kodak D-Ig (I5%) for 2-B
minutes. After fixation for 8 minutes in 30% sodium thiosulphate slides were washed
in running water for 15-60 minutes, rinsed several times in distilled water, dehydrated
and coverslipped. Every alternate section was stained lightly with neutral red to
aid in delineating nuclear boundaries. Sections .were viewed und.er an Olvmpus Vanox
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microscope using both bright- and dark-field illumination to determine the distribution
of fine silver grains throughout the brain. The nuclear boundaries were determined
according to an atlas prepared in this laboratory and the atlases of Winkler and Potter
(tOtt, 1914), and Meessen and Olszweski (1949).

7.2.2 Florseradish peroxidase

Details of the method employed have been described previously in chapter 6, and in a
paper on the afferent projections to the PAG (Meller and Dennis 1986). Those same

experimental cases have been used here to describe the course of PAG efferent fibres
as assessed by the distribution of anterogradely transported HRP.
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7.3 Results

7.3.L Injection site

7.3.1.1 Autoradiography

The size of a deposit site is dependent on a number of variable factors. Attempts
have been made to minimize these variables by employing small diameter pipette
tips (30¡rm), injecting relatively small volumes (100-600n1) of high concentrations of
radioactive leucine (30-90pCi) and injecting at a slow rate (about 20nl per minute).
The extent of each deposit site was assessed as the maximal area rvhere the relative
density of silver grains over cell bodies exceeded that over the surrounding neuropil,
as indicated in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2. It is not possible to determine how heavily labelled
a soma must appear to ensure that the cell would have been able to take up and have
transported a detectable amount of label. Since the degree of labelling over cell bodies
decreases with distance from the centre of the deposit site the assessment of the actual
zone of uptake ma¡ in fact, have been an overestimate. Using this criteria, seventeen

of the thirty-two tritiated leucine injection sites were found to be restricted entirely
to the PAG. Eleven of these seventeen sites were restricted entirely to one or other
of three subdivisions of the PAG specified in chapter 4, that is, to a dorsal, lateral or
ventral region. No deposits were confined to the narrow medial zone surrounding the
aqueduct.

7.3.L.2 llorseradish peroxidase

The rationale for assessing the degree of spread of HRP from the deposit site has
been discussed in a previous paper (Meller and Dennis 1986) where the reasons for
having confidence in supposing that HRP had been localized within discrete regions
of PAG were detailed. \Mhereas, in that report, regions projecting to, or through, the
PAG were described by the retrograde transport of HRP, here the same experimental
material has been used to establish the extent of anterograde transport of HRP in an
effort to determine the structures which received efferent projections from PAG.

7.3.2 Control experiments

In processing the autoradiographs, appropriate controls were conducted to verify that
neither positive nor negative chemography had influenced the patterns of labelling
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Figure 7.1: An analysis of the injection site for a ventral deposit.

A. This figure represents the injection site used for the analysis of a particular ventral
deposit (experiment 1) in the results. B,C and D. are photomicrographs of represen-
tative regions of the deposit site in A. showing the decrease in density of silver grains
from the centre to the periphery of the injection site.
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Figure 7.2: A' summary figure of the deposit sites used for this chapter.

These series of coronal sections represents the deposit sites used in the assessment of
efferent fibres from ventral, lateral and dorsal PAG regions. Deposit sites which either
spread outside of PAG regions, or outside of the PAG itself are represented by the
oversized series, and the control experiments used in analysis are shown in the final
series.
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described for each deposit site.

Four of the control experiments were aimed at discovering what neural structures

might label if the marker leaked into the aqueduct and thirteen control experiments

were performed to establish if there might have been effective spread of the leucine (5

experiments) (Fig. 7.2), or HRP (8 experiments) (Fig. 6.3), beyond the confines of the

PAG. Deposits ranged from 30pCi in 50n1, to 90¡;Ci in 500n1 of leucine, and 10-100n1

30% HRP. The results of the autoradiography and HRP experiments appear to be

essentially similar in regard to the efferent connections established in these control

experiments.

Deposits within the aqueduct resulted in no observable labelling of neural struc-

tures apart from a light halo of silver grains present in the ependymal lining of the

aqueduct and third and fourth ventricles when autoradiographs rñ¡ere assessed under

dark-field illumination. No concentration of silver grains above the background level

were detected over the ependymal lining, or over neurons, using bright-field illumina-
tion. Experiments which demonstrated a greater degree of halo development than was

seen in the ventricular control experiments were eliminated from consideration. At
least one experiment with deposits in each of the specified regions demonstrated no

observable halo in the lining of the ventricular system.

The other control experiments were directed at establishing areas having efferent

connections with cerebellar cortex, inferior colliculus, superior colliculus and the mid-
brain reticular formation. In each case, the pattern and strength of labelling in these

control experiments differed appreciably in regard to those connections established

with deposits in PAG.

In contrast to the control experiments, the major areas established as receiving

projections from PAG were: the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, medial amyg-

daloid nucleus, lateral preoptic nucleus, lateral, dorsal and posterior hypothalamus,
the centre median nucleus and paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus, cuneiform nu-

cleus, locus coeruleus, Iateral parabrachial nucleus, midbrain pontine and medullary
reticular formation and raphe magnus as well as fi.bres and terminals overlying the
pyramids, trapezoid body and inferior olive.

The chief difference observed in the pattern of labelling observed with PAG and

inferior colliculus deposits were that the latter site produced massive terminal labelling
within the medial geniculate body (which did not label with PAG deposits). In addi-
tion, midline thalamic nuclei and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis did not label

with deposits in the inferior colliculus, yet labelled strongly with PAG deposits.
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The major efferent connections of the superior colliculus were confirmed to be with
the suprageniculate nucleus and pontine and medullary reticular fields. Although
pontine and medullary reticular formation also receive major PAG projections these

are predominantly with the ventral PAG region; not with dorsal or lateral PAG (which

would be the regions to which spread of the label would most likely occur with deposits

in the superior colliculus). Further, deposits confined to the superior colliculus also

produced very little thalamic or hypothalamic labelling whereas these regions were

found to receive major projections from PAG.

The major projections of the midbrain reticular formation have been established

as being with superior colliculus, PAG, paraventricular and parafascicular nuclei of
the thalamus, facial nucleus, lateral reticular nucleus and other reticular areas in the

hindbrain. Although this pattern is somewhat similar to that seen with deposits

confined to the PAG, several significant differences were noted in both the relative

strengths of the projections and the precise locations of labelled fields. With deposits

within midbrain reticular formation (including cuneiform nucleus), a very light degree

of labelling v¡as observed in all structures rostral to the posterior commissure, whilst
labeliing of midbrain structures appeared denser. Additionally, labelling was observed

in globus pallidus, a structure which did not label with PAG deposits.

Although providing a minor projection to the lateral vestibular nucleus, cerebellar

cortical output is almost exclusively to intracerebellar nuclei (chiefly to the fastigial
and interpositus nuclei). In contrast, PAG deposits did not label the lateral vestibular
nucleus nor intracerebellar nuclei.

7.3.3 Areas labelled with deposits in PAG

The course of labelled fibres and the distribution of their terminals was revealed using

autoradiography and anterogradely transported HRP for representative cases with
deposits in each of ventral, lateral or dorsal PAG.

In order to gain a complete picture of the neural connections of an area it requires

not only a description of the course of the axons, but also the identification of their
respective terminal fields. After anterograde axoplasmic transport of leucine, silver
grains can be seen either forming lines or bundles which correspond to labelled nerve

fibres, or as fine granules of silver present in clouds representing terminal sites. Ter-
minai fields for HRP were similarly recognized as fine grains of HRP generally spread

diffusely throughout a region.
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Placement of 3H-leucine within the three specified divisions of the PAG consis-

tently resulted in somewhat different patterns of terminal labelling, assessed by either

bright- or dark-field illumination, with only a few structures being represented to the

same degree when deposits were placed in either ventral, lateral or dorsal PAG. All
labelled regions Ìvr/ere represented bilaterally with the ipsilateral component found to
predominate (Figs. 7.3-7.7). Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 represent photomicrographs of labelled

cells and terminals throughout the brain of the rabbit.

7.3.3.1 Ventral PAG. Autoradiographic observations: Experiment 1

In experiment 1, spread of the 3H-leucine appeared to have been totally confined to
ventral PAG with no apparent spread of the label to adjacent subdivisions of the PAG.

The injection site spread rostraliy to the level of the oculomotor nucleus and caudally
almost through the level of the inferior colliculus, thereby occttpying almost the entire
length of the ventral PAG. The extent of labelling is represented by Fig. 7.3.

7.3.3.1.1 Ascending projections From this ventral PAG deposit a large propor-
tion of labelled efferent fibres were found to ascend either through the periventricular
fibres, or through the ventral fibre projection, a bundle of fibres which diverges to take
a ventral and lateral course from the deposit site before proceeding rostrally.

7.3.3.1.1.1 Periventricular fibres The periventricular fibres are mostly thin
myelinated or unmyelinated fibres which provide interconnections between the brain-
stem and the hypothalamus (Ban 1964). The fibres running in the periventricular
bundle from the deposit site were found to travel through the PAG and bifurcate just
anterior to the level of the posterior commissure into midline thalamic and hypotha-
lamic components.

The thalamic component was found to ascend further rostrally, branching as it
did, to distribute fibres and terminals to the anterior pretectal nucleus, the nuclei
of the posterior commissure and to the lateral habenula nucleus. No labelled silver
grains were observed over the medial habenula nucleus. This bundle continued its
course still more rostrally and spread out to distribute labelled fibres relatively evenly
to, or through, most of the intralaminar and midline thalamic nuclei. Labelled fibres
'were seen passing into the posterior and anterior paraventricular thalamic nuclei where
terminal labelling was moderate. Labelled fibres and terminal labelling,ü/ere also seen

in the nucleus parafascicularis. Labelling seen over the posterior thalamic nucleus
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Figure 7.3: Outline drawings depicting labelling following a deposit of tritiated leucine
into ventral PAG.

Schematic coronal outlines of the brain from telencephalon to spinal cord showing the
distribution of labelled fibres and terminals in experiment 1. The intensity of labelling
is indicated on the figures.
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and suprageniculate nucleus was possibly due, in part, to this thalamic projection.

Thalamic fibres appeared to join the internal and external medullary lamina to label

the paracentrai, centre-median, central lateral, intermediodorsal and reticular thalamic

nuclei. Although fibres were seen to pass through the ventrobasal complex it was

difficult to determine if this group of thalamic nuclei were in fact really labelled,

since the density of silver grains over them was barely above background level. The

mediodorsal nucleus showed evidence of only very light patchy labelling. Labelled

fibres and terminals were also observed over the interanteriomedial, rhomboid and

reuniens nuclei, although terminal labelling in these thalamic nuclei was relatively

light. No label was detectable over anterior thalamic nuclei.

As the hypothalamic bundle continued its course rostrally from the PAG and

periventricular region of the ihird ventricle, it spread out laterally from the posterior

and medial hypothalamic areas. Fibres left the posterior hypothalamus in a ventrolat-

eral direction contributing to heavy terminal labelling seen over lateral hypothalamus,
zona incerta and fields of Forel. This same projection v/as responsible for light terminal
labelling observed lateral to the arcuate nucleus, and possible labelling seen over the

supramammillary and premammillary nuclei. Further rostrally, fibres spread dorsally
and laterally to give rise to dense terminal labelling seen over the dorsal hypothalamic
area and the medial part of the lateral hypothalamus. This bundle also contributed
to light labelling of fibres and terminals seen over dorsomedial and, to a lesser extent,
ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus. Part of the hypothalamic bundle continued ros-

trally through anterior levels of the hypothalamus where it contributed fibres to the
supraoptic decussation. Other fibres in this bundle continued more rostrally through
the medial ancl lateral preoptic areas where terminal labelling over these structures
was observed. More anteriorally fibres passed through the fornix and coursed dorsally
to contribute to labelling seen over the lateral septai nucleus.

7.3.3.1.1.2 Ventral projection Other labelled fibres which followed an as-

cending course were found to leave the deposit site in a ventrolateral direction through
the reticular formation, or to arch dorsally and laterally and then travel ventrally
through the deep and middle layers of the superior colliculus, accumulating just medial
to the medial geniculate body. These fibres then passed just lateral to the red nucleus

and came to lie above the cerebral peduncle at the level of the substantia nigra and
ventral tegmental area. Terminal labelling was observed over the substantia nigra pars

reticulata, pars lateralis, and pars compacta, with the largest accumulation of silver
grains being evident over the latter. Terminal silver grains were also seen in ventral
tegmental area, midbrain reticular formation and parabigeminal nucleus.
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Figure 7.4: Photomicrographs of ascending connections and terminals.
A. Labelling observed in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. Part of the lateral
ventricle can be quite clearly seen in the top left hand corner of the picture, and the
internal capsule in the bottom right hand corner. B. Terminal labelling in the baso-
lateral amygdaloid nucleus. Note the characteristic bottle shape of this complex. C.
Shows labelling throughout the medial hypothalamus and dorsal thalamus with a ven-
tral deposit. This can be compared to D. which represents labelling throughout dorsal
thalamus with a lateral deposit site. E. represents labelling in the lateral hypothala-
mus extending into zona incerta at the top of the figure. F. This figure shows labelled
fibres and terminals leaving the site of the deposit and travelling ventrally.





On the ventral surface of the midbrain, labelled frbres were observed to fan out and

turn rostralward to pass over the dorsolateral and lateral edge of the mammillary bocly

and cerebral peduncle as a sheet of fibres just ventral to the medial lemniscus. This

bundle distributed branches that passed iaterally to terminate in the peripeduncular

nucleus, the ventral lateral geniculate nucleus, and possibly also contributed to the

labelling seen within zona incerta. Fibres which travelled through the subthalamic

nucleus possibly gave rise to some degree to the terminal labelling seen over this area.

The main bundle of fibres continued rostrally to the ventral and lateral region of the

lateral hypothalamus where it appeared to join the median forebrain bundle where it
distributed fi,bres laterally through the substantia innominata to label the entopedun-

cular nucleus and medial, lateral and central amygdala. Heavy labelling seen in the

lateral hypothalamus entered by this route as well as through periventricular flbres.

Sparse terminal labelling observed over the supramammillary nucleus and the dorsal

premammillary nucleus might have been due to fi.bres coursing in the periventricular

system of fi.bres rather than in the ventral projection. No labelled fi.bres or terminals
r,¡/ere seen in the arcuate nucleus. The fibres which passed through the lateral hy-

pothalamus continued rostrally though the anterior hypothalamus to a ventral position

within the lateral preoptic nucleus where labelled terminais were observed. Continuing

on their course labelled axons branched to run either rostrally in the diagonal band

of Broca (the fibres from which then appeared to terminate in the lateral septum), or

travelled laterally and dorsally to enter the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis where

terminal labelling was heavy. No labelling was seen over nucleus accumbens, medial

septum, ventral pallidum, caudate nucleus, putamen, olfactory tubercle, nor in any

cortical region.

7.3.3.t.2 Descending projections Caudally directed fibres either passed within
the dorsal longitudinal fasciculus of Schütz (DLF), or swept laterally, then ventrally
towards the pons, where they were found to lie in a position just dorsal to the pontine

nuclei.

7.3.3.L.2.L Dorsal ffbres within the DLF In continuing further caudally,

fibres passed from the PAG through the grey matter in the floor of the fourth ventricle.

These fibres distributed terminals to the dorsal tegmental nucleus and also passed

more caudally through the abducens nucleus where fibres appeared to descend in the

reticular formation towards the ventral medulla. Terminal labelling was also seen over

the abducens nucleus, nucleus supragenualis and nucleus reticularis gigantocellularis.
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7.3.3.L.2.2 Ventral fibres Labelled axons were observed to leave the PAG via
a number of alternative, ventraliy-directed routes. A group of heavily labelled axons

lvere seen to exit from the PAG through the cuneiform nucleus, where heavy terminal
labelling lvas observed. These fibres then curved ventralward through the lateral and

medial parabrachial nuclei to enter the dorsolateral region of nucleus reticularis pontis
oralis. A continuing branch of this projection was found to course ventrally to come

to lie above the dorsal surface of the pons where it then turned medially to give

rise to terminal labelling in the tegmental reticular nucleus. Labelling was also seen

over the parabigeminal nucleus, ventral and dorsal nuclei of the lateral lemniscus,
parabrachial nuclei, locus coeruleus, locus coeruleus pars a, and nucleus pontis oralis.
It was difÊcult to determine the actual degree of terminal labelting in these areas due

to the heavy labelling in fi.bres traversing these regions. Locus coeruleus was the most
densely-labelled caudal structure observed in this particular experiment.

Other labelied fibres left the PAG through a dorsolaterally-orientated pathway and
passed through the inferior colliculus to join the fibres in transit through the cuneiform
nucleus. A further group left the deposit site at the level of the cuneiform nucleus and
brachium conjuctivum to curve ventromediaily through the dorsal region of nucleus
pontis oralis where they contributed to light labeiling observed there as well as labelling
over the central superior nucleus.

It might be possible that the ventral fibres which gave rise to an ascending bundle
of fibres located just dorsal to the cerebral peduncle also contributed to the group of
caudally-directed fibres confluent with those which accumulated dorsal to the pons
and arose from the descending system.

All of these ventrally-directed fibres then curved caudalward and travelled either
in a loose bundle through the reticular formation, giving rise to terminals in nucleus
reticularis pontis caudalis and caudalis pars a as well as nucleus reticularis giganto-
cellularis, or they coursed caudally in a position just dorsal to the trapezoid body,
pyramids and inferior olive. This latter bundle spread out as a sheet of fibres which
contributed moderate to heavy labelling in the regions through which these fibres trav-
elled. In addition this complement of fibres supplied the raphe nuclei of the brainstem
(raphe magnus' pallidus and obscurus). Labelling was also observed in the dorsolateral
aspect of the trapezoid body as well as on the ventrolateral and dorsal surfaces of the
superior olive, the facial nucleus, nucleus reticularis paragigantocellularis pars a and
nucleus reticularis paragigantocellularis pars lateralis. Labelled fibres were also seen to
travel in the trigeminal nerve to distribute to the principal sensory trigeminal nucleus
and spinal trigeminal nucleus pars oralis and pars intermedia. Some of the cauclally-
directed fibres lvl¡ere responsible for labelling observed in the medial accessory inferior
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Figure 7.5: Labelled fibres and terminals found to descend from the deposit site.

A. This photomicrograph shows labelled fibres and terminals leaving the PAG through
the cuneiform and parabrachial nuclei and descending to the level of the pons. B-E.
represent descending fibres cut cross-sectionally and their labelled terminals found
over the pyramids (B.), inferior olive (C.), trapezoid body (D.) and superior olive
(E.). F. This micrograph represents labelling found in nucleus ambiguus. To the right
of labelling in this nucleus, labelled terminals were found in ventral reticular formation
of the medulla.





olive. This loose bundle of fi.bres that traversed the caudal medullary reticular forma-

tion and consolidated to form a compact bundle before descending through nucleus

ambiguus giving rise to labeiled terminais within this nucleus. This bundle descended

further caudally to the level of the ventral reticular formation of the medulla, where

labelled fibres could then be traced to the ventrolateral region of the white matter of

the spinal cord.

7.3.3.2 Ventral PAG. HRP observations: Experiment Rll

Where only slight differences in the strength of projections were observed with the

autoradiographic or HRP procedures, these are not commented upon as it is impossible

to match exactly the deposit sites or to determine the relative amounts of each tracer

transported. Comment is made only in respect to those projections in which significant

differences were detected in respect to the amount of labelling observed.

This experiment, employing the anterograde transport of HRP from a similar de-

posit site with an equivalent degree of spread as in the autoradiographic experiment,

essentially confirmed the observations made in experiment 1 using 3H-leucine, although

some small differences in the pattern of labelling with the two methods were noted. In
particular, it was noted that the results showed considerably more anterograde HRP

label in dorsal hypothalamus, with less in anterior regions of the hypothalamus. Tha-

lamic labelling was both very sparse and light, as also was labelling in the amygdala,

caudal lateral hypothalamus, Iateral reaches of. zona incerta, reticular areas of the

medulla, nucleus ambiguus and spinal trigeminal nucleus.

\Mith ventral deposits, neither method revealed connections that were not estab-

Iished by the other.

7.3.3.3 Lateral PAG. Autoradiographic observations: Experiment 8

In experiment 8, SH-leucine was deposited within lateral PAG. The centre of this

particular deposit site was at the level of the oculomotor nucleus and extended rostrally
to just caudal to the level of the posterior commissure and caudally to the level of the

inferior colliculus. The deposit site did not extend further laterally than the border of
the PAG nor did it appear to encroach upon dorsal or ventral PAG areas.

The projections and terminal fields for this experiment lvere somewhat different to
that of experiment 1 (ventral deposit), and it is these differences which are emphasized.
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The terminal fields for a lateral PAG deposit are represented in Fig. 7.6.

7.3.3.3.1 Ascending projections

7.3.3.3.1.1 Periventricular projections In this experiment the density of

labelling of the periventricular fibres was significantly stronger than that in the ventral

projection, although not as strong as with a deposits in ventral PAG. This labelled

bundle of frbres still showed bifurcation into thalamic and hypothalamic components

at the level of the posterior commissure.

The distribution of labelled fibres and terminals in the thalamic bundle v¡as very

similar to those in experiment 1 (ventral PAG) but the strength of labelling was far

lighter in experiment 8. No thalamic labelling was seen over the posterior thalamic

nucleus, nor over nucleus suprageniculatus.

The disiribution of terminals from the hypothalamic bundle was similar to that of

experiment 1, but again the strength of labelling was not as great. In this experiment

no fibres were observed to leave the posterior hypothalamus and travel in a ventro-

lateral direction to the lateral hypothalamus, yet the dorsal hypothalamus was still
heavily labelled. The medial hypothalamus'was labelled proportionally more than the

lateral hypothalamus. As the bundle travelled through the anterior hypothalamus it
labelled this nucleus, and continued rostrally to label the medial and lateral preoptic

nuclei as well.

7.3.3.3.t.2 Ventral projections The most noticeable difference between ex-

periment 1 and this experiment was the absence of a strong ventral component in

the ascending projections. Also, the projection through the midbrain reticular for-

mation \\¡as very weak. The main source of ventral projections was through the deep

layers of the superior colliculus. As in the previous experiment, labelled fibres con-

verged medial to the medial geniculate body and descended ventrally to lie dorsal to

the cerebral peduncle. Light terminal labelling was observed in the substantia nigra

pars lateralis, ventral tegmental area, and mesencephalic reticular formation adjacent

to ventral PAG. Substantia nigra pars compacta and parabigeminal nucleus showed

a moderate number of silver grains lying over these nuclei. lvith lateral placements

these ventrally-directed fibres were traced as they turned rostralward, as in experiment

1, yet contributed very little input to areas further more anteriorally. The peripedun-

cular nucleus labelled, as also did the medial aspect of the lateral hypothalamus and

zona incerta, but no labelled fibres were seen to pass through the subthalamic nucleus,
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Figure 7.6: Outline drawings depicting labelling following a deposit of tritiated leucine
into lateral PAG.

Coronal outlines of the brain from telencephalon to spinal cord showing the distribution
of labelled fibres and terminals in experiment 8. The intensity of labelling is indicated
on the figures.
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nor rvere fibres distributed laterally through the substantia innominata to any of the

regions labelled with ventral deposits. There were labelled fibres and terminals in the

lateral and medial preoptic nuclei, but it was concluded that this labelling was proba-

bly due, in the main part at least, to the relatively stronger periventricular component.

Terminals lvr¡ere seen in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis due to labelling from

the ventral projection system.

7.3.3.3.2 Descending projections

7.3.3.3.2.1 Dorsal ffbres There appeared to be no descending connections

through this bundle although the dorsal tegmental nucleus was lightly labelled.

7.3.3.3.2.2 Ventral fibres Although labelled fibres were again seen to leave

through the cuneiform nucleus, this bundle was not as extensively labelled as with
ventral deposits. A larger proportion of fibres passed through the inferior collicuius

and joined the ventrally-directed fibres from the cuneiform nucleus which then passed

through the parabrachial nuclei to come to lie at the dorsal surface of the pons. No

other fibres were observed to leave the deposit site through any other route. Fibres
directed ventrally towards the pons curved caudalward and passed over the lateral sur-

face of the trapezoid body, and then over the pyramids, before passing more caudally

to the level of the inferior olive at which point it was not possible to trace them any

further. Labelled terminals were seen dorsal, lateral and medial to the inferior olive
within raphe magnus, pallidus and obscurus, as well as nucleus reticularis paragigan-

tocellularis. Labelled terminals were not seen in the inferior olive, spinal trigeminal
nucleus, nucleus ambiguus or spinal cord. In this experiment no caudally-directed
fibres were observed to pass as a loose projection through the medullary reticular
formation.

7.3.3.4 Lateral PAG. HRP observation: Experiment R7

The HRP deposit site in this experiment was centered in approximately the same

position as the tritiated label in the experiment described above. The ascending con-

nections were substantially stronger in this experiment than in the autoradiographic
experiment. However, this could be attributable to a comparatively larger volume of
tracer injected. Whilst it was found that the ventral bundle and the thalamic compo-

nent of the periventricuiar bundle were substantially more heavily labelled in the HRP
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experiment, the distribution of terminals in the hypothalamic component appeared to
be essentially similar. lvlore labelling, apparent from the distribution of anterogradely

transported HRP, v/as seen in zona incerta, dorsal and anterior hypothalamus, and
medial and lateral preoptic area. Less labelling was observed in the bed nucleus of
the stria terminaiis. There were two areas that were not found to have labelled with
deposits of 3H-leucine in lateral PAG yet did with HRP. These were ventral lateral
geniculate nucleus and lateral septum.

In assessing descending projections by the HRP method fibres leaving the PAG
through the cuneiform nucleus 'were less conspicuous, whilst the projection route
through the inferior colliculus, in contrast, appeared more heavily labelled. Again,
a collection of labelled fibres at the level of the parabrachial nuclei descended to lie
just dorsal to the pons.

All of the areas that labelied in the autoradiographic experiment were also labelled
in this experiment, and in addition HRP labelling was observed in the central superior
nucleus and pontine reticular formation. As noted previously in experiment 1 (ventral
PAG) fibres from the PAG were found to project to these two areas. Labelling may
not have been observed in the autoradiographic experiment involving the lateral PAG
as labelling may have been so light as to not be detected above background levels.

Some HRP labelling was also seen in the inferior olive and nucleus ambiguus, neither
of which appeared to label with 3H-leucine deposits in lateral PAG. Proportionally
more labelling was also seen with anterogradely transported HRP in the area overlying
the trapezoid body pyramids and inferior olive.

7.3.3.5 Dorsal PAG. Autoradiographic observations: Experiment 25

The deposit site for this experiment was in the rostral two-thirds of the PAG. There
appeared to be no leakage of the tracer to any surrounding area nor to any other PAG
region. Fig. 7.7 depicts labelled terminals and fi.bre pathways for this deposit site.

7.3.3.5.1 Ascending projections

7.3.3.5.1.1 Periventricular bundle Again, this bundle was observed to di-
vide into a thalamic and hypothalamic component at the level of the posterior com-
missure. These components were almost identical in fibre and terminal distribution to
that of experiment 1, although the thalamic component.appeared to be more heavily
labelled here than in experiment 1 (ventral PAG).
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Figure 7.7: Outline drawings depicting labelling following a deposit of tritiated leucine
into dorsal PAG.

Schematic outlines of the brain from telencephalon to spinal cord showing the distri-
bution of labelled fibres and terminals in experiment 25. The intensity of labelling is
indicated on the figures.
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7.3,3.6.1.2 Ventral bundle In contrast to experiments 1 and 8, this bundle

differed quite appreciably in the strength of its projection. Here, substantially more

labelled fibres emerged from the PAG through the deep and middle layers of the

superior colliculus, as well as a large number leaving the PAG through the reticular
formation (including cuneiform nucleus). These fibres followed a similar course to the

bundle of ventrally directed fibres described in experiment 1 and provided an essentially

similar distribution of terminals. However, more labelling was observed over lateral

preoptic nucleus, and less over the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. No label was

observed over lateral septal nucleus.

7.3.3.5.2 Descending projections Although the distribution of ascending fibres

and terminals in this experiment rvas some!¡/hat similar to that of experiment 1, the

descending connections rv¡/ere appreciably different. In fact, they appeared to follow
closely the distribution of labelled fibres in experiment 8.

7.3.3.6.2.1 Dorsal bundle As in experiment 8 (lateral PAG) labelling of this
bundle was not detected caudal to the level of the dorsal tegmental nucleus, nor were

fibres found to be distributed to the abducens nucleus or dorsal reticular formation of
the medulla.

7.3.3.6.2.2 Ventral bundle Labelled fibres ieaving the PAG via the cunei-

form nucleus rvr/ere strongly labelled, as opposed to the more weakly labelled fibres

that coursed through the inferior colliculus. This departure could be due in part to
the fact that, at this caudal level, the dorsai PAG is almost nonexistent. Thus, labelled

fibres left the PAG chiefly through the cuneiform nucleus to distribute to the central

superior nucleus and dorsal pontine reticular formation, as in experiment 1. Major
differences, with respect to the dorsal and ventral PAG deposit sites, were in the caudal
distribution of fibres, and terminals, after the ventral bundle had passed caudalward
from the level of the pons. The distribution of fibres and terminals with dorsal PAG
deposits approximated those observed with lateral PAG deposits.

7.3.3.6 Dorsal PAG. HRP observations: Experiment Rg

The HRP deposit site in this experiment was essentially similar to the autoradiographic
experiment described above.

Of the ascending projections, the hypothalamic component of the periventricular
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bundle was similar in strength and distribution of labelling however, the ventral projec-

tion and the thalamic component of the periventricular projection lvere not as strong

as in the autoradiographic experiment. The main differences between the two exper-

iments were that in the HRP experiment no terminal labelling rvvas detected in the

amygdala, substantia innominata, or caudal extent of the bed nucleus of the stria ter-
minalis. Since these areas also did not label with superior colliculus deposits, nor with
lateral PAG deposits using the HRP method, it is difficult to imagine what area the

deposit would have spread to that could account for this disparate observation should

these labelled areas not represent true connections of dorsal PAG.

The descending connections showed very similar labelling to dorsal 3H-leucine de-

posits, although no label v/as seen in the pontine reticular formation and less in the

caudal raphe nuclei. This absence of apparent labelling could result from a smaller

deposit of HRP which might not have permitted the disclosure of the complete distri-
bution of anterograde labelling in all of the areas labelled with 3H-leucine.
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Figure 7.8: A summary of the fibre pathways and terminals of projections from the
PAG showing the major projections and the terminal fields labelled by these fibres.
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7.4 Discusslon

7.4.L Comparison with other authors

Although no author has provided a complete description of the range of efferent pro-
jections, a number of previous accounts have provided limited descripiions of fibre
projections from the PAG through ascending, descending, or locally projecting sys-

tems. Collectively, these authors have described almost the entire course of projection
fibres and terminal fields that have been found here. fn essence, ascending fibres are

comprised of a periventricular bundle which divides into thalamic and hypothalamic
components, and a ventrally coursing group of fibres lying above the cerebral peduncle
which continues through the lateral hypothalamus. Descending fibres, either continue
caudally in the DLF io end in the reticular formation, or course ventrally through
the cuneiform nucleus to take up a position dorsal to the pons before continuing more
caudally in the ventral medulla.

The first description of PAG efferents was made by Mettler (1944), who lesioned

"dorsal PAG", almost certainly incorporating within it part of what is now more gener-
ally regarded as an area belonging to lateral PAG. He found that ascending fibres left
the PAG at the level of the posterior commissure and then divided to supply efferents
to the thalamus and to the arcuate area of the hypothalamus. Descending connec-
tions were reported to leave the PAG via a ventral route to supply the tegmentum,
reticuio-tegmental nucleus and to pass as far caudal as the inferior olive.

With a lesion in the rostral ventral PAG, Bucher and Burgi (1953b) described fibres
which projected ventrally to the substantia nigra and through the subthalamus to the
entopeduncular nucleus. These fibres were also found to pass over the mammillary
complex distributing terminals to this region and also to the perifornical area. These
fibres appear to comprise part of the ventral bundle which leaves the PAG through
the cuneiform nucleus.

Also with lesions in ventral PAG, Kuypers (1956) found. that the ventrally-directed
fibres travelled through the lateral hypothalamus and continued as far rostral as the
preoptic area. In addition to these fibres he described others radiating out to the
mesencephalic reticular formation, as well as a periventricular system supplying the
lateral tuberal and lateral hypoihaiamic regions.

Nauta (1958), with ventral PAG lesions, described a complement of fibres in the
DLF that supplied fibres and terminals also to the intralaminar thalamus, and. to
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the periventricular, medial and dorsal hypothalamus. Ban (1964) Iater confirmed this

evidence.

Experiments by Hamilton and Skultety (1970a), and Hamilton (1973b) indicated

that the dorsal, lateral and medial subdivisions which they described for the PAG,

gave rise to differential projections through both a periventricular and a ventrally-

directed system of fibres. Specifi.cally what they described rvas that fibres, dividing

at the level of the posterior commissure, supplied branches to the anterior pretecial

nucleus and lateral habenula nucleus, with the main bundle continuing rostrally to

form the thalamic and hypothalamic divisions of the periventricular fibres.

Chi (i970) extended knowledge of the number of areas receiving efferents from

the PAG by describing a large number of thalamic and hypothalamic areas receiving

projections via the periventricular system of fi.bres. Further to this, he identified

a ventral projection from the PAG supplying the ventral tegmental area and zona

incerta. Lesions in ventral PAG gave rise to more extensively distributed projections

than did dorsal lesions.

The first autoradiographic report on PAG efferents was by Ruda (1975) whose

deposit sites were limited to regions dorsal and lateral to the aqueduct. Lateral deposit

sites were found to provide more efferent projections than did dorsal deposits. This

short report did not mention any ventrally-directed fibres from the deposit site, but
indicated that there was labelling in zona incerta and fields of Forel, as though this

labelling were derived as part of the periventricular bundle. The number of rostral
areas that labelled was not extended beyond that described in the degeneration study

of Chi (1970). Caudal labelling was only found in the reticular formation.

Mantyh (1983a,b), used the autoradiographic procedure to describe the ascending

and descending projections of the PAG in the monkey (with observations in the rat and

cat), and extended quite substantially the number of areas receiving efferent fibres from
the PAG. In contrast to the observations of this chapter and those of other authors he

contended, from his results, that there were no differences in projections from different

deposit sites. He also claimed that the ascending fibres were carried almost exclusively

in the periventricular bundle, although this is at variance with other reports (Nauta

1958, Chi 1970, Hamilton and Skultety 1970a, Hamilton 1973b) Further to this, he was

unable to find branches of this bundle passing to the pretectal and lateral habenula

nuclei though this had been described in earlier lesion studies (Hamilton and Skuliety
1970a, and Hamilton 1973b). There was also no description of an ascending ventrally-
directed bundle, although terminal distribution in zona incerta and additionally in
the mesencephalic reticular formation was noted. The most rostrally-labelled area
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according to his observations tvvas the anterior hypothalamus. Descending fibres from

all deposit sites rvere described as being carried in a ventrally-directed bundle formed

from fibres passing through the deep layers of superior colliculus and cuneiform nucleus.

An extension of this bundle was found to distribute fibres to reticular areas, with the

mediai reticular areas being most strongly labelled, and lateral areas labelling less.

More caudally labelling was also detected in the spinal cord.

More recently, Eberhart et al. (1985), though not describing efferents to caudal

structures, have provided seemingly the most complete description to date on the

ascending projections of the PAG by autoradiographic means, although their lateral

and ventral PAG deposit sites used in the rat invoived spread to the reticular formation
adjacent to the PAG. Further, there was cortical contamination on the approach to

the PAG which they supposed would give rise to additionally labelled structures, over

and above the complement of labelled areas with a cleposit in the PAG. However, they

found, (in agreement with other authors (Mettler 7944, Kuypers 1956, Nauta 1958, Ban

1964, Chi 1970, Hamilton and Skultety 1970a, Hamilton 1973b, Ruda 7975, Mantyh
1983a,b)), an ascending ventral projection, as well as a periventricular projection which

divided into a dorsal component which distributed to the thalamus and a ventral
component which distributed to the hypothalamus.

Additional structures which they claimed labelled (but which were not found in
the results of this chapter, or by any other author attempting to describe the efferent

projections of the PAG), included frontal cortex, olfactory tubercle, caudoputamen,

ventral pallidum, nucleus accumbens, lateroposterior, laterodorsal and anterioventral

nuclei of the thalamus, interpeduncular nucleus and the dorsal lateral geniculate nu-

cleus, and within the internal capsule. Labelling of the large majority of these struc-
tures could (as they acknowledged) be due to cortical contamination on approach to
the PAG, excepting the interpeduncular nucleus and the dorsal iaterai geniculate nu-

cleus, where labelling mighi be attributable to reticular formation involvement in the

deposit site. The pattern of labelling in their experiments in which deposit sites were

not contained within the boundaries of the PAG was so widespread that one could

almost infer from their results that the PAG projects to almost everything.

With the exception of those structures listed above, the results of this series of
experiments confirm the areas which have been shown by others to receive efferent

projections from the PAG, in addition to documenting the course of ascending and

descending projections from deposit sites dorsal, lateral and ventral to the aqueduct.

As was the case in chapter 6 and in a recent study of the afferent connections of the
PAG (Meller and Dennis 1986), a horizontal approach to the PAG was adopted in an
attempt to avoid potential problems of leakage of the label from the pipette tip into
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cortex and other overlying structures.

7.4.2 Comparison of projections frorn different deposit sites

The description of projections from PAG is complicated by the fact that it has been

divisible into several anatomically distinct areas (Olszweski and Baxter 1954, Taber

1961, Hamilton 1973a, Beitz 1985), and that the course of fibres leaving each area and

their terminal distribution differs.

In the experiments detailed in the results, deposits were placed in dorsal, lateral

or ventral regions of the PAG with no apparent spread of the label to neighbouring

divisions of the PAG, or into nearby regions. It was not possible to confine deposits

within the narrow medial division surrounding the aqueduct as leakage both into the

ventricular system and into other PAG divisions occurred. Although only one example

of each of the particular deposit sites have been detailed, comparable results were

consistently obtained in other experiments with deposits in similar sites.

Connections established with ventral PAG deposits are representative of the full
complement of areas labelled in this study. Therefore comparisons of the projection
fields found with lateral and dorsal deposits are made against those established with
a ventral deposit.

The lateral PAG showed a few notable differences in both its efferent fibre projec-

tion and terminal distribution. Of the ascending fi.bre components and their associated

terminals, the ventral component was quite weak by comparison with that established

for the same projections with ventral PAG deposits, as also were the fibres exiting
through the midbrain reticular formation. The main source of ascending fibres in the

ventral component emanating from the lateral PAG was through the deep layers of
the superior colliculus. These fibres followed the same route as the ventrally-directed

fibres which were labelled with a ventral PAG deposit site, but only as far as the level

of the rostral substantia nigra, at which level no fibres were found to proceed further
rostrally. Thus, with lateral PAG deposits no fi.bres or terminals were observed in
the subthalamic nucleus, substantia innominata or amgydaloid nuclei, which were the

rostrally labelled areas of the ventral component. Here, with the lateral deposit, the

medial and lateral preoptic nuclei also labelled far more lightly than with ventral PAG

deposits. It is assumed that these regions must have only been labelled by the periven-

tricular projection (whereas they became labelled by both projections in the case of
ventral PAG deposits). Also, the periventricular component was not as strong with
the lateral deposit site as for the ventral PAG deposit. Most notably no labelled ter-
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minals were seen in the posterior or suprageniculate thalamic nuclei, nor r,¡/ere strongly

labelled fibres observed travelling between the posterior and lateral hypothalamus.

The descending projections also provided some notable differences between the

projection fields found with ventral and lateral deposit sites. No dorsal bundle was

apparent, and only one ventrally-directed route was revealed. Substantially more fibres

were found to leave the lateral deposit site through the inferior colliculus, and fewer

through cuneiform nucleus, in comparison with deposits in ventral PAG. Both fibre
projections and terminal distributions \rrere essentially similar to the correponcling

pattern with ventral PAG deposits to as far caudal as the level of the inferior olive.

No labelled fibres or terminals were detected further caudally, presumably indicating
that the lateral PAG provides a limited caudal trajectory of efferent fibres.

The distribution of frbres from a dorsal deposit also differed in respect to those

deposits placed in lateral or ventral PAG. The ascending components t¡/ere essentially

similar in distributions to those traced from the ventral PAG, although the thalamic
component of the periventricular bundle \Ã/as more heavily labelled, and more terrninals
\Ã¡ere seen in the posterior thalamus and fewer in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis.

The descending component was essentially similar in distribution to that for lateral
PAG deposits, again indicating that the ventral PAG would appear to be the main
source of efferent outflow to the caudal regions of the brain.

7.4.3 Comparison of the autoradiographic and HRP experi-
ments for ventral, lateral and dorsal PAG deposit sites

Very few differences were noted in the distribution patterns of labelled terminals and

projections established by autoradiographic and anterograde HRP labelling experi-

ments.

There are potential sources of problems in the interpretation of anterograde la-
belling studies using HRP as a tracer. It has been suggested that unless histochemical
processing is optimal in the HRP procedure, only terminal fields, not axonal projec-
tions (rvhether afferent of efferent), may be visualized (\Marr et al. 1981). It is also

known that terminals become labelled before parent axons show an appreciable degree

of labelling (Warr et aI. 1987). Difficulties may arise in determining the efferent con-

nections of a region by the use of anterogradely transported HRP, as it is possible to
label collaterals of retrogradely labelled neurons which may give rise to false observa-

tions. Also HRP reaction product in neurons labelled retrogradely may lie within fine
dendrites of these cells and thus be confused with anterograde labelling.
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The results of the anterograde HRP experiments were only used to determine

what degree of confirmation these observations might provide when compared with
the 3H-leucine experiments. There were only a few minor differences in the results

established by the comparison of two alternative methods described in this chapter.

Principally these were: deposits within ventrai PAG showed more HRP labelling in

the dorsal hypothalamus and less in the anterior hypothalamus, thalamus, amygdala,

caudal extensions of the lateral hypothalamus, lateral zona incerta, reticular areas of

the medulla, nucleus ambiguus and the spinal trigeminal nucleus. No additional areas

labelled with either tracer. Such differences as v/ere noted in the density of labelling

may reflect the procedures used. It is conceivable that in some of the experiments

that there may be insuffi.cient amounts of either label present at the deposit site to
produce effective labelling, or that the procedures usecl did not optimize the conditions

necessary for the visualization of the anterogradely transported tracers.

Lateral PAG deposits produced certain notable differences in the distribution of

fibres and terminals with the two methods. The labelling of the ascending component

appeared considerably stronger with HRP, but this may be a reflection of the volume

of tracer injected in the respective experiments. A greater degree of labelling was

observed in anterior hypothalamus and medial and lateral preoptic nuclei, whilst less

HRP was seen in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. Certain areas labelled only

with HRP, these included the lateral septum, ventrai lateral geniculate nucleus, central

superior nucleus, the pontine reticular formation, nucleus ambiguus and the inferior
olive. This suggests that either the histochemical method was more sensitive for HRP,

or that there \Ã/as spread of the label to an adjacent subdivision (since aJl these areas

were labelled with ventral deposit sites), or that these areas may not appear to have

labelled in the autoradiographic experiment due to light labelling not being detected

above a background level.

With dorsal deposits, all areas which labelled with HRP were labelled with the

autoradiographic method, yet here there 'ù/ere some additional areas labelled by tH-

leucine over and above those observed with HRP. These were the amgydala, caudal

levels of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, substantia innominata and pontine

reticular formation. Since the first three did not label with either lateral PAG or
superior colliculus deposits, it is hard to determine how these areas may have been

labelled if it were not from the dorsal PAG deposit site.
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7.4.4 Technical Considerations

The assessment of the results of any autoradiographic experiment requires consider-

ation of certain problems of interpretation, especially as fibres may be confused wiih
terminals where axons are lightly labelled or cut in cross section. In an attempt
to eliminate this problem relatively high concentrations of label were used to obtain

heavily labelled axons.

The limit of an injection site has been estimated as the area where the density

of grains over the neurons is equal to those over the neuropil. This criteria has been

used by a number of authors and it may in fact be an overestimate of the effective

size of the deposit site (Edwards and Hendrickson 1981, Eberhart et al. 1985). In
order to restrict the tracer to the smallest possible area, relatively small volumes have

been employed (0.3-0.7 ¡À), and the tracer injected at a slow rate to decrease diffusion
from the deposit site (Edwards and Hendrickson 1981). Should the concentration or
the injected volume of tritiated label be too small the situation might arise where

there would be insuffi.cient tracer available to disclose the full complement of fibres

and terminals.

Although there may be some potential benefi.ts in using a "cocktail" of tritiated
amino acids as labels, it was decided not to incorporate these in the injection bolus

as leucine has been proven to function well in the central nervous system as a tracer
and has a number of distinct advantages over other precursors (proline being the other
main one used). Leucine is taken up equally by all neurons (Edwards and de Olmos

1976, Berkley et aI. 7977) whereas it appears that proline is not taken up well by larger

neurons. Although terminal fields are well labelled by proline it does not label fibres

particularly well, whereas leucine has the advantage that both fibres and terminals are

well labelled by it, and these are usually distinguishable from one another (Edwards

and Hendrickson 1981). Further, proline diffuses more readily from the injections site,

and has been shown to be transported transynaptically when extremely large deposits

(more than lmCi) and survival times in excess of one month are employed (Edwards

and Hendrickson 1981, Eberhart eú ¿/. 1935). In using leucine alone as the label in
these experiments it was hoped that by avoiding the use of a tracer which would not be

transported by all fibres, and which could have shown preferential uptake and undue

enhancement of some labelled areas by a particular system, clear cut results would be

obtained.
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7.4.5 Reciprocal connections of the PAG

On the whole, as one has almost come to anticipate that might be the case, there

was some degree of reciprocity of connections with regard to most regions found to
contribute input to the PAG. lVhereas one could infer from the results of chapter 6 that
there was considerable input from all areas of PAG to several cortical areas, (and this

conclusion was largely in agreement with other recent fi.ndings), there rvr/as no evidence

from the present investigation into efferent connections, that PAG provides direct
input to any part of cortex, (again substantiating the few other reports of this nature

(Mantyh 1983a,b, Eberhart et ø1. 1935). Likewise there was no evidence of input to
cerebellum, nor to a relatively small number of structures in the hindbrain. Whilst
there tffas some considerable degree of overlap between hypothalamus and thalamic

regions receiving and contributing projections between these two regions and the PAG,

there was, in some instances, a clear cut separation of regions involved with one or

other connection, which v¡as especially remarkable in the case of the thalamus where

midline and intralaminar nuclei were found to receive input from PAG, but not to
return a connection.

Most areas of the hypothalamus rvr¡ere revealed as having afferent connections with
PAG, with the greatest inputs being received, especially by the ventral PAG, from
the preoptic area: For lateral and dorsal PAG dominant projections came from ven-

tromedial hypothalamus. Essentially equal input to dorsal, lateral and ventrat PAG

was established from the dorsal premammillary area. Now, in tracing efferent con-

nections, impressive projections v/ere again established with considerable reciprocity
of connections being apparent between these two areas. However, in the case of the

thalamus there was substantial labelling of both PAG and thalamus by orthograde
and retrograde techniques although quite different parts were involved, midline nuclei

being the ones principally labelled here.

7.4.6 Anatomical considerations and functional implications

In discussing the relevance of connections established by the retrograde transport of
HRP it was possible to infer that over one hundred regions of the brain give rise to
projections that pass to, or through the PAG, mention was made of the involvement of
certain areas related to specific behaviours or physiological reactions in so far as this
might be suspected from their underlying neural circuitry.

Several recent articles have now pointed to the relevance of PAG in information
processing and behavioural responsiveness, and drawn attention to different functions
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with regard to certain specific areas having connections with PAG. Since so many of
these areas have been established as having reciprocal efferent connections with PAG
there must exist a major role for them in the functioning of the PAG.

The large degree of reciprocity of connections with limbic areas suggests thai the
PAG must be strongly involved in the affective state of the animal. It is also evident
that the PAG receives a large amount of multimodal sensory input. Regions concerned

with motor and sensory functions which have been shown to demonstrate reciprocity
indicate close relationships with pain mechanisms and motor behaviour, whilst regions

concerned with autonomic functions (generally the hypothalamus) showing reciprocal
connections which indicate some form of relationship with the state of the animal.
Perhaps the PAG is the last region in the line of major integration before output
from the nervous system. The reciprocal connections may also function in feedback
mechanisms to control this output. The proposed functions of the PAG are discussed
in chapter 9 with the results of all experimental chapters of this thesis so that as

complete a picture as possible of how known anatomy relates to the functioning of this
complex region may be realized.
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Chapter 8

Ultrastructural characteristics of
the PAG

8.1 f ntroduction

The general method of communication between most cells in the central nervous sys-

tem is one of chemical transmission, from a nerve terminal to a postsynaptic cell. As

early as 1897, Held had observed swellings at the ends of cell processes consistent with
axonal terminals, although cells of the brain at that time were generally thought of as a

continuum. Around the turn of the century there were two opposing schools of thought

as to how cells in the central nervous system communicated. \Mhilst Golgi and subse-

quent workers proposed the reticular theory for the nervous system which suggested

that cells were joined together by a series of anastomosing nerve frbres, Cajal proposed

the neuron doctrine, which stated that all nerve cells were morphologically independent

functional units, not a diffuse anastomosing set of nerve fibres. This controversy con-

tinued until the advent of the electron microscope, when it was found unequivocably

that cells within the brain v/ere separated from each other at the synapse by a synaptic
cleft where the presynaptic terminal contained small vesicles. It had been suggested

as early as 1955 (DeRobertis and Bennett) that these vesicles were involved in the

storage of neurotransmitters for transport to the presynaptic membrane. About the

same time it was discovered that neurotransmitters were released in quantal amounts

(Fatt and l{atz 1952), and it has subsequently become popular to equate this release of
neurotransmitters rvith single vesicles. Despite this widely accepted view, it has even

recently been suggested that vesicles could be artefacts of a fixation process, and that
the in vivo situation would rather be one of a system of tubular smooth encloplasmic
reticulum, supported by neurotubules, conveying neurotransmitters to the presynaptic
membrane (Gray 1976). It has been convenient to use the vesicle hypothesis to ac-
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count for normai physiological communication betrveen nerve cells, although it is still

not possible to state what is the true "in vivo" situation.

It has been suggested that the PAG is structurally similar to the reticular formation

(Ramon-Molliner and Nauta 1966, Gioia et, aL 1983, Bianchi and Gioia 1984), however

it must be acknowledged that the reticular formation contains discrete nuclei which

have specific connections and functions. The finding that PAG receives afferent input

from over 100 different areas (chapter 7, and Meller and Dennis 1986), and the evidence

put forward in section 2.2.4, which described the wide range of substances found in

fibres and cells within the PAG, is indicative that its ultrastructure r,vould reflect a

considerable degree of synaptic complexity. Since some cells within the PAG have

been shown to receive multimodal input (Sakuma and Pfaff 1980), this has provided

an additional impetus to establish what is the synaptic input to these cells, in order to

determine how they function. It is hoped that this study will provide useful background

information for establishing subsequently detailed input-output relationships of single

neurons (for example by combined Golgi impregnation and immunohistochemistry,

or HRP and autoradiographic labelling or electrophysiology, any of which could be

combined further with electron microscopy).

From a functional point of view it is important to establish the number, and den-

sity of synapses, the site of termination of connecting pathways on different regions

of the neuron and the incidence of particular bouton types. Considering the large

range of neurotransmitters, neuromodulators, and peptides found within the brain,

how synapses may be classified to account for functional differences is one obvious

goal still to be met, for morphologists have not yet achieved the aim of drawing con-

clusive correlations between morphological characteristics and functional properties of

synapses.

In attempting to correlate morphological features with function, it has been re-

vealed that synapses contain various types of clear and granular vesicles, ranging from

round, to ovoid, to flattened in shape, with the pre- and post-synaptic membranes

displaying characteristic thickenings. Those with a symmetrical arrangement of mem-

brane thickenings have been proposed to function as inhibitory synapses, and those of
the asymmetric type have been proposed to be excitatory (Gray 1959, Eccles 1964). It
has also been proposed that round vesicles are associated with excitatory synapses, and

flattened and pleomorphic vesicles are associated with inhibitory synapses (Uchizono

1965). Dense core vesicles of different sizes have been suggested to contain serotonin

(Pickel et al. 1977a, Beaudett and Descarries 1981), noradrenalin (Gabella 1976) or
peptides (Pickel et al. 7977b, Johanssorr et a/. 1980).
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Apart from short reports on nuclear inclusions found within cells of the PAG

(Hamilton 7973c, Hamilton eú ¿/. 1973, Liu and Hamilton 1976a, Liu 1978, Bianchi

and Gioia 1985), there have only been three recent studies on the ultrastructure of

the cat PAG (Gioia et aL 1983, Bianchi and Gioia 1984, Moss and Basbaum 1983a).

These reports agree that synaptic input to cells within the PAG is largely directed at

neural elements within the neuropil, and that a large percentage of these synapses are

axo-dendritic. However, they are at variance in their estimates of the percentages of

different vesicle types and membrane polarizations in synapses of the PAG. In none of

these studies has any attempt been made to classify synapses within the PAG, apart

from the report by Moss and Basbaum (1983a) which described enkephalinergic input

to the caudal PAG and the synaptic terminals associated with that transmitter.

This chapter is concerned with describing the normal synaptic structure of the

rabbit PAG, and an effort is made to compare these results against the relevant obser-

vations which have have been made in the cat (which is the only other species which

has been subjected to any such analysis). An additional aim has been to classify the

synapses of the rabbit PAG, based on their normal morphological characteristics.
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8.2 Methods

The brains of 3 adult rabbits (2.1-2.7 Kg) were used in order to examine the ultra-
structural characteristics of regions dorsal, lateral and ventral to the aqueduct, as well

as the region surrounding it (the medial subdivision). The first three regions corre-

spond to those for which the afferent and efferent connections of the PAG have been

established (chapters 6 and 7).

The animals were deeply anaesthetized by an intravenous, or intraperitoneal inject-
ion of sodium pentobarbital. The descending aorta was clamped, and 2500 I.U. heparin
lvas injected intracardiacally before transcardiac perfusion via a cannula tied into the
ascending aorta. A prefixation rinse of 500 ml phosphate buffered heparinized saline

was follorved by fixation, using 800 ml, 0.05M 3% glutaraldehyde, 2Yo paraformalde-

hyde, pH 7.2. The brain rff'as removed, trimmed of cortex, and the regions rostral to
the third ventricle and caudal to the fourth ventricle, were also removed. The remain-

der of the brain was sectioned into 3mm coronal blocks. The resultant three blocks

encompassed the entire lengih of the aqueduct and the surrounding PAG. Block 1

contained the PAG from the level of the posterior commissure to the level of the red
nucleus (Fig. S.1). Block 2 extended from the level of the red nucleus to the level

of the caudal oculomotor nucleus (Fig. 8.1). Block 3 extended from the level of the

caudal oculomotor nucleus to the level of the caudal inferior colliculus. Core samples

were taken from four representative sites in each block (within dorsal, lateral, ventral,
and medial PAG), ensuring that they did not overlap the boundaries between divisions
described in Chapter 4.

The 12 dissected blocks were washed in 2 changes of 0.1M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2

for 10 minutes, and then postfixed inl% osmium tetroxide for l- hour. The blocks were

then placed in 2 x 30 minute changes of propylene oxide, followed by immersion in a
2:1 propylene oxide: TAAB resin mixture overnight (See appendix 1 for TAAB resin
details). The following morning the blocks rvere placed in a7'2 propylene oxide: TAAB
resin mixture on a rotator for 7 hours. The blocks rvvere then left in 100% resin
overnight, and embedded the next afternoon in fresh pure resin, and polymerized at
60oC for a minimum of 24 hours.

The 12 embedded blocks were positioned such that each was cut in the same ori-
entation. Thin sections (1-2¡rm) were cut using an ultramicrotome, mounted on glass

slides and stained with toluidin blue to permit light microscopic structural examina-
tion of each region. Ultrathin sections (less than 0.1¡rm) were subsequently cut, placed
on a metal grid, and stained with a saturated alcoholic solution of uranyl nitrate so-
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Figure 8.1: Outline drawings of the dissected blocks

These figures illustrate the regions from which the core samples were taken. Analysis
for this chapter was performed on these cores. Three levels throughout the length of
PAG were used and four regions from each level were examined. D : dorsal PAG, L
: lateral PAG, V : ventral PAG, M : medial PAG.
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lution in the dark for 20 minutes, followed by a lead citrate solution for 12 minutes.

The grids were washed, dried, and subsequently viewed under a JEOL transmission

electron microscope at 60 Kv.

A complete ultrastructural description of somas, and elements of the neuropil
within the PAG was made. For each section, all synaptic contacts were counted and

classified according to: location of the contact (soma, axon, or dendrite), vesicle type

(round, pleomorphic or flattened), vesicle size (small, normal, or large), vesicle density

(normal, dense, rare, or crystalline), bouton size (small, medium, or large), type of
synaptic contact (symmetrical or asymmetric), whether they made single or multiple
contacts, the presence of large and small dense core vesicles, and whether subsynaptic

dots were found.
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8.3 Results

8.3.1 General cytological features

8.3.1.1 Soma

Soma shape varied from round, to spindle, to polygonal (Fig. S.2). There appeared to
be no regional distribution of cells of a particular soma shape other than the finding

that round and ovoid cells were the predominant type in the medial PAG, and polyg-

onal cells were well featured in lateral and ventral PAG. Neuronal size varied from
the smallest cells (11pm), generally found within medial PAG, through to the largest

neurons (aap,m) found within the outer lateral and ventral regions of the PAG. All cells

showed a large number of common ultrastructural features. Some cells (located pre-

dominantiy in the medial division, but present also in smaller numbers in other PAG
regions) showed a much denser cytoplasm due to a marked increase in the number of
ribosomes, and rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) (Fig. 8.24,8).

The nucleus contained large clumps of chromatin, with small interchromatic gran-

ules and perichronatic particles, scattered tlrroughout and generally occupied a central
position in the cell (Fig. 8.5). Nuclear inclusions rvr/ere only found in about half of the
cells examined and the large majority of these were of a crystalline appearance (Fig.

8.34,8), up to 1.6¡rm in diameter. Very occasionally a fibrillar type inclusion was

observed (Fig. 8.38). Although other authors have found inclusions of various size and

shapes, it was not possible to corroborate their observations in this study. It is pos-

sible that under certain circumstances the deep, and numerous, invaginations of the
nuclear envelope may be confused with nuclear inclusions (Fig. 8.3C). The nucleolus
was roughly spherical, contained numerous dense granules, and had a vacuolated ap-

pearance. Occasionally a nuclear satellite (2 on rare occasions) was noted attached to
the nucleolus (Fig. 8.34). These structures appeared to be composed of dense fibrils in
a coiled arrangement. The nuclear envelope, which is actually an extension of the RER,
divided karyoplasm from cytoplasm. Ribosomes \\¡ere observed around the cytoplas-
mic surface, and accumulated in the cytoplasm within the nuclear invaginations. The
inter-membranous distance was 22-33nm, and nuclear pores were only rarely observed.
Chromatin showed accumulation on the nuclear surface of this membrane.

The cytoplasm contained all organelles which are normally present within neural
cells. Nissl substance was observed to be either dust-like, with numerous ribosomes
present either singly, or in rosettes, or clumped with a dense accumulation of RER to
give rise to a Nissl body (Fig. 8.4). At least one, and sometimes up to 4 Nissl bodies
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Figure 8.2: The soma variations seen in cells of the PAG.

A-D. These micrographs illustrate r¡ariations in size and shape of neurons within the
PAG. A. B. and C. demonstrate variations in the density of the cytoplasm of cells which
mafte up the PAG, from very dense, to moderate, to very low denéity cytoplasm. A.
and C. x6000, B. and D. x4000.
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Figure 8.3: Nuclear inclusions in PAG cells.

A. The most common type of inclusion is one which displayed a crystalline-like appear-

ance. It is seen in this figure (arrowed) immediately below the nucleolus and nuclear
satellite. x18000. B. Occasionally a nuclear inclusion v¡as seen which showed a dis-
tinct coiled fibrillar type appearance. This micrograph also shows a crystalline nuclear
inclusion. x24000. C. Deep invaginations axe common on the nuclear membrane of
PAG neurons and on rare occasions may possibly be confused with nuclear inclusions,
especially when only a portion of this structure is cut. x36000.
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Figure 8.4: The general features of somas of PAG neurons.

This electron micrograph illustrates the arrangement of the organelles in an average
PAG neuron. Note the prominent nucleolus and randomly dispersed chromatin (C).
The cytoplasm contains several Golgi complexes (G), aggregations of rough endoplas-
mic reticulum (RER) into well defined Nissl bodies (N), lysozomes (L), numerous
mitochondria (M), neurotubules (NT) and neurofilaments (NF). The average soma
only has 4-5 axo-somatic contacts. x26000.
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\Ã¡ere observed in the cytoplasm of larger cells. The golgi apparatus rvas often locatecl

in close proximity to the nucleus. It generally consisted of 4-5 flattened cisternae lvith

no ribosomes, and numerous associated small vesicles (about 30-100 nm diameter)

(Fig. 8.a). Occasionally up to three golgi apparatuses were observed within a cell.

Lysozomes were also observed near the golgi apparatus and aclditionally at distant

sites within the cytoplasm. These structures, which are known to contain hydrolytic

enzymes, were found usually to be spherical or ovoid in shape; lvith a fine granular

appearance. Size varied from 100-370nm in diameter. Large multivesicular bodies

which contained small round and elongated vesicles'were observed in all cells (Fig. 8.a).

These v¡ere usually 500-600nm in diameter, but did occasionally exceed 1pm. Often

they were seen in close proximity to the golgi apparatus. They contained small, round

and elongated vesicles. Round and elongated shaped mitochondria which displayed

a dense matrix were found to be very numerous (Fig. 8.a), and to be distributed

at random throughout the cytoplasm. They were 120-400nm in diameter and 270-

520nm iong. Microtubules and neurofilaments were also found scattered throughout

the cytoplasm. At the division between soma and primary dendrites, neurofilaments

and microtubules were very prominent and appeared to funnelling into the dendrite.

Microtubules were 200-2504, in diameter and neurofilaments were about half that size

(120Å). They were usually located in the cytoplasm in positions not occupied by other

major organelles. The nucleus/cytoplasm ratio was quite high.

8.3.1.2 . Neuropil

The neuropil of the PAG was found to consist of a large number of identifiable neuronal

and glial elements (Fig. 8.5). The diameter of dendrites ranged from large (6¡rm) to
very small (150nm), and were observed in any number of planes. Dendritic spines were

seen on some of the smaller dendrites, consistent with the Golgi findings of chapter 5.

Numerous axons were found to be either myelinated or non-myelinated, and ranged in
diameter from quite large (2.6¡zm) to very small (a00nm). Numerous neuroglial cells

(macrogila and microglia) were found within the neuropil (Fig. 8.6C,D). The other
prominent feature of the neuropil was the large number of synapses observed. These

synapses were predominantly axo-dendritic contacts and will be described in 8.3.4.2.

8.3.1.2.1 Dendrites The dendrites (especially the larger ones) were structurally
similar to the soma, although microtubules were far more prominent. Dendrites cut in
cross-section showed a crystalline-like array of microtubules. Mitochondria were almost
always observed in dendritic profiles, as 'were neurofilaments (although their numbers
rÃ¡ere very low). Other features, not always apparent within a dendrite, .rÃ¡ere the endo-
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Figure 8.5: The fine structure of the neuropil of the PAG.

This micrograph illustrates the fine structure of the neuropil. Large dendrites (D),
myelinated axons (A*), and somas (S) can be clearly seen. x3300.





plasmic reticulum, golgi apparatus, multivesicular bodies, and lysozomes. Generally,

the smaller the dendrite, the fewer the number of observed organelles. Some denclrites

cut in longitudinal section lvvere seen to exhibit bulbous extensions into the neuropil

which were identified as dendritic spines. On neurons in the PAG, these spines'w'ere

relatively infrecluent, when compared with other neural areas. They were about l-2¡L,m

in length and had variable diameters and shape. No microtubules or neurofilaments

were observed in clendritic spines. Dendrites were also observed lvhich had an increased

density of cytoplasm over normal dendrites (Fig. 8.64).

8.3.L.2.2 Axons Unmyelinated axons were found to contain mitochondria, neu-

rofilaments, microtubules, smooth endoplasmic reticulum, small vesicles, and multi-

vesicular bodies. No ribosomes or RER were found in axonal profiles. Axons contained

many neurofi.laments and a few microtubules (which is the opposite situation to what

was found in dendrites). The neurofilaments decreased in number as the axon diam-

eter progressively became smaller, until the finest unmyelinated axons contained only

microtubules. Mitochondria were thinner and more elongated than in the cytoplasm,

and were generally orientated parallel to the length of the axon. At the site of synap-

tic boutons, the mitochondria were smaller, and associated with many small round or

elongated vesicles. They were found to be quite small and varied from 2.5¡-rm diameter

down to 0.4p,m in diameter. Another group were found to contain a number of large

dense core vesicles (Fig. 8.68). These \Mere never observed to synapse in the PAG.

Myelinated axons had the same characteristic structure as unmyelinated axons

except for the differences in size, and the presence of myelin sheaths surrounding the

axons. In the medial regions of the PAG they were often observed singly, but in the

outer regions they were often grouped in bundles and were larger. They varied from

0.5¡zm up to 2.6p,rn in diameter.

8.3.1.2.3 Neuroglia Neuroglial cells were found to exist as either oligodendro-

cytes, protoplasmic astrocytes, or microglia (Fig. 8.6C,D). Neuroglial cells outnum-

bered neurons by 4.2:1. Protoplasmic astrocytes did not have very extensive endo-

plasmic reticulum, and contained very few ribosomes. They rñ/ere generally lighter in

appearance than other cells. Their ceil bodies were usually irregular in outline, and

found to send out sheets of cytoplasmic processes which on occasions almost enclosed

entire somas, or synaptic contacts. Oligodendrocytes v/ere usually darker than other

cells, and possessed a well developed system of RER, and a large number of free ribo-

somes on the outer membrane surface. The nucleus v/as usually founcl in an eccentric

position within the cytoplasm. These glial cells generally clemonstrated a rvell de-
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Figure 8.6: The fine structure of the elements of the neuropil.

A. and B. show the structure of some of the rarer types of dendrites and axons observed
in the neuropil. A. shows that some dendrites within the neuropil are much denser
than the average and probably belong to those cells with an increase in density of
the cytoplasm reported in section 8.3.1.1. x40000. B. shows axons which were never
observed to synapse in the PAG, but may release transmitter through the varicosities
seen. These axons are probably serotonergic in nature. x56000. C. and D. show the
various types of neuroglial cells encountered within the neuropil (Oligodendrocytes
(O), astrocytes (A), and pericytes (P) are seen). The oligodendrocyte was most often
found lying in a satellite position to a soma. C. x7300, D. x3000.





veloped golgi apparatus. Large numbers of granules and ribosomes lvere also found

within their cytoplasm, giving them a dense appearance. Microtubules r,vere conspic-

uous. Oligodendrocytes lvr/ere usually associated with larger neurons in the PAG in a

satellite position lvith the membranes of the two cells in direct apposition. There were

no specializations on these membranes of glial or nettronal cells.

8.3.1.3 Variations with respect to divisions

Variation in both the shape and size of cells within the PAG was noted in chapters

4 and 5. Under the TEM it is difficult to determine variations in soma shape, as

the entire cell cannot be seen in any one ultrathin section. The shape of the soma

of cells in the medial division were either round, ovoid, or spindle with the large

majority of these neurons being smailer than those found in other divisions. These

other regions did however, show greater variation with respect to components of the

neuropil. Notably, the dorsal PAG region showed a large number of glial cells when

compared to other regions. The number and size of myelinated axons was greater in

the lateral and ventral regions of the PAG. Unmyelinated axons v/ere more numerous

medially. Dendrites were smaller in the medial region. The lateral and ventral regions

showed more cells present than in other regions of the PAG.

The individual parameters measured for each synapses also demonstrated variations

between different regions of the PAG. Synapses on somas in ventral PAG showed more

round vesicles and proportionally fewer pleomorphic shaped vesicles in their terminals,

and more boutons containing large vesicles contaciing the soma were found here than

in any other region. As a general rule, a higher percentage of soma synaptic contacts

were found to display a rare density of vesicles than those contacts on the neuropil.

For contacts on the soma, more cells in dorsal and lateral PAG showed synapses

containing a rare density of vesicles in comparison to ventral and medial PAG, whilst

medial and dorsal PAG showed far more boutons containing ciensely packed vesicles

than in lateral and ventral PAG. In the neuropil, the medial PAG showed boutons

with more pleomorphic vesicles, and the lateral PAG with the least. Vesicle size was

relatively constant in synapses on the neuropil, although ventral PAG did show a

slightly larger number of both small and large vesicles within boutons. Contacts in

the neuropil demonstrated a greater number of synapses rvith vesicles densely packed

in the boutons (mainly in medial and dorsal PAG). Generally, a greater percentage

of larger boutons were found to contact the somas rather than the neuropil. In the

neuropil, all regions displayed similar proportions of small, intermediate, and large

bouton types, except for the dorsal PAG which showed far greater numbers of small

boutons, and fewer intermediate sized ones.
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8.3.2 Presynaptic profiles

The single most prominent feature of the neuropil was the presence of a large number

of synaptic contacts. Pre- and post-synaptic regions of the synapses demonstrated

distinctive features which enabled the synaptic complex to be characterized.

8.3.2.1 Vesicle shape

Several different shapes were found in the presynaptic boutons of axons in the neuropil

of the PAG. Three main types were distinguishable, the round, elongated, and flattened

electron-lucent vesicles. These vesicles were found in a variety of different boutons.

It was possible to find boutons which contained only round vesicles, only flattened

vesicles, or boutons containing a mixture of round, ovoid and elongated vesicles, the so-

called pleomorphic boutons. Even if the bouton contained only a few flattened or a few

round vesicles (which rvr/as generally the case) it was considered to be pleomorphic. This

therefore may have led to an overestimation of the numbers of pleomorphic boutons.

Table 8.2 shows the number of boutons with particular vesicle types, and their relative

distribution on the soma and neuropil. 78.7% of boutons contacting the soma of the

PAG contain pleomorphic vesicles, 77.0% contained round vesicles, and only 4.3%

contained flattened vesicles. In the neuropil of the PAG this distribution of vesicle

types differs. 56.2% of boutons contained pleomorphic vesicles, 42.270 contained round

vesicles, and only 1.6% containing flattened vesicles. Axons contacting a proximal

dendrite, small dendrite, or dendritic spine did not show any difference in the types

of boutons contacting these structures, although the larger dendrites tended to have

larger synaptic profiles contacting them. In addition to the vesicle types described

above, large and small dense core vesicles (which \Mere generally round with an electron-

dense core) were found to be distributed throughout the boutons of the PAG (Table

8.1). Large dense core vesicles were found to be present in 40% of all synapses and

always in combination with electron-lucent vesicles, whereas small dense dense core

vesicles were only observed in about 3% of. PAG synapses.

8.3,2.2 Vesicle size

The size of vesicles ranged from 30 to 120nm in diameter. Table 8.3 shows their

distribution throughout the PAG. A number of recognizable populations of round

vesicles could be described according to their size. The large majority of them fell

into two main groups which \r/ere approximately 34-38nm, or 40-42nm in diameter.
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Dendritic
PAG small lar aver

Dorsal 43.L,,2.6
Lateral 28.6,4.8
Ventral 48.7, 0.0
Medial 44.3,7.L
Average 42.1,3.9

34.4,8.3 20.0, 6.3 37.0, 5.0
40.9, 0.0 77.7, 0.0 38.4, 7.L

37.5, 0.0 50.0, 0.0 45.6, 0.0
43.8, 0.0 50.0, 0.0 45.5,4.5
39.1, 1.8 50.0, 2.5 42.2,3.7

Table 8.1: Incidence of dense core vesicles (large, small) in synapses on different den-

dritic regions.



Medial
PAG region

Dorsal Lateral Ventral Total
Vesicle soma neuropil soma soma neuropil soma neuropil soma neuropil
round
pleomorphic
flattened

9.6 37.3
86.5 60.2
3.5 L.7

L2.0 46.6 16.7 57.5 32.4 41.9
84.0 52,3 76.7 39.7 64.7 56.8
4.0 1.1 6.7 2.7 2.9 r.2

17.0

78,7
4.3

42.2

56.2

1.6

Table 8.2. Table of relative vesicle shapes for different regions of the PAG.

PAG region
Medial Dorsal Lateral Ventral Total

Vesicle size soma

48.1
11.5

0,0
L9.2

43.0
17.8

2.8
23.4

soma

72.0
16.0

0.0
8.0

37.9
16.1
4,5
24.L

soma

47.5
7.5
2.5

27.5

54.1
L6.2

4,L
L4.9

soma

55.8
5.9
5.9
LL.7

42.0

23.5

7.4
16.0

soma

53.6
9.9
1.9

L7.9

43.6
18.2

4.2
20.8

normal
small
large
normal &
small
normal &
large
normal, small
& large

L5.4 6.5 4.0 L2.6 10.0 9,5 t4.7 8.7 11.9 8.6

5.8 6.5 0.0 4.5 5.0 L.4 5.9 2.6 4.6 4.6

Tal>le 8.3. Table of relative vesicle sizes for clifferent regions of the PAG.



Another population of round vesicles were much smaller and averaged between 20-

28nm diameter. These were not as prevalent as the normal sized vesicles although

they tended to be located in boutons which sh.owed an increased density of vesicles,

and in those those displaying flattened vesicles shapes. An additional group of round

vesicles were large in size with diameters in the range of 50-60nm. Very occasionally an

exceptionally large round electron-lucent vesicle v¡as found, approximately 90-120nm

in diameter. Large ellipsoid vesicles were observed on average at 77 x 40nm. Normal

sized ellipsoid vesicles lvere about 50-60 x 25-35nm.

Large dense core vesicles were found to be approximately 70-85nm in diameter.

A separate larger group measured about 100-120nm in diameter, with the dense core

occupying at least 75To of. the diameter. A population of smaller dense core vesicles

were also observed in which the average diameter was 40-50nm. with the dense core

occupying about 50% of. the diameter. 40Yo of all somatic synapses and 30.2% of all

neuropil synapses possessed at least one large dense core vesicle and quite frequently,

several were present. The size of these vesicles can be seen to cover quite a range.

\Mhether this reflects functional significance, or is just a processing artefact, remains

to be seen. Perhaps the range of sizes may reflect different neurotransmitter content.

The neuropil was consistently found to contain more than twice as many boutons

exhibiting large round vesicles, and twice as many small vesicles of both round and

elongated types, than did synapses which contacted the soma.

8.3.2.3 Vesicle density

Vesicle density was markedly different within different boutons (Table 8.a). Den-

sity was considered "normal" where there was an accumulation of vesicles above the

synaptic contact, and the rest of the bouton contained a moderate number of vesi-

cles (48.6%). "Low density" boutons were those determined as containing only a few

vesicles at the synaptic contact, and few or no vesicles in the rest of the synaptic bag

(9.9%). An "increased density" was evaluated where the vesicles over the synaptic

contact were moderate to dense in number, and the rest of the bouton \¡r'as filled with

vesicles (40.4%). Occasionally boutons were observed where the vesicles took on a

crystalline-like appearance, where they were packed very closely together (1.1%), yet

quite often these vesicles did not fill the entire bouton.
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PAG region
Medial DorsaI Lateral Ventral Total

Vesicle density soma neuropil soma neuropil soma neuropil soma neuropil soma neuropil

normal 49.0 44,4 40,0 54.0 55.0 48,6 58.8 50.6 50.9 47.8

dense 4L.2 47.0 40.0 42.5 20.0 36.5 29.4

rare 10.8 6.8 20.0 4.6 22.5 L4.9 11.8

crystalline 0.0 I.7 0.0 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.0

Table 8.4. Table of relative vesicle densities for different regions of the PAG.

PAG region
Medial Dorsal Lateral Ventral

32.5 42.9
15.9 7.9

0.7 t.4

Total

38.3
8.6
2.5

Bouton size soma

23.L
51.9
25.0

42.7
50.9
6.4

36.0
52.0
L2.0

60.9
35.6
4.6

27.ó
40.0
32.5

44.6
47.3
8.1

soma

20.6

55.9
23.5

39.5
45.7
14.8

25.8
49.7

24.5

soma neuropil
46.9
45.5

7.6
intermediate
large

somasoma

Table 8.5. Table of relative bouton sizes for different regions of the PAG.



8.3.2.4 Bouton srze

It was evident that there v/ere a number of different sized presynaptic boutons, based

on their relative two-dimensional measurements (Table 8.5). Small boutons vrere con-

sidered to be those which were less than 1pm on their longest axis, medium sized

boutons were between 1-2¡;m, and large boutons were above this size. Of the boutons

contacting the soma, 75.5% fell into the small and medium sized range, and over 85%

of these were between 0.8 and 1.3¡;m. In the neuropii 92.4% were of the small and

medium size, again with over 85% between 0.8-1.3p*. Thus, the large majority of

boutons fell into a relativeiy narrow size range, although those contacting somas were

larger than those contacting dendrites.

8.3.2.5 Other features

A relatively small number of synapses \Mere observed to contain small electron-dense

granules about 9-12nm in diameter which were consistent with glycogen granules. The

amount of glycogeri. was very small in those synapses in which it was found. Large

amounts of glycogen have been correlated with experimentally induced degeneration,

but small amounts are considered normal. Most presynaptic elements contained at

least one small mitochondrion and occasionally microtubules could be observed.

8.3.3 Postsynaptic specializations

The most obvious post-synaptic specialization is a membrane thickening at the synapse,

which in the PAG can be up to 60nm in diameter, but generally averaged about 35nm.

The distribution of membrane thickening at the synapse has been proposed to be in-

dicative of the functionality of the synapse. Synapses with only a post-synaptic thick-

ening are called asymmetric junctions, and those with a relatively even distribution

of membrane thickenings on the pre- and post-synaptic sides are termed symmetric
junctions. The results for different synaptic types are presented in 8.3.4.

Occasionally rows of subsynaptic dots were observed beneath the post-synaptic

thickening of asymmetric synapses. These dots were 19nm in diameter, evenly spaced

at 18nm, and continued for the entire length of the synapse.
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8.3.4 Types of synapses

All PAG synapses were assumed to be chemical, although nonsynaptic junctions v/ere

also found. These contacts, called puncta adherens were regions where membranes

showed thickenings in a symmetrical arrangement, but were not associated with the

presence of vesicles. 83.5% of the synapses contacting the soma v/ere symmetrical

and 16.5% rÃ¡ere asymmetrical, whereas in the neuropil 46.4% \¡/ere symmetrical and

53.6% rñ/ere asymmetrical junctions. No obvious electrical type-synapses were observed

within the PAG.

Synaptic clefts varied from about 13 to 28nm in width, although the majority were

between 20 and 24nrn. Dense areas of granular or filamentous material were associated

with the cytoplasm of the synapse. Symmetric synapses appeared sightly wider than

asymmetric ones. Although length of the synapses generally varied between 230nm

and 450nm, some were occasionally observed to be up to 700nm in length.

Using the individuai criteria presented (type of contact, bouton size, and vesicle

size, density, and shape) it is possible to categorize synapses into a number of groups

which are described below. Essentially 10 major different synaptic types were able to

be distinguished. Two axo-somatic synaptic types (symmetrical boutons containing

normal sized round vesicles, and symmetrical boutons containing normal sized pleo-

morphic vesicles); six axo-dendritic synaptic types (symmetrical synapses containing

normal sized round vesicles, symmetrical synapses containing normal sized pleomor-

phic vesicles, symmetrical synapses containing small pleomorphic vesicles, asymmetri-

cal synapses containing normal sized round vesicles, asymmetrical synapses containing

small round vesicles, asymmetrical synapses containing normal sized pleomorphic vesi-

cles); and axo-axonic, and dendro-dendritic synapses. Each synaptic type is described

in Table 8.6 and is characterized by a number of various features.

8.3.4.1 Axo-sornatic

Axo-somatic synapses rvere found to cover only a small percentage of the soma surface

when viewed under the electron microscope (Fig. 8.7). On average, only 1.6% of the

soma surface was covered by synapses (dorsal l.6T0,lateral 1.5T0, ventral 1.8% and

medial 2.6%), and never more tlnan 4.9To. Most somatic profiles showed only 1-4

synaptic contacts although the occasional neuron showed 8 or 9 somatic contacts.

Most (S3.5%) of the somatic contacts were of the symmetrical type and the boutons

were generally one of several different types. The most common synapses were boutons

of small and intermediate size containing round vesicles of normal size. Boutons of
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Figure 8.7: Characteristics of axo-somatic synapses found within the PAG.

A. This micrograph shows two adjacent axo-somatic synapses. Both are symmetrical
synapses containing small to medium sized round vesicles. x34000. B. Although at a
much lower magnification, this figure shows that not all boutons contacting somas are
narrou¡. This synapse is quite long, symmetrical a¡rd contains pleomorphic vesicles as

well as several large dense core vesicles. x34000. C. Again, this synapse is symmetrical
in nature but the bouton contains predominantly ovoid and flattened shaped vesicles.
x34000. D. These synapses are show to contact a somatic spine. Multiple symmetric
contacts are made. x34000.
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small and intermediate size containing pleomorphic vesicles of normal size were also

quite prevalent. All boutons with pleomorphic vesicles contained only a reiatively

small percentage of elongated vesicles and the ellipcicity of these pleomorphic vesicles

varied from 1.2-3.4. Boutons containing only elongated vesicles \4/ere very rare (4.3%).

The density of somatic synapses and the types of contacts did not vary from position

to position in either the rostro-caudal, or the coronal plane within the PAG. 37.1%

of all somatic synapses contained large dense-core vesicles and only 0.7% of. somatic

synapses contained smail dense-core vesicles. Soma-soma synaptic contacts were never

observed.

8.3.4.2 Axo-dendritic

Dendrites were classified as: proximal dendrites (when they were seen to leave the

soma), large dendrites which were probably proximal dendrites (but could not be iden-

tified as such), medium-sized dendrites, and small dendrites (which were classified as

spines either by their small size or the fact that they r\¡ere seen to be spine appendages

on dendrites) (Fig. 8.8). Boutons contacting the larger dendrites were generally small

to medium in size, of the asymmetric type, and contained pleomorphic vesicles of nor-

mal to large size. The medium sized dendrites were contacted principally by small

boutons exhibiting both symmetrical and asymmetrical junctions containing pleomor-

phic vesicles of norma,l size, and in additiqn a few of the boutons showed both large

and small round vesicles. The small number of dendritic spines generally showed only

one synaptic contact stretching the entire width of the spinous process. The spine

on the dendrite and the axon terminal were approximately the same size, although

sometimes the axon was larger than the spine in overall dimensions. Small dendrites

exhibited basically the same types of synaptic contacts that were observed on the

larger dendrites. It appeared that in the neuropil of the PAG, synaptic profiles on all

levels of the dendrites were similar, althougtl 57.a% of synapses on dendrites were on

the small dendrites, 30.7% rù/ere on medium-sized dendrites, and only 11.9% were on

large dendrites. The characteristic features of the 6 major axo-dendritic synapses are

Iisted in Table 8.6 and the distribution of synapses on different regions of the dendrite

are shown in Table 8.7.

8.3.4.3 Axo-axonic and dendro-dendritic

Synapses between two vesicle-containing structures \Mere observed only rarely (I.4%).

Those that were found, appeared to be of the asymmetric junction type with the

presynaptic profile containing round vesicles of normal size. The postsynaptic profile
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Figure 8.8: Compa¡isons of axo-dendritic synapses found within the PAG of the rabbit.

A. This axo-dendritic synapse is of the symmetric t¡rpe and contains small to medium
sized pleomorphic vesicles sparsely distributed in the bouton. x47000. B. Indicates,
although showing no synapse, that vesicles within some axons show very dense accumu-

lations. They take on a crysialline-like axrangement. x36000. C. This figure illustrates
the variations in the size of vesicles found within synapses. x60000. D. Shows that
some synapses within the PAG were found to have sub-synaptic dots immediately
adjacent to the synapse (arrow). x36000.
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Figure 8.9: Characteristics of axo-axonic and dendro-dend¡itic synapses found within
the PAG.

A. A complex axo-a>conic synapse found in the PAG. Here the synapses a,re on a small
dendrite (probably a dendritic spine) as both axons contacting each other (arrows).
x30000. B. A dendrodendritic synapses in which the vesicles (arrows) are almost ob-
scured. They are small pleomorphic shaped a¡rd the synapse in asymmetrical. x74000.
C. Another dendrodendritic synapse showing numerous small round vesicles. x29000.
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Synaptic type membrane vesicle shape vesicle size vesicle density bouton size percentage

arrangement

axo-somatic symmetrical round normal normal normal and large 1.3

axo-somatic asvmmetrical oleomorohic normal normal normal and large 4'3

axo-dendritic 1

axo-dendritic 2

axo-dendritic 3

axo-dend¡itic 4

axo-dendritic 5

axo-dend¡itic 6

symmetrical
symmetrical
symmetrical
asymmetrical
asymmetrical

round
pleomorphic
pleomorphic
round
round

normal
normal
small
normal
small
normal

normal
normal
dense

normal
dense

normal

small
small and intermediate
small and intermediate
small and intermediate
small and intermediate
small

5,5
11.6

3.9
10.4

5.0

5.9

axo-axonic
dendro-dend¡iiic

asymmetrical
symmetrical

round
round

normal
normal

rare
rare small

0.6
0.3

Table 8.6. The features of the 10 major synaptic types observed in the PAG.



Dendritic region
PAG region small medium large
Dorsal 58.1 36.0 5.8
Lateral 57.7 28.2 74.7

Ventral 50.6 29.I 20.3
Medial 61.5 29.4 9.2
Average 57.4 31.0 11.6

Table 8.7: Percentages of synapses on different regions of the dendrite



generally contained fewer vesicles, and they were almost ahvays of the flattened or

pleomorphic type. Occasionally the presynaptic bouton contained pleomorphic vesi-

cles and the postsynaptic bouton contained round vesicles. These synaptic junctions

were either axo-axonic connections or more infrequently, presumed dendro-dendritic

synapses (Fig. 8.9).

8.3.4.4 Complexsynapses

Synapses were also observed where the glial elements (astrocytic processes) within the

neuropil either completely, or nearly completely, enveloped the synaptic profiles. This

was observed only rarely. However, it could be that ihe glial elements of the neuropil

may serve, in one of their functions, to divide up the neuropil into distinct regions.

\Mhether this has any functional significance remains to be seen.

8.3.4.5 Others

Other types of rarely seen synapses \¡/ere the combined type where two dendrites

and one axon were in an arrangement such that a dendrite received an axonal and a

dendritic synaptic contact. There where also a number of contacts where up to 11

axo-dendritic synapses'rvere made on one cross-sectional dendrite. (Fig. 8.10). Not all

of these contacts were of the same type, implying a large degree of differential input.

Contact between two piofiles were also observed where the pre- and post-synaptic

densities were similar, and the membranes were separated by 250Å. This type had no

vesicles close to the junction and generally occurred in a symmetric type contact. It is

this junctional type that is called a puncta adherens, and was found to occur between

any two types of neuronal elements (but not soma-soma contacts).
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Figure 8.10: Characteristics of other synapses and profiles found within the PAG

A. and B. show synapses in which up to 11 axons were found to contact 1 medium to
large sized dendrite. The synapses in these are mixed symmetric and asymmetric types
and display numerous vesicle types. x22500. C. This axon type was found on only
two occasions in the neuropil. The vesicles were almost of a ribbon type appearance
appearing very flat and densely accumulated in the centre of the axon. x21000.
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9.4 D rscusslon

The most striking feature of the synaptic ultrastructure of the PAG was that over

95% of the contacts between neuronal elements occurred within the neuropil, with

axo-dendritic contacts providing gL.tTo of the total synapses. This suggested that

integration tahes place at the ievel of the neuropil, predominantly on dendrites of PAG

rì.eurons. The results also indicate that the synaptic types present within the PAG fall

into a large number of categories. Two axo-somatic synaptic types, dendro-dendritic

and axo-axonic contacts, besides the six main axo-dendritic synaptic types were found

(symmetrical synapses containing normal sized round vesicles, symmetrical synapses

containing normal sized pleomorphic vesicles, symmetrical synapses containing small

pleomorphic vesicles, asymmetrical synapses containing normal sized round vesicles,

asymmetrical synapses containing small round vesicles, and asymmetrical synapses

containing normal sized pleomorphic vesicles). Each of these six categories were further

divisible on the basis of size of the synaptic bouton, and the density and size of the

vesicles, into a large number of different groups, of which some may reflect functional

differences.

There have been a number of cytoarchitectural studies on the synaptic organization

of the PAG in the cat (Gioia et al. 1983, Bianchi and Gioia 1984, Moss and Basbaum

1983a) which are in general agreement that synapses in the PAG contain symmetric and

asymmetric junctions, and that the boutons contain round, fl,attened or pleomorphic

vesicles. These studies however, do not agree as to the relative percentages of these

components, nor as to how synapses in the PAG should be classified.

8.4.L Fine structure of the soma of PAG neurons and the
neuropil

The soma of PAG neurons \¡¡ere generally multipolar/round, ovoid, spindle, or trian-

gular in shape. Soma sizes of rabbit PAG neurons v/ere found to be larger than those

found in the cat (Gioia et al. 1983), falling within the range of 72-4óprm diameter.

There did not appear to be a clear cut-off point where differentiation into a small and

large group could be made, as was described in the PAG of the cat (Gioia eú ø/. 1983).

One noticeable large difference between the descriptions for the rabbit and cat was

the presence, in the rabbit, of soma profiles which had an electron dense appearance,

characterizedby a large accumulation of a granular type of material in the cytoplasm.

This general appearance was also noted in isolated dendritic profiles which would pre-

sumably have belonged to cells whose soma would have a similar structure. Another
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group of small neurons were observed, predominantly in the medial division, which

where characterizedby a large amount of RER in their cytoplasm. Neither of these

cell types were observed in the cat PAG (Gioia et al. 1983, Bianchi and Gioia 1984,

Moss and Basbaum 1983a). In chapter 3 and 5 it was demonstrated that some axons

and dendrites of PAG neurons enter the aqueduct, thus the increased amount of RER

in the relevant cells of the medial division could conceivably be associated with an

increase in synthetic activity which might therefore be involved somehow in secretion

into the CSF.

The general appearance of cytoplasmic organelles and arrangement of the nucleus,

nucleolus, and the high nucleus/cytoplasmic ratio tvl¡ere very similar to that described

for the cat (Gioia et al. 1983). Previous studies in the cat have suggested that

there are a large number of cytoplasmic inclusions present in the nucleus of PAG

neurons (Hamilton 1973c, Liu and Hamilton 1976a, Liu 1978, Gioia et al. 7983, Bianchi

and Gioia 1985), which range in shape from filamentous, to crystalline-like. These

structures were only rarely observed in the nucleus of rabbit PAG neurons. Generally,

each cell was found here to have only one crystalline-like inclusion and on very rare

occasions a fibrillar type inclusion. No function has been proposed for these structures,

although they have been found in a number of regions of the central nervous system.

It has been suggested that they may reflect some type of cellular control (Liu and

Hamilton I976a, Bianchi and Gioia 1985).

The number of synaptic contacts on the soma of PAG neurons was found to be

quite low when compared with those made on the dendrites. On the average there

lù/ere approximately 3-4 contacts per cell per section, which made up 8-10% of the

total number of synaptic contacts. There \¡/as very little variation in the numbers of

synaptic contacts on the soma with respect to celis in dorsal, lateral, ventral or medial

PAG at rostral, middle or caudal levels. Gioia et al. (1983), and Bianchi and Gioia

(1984), found a similar arrangement in the cat at mid-PAG levels, although Moss and

Basbaum (1983a), also in the cat, described the number of synaptic contacts on the

soma of caudal PAG neurons to be very low (abouí 2-3% of total synapses). The

number of soma synaptic contacts probably bears a distinct relationship to the area

available for synaptic contact on the receptive surfaces, as has been suggested for the

pyramidal cell of the somatosensory cortex where 4To of. the surface area of the cell

is soma, and 4370 is taken up solely by dendritic spines (Mungai 1967), whereas the

soma surface area of large cells in the reticular formation accounts for 20Yo of the total

available area for contact (Mannen 1966).

\Mithin the neuropil, a large number of dendrites, cut in any number of planes,

were observed to range from very large to very small and, as the Golgi results from
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chapter 5 suggested, dendritic spines were not very prevalent. However, other studies

on the ultrastructure of the PAG in the cat have suggested that dendritic spines are

quite numerous (Gioia el ø1. 1983, Bianchi and Gioia 1984). Axons (myelinated and

unmyelinated) which made up a large percentage of the neuropil, increased in both

number and size with distance from the aqueduct. The number and size of the myeli-

nated axons was far greater in dorsal, lateral, and ventral PAG regions than in medial

PAG, whereas the proportion of unmyelinated axons to myelinated axons was greater

in medial PAG, suggesting that neurons of the medial PAG may be, predominantly,

locally-projecting cells or interneurons. The small size of these cells also fits with this

explanation.

Numerous glial cells were observed in the neuropil, with oligodendrocytes frequently

being found in direct apposition to the somas of PAG neurons. Whether they perform

a purely nutritive, or supportive role, is not yet clear. Astrocytes and their processes

were observed penetrating the neuropil, where they were occasionally found to either

encapsulate a synaptic contact, or contact and surround blood vessels. It has been

suggested that they may function in this way to limit the free diffusion of neurotrans-

mitters, to alter the redistribution of ions around synapses (Schubert 1984), and also

to control the distribution and density of synapses on the soma and dendrites of cells

(Meshul et aI. 7987).

8.4.2 Synaptic features of the PAG

The main characteristic features of PAG synapses was the presence of synaptic vesi-

cles within the presynaptic bag and varied thickenings of the pre- and post-synaptic

membranes. There have been numerous attempts to correlate the many distinct mor-

phological features of synapses with functional attributes. Some of the evidence for,

and against, such correlation is discussed in this section.

It has been suggested in the literature that the presence of anatomically deflned

synapses and vesicles are artefacts of fixation procedures (Gray 7976, Hillman 1985)'

and that they probably arise either from bubbies on the surface of the section during

drying, or from the breakdown of a tubular system (shown to be present in the presy-

naptic ending of unfixed nerve terminals (Gray 1976)), into small vesicles of uniform

size. Further studies have also demonstrated that after 2 minutes of fixation in OsOa,

a tubular system and small numbers of vesicles were observed in the presynaptic bag,

whilst after 30 minutes in OsOa (similar to the time used by most ultrastructural

studies) there \Mas no indication of a tubular system, but a large number of vesicles

!ú/ere present in the synaptic bouton (Gray 1976). The thickenings of the membranes
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at the synaptic junction have also been proposed to be artefacts of fixation (Hillman

1gS5). It has been suggested that the fact that only round vesicles (and no flattened

vesicles) were observed prior to the use of glutaraldehyde in the fixation medium,

and the prevalence of flattened and pleomorphic vesicles now points to the fact that

they too may artefactual. The fixative (Guillery and Colonnier 1970, Nakajima 1971,

Paula-Barbosa 1975) and the osmolarity of the fixative (Bodian 1970, Valdiva 1971)

have been proposed to affect the shaping of the vesicles. Yet even if vesicle shape is

due to the effect of fixatives, the differences in the susceptibility of some vesicles to

change must somehow reflect functional differences. It is not possible at this time to

determine what is the actual in vivo state, although pharmacological and physiological

evidence on the release, storage, synthesis and uptake of neurotransmitters, and the

quantal release of neurotransmitters, strongly favour the vesicle hypothesis.

On the soma, the most prominent synaptic contacts were symmetric or multiple

symmetric contacts containing pleomorphic vesicles (80%) (which agrees ciosely wiih

the 88% proposed by Bianchi and Gioia (1984) for the cat PAG). The size of the

synaptic boutons varied from small to large with the most prominent types being

the intermediate and large boutons. At the level of the neuropil in the cat, Bianchi

and Gioia (1984) reported that 88% of the synapses contained pleomorphic vesicles.

The results of this chapter suggest tlnat 53.270 of the synapses in the neuropil were

pleomorphic in shape, which more closely agrees with the 59.3% proposed for the

caudal cat PAG (Moss and Basbaum 1983a). The reports in the cat (Bianchi and

Gioia 1984, Moss and Basbaum 1983a) and the results here for the rabbit agree that

approximately 50% of the synapses show symmetrical type junctions, and 50% show

asymmetrical junctions. Small and intermediate sized boutons were the most promi-

nent contacts, and these were mostly on the middle and distal dendrites. The synaptic

density on proximal dendrites is less than that found on other sections of dendrite,

and the type of synapses found on the proximai dendrites are similar in size and mor-

phology to soma contacts. The presence of a large number of axo-dendritic synapses,

together with smaller numbers of presumed axo-axonic, dendro-dendritic and complex

synapses have suggested that the neuropil is indeed the main target of afferent input

to the PAG.

Four general categories of vesicles have been found in the presynaptic profiles of

the PAG and these include round, flattened, pleomorphic, or dense core vesicles. In

the cat PAG, Gioia et aI. (1983) and Bianchi and Gioia (1984) use these four ba-

sic divisions, whilst Moss and Basbaum (1983a) only recognized round, pleomorphic,

and dense core vesicles. Not only were four categories recognized in this study, but a

range of different sizes within each population has been described. Round vesicles have

been found to exist as either normal (34-38 and 40-42nm) size vesicles (79.9%)., small
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vesicles (20-28nm) (10.7%), or a very large, clear vesicle type (90-120nm) (9.2%).

Flattened vesicles were generally only of one size, and pleomorphic shaped vesicles

had ellipticity values reflecting their variation in shape from round through to flat-

tened. Dense core vesicles were either large (100-120nm), or small (a0-50nm). The

results of this study compare quite well with observations in the cat with respect to

the numbers of round, and pleomorphic (flattened plus pleomorphic) vesicies (Moss

and Basbaum 1983a). These different vesicle shapes and sizes have been proposed

to reflect different functional properties of synapses. Symmetrical contacts have been

suggested to be associated with inhibitory type synapses whilst asymmetrical contacts

are associated with excitatory synapses (Gray 1959, Eccles 1964). Further, a corre-

lation between round vesicles and excitation (EPSP), and pleomorphic or flattened

vesicles and inhibition (IPSP), has also been reported (Uchizono 1965, Bodian 1970).

Of the axo-dendritic synapses in the neuropil (which account for 94.1% of all

synapses), there is a relatively clear majority of them which display symmetrical con-

tacts containing pleomorphic vesicles (45%), and another group which showed asym-

metrical contacts containing round vesicles (44%). This suggested, although the ev-

idence for these claims is not substantiated, that at the level of the soma there is

basically inhibition, and at the level of the neuropil, there is approximately half and

half inhibition and excitation. A recent report by Penny et al. (1984) demonstrated

that glutamic acid decarboxylase activity (an indicator of the inhibitory transmitter,

GABA) is spread relatively evenly throughout the PAG of the rabbit. This chap-

ter shows that presumed inhibitory synapses are also spread evenly throughout the

PAG. Although this could be a neat little functional system, there are regions within

the central nervous system where the correlations between vesicle shape, the polarity

of the synapse, and inhibition and excitation do not hold (Hámori and Szentágothai

1965, Paula-Barbosa et al. 1984, Frotscher and Léránth 1986). Considering the vast

numbers of different peptides and neurotransmitters which have been located within

fibres of the PAG (see section 2.2.4), there must be a much wider system for catego-

izing synapses in order to account for the different actions of ali of these substances.

However, it is worthwhile considering that these substances exert their effects through

their action on the postsynaptic cell, and not through the size and shape of vesicles.

Boutons containing flattened vesicles and displaying symmetrical contacts were

here again a small, but consistent finding, as in the cat (Gioia et al. 1983, Bianchi and

Gioia 1984, Moss and Basbaum 1983). Another consistent finding was the presence

of dense core vesicles of varying sizes spread amongst the usual population of vesicles

within presynaptic profiles. This synaptic group, which possessed up to 6 dense core

vesicles were found in approximately 40To of all synaptic profiles. A smaller num-

ber of synapses (L0%) dispiayed small dense core vesicles which were similar to the
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catecholamine-containing profiles of the cerebellum (Chan-Palay 1977). Dense core

vesicles \Mere reported in the cat (Moss and Basbaum 1983a), and rat (Clements el

ø/. 1985), although they were not found to be neariy as prevalent as in the rabbit. A

number of endings containing up to a dozen large dense core vesicles \Mere also observed

in the neuropil of the PAG, but were never observed to form synaptic contacts in the

PAG. These profiles resembled the serotonergic axons found in central serotonergic

nuclei (Beaudett and Descarries 1981), and in fact may be axons from this nuclear

group. This feature ,v\¡as also reported by Clements et al. (7985) in the rodent PAG.

They suggested that these axons were either travelling through the PAG without re-

leasing transmitters, or that there rvl¡as some type of nonsynaptic transmitter release'

That fact, together with the finding by Clements et aI. (1985) that very few synapses

in the PAG showed serotonin immunoreactivity, may explain why investigators such as

Aghajanian et al. (7972) were unable to observe much of an effect of iontophoretically

applied serotonin. Clements et al. (7985) also suggested that serotonin immunoreac-

tive dendrites in the PAG receive a large amount of inhibitory input.

Both an increase in the relative size of synaptic vesicles, and the presence of glyco-

gen have been suggested to reflect experimentally induced degeneration (Hannaway

and Smith 1979,, Tredici eú ø/. 1985), whilst a decrease in the density of vesicles has

been proposed not to be an effective indicator (\Mestrum 1973). This study found

that a very small proportion of synapses contained glycogen or large synaptic vesi-

cles, suggesting that there r¡¡as no evidence of experimentally induced degeneration to

compound the results of the normal synaptic input to the PAG.

The neuropil consisted of a large proportion of axo-dendritic synapses, with a

smaller number of presumed axo-axonic and dendro-dendritic synapses. The pres-

ence of these types, together with the complex synapses also observed, indicate that

the PAG is involved intricately in complex processing of afferent information, includ-

ing presynaptic inhibition, which has already been suggested by pharmacological and

physiological studies (Hara et al. 1961, Sakuma and Pfaff 1980, Soper and Nlelzack

1982, Handwerker and Sack 1982, Reichling et al. 7984).

A recent study by Moss and Basbaum (1983a) has attempted to correlate function

with different neurotransmitters at the electron microscope level. They found that

enkephalinergic boutons in the PAG contained predominantly round vesicles associ-

ated with symmetric, and asymmetric, axo-dendritic junctions. About half of them

also showed the presence of dense core vesicles. They suggested that enkephaliner-

gic neurons may disinhibit local circuit neurons in the PAG which would activate

"analgesia-producing" neurons. The results here in this study show that a number

of PAG neurons fulfill the prerequisites of local circuit neurons by being small, with
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long straight non-branching dendrites, having modest RER and possessing a high nu-

clear/cytoplasm ratio.

The results of this chapter provide a clear picture of the normal synaptology of

the rabbit PAG at all levels, and it is with this information and knowledge provided

on the large number of neurotransmitters etc. present in terminals within the PAG

(section 2.2.4), that studies such as those provided by Moss and Basbaum (1983a),

and Clemetts et al. (1935) will hopefully assist in the detection of the arrangement

of the neuronal circuitry responsible for various functions in which the PAG has been

proposed to be involved.

In summary, the observations reported in this chapter are similar to those for the

cat (Bianchi and Gioia 1984, Moss and Basbaum 1983a). This study has recognized

that synapses within the PAG can be grouped in 10 main types (Table 8.6), which

are further divisible by size and density of vesicles, bouton size, and the presence of

dense core vesicles in the bouton. It is difficult to determine just which distinguishing

features of synapses on the soma, or the neuropil, might reflect functional differences,

although it has been shown that 91.3% of all synapses correspond to either asymmet-

rical synapses containing round vesicles (proposed to be excitatory), and symmetrical

synapses containing pleomorphic vesicles (which are proposed to be inhibitory).
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Chapter I

General discusslon

The experiments performed in the course of this work have been aimed primarily at

elucidating the anatomical structure of the PAG in the rabbit, a species on which no

work has previously been done to this end. When I began this project in late 1982, the

PAG had been implicated very strongly in a number of functions including analgesia,

lordosis, vocalization, motor responses, and a whole range of varying responses now

collectively called the 'defence reaction'. At that time there was very little knowledge

of the anatomical substrates which may mediate these various functions. Since then

a great deal of experimental evidence has appeared in the literature (as pointed out

in the relevant discussions of each chapter), which has advanced our knowledge of at

least some of the relationships that exist between function and anatomy with respect

to the PAG, although there has been no thorough anatomical examination of the

PAG in any species. Recent reports on the PAG have generally been aimed only at

describing particular aspects of the structure of this region. This thesis, and subsequent

publications arising from it, represent the first complete report on the structure of this

region in any species, and would be expected to form the anatomical basis for future

investigations on the physiological implications of these findings. This final chapter

deals with the major functions attributable to the PAG, and discusses them in the

light of the relevant anatomical evidence reported in ihis study'

Recognition of the fact that there are four distinct regions within PAG (chapter 4),

made up of a variety of neuronal types (chapter 5), with each region having a distinct

pattern of afferent input (chapter 6) and efferent output (chapter 7) serves to clarify

the cytoarchitecture of this complex structure. Further, the ultrastructural findings

show that there is a degree of synaptic complexity in the PAG (chapter 8).

The relationship of tanycytes, and possible astrocytes, to the CSF and blood vessels

within the neuropil of the PAG (chapter 3) must surely indicate aqueductal, and
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possibly PAG, involvement in neuroendocrine processing, especially considering the

fact that the tanycyte possesses all the necessary anatomical machinery for transport

and secretion, and that there is an abudance of neuroactive substances within ihe CSF

intimately in contact with these structures. (This was extensively discussed in chapter

3).

In conclusion, it is only necessary to summarize the main findings of each chapter

and attempt to correlate certain of these with the major functions in which the PAG

has been implicated.

In summary, the major features of the anatomy of the PAG are that;

1. The ependyma of the aqueduct is composed of at least two, quite probably three,

' distinct cell types; normal ependyma, ependymal tanycytes, and ependymal as-

trocytes.

2. Specialized ependymal cells, the tanycytes, possess a taii process which was

occasionally observed to contact neural elements, though more frequently blood

vessels.

3. There is a dense carpet of cilia on the ependymal surface of the aqueduct which

obscures most of the underlying ependyma.

4. There is a distinct population of supraependymal structures which are located

upon, or embedded within, the aqueductal lining.

5. Supraependymal axons were found to possess varicosities along their length and

under the TEM to clearly show vesicles contained within these regions. These

axons show occasional contacts with underlying ependymal cells which may be

synapses.

6. A proportion of dendrites of cells in medial PAG have been observed to penetrate

the aqueduct and end freely within the cerebrospinal fluid.

7. Two distinct populations of supraependymal cells have been found to exist within

the aqueduct: supraependymal neurons, and supraependymal macrophages.

8. The PAG is composed of four cytologically-distinct regions (i.e. dorsal, lateral,

ventral and medial PAG) each possessing specific neuronal characteristics which

differentiate them from each other (Table 4.4), including packing density, degree

of basophilia, cell shape, size, and orientation.

9. Each of these four regions within the PAG have a somewhat different pattern of

afferent input (from over 100 regions), and efferent output (to over 80 regions).
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10. The individual cells which constitute this region were characterized by two differ-

ent analytical methods into two dissimilar groups of nine different cell types using

Golgi impregnation. Each cell type possessed a number of specific characteristics

which differentiated them from each other.

11. There rvvas a large degree of reciprocity of connections between these afferent and

efferent labelled regions.

12. The majority of connections within the PAG occurred on neural elements in the

neuropil (96%), with the major proportion of these contacts being located on

dendrites of PAG cells (90%).

13. Synapses in the PAG can be classified into ten major categories, based on as-

sessment of the sites of contact and the characteristics of individual synaptic

boutons (vesicle shape, size, density, bouton size, and type of contact).

9.1- F unctional implications

A large number of recent reports have pointed to the relevance of PAG in information
processing, and behavioural responsiveness, and drawn attention to different functions

with regard to certain areas specified as having connections with PAG.

9.1.1- Sexual Behaviour

It has been proposed that the PAG, medial preoptic area, and ventromedial hypotha-

lamus participate in the supraspinal control of the lordosis reflex (Pfatr and Sakuma

1979, Davis et aI. 7979) This reflex is elicited in sexually receptive female rodents by

somatosensory stimuli, and has been shown to be facilitated by stimulation of the mid-

brain (Sakuma and Pfaff 1979a) and ventromedial hypothalamus (Pfaff and Sakuma

1979), and decreased with lesions of the PAG (Sakuma and Pfaff 1979b), or stimulation
of the preoptic area (Pfaff and Sakuma 1979). In this study, both the ventromedial hy-

pothalamus and preoptic area lÀ¡ere found to project heaviiy to the PAG, as also do as-

cending somatosensory routes such as the spinothalamic tract (Mehler 1960) and dorsal

column-medial lemniscus system (Hamilton and Skultety 1976). Ovet 40Yo of neurons

tested in ventral and lateral PAG were found to respond to pressure stimulation of the

flank and perineum (Sakuma and Pfaff 1980), and 55% of PAG neurons responded to

both somatosensory stimuli and input from the ventromedial hypothalamus (Sakuma

and Pfaff 1980). Lesions of the PAG in oestrogen-primed ovariectomized female rats
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caused an immediate decline in the performance of the lordosis reflex (Sakuma and

Pfaff 1979b). Inputs from the medial preoptic nucleus and the ventromedial hypotha-

lamus to the PAG have been extensively described in chapter 6, and these regions

have been found to contain the largest number of oestrodiol-concentrating cells in the

central nervous system (Keefer and Stumpf 1975), and also to potentiate the lordo-

sis reflex with oestrogen implants (Barfield and Chen 1977, Davis ef ¿/. 1979). It
is possible that there may be a complete functional circuit from peripheral skin ar-

eas through the spinal cord via the dorsolateral columns to the thalamus (a branch

of which distributes to the PAG) and this in turn would influence the ventromedial

hypothalamus and preoptic area. These regions then project to PAG, which would

in turn influence spinal cord output via direct (Mantyh 1983b), and indirect path-

ways (Ruda 1975, Chapter 7). If the anterolateral columns are lesioned at the level of

the posterior commissure there is no significant effect on the lordosis reflex (Sakuma

and Pfaff 1979a,b). Thus, ascending somatosensory information and the descending

control systems involved in lordosis would appear to be integrated at the level of the

PAG. Lesions of the cuneiform nucleus and other structures in the ventral reticular

formation also disrupt lordosis, but it appears that these structures are involved in

the maintenarrce of the lordosis response (Havens and Rose 1984), whilst the PAG

has been shown clearly to be involved in the elicitation of this response. LHRH also

appears to have a major influence in potentiating the lordosis reflex, and it has been

suggested thai it exerts its effect at the level of the lateral PAG (Sakuma and Pfaff

1983). Infusion of anti-LHRH into lateral PAG disrupted this effect, whilst there was

no effect when applied to ventral PAG. Samson et al. (1980), reported that 60% of

PAG neurons tested responded to the application of LHRH (ó3% increased, ar.d 7To

decrease), and that the relevant pathways important for these responses were from

the lateral habenula and septum to the mesencephalon. Both of these regions were

found to give rise to major projections to the PAG (chapter 6). It has been further

shown that GnRH infused into the PAG potentiates lordosis behaviour in the female

rat (Sirinathsinghji 1985), and B-endorphin inhibits this behaviour in the female rat

(Sirinathsinghji 1935). Thus, the lateral PAG in particular provides the necessary re-

quirements for integration of ascending somatosensory and descending lordosis-relevant

information to produce appropriate motor responses.

9.t.2 Motor functions, including eye movement and locomo-
tion

The superior colliculus is known to play an important role in the control of eye move-

ments (Straschill and Rieger 1973, Mohler and Wurtz L976, Roucoux and Crommelinck
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1976). It has also been found that the PAG dorsal to the oculomotor complex (ventral

PAG) plays a significant role in the genesis of convergent and divergent eye movements

(Mays 1934) and stimulation of the superior colliculus is known to produce saccades

(Matsunami 1972). Matsunami (1972) also found that neurons in the PAG rostral to

the oculomotor nucleus rñ/ere activated with high rates of repetitive discharges prior

to and during a saccade, indicating PAG involvement in this movement especially at

an early stage of its genesis. Edwards and Henkel (1978) found that the cells in the

stratum griseum intermedium and profundum, and stratum opticum, project to the

ventral PAG overlying the oculomotor nucleus. They further found that this region

of the PAG projects to the abducens nucleus. The oculomotor nucleus is responsible

for the control of the medial rectus muscles, and this region is known to send den-

drites into the PAG overlying it (Edwards and Henkel 1978). Nakao eú ø/. (1986)

also described this projection, although they stated that it was from the PAG was to

the medial rectus subdivision of the oculomotor complex. The paramedian reticular

formation and pontine reticular formation have also been shown to be involved in eye

movements (Buttner-Ennever and Henn 1976, Graybiel 7977). These two regions have

been shown in this study to receive strong projections from ventral PAG. Thus the

PAG may provide a site for the convergence of relevant eye movement information

before relay to the eye muscles.

Garcia-Rill et al. (1983) described a mesencephalic locomotor region incorporating

ventral PAG, cuneiform nucleus and brachium conjuctivum which showed locomotion

following stimulation of this region. Reavill et al. (L984) described an angular complex

within the PAG involving the deep layers of the superior colliculus, lateral PAG, and

the mesencephalic reticular formation. They found that this region was important for

circling behaviour, and it was possible to override the striatal and substantia nigra

motor effects by manipulating the angular complex. Circling and body asymmetry

was also found when GABA agonists and antagonists were injected into the PAG/deep

layers of the superior colliculus (Changiz and Asdourian 1984). They suggested that

these regions may act as outputs for the expression of circling behaviour initiated

at the striatum. Rose (1985) also found that some regionally located PAG neurons

increased their firing rate with head movement (lateral PAG) and locomotion (ventral

PAG). He suggested that the superior colliculus had direct influences over head and

neck structures due to a projection from superior colliculus to the pontomedullary

reticulospinal neurons and further suggested that the midbrain has more of a broad

and modulatory effect over motor functioning due to a lack of this projection. This

connection from the PAG was found to exist in the rabbit (chapter 6) Since the deep

layers of the superior colliculus have a similar neuronal structure to the outer regions

of lateral and ventral PAG, this region and the PAG may function in a direct role over

locomotion. The experimental evidence indicates that there are at least two regions
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in the PAG which are important for motor controi, one located in the outer lateral

region, and the second in ventral PAG.

9.1.3 Vocalization

This particular function, although a motor response, has a large limbic and motiva-

tional component associated with it. It is quite probable that stimulation of the PAG

is followed by a complete behavioural change of which vocalization is one of its man-

ifestations. Vocalization has been produced by stimulation of the PAG in a variety

of mammalian (Brown 1915, Magoun et o,I. 1937, Kanai and Wang L962, Jurgens

and Pratt 1979) and non-mammalian species (Schmidt 1966, Brown 1972, Kennedy

1g7b). Even with removal of the entire forebrain, species-specifi.c vocalizations are not

abolished (Bazett and Penfietd 1922). Lesions in the PAG produce akinetic mutism,

whilst lesions rostral to the PAG or lateral to it do not produce this syndrome (Bailey

and Davis !g+2,1944, Kelly et al. 1946, Skultety 1958, Adametz and O'leary 1959).

Lesions caudal to the PAG either stopped vocalizations or changed them to sounds

which were not characteristic to the particular species (Jurgens and Pratt 1979), in-

dicating the importance of the PAG in the normal manifestation of this phenomenon.

It was also found that other regions which produce vocalizations project to the PAG

(Jurgens and Pratt 7979, Jurgens 1983). Thus, the PAG has been proposed to be the

locus of integration for all inputs necessary for the generation of species-specific calls

(Jurgens and Muller-Preuss 1977, Jurgens and Pratt 1979). The efferent projections

important for the motor aspect of vocalizations are to nucleus ambiguus (Jurgens and

Pratt 1979, Mantyh 1983b, chapter 7) and then to the muscles of the pharanyx and

larynx. Extracellular recordings from PAG show that 50% of neurons tested were

inactive prior to stimulation and began discharging prior to laryngeal EMG activity

and vocalization. They reached their peak activity just prior to the onset of vocal-

ization and then stopped (Larson and Kistler 1984). It has also been noted that

accoirrpanying vocalization there are associated facial and behavioural changes (Kelly

et al. 1946). Perhaps the PAG functions to integrate or couple the range of emo-

tional states in which it is known to be involved (rage, fear, defense, vocalization),

and to produce appropriate characteristic autonomic discharges, motor responses and

vocalization through projections to nucleus ambiguus.

9.t.4 Defense reaction and autonomic responses

A range of autonomic reactions such as pupillary dilatation, piloerection, temperature

regulation, bladder and stomach tone, changes in respiration, and cardiovascular re-
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the involvement of the PAG in intestinal motility and related these effects to some

opiate mechanism acting through activation of ¡l receptors. Although the intimate

relationship between the hypothalamus and the PAG would be involved there is no

definite efferent pathway from the PAG to hindbrain structures in order that it may

infl.uence these functions. They may influence the output through connections to the

locus coeruleus and nucleus raphe magnus both of which project to the medullary and

spinal nuclei involved in these functions.

9.1.5 Pain

Since the initial report by Reynolds (1969) of potent analgesia in the rat during stim-

ulation of the PAG, a vast number of reports have appeared on the phenomenon of

stimulation-produced analgesia (SPA) in a wide variety of species (Behbehani 1981,

Hosobuchi et al. L977, Lewis and Gebhaú !977, Mayer et al.' 1971), including man

(Adams 1976). For review see Willis (1982). It has also been reported that adminis-

tration of opiates within this region also produces profound analgesia (Sharpe et aI.

Ig|4,Thorn-Gray et al. 1981, Gebhart 1982, Mohrlandand Gebhart 1980, 1981). For

reviews see Basbaurn et o,I. 1976, Fields and Basbaum 1978, 'Liebeskind eú ø/' 1974,

Yaksh and Rudy 1978, Basbaum and Fields 1978)'

Although evidence to the contrary can be found in the literature, it appears from

recent experiments that there may be two separate regions within the PAG involved

in stimulation-produced analgesia (see discussion of Fardin et aI. L984a,b and, Beitz

and Shepard 1985). "Pure" analgesia has recently been found with stimulation of only

ventral PAG in the freely moving rat (Fardirr et aI. 1984a,b), whereas stimulation

resulting in analgesia accompanied by various behavioural manifestations has been

recorded from numerous regions with the remainder of the PAG (see Fardin eú ¿/.

1984a,b). These two differential effects have not been widely observed in other reports,

probably due to the fact that most of the animals ïvere anaesthetized, and therefore

any behavioural responses were not able to be observed. Additional evidence for these

two regions can be found in reports which show that stimulation parameters needed

to elicit analgesia from dorsal and lateral PAG is much higher than in ventral PAG

(see Fardin et al. 1984a,b).

In contrast, analgesia elicited by the application of opiates within the PAG appears

to show regional specifrcity largely with respect to ventral PAG (Mayer and Liebeskind

L974, Lewis and Gebhart L977, Fields and Anderson 1978, Fardin eÍ ø/. 1984a,b).

Application of small doses of morphine within ventral PAG have been shown to produce

profound analgesia which is antagonized by naloxone (Behbehani 1981), whilst opiates
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administered into other PAG regions show significantly lesser effects (Yaksh ef ø1.

1976, Lewis and Gebhart 1977). This would appear to correlate with the finding that

ventral PAG demonstrates far more p-opioid binding sites than other PAG regions

(Moskowitz and Goodman 1984).

Since it appears that there may be two distinct zones within the PAG effective

in producing analgesia, it is possible that the region within ventral PAG may give

rise to analgesia by activation of a descending system acting ultimately at the level

of the spinal cord to inhibit afferent nociceptive fibres. The dorsal and lateral zones

within the PAG may also act through similar pathways although there is only a weak

projection from these regions of PAG to the relevant medullary regions. The evidence

seems to suggest that these PAG regions may also activate an ascending system to

limbic and thalamic structures which would result in changes in the affective emotional

state of the animal (Nashotd et aI. 7969, Liebeskind and Mayer 1974, Maniyh 1983a,

Melzack and Wall 1934). Additionally, Prieto et al. (1983) reported that lesions of the

raphe magnus disrupted SPA eticited from ventral PAG, but not from dorsal midbrain

regions.

Due to the lack of a strong spinal projection from the PAG, a descending system

has been proposed to leave the PAG and synpase within the medial reticular formation

(particularly nucleus raphe magnus) and then descend in the dorsolateral funiculus to

the spinal cord to inhibit neurons that lead to noxious stimuli (see Basbaum and Fields

1978). This projection has been suggested to be a serotonergic in nature, and to extend

from the PAG to nucleus raphe magnus and also to the adjacent reticular formation

(nucleus reticularis gigantocellularis, nucleus reticularis magnocellularis and nucleus

reticularis paragigantocellularis) (Basbaum and Fields L979, Mohrland and Gebhart

1980). Cells in the PAG have been shown to project to cells in nucleus raphe magnus,

but more particularly to those which have been identified as raphe-spinal cells (Fields

and Anderson 1978, Behbehani and Fields 1979, Tsubokawa et al. 1981). Generally

the raphe cells are excited by PAG stimulation, although inhibition has also been ob-

served (Fields and Anderson 1978, Behbehani and Fields 1979). Lesions of the DLF

reduce the analgesia produced by electrical stimulation and administration of opiates

(Basbaum et aI. 7976,1977). Depletion of serotonin by p-chloroamphetamine (PCPA)

reduces SPA (Akil and Liebeskind 1975, Akil and Mayer L972), which is restored by

administration of 5-hydroxytryptophan (Akil and Liebeskind 1975). Antagonism of

serotonin transmission by lysergic acid diethylamide also reduces SPA (Hayes et al.

7977). Lesions of NRM also disrupts SPA elicited from the PAG (Prieto et aL 1983).

Intersestingly, SPA elicited by stimulation outside ventral PAG was unaffected (or

enhanced) by PCPA (Akil and Mayer 7972), therefore it is likely that another trans-

mitter, and possibly other pathways, are involved in this descending analgesia system
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(Yaksh 1979, lvlorton et aI. 7984, Sandkühler and Gebhart 1984a,b). It has therefore

been suggested that part of this descending pathway may be mediated through the

lateral reticular formation (Hall et al. 1982, Gray and Dostrovsky 1983, Morton ef ¿/.

1g84), more particularly via nucleus reticularis paragigantocellularis lateralis and ihe

lateral reticular nucleus, part of which may be activated through of a descending adren-

ergic system (Yaksh 1979). Duggan and coworkers have suggested that this region is

far more important in descending systems of analgesia than the midline raphe regions

(Hatl et al. 1982, Morton et al. 1984). Intraventricular injections of noraclrenalin

antagonizes morphine analgesia (Calcutt et aI. L973, Sparkes and Spencer 1971), and

inhibition of dopamine B-hydroxylase (a noradrenalin precursor), also prolongs the

action of morphine (Cicero ef ø1. 1974). Intraperitoneal injections of alpha blockers

increase the reaction time on the hot-plate test, whilst beta blockers were without

effect (Kuraishi et aI. 1979, Yaksh 1979, Cicero et aL L974). Disulfram (which de-

.r"r.", the concentration of noradrenalin) potentiates the analgesia elicited by PAG

stimulation (Akil and Liebeskind 1975, Hosobuchi and \Memmer 7977). Evidence has

also been presented that the noradrenalin containing lateral reticular regions may also

project to the nucleus raphe magnus as well as to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord

to alter 5HT levels and therefore spinal analgesia levels (Basbaum et al. 1983). It has

even been suggested (Akaike et aI. 1978, Basbaum et al. 1983) that the descending

5HT (nucleus raphe magnus), and noradrenalin (lateral reticular regions) systems are

involved in the differential control of acute and chronic pain, respectively. In summary,

there is strong evidence for multiple descending systems from the PAG through the

medulla to the spinal cord which could be involved in the production of analgesia,

using serotonin and noradrenalin as neurotransmitters, and that they are modulated

at supraspinal sites (particularly PAG) by opiates and relevant synaptic inputs.

Not only would the PAG appear to have an effect on incoming pain signals at

the spinal cord level through several descending projections, it is also involved in

the affective emotional quality of sensations experienced by the animal, presumably

through involvement with ascending projections to the thalamus and the hypothalamus

and the large contingent of projections from the PAG to limbic structures (Nashold eÍ

al. 1969, Liebeskind and Mayer 7974, Mantyh 1983a, Melzack and \Mall 1984). The

PAG also receives projections from ascending components involved in nociception.

Fibres in the spinothalamic tract sends projections to PAG which may then be relayed

to intralaminar thalamic nuclei (which are thought not to receive projections from

the spinothalamic tract) where considerable processing of these impulses may occur.

The PAG also projects directly to the ventrobasal complex of the thalamus where

spinothalamic input undergoes relay, leaving open the possibility for integration of

nociceptive information at this site.
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Appendix 1

TAAB resin details:

Add:

TAAB embedding resin..... .................25g

DDSA (dodecenylsuccinic anhydride)................20S

MNA (methyl nadic anhydride) 5g

Mix thoroughly for about 5 minutes, then add

DMP-30 (an accelerator)...... .........'....19

then mix thoroughly for another 5 minutes. Polymerization is carried out at 600C

for 24 hours. The mixture is made up fresh for each use'
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Appendix 2

The details of the methods used in the analysis of Golgi-impregnated material is

detailed below.

The method after Valverdi (L970):

Stock solution:

Potassium dichromate......... ...12s

Osmic acid 1g

Distilled water... 500ml

The solution is mixed using a stirrer for 4-5 hours, or until the OsO¿ is dissolved

The solution is stored in a stoppered bottle in the fridge for 4-5 months to ripen.

Protocol:

1. The brain rÀ¡as removed fresh from a deeply anaesthetized animal at a core tem-
perature of 250C.

2. 4-ó mm slices were cut using a,tazot blade and immersed in 20ml of stock solution
plus 5ml of.2To OsO¿ per piece, for 7 days at room temperature.

3. Wash briefly in 0.75% AgNO3, then place in fresh 0.75% AgNO3 (100m1 per
piece) for 2 days.

4. Fresh OsO¿-dichromate solution (25m1per piece) for 4 days at room temperature.

5. Repeat 2. but for 3 days.

6. Examine sections. If not impregnated do 3'd impregnation.

7. Put in fresh stock (25m1 per piece) mixed with 0.5g per piece of potassium
dichromate for 4 days.

8. Repeat 2. for 5 days.

9. Dehydrate to absolute alcohol for 10-20 minuteq.

10. Cut on a vibratome at 100-200¡.rm and collect in absolute alcohol.

11. Clove oil or c-terpineol for 15 minutes.

12. Mount, wash in xylene and coverslip with pix.
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The method after MantYh (1982c)z

Fixation:

1. Phosphate buffered heparanized saline pH 7.4,370C, then

2. buffered fixative, pH 7.4 containing 2To glúaraldehyde, lTo panformaldehyde
ar'dSTo sucrose, then

3. 6% buffered sucrose.

The animal was perfused with a prefixation rinse of 500m1 phosphate buffered saline

followed by 1 litre of fixative, then 300 ml of buffered 5% sucrose. The brain was then

removed and placed in 30% buffered sucrose' pH 7.4 for 2-5 days.

Protocol:

1. Cut brains into 3mm slices.

2. Place on rotator in a solution of 1 part 40To forrnaldehyde, 4 parts 3.570 KzCrzOz
for 30 hours.

3. Place slices in 3.5% KzCrzOz for 1 week.

4. \Mithout washing, place in 3 changes of 0.75% AgNO3 for 1 week intervals and

store in dark.

5. Sample tissue and if not properly impregnated start at 2. again.

6. Place sections h 70To alcohol for t hour.

7. Cut on a vibratome at 100¡rm.

8. Collect h 95% alcohol.

9. Pass sections through several changes of absolute alcohol and then to xylene for
5-60 minutes to clear the tissue and remove excess silver d'eposits.

10. Mount on gel-gummed slides and coverslip.
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The method after Van der Loos (fOSo):

Perfusion:

1. Anaesthetize, and place animal in hypothermia with rectal temperature about

240c.

2. Remove skull whilst alive, and quickly remove brain and place into fi,xative.

3. Cut brain into 4-5mm slices with razor blade and immerse on gauze in a jar
containing 100x volume of tissue at room temperature for 1 week.

4. Change to fresh fixative for 1 month.

Fixative consists of:

solution L; 5% potassium dichromate (25g potassium dichromate added to 500m1

warm water).

solution B; 5% mercuric chloride (25g mercuric chloride added to 500m1 boiling
water).

solution C;5% potassium chromate (20g of potassium chromate in 400m1 water).

Cool A and B to room temperature. Mix 5 parts A with 5 parts B. Dilute 4 parts
C with 10 parts of distilled water. \Mhile stirring continuously slowly pour AB into
diluted C. Let sit for at least 5 days, until no more red precipitate forms. Decant and

filter through filter paper.

Protocol:

1. Cut sections at 100¡zm on a vibratome'

2. Collect in 70To alcohol.

3. Immerse in a mixture of 3 parts strong ammonia water to 2 parts ethanol for 20

minutes.

4. Rinse sections in distilled water, two changes of 5 minutes each.

5. 5% sodium thiosulphate 5 minutes.

6. Distilled water 2 changes of 5 minutes each.

7. Hypo-clearing agent, stock solution for 3 minutes.

8. Distilled water 2 changes of 3 minutes each.

9. 70% ethanol, 80% ethanol, 2 changes of 5 minutes each.
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70. 95% ethanol, two changes, 10 minutes each.

11. l-butanol, two changes, 10 minutes each.

12. a-terpineol for two changes of 20 minutes each

13. Rinse in toluene'

14. Mount and coverslip'ü/ith "pix".

The method after Phelps (L983):

Perfusion:

1. Either 10% neutral formalin, or 2To glutaraldehyde, 2To paraformaldehyde in
0.075M sodium cacodylate pH 7.3-7.4.

2. Brains fixed in formalin were postfixed for 1 month, and brains fixed in aldehydes

were postfixed for 1-3 days at 4oC.

Protocol:

1. Following post-fixation, coronal and sagittal blocks of tissue were impregnated
for 4-5 days in 4:7,2.57o potassium dichromate:ITo OsO¿.

2. 'Water rinse.

3. Placed in 0.75% silver nitrate for 1 day.

4. \Mashed, then dehydrated in dimethoxypropane for t hour.

5. Cut on a vibratome at 100¡lm.

6. Collected in alcohol, rinsed in xylene for 15 minutes.

7. Mounted and coverslipped with "pi*".
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